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ABSTRACT
Visions of the next generation Web such as the “Semantic Web” or the
“Web 2.0” have triggered the emergence of a multitude of data formats.
¿ese formats have dierent characteristics as far as the shape of data is
concerned (for example tree- vs. graph-shaped). ¿ey are accompanied
by a puzzlingly large number of query languages each limited to one data
format.¿us, a key feature of theWeb, namely to make it possible to access
anything published by anyone, is compromised.
¿is thesis is devoted to versatile query languages capable of accessing
data in a variety of Web formats. ¿e issue is addressed from three an-
gles: language design, common, yet uniform semantics, and common, yet
uniform evaluation.
First, we consider the query language Xcerpt as an example of the advo-
cated class of versatile Web query languages. Using this concrete exemplar
allows us to clarify and discuss the vision of versatility in detail.
Second, a number of query languages, XPath, XQuery, SPARQL, and
Xcerpt, are translated into a common intermediary language, CIQLog. ¿is
language has a purely logical semantics, which makes it easily amenable
to optimizations. As a side eect, this provides the, to the best of our
knowledge, rst logical semantics for XQuery and SPARQL. It is a very
useful tool for understanding the commonalities and dierences of the
considered languages.
¿ird, the intermediate logical language is translated into a query algebra,
CIQCAG. ¿e core feature of CIQCAG is that it scales from tree- to graph-
shaped data and queries without eciency losses when tree-data and -
queries are considered: it is shown that, in these cases, optimal complexities
are achieved. CIQCAG is also shown to evaluate each of the aforementioned
query languages with a complexity at least as good as the best known
evaluation methods so far. For example, navigational XPath is evaluated
with space complexityO(q ⋅ d) and time complexityO(q ⋅ n) where q is
the query size, n the data size, and d the depth of the (tree-shaped) data.
CIQCAG is further shown to provide linear time and space evaluation
of tree-shaped queries for a larger class of graph-shaped data than any
method previously proposed.¿is larger class of graph-shaped data, called
continuous-image graphs, short cigs, is introduced for the rst time in this
thesis. A (directed) graph is a cig if its nodes can be totally ordered in such
a manner that, for this order, the children of any node form a continuous
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interval.
CIQCAG achieves these properties by employing a novel data structure,
called sequence map, that allows an ecient evaluation of tree-shaped
queries, or of tree-shaped cores of graph-shaped queries on any graph-
shaped data.While being ideally suited to trees and cigs, the data structure
gracefully degrades to unrestricted graphs. It yields a remarkably ecient
evaluation on graph-shaped data that only a few edges prevent from being
trees or cigs.
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Zukun svisionen über das Web der Zukun , angepriesen unter Begrien
wie dem „Semantische Web“ oder dem „Web 2.0“, haben in den letzten
Jahren die Entwicklung einer Vielzahl von neuenDatenformaten ausgelöst.
Nicht nur unterscheiden sich diese Formate im Hinblick auf die erlaubte
Struktur (beispielsweise Baum- vs. Graph-Daten), sie haben auch eine
Myriade von Anfragesprachen mit sich gebracht, zumeist auf jeweils ein
Format eingeschränkt. Damit droht eine zentrale Eigenscha desWebs, die
Fähigkeit auf jedwede Information zugreifen, wer immer sie veröentlicht
hat, verloren zu gehen.
Um dieses Problem anzugehen, ist diese Arbeit „versatilen“, also vielsei-
tig einsetzbaren, Anfragesprachen für das Web gewidmet. Vielseitigkeit
wird aus drei Perspektiven betrachtet: Sprachentwurf, Semantik, und Aus-
wertung. Diese drei Perspektiven dienen als Leitfaden für die gesamte
Arbeit:
Zu Beginn wird die Anfragesprache Xcerpt als ein Beispiel für die Klasse
der „versatilen“ Anfragesprachen vorgestellt und eine Reihe von konkreten
Einsatzszenarien für solche Anfragesprachen diskutiert.
Der zweite Teil der Arbeit zeigt auf, wie eine Reihe vonAnfragesprachen,
genauer XPath, XQuery, SPARQL und Xcerpt, in eine einheitliche Zwi-
schensprache, genannt CIQLog, übersetzt werden kann. CIQLog hat eine rein
logische Semantik, die eine ideale Basis für Optimierungen und algebrai-
sche Umschreibungen bietet wie im dritten Teil gezeigt. Ein Seiteneekt
der Übersetzung ist die, unseres Wissens nach, erste rein logische Seman-
tik für XQuery und SPARQL. CIQLog entpuppt sich auch als hervorragende
Basis für die Untersuchung von Ähnlichkeiten wie Besonderheiten der
betrachteten Sprachen.
Der zentrale Beitrag der Arbeit wird im dritten Teil vorgestellt: die
CIQCAG Anfrage-Algebra, die zur Implementierung von CIQLog (und damit
aller oben genannten Sprachen) verwendet wird. Im Zentrum von CIQCAG
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steht die Fähigkeit mit unterschiedlich strukturierten Daten und Anfra-
gen gleichermaßen ezient umgehen zu können: Insbesondere, zeigt die
Arbeit, dass die Auswertung mit CIQCAG sowohl für Baum- als auch für
Graph-Daten optimale Komplexität besitzt. CIQCAG ist dadurch imstan-
de jede der oben genannten Anfragesprachen wenigstens so gut wie die
besten bisher bekannten Ansätze auswerten zu können. Navigationelles
XPath, beispielsweise, kann durch CIQCAG mit O(q ⋅ d) Speicher- undO(q ⋅ n) Zeitkomplexität ausgewertet werden (dabei ist q die Anfrage-, n
die Datengröße und d die Tiefe der (Baum-) Daten).
Schließlich erlaubt CIQCAG die Auswertung von Baum-Anfragen mit
linearer Zeit und linearem Speicher auf einer größeren Klasse von Graph-
Daten als alle bisherigen Ansätze. Diese Klasse von Graph-Daten, gen-
nannt „continuous image graphs“, kurz cigs, wird in dieser Arbeit erstmalig
vorgestellt. Ein Graph fällt in diese Klasse, sobald seine Knoten so geordnet
werden können, dass, über diese Ordnung, die Kinder jedes Knotens ein
kontinuierliches Intervall bilden.
Diese Eigenscha en erreicht CIQCAG durch den Einsatz einer neuartigen
Datenstruktur, genannt sequence map, die die eziente Auswertung von
Baum-Anfragen (oder -Teilanfragen) auf beliebigen Graph-Daten erlaubt.
Die Datenstruktur ist ideal für Bäum- und cig-Daten geeignet, kann aber
auch für allgemeine Graph-Daten eingesetzt werden. Dabei erhält man
eine bemerkenswert eziente Auswertung, wenn die Graphen nahezu
die Form von Bäumen oder cigs haben mit nur wenigen abweichenden
Kanten.
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When we reect about the ingredients of today’s success of the World-
WideWeb, one ingredient seems to be essential: easy access to information
fromdiverse sources, each publishingwithout central control.¿e enabling
technology has been, arguably, the use of a single universal representation
format, HTML and its variants. ¿is allows easy access requiring only
some form of HTML browser: everyone can collect and aggregate infor-
mation, e.g., for indexing such as Google does, or for extracting personal
information as Spam-Bots do. Surprisingly, this picture changes, when
we move to the Web 2.0, the Semantic Web, or whatever other vision of
the next generation Web currently en vogue. For these visions we happily
build islands: an XML island, an RDF island, a JSON island, an OWL
island, a Topic maps island, etc. Of course, there is o en legitimate rea-
son to use dierent representation formats for dierent kinds of data on
the Web. Furthermore, signicant resources have been committed to the
deployment of various XML and, to a lesser extent, RDF islands.
Unless we assume that all information nicely ts into one and only one
of these islands, we have to consider that, increasingly, Web applications
will not only process HTML, but also XML, JSON, RDF, OWL, etc. ¿is is
already true for most Web 2.0 applications. When we build such applica-
tions, however, we do not want to care about the actual data formats but
focus on the task of the application.
In this work, we present a solution to this challenge. We argue that
query languages such as XSTL, XQuery, SPARQL, XPath, or Xcerpt, which
have seen signicant success for accessing each of the data islands, should
make it easier for the user to access data in dierent formats. We call for
such versatile query languages as tools to bridge the data islands and to
allow the integration of data in XML, RDF, Topic Maps, or whatever other
format. ¿ough choosing a dierent solution, the W3C has recognized
the importance of such scenarios in the recent GRDDL [77] standard, an
approach to bring XML data and microformats to the RDF island.
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Naturally, we do not stop at the call for such query languages but use
that only as the starting point to cast a novel perspective onWeb querying,
its formal foundation and evaluation. Altogether, this work is divided in
three parts:
1.1 VI S ION AND EXEMPLAR : XCERPT 2 . 0
First, (Part I) we elaborate on the vision of versatile query languages and
discuss how that vision has guided the renement of Xcerpt [188, 187]
towards Xcerpt 2.0. Furthermore, we illustrate the use of Xcerpt for use
cases developed by the W3C in the context of GRDDL and contrast this
approach with the use of separate query languages for XML and RDF as
proposed by the W3C. ¿is highlights the advantages of versatile query
languages when integrating data from diverse sources with dierent data
formats.
1.2 COMMON FORMAL FOUNDATION : C IQLOG
Second, we introduce (Part II) as a formal foundation for Web queries
against any data format, CIQLog, a rule-based query language tailored to
semi-structured queries. CIQLog is a slightly modied variant of datalog¬new,
i.e., datalog extended with negation and value invention, or ILOG [132].
CIQLog is used as a tool to map most major Web query languages into the
same formal framework in Part III. Specically, the considered languages
are XPath, XQuery, Xcerpt, and SPARQL.
¿e common datamodel and query language CIQLog and the translations
from these languages into CIQLog yield
(1) a purely logical semantics for XPath, XQuery, Xcerpt, and SPARQL.
For XQuery and SPARQL, this is the rst purely logical semantics,
to the best of our knowledge.
(2) a better understanding of commonalities and dierences between
these languages. In particular, the step from XPath to (composition-
free) XQuery illustrates how only a small number of additional fea-
tures dramatically aects the semantics and evaluation of XQuery.
(3) together with the CIQCAG algebra (and the translation from CIQLog to
CIQCAG in Chapter 13),
(a) a space optimal implementation of navigational XPathwith space
complexityO(q ⋅ d) and time complexityO(q ⋅ n) where q is the
query size, n the data size, and d the depth of the tree data.
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(b) therst implementation for SPARQLwith polynomial-time com-
plexity for tree queries on arbitrary graphs and linear complexity on
tree and certain graph data (see below).
(c) ecient implementations for Xcerpt and XQuery that scale over
dierent data and query shapes, i.e., that provide on each restricted
class time and space complexity rivaling the best known approaches
limited to that class.
(4) a foundation for the integration of queries from several of these
languages (with additional CIQLog interface rules to properly expose
data from queries in one language to queries of another language).
1.3 EVALUAT ION : C IQCAG ALGEBRA
¿ird, we consider the evaluation of CIQLog queries and versatileWeb query
languages focused on the following question: What is the cost of the move
from specializedWeb query languages to versatile ones comes, considering
time or space complexity?
We assign meaning to things by enumerating their features (or prop-
erties or attributes) and placing them in relation with other things. ¿is
enables us to distinguish, classify, and, eventually, act upon such things.
¿e same applies to digital data items: to nd, analyse, classify, and, even-
tually, use as basis for actions we need to place data items in relation to
other data items: A book to its author, a bank transaction to the bank, the
source and the target of the transaction, a patient to its treatment history,
its doctor, etc.
How we describe these relations between data items (as well as their
features) is the purview of data models. Recently the relational data model,
tailored to relations of arbitrary shape, has been complemented by semi-
structured data models tailored to Web data. What sets these data models
apart from relational data is an even greater focus on relations or links
while delegating features or attributes to second-class citizens or dropping
them entirely, as in RDF. At the same time most of these data models share
a strong hierarchical bias: XML is most o en considered tree data.1 RDF
and other ontology languages allow arbitrary graphs but ontologies o en
have dominantly hierarchical “backbones”, formed, e.g., by subclass or
part-of relations. To summarize, structure is a central property of data and
data models determine what shape those structures may take.
1 ¿ough ID-links justify amore graph-like view of XML. Similarly, many XML applications
add non-tree linking mechanisms such as HTML hypertext links.
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When we want to actually do something with the data represented in
any of these data models, we use queries. Again, exploiting the relations
among sought-for data items is essential: to nd all authors of books on a
given topic, to nd the bank with the highest transaction count, to identify
an illness by analysing patterns in a patient’s health records. ¿us queries
mirror the structure of the sought-for data, though o en with a richer
vocabulary, allowing, e.g., for recursive relation traversal or don’t-care
parts: a patient is chronically ill if there is some illness (we don’t care which
illness) that recurs regularly in that patient’s health records. Queries may
contain additional derived (i.e., not explicitly represented or “extensional”)
relations—such as equalities or order between the value of data items.
¿e shape of a query is, thus, not limited to the shape of the data but
may contain additional relations. To summarize, as for data, structure is a
central feature of queries and mirrors the structure of the sought-for data.
However, the structure of a query is linked to the structure of the query
only if we consider exclusively extensional relations in the query.
¿e reasonwe should care about the shape of data or queries is a growing
canon of approaches that obtain better complexity and performance for
query evaluation if certain limits are imposed on the shape of data, queries,
or both.
If we consider arbitrary data, we have little reliable means for compact-
ing relation information. On tree data, in contrast, we can use any number
of encodings, e.g., interval encodings [86, 85], hierarchical or path-based
labeling [173], or schemes based on structural summaries [200]. In essence,
these encodings exploit the observation that structural relations in ordered
trees follow certain rules, e.g., each node has a unique parent, the descen-
dants of each node are contained in the descendants of all its ancestors,
each node has a unique following and preceeding sibling, etc. Interval
encodings on trees, e.g., allow us to compact closure relations quadratic in
the tree size into a linear size interval encoding.
For queries, we can make a similar observation: if we allow arbitrary
“links” in a query, we need to manage relations between bindings for all
nodes in the query at once. However, the relations between the nodes
may be limited, e.g., if the query is tree shaped (and this holds also for
graph-shaped data), bindings for each node are directly related only to
bindings of its “parent”. In fact, if we consider the answers to a query
as a relation with the nodes as columns, answers of a tree-shaped query
always exhibit multivalued dependencies [91]: In fact, we can normalize
or decompose such a relation for a query with n nodes into n − 1 separate
relations that together faithfully represent the original relation (lossless-join
decomposition to binary relations over each pair of adjacent variables in
the query).¿is allows us to compact an otherwise potentially exponential
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answer (in the data size) into a polynomial representation.
Neither observation is particularly new: acyclic or tree queries on rela-
tional data as interesting polynomial-time subclass have been studied, e.g.,
in [203] and [110]. More recently, the increasing popularity of Web data
such as XML triggered renewed interest and reinvestigation of tree data
and tree queries as interesting restrictions of general relational structures
and queries. Several novel techniques tailored to XML data and XPath or
similar tree queries have shown the benet of exploiting the hierarchical
nature of the data for ecient query evaluation: polynomial twig joins
[48]; XPath evaluation [113]; polynomial evaluation of tree queries against
XML streams [9, 171, 168], linear tree labeling schemes [119, 200] allowing
constant time access to structural closure relations such as descendant or
following; and path indices [71] enabling constant time evaluation of path
queries.
As stated, these techniques have received considerable attention when
data and queries are tree shaped. However, data o en contains some non-
tree aspects, even if the tree aspects are dominant, e.g., id-links in XML
or many ontologies (such as the GeneOntology [87]). Practical queries
(such as XQuery or Xcerpt) o en go beyond tree queries, e.g., to express
value or identity joins, even if they contain a majority of structural con-
ditions. Driven by such considerations, interest in adapting above tech-
niques beyond trees is growing (e.g., labeling and reachability for graph
data [199, 195] or hypertree decomposition for polynomial queries beyond
trees [108]).
¿erefore, we explore in this work means of building on the above
mentioned techniques but pushing them beyond trees. We orient this
exploration along the following two questions:
(1) Can we nd an interesting and practically relevant class of (data)
graphs that is a proper superset of trees, yet to which algorithms such
as twig joins [48], so far limited to trees or DAGs [70], can be extended
without aecting (time and space) complexity?
(2) Canwe integrate the above technologies in the processing of general
graph queries in such a way that (o en signicant) hierarchical compo-
nents can be evaluated using polynomial algorithms, limiting the degrada-
tion of query complexity to non-tree parts of the query?¿is is particularly
desirable as we observe that data and, particularly, queries are o en mostly
trees with only limited non-tree parts, but any non-tree part renders most
of the techniques discussed above for tree queries inapplicable.
In the following, we answer both questions essentially positive by intro-
ducing a novel algebra, called CIQCAG, the compositional, interval-based
query and composition algebra for graphs. CIQCAG is a fully algebraic ap-
proach to queryingWeb data (be it in XML, RDF, or other semi-structured
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shape) that is build around two central contributions:
(1) a novel characterization of (data) graphs admissible to interval-based
compaction. For this new class of data, called continuous-image
graphs (or cigs for short), we can provide linear-space and almost
linear-time algorithms for evaluating tree queries rivaling the best
known algorithms for tree data.
(2) An algebra for a two-phase evaluation of queries separating a tree
core of the query (evaluated in the rst phase) from the remaining
non-tree constraints (evaluated in a second phase). ¿e operations
of the algebra closely mirror relational algebra (and can, in fact, be
implemented in standard SQL), but (a) a novel data structure inu-
enced by Xcerpt’s memoization matrix [187, 52] and the complete
answer aggregates approach [161] allows for exponentially more suc-
cinct storage of intermediate results for the tree core of a query. To-
gether with a set of operators on this data structure, called sequence
map, this enables CIQCAG to (b) evaluate almost-tree queries with
nearly polynomial time limiting the degradation in performance to
non-tree parts of the query. (c) Finally, the algebra is tailored to be
agnostic of the actual realization of the used relations. ¿is makes
it particularly easy to integrate approaches for arbitrary derived re-
lations and indices in addition to extensional relations, reachability
indices such as interval labeling [116] for tree data or [195] for graph
data and path indices such as DataGuides [107] or [71] for tree data.
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This chapter is a based closely on [58] and [61] with
slight refinements and a preview of how the discussed
principles are realized in this work.
2.1 INTRODUCT ION
We present in this work a novel perspective on Web query languages that
starts with the vision of a versatile Web query language presented in this
chapter. At its core, this vision calls for languages capable of integrating
access to diverse Web formats. We show how this vision has guided the
development and renement of Xcerpt 2.0 in Chapter 3. We illustrate
how that renement can be used to implement a versatile query scenario
proposed by the W3C, the querying of XML micro-formats through RDF
views by means of GRDDL in Chapter 4.
From format to
language
versatility
However, in this work we go beyond the single-language perspective of
this chapter and introduce in Part II a formal foundation for Web queries
that is expressive enough to capture diverse languages such as Xcerpt,
XPath, XQuery, and SPARQL as demonstrated in Part III. ¿ough that
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framework is expressive, it still exhibits ecient evaluation of dierent
kinds of Web queries such that, as shown in Part IV, the evaluation of
tree queries on tree data is space optimal and rivals the time complexity
of the best known previous approaches. At the same time, the approach
can also handle tree queries on graph data, o en even with the same
complexity as on tree data (if the graph is a continuous-image graph).
Even graph queries are handled and performance degeneration is limited
to the non-tree portion of the query.
We demonstrate by this that versatile query languages as proposed in
this chapter can be implemented just as query languages specialized to
the existing Web formats. Furthermore, we show that even if there is no
versatility on the language level, e.g., if we employ XQuery for XML access
and SPARQL for RDF access, those queries can be realized in the proposed
formal framework (and thus, e.g., prot from query optimization beyond
the borders of each language) and, given a suitable but, compared to a full
versatile query language, rather small integration interface, even access
results of each other. Such interfaces can, e.g., be SPARQL XML result
formats [19] or SPARQL annotations1.
Nevertheless, all this does not alleviate the eort for the query program-
mer to handle dierent query paradigms, e.g., XQuery and SPARQL, in
addition to dierent data formats. We believe that an integration within a
language, as argued in the following, is preferable to integration between
languages.
Why versatility
matters . . .
A er a decade of experience with research proposals as well as standard-
ized query languages for the conventional Web and following the recent
emergence of query languages for the Semantic Web a reconsideration of
design principles for Web and Semantic Web query languages is called for.
¿e “Semantic Web” is an endeavor widely publicized in 2001 by an
inuential but also controversial article from Tim Berners-Lee, James
Hendler, and Ora Lassila [33]. ¿e “Semantic Web” vision is that of the
current Web which consists of (X)HTML and documents in other XML
formats extended by metadata specifying the meaning of these documents
in forms usable by both human beings and computers.
One might see the Semantic Web metadata added to today’s Web doc-
uments as “semantic indices” similar to encyclopedias. A considerable
advantage over paper-printed encyclopedias is that the relationships ex-
pressed by Semantic Web metadata can be followed by computers, very
much like hyperlinks, and be used for drawing conclusion using automated
reasoning methods:
1 http://www.w3.org/2007/01/SPAT/
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“For the Semantic Web to function, computers must have
access to structured collections of information and sets of infer-
ence rules that they can use to conduct automated reasoning.”
[33]
A number of formalisms have been proposed in recent years for rep-
resenting Semantic Web metadata, e.g., RDF [150, 142], Topic Maps [133],
and OWL [157]. Whereas RDF and Topic Maps provide merely a syntax
for representing assertions on relationships like “a text T is authored by
person P”, schema or ontology languages such as RDFS [45] and OWL
allow to state properties of the terms used in such assertions, e.g., that
no “person” can be a “text”. Building upon descriptions of resources and
their schemas (as detailed in the “architectural road map” for the Semantic
Web [32]), rules expressed in e.g., SWRL [127] or RuleML [37], allow the
specication of actions to be taken, knowledge to be derived, or constraints
to be enforced.
Essential for realizing this vision is the integrated access to all kinds
of data represented in any of these representation formalisms or even in
standard Web languages such as (X)HTML, SVG. Considering the large
amount and the distributed storage of data already available on the Web,
the ecient and convenient access to such data becomes the enabling
requirement for the Semantic Web vision. It has been recognized that
reasonably high-level, declarative query languages are needed for such
ecient and convenient access, as they allow to separate the actual data
storage from the view of the data a query programmer operates on. ¿is
chapter presents a novel position on design principles for guiding the
development of query languages that allow access to both standard and
Semantic Web data. We believe, it is worthwhile to reconsider principles
that have been stated almost a decade ago for query languages such as
XML-QL [84] and XQuery [35], then agnostic of the challenges imposed
by the emerging Semantic Web.
Principles of
versatility
¿ree principles are at the core of the vision of a versatile Web query
language:
(1) As discussed above, the same query language should provide con-
venient and ecient access to any kind of data expected to be
foundon theSemanticWeb, e.g., to documentswritten in (X)HTML
as well as to RDF descriptions of these documents and even to on-
tologies. Only by intertwining data from all the dierent layers of
the Semantic Web, that vision can be realized in its full potential.
(2) Convenience for the user of the query language requires the reuse
of knowledge obtained in another context.¿erefore, the query lan-
guage should be based upon the principles of referential trans-
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parency and answer-closedness realized by rules and patterns.
Together, these principles allow (1) for querying existing and con-
structing new data by a form-lling approach (similar to, but
arguably more expressive than, the query-by-example paradigm
[205, 204]), and (2) for basic reasoning capabilities including the
provision of dierent views of the same data, even represented in
dierent Web formalisms.
(3) ¿e decentralized and heterogeneous nature of the Web requires
query languages that allow queries and answers to be incomplete:
In queries, only known parts of the requested information are speci-
ed, similar to a form leaving other parts incomplete. Conversely,
the answer to a querymay leave out uninteresting parts of thematch-
ing data.
It is worth noting that the above stated core principles and the more
detailed discussion of the design principles in Section 2.2 are describing
general principles of query languages, rather than specic issues of an im-
plementation or storage system.¿erefore, implementation issues, such as
processing model (in-memory vs. database vs. data stream) or distributed
query evaluation, are not discussed here. Rather, the language require-
ments are considered independently of such issues, but allow for further
extensions or restrictions of the language, if necessary for a particular set-
ting or application. ¿at the implementation of a versatile query language,
though covering access to diverse formats with diering characteristics
(e.g., graph vs. tree shape), does not have to suer performance penalties
compared to specialized languages is shown in Part IV where we give an
evaluation approach that ts itself to the particularities of the encountered
data achieving the same or better complexity for each case as the best
known specialized approaches.
¿ese design principles result for a large part from experience in the
design of Web query languages by the authors, in particular from the
experience in designing the Web query language Xcerpt [188] whose de-
velopment and renement has, on the other hand, been inuenced by
these principles as outlined in Chapter 3. ¿ough Xcerpt is inuenced by
these principles, it does not (not even in its second incarnation, Xcerpt
2.0) realize all of the below discussed principles. In particular, work on
update and evolution languages based on Xcerpt continues as does the
investigation of visualization and verbalization.¿ese aspects of a versatile
language are not considered further in this thesis.
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2.2 DES IGN PR INC IPLES
¿e rest of this chapter is organized around thirteen design principles
deemed essential for versatile Web query languages: starting with prin-
ciples concerning the dual use of a query language for both Web and
Semantic Web data (Section 2.2.1) and the specic requirements on how
to specify data selection (Section 2.2.2) and the make-up of an answer
(Section 2.2.3), further principles regarding declarativity and structuring
of query programs (Section 2.2.4) and reasoning support (Section 2.2.5)
and nally those regarding the relation of querying and evolution (Sec-
tion 2.2.6) are outlined.
2.2.1 versatility: data, syntax, and interface
single query language for standard and semantic web. A
hypothesis of this chapter is that a common query language for both conven-
tional Web and Semantic Web applications is desirable (this requirement
for a Web query language has also been expressed by other authors, e.g.,
in [166]). ¿ere are two reasons for this hypothesis:
First, in many cases data is not inherently “conventional Web data” or
“Semantic Web data”. Instead, it is the usage that gives data a “conventional
Web” or “Semantic Web” status. Consider for example a computer science
encyclopedia. It can be queried like any other Web document using a Web
query language. If its encyclopedia relationships (formalizing expressions
such as “see”, “see also”, “use instead” commonly used in traditional ency-
clopedia) are marked up, e.g., HTML hypertext links, XLink [83] or any
other ad hoc or generic formalism as one might expect from an online
encyclopedia, then the encyclopedia can also be used as “Semantic Web
data”, i.e. as metadata, in retrieving computer science texts (e.g., the ency-
clopedia could relate a query referring to “Linux” toWeb content referring
to “operating systems of the 90s”) or enhance the rendering of Web con-
tents (e.g. adding hypertext links from some words to their denitions in
the encyclopedia).
Second, Semantic Web applications will most likely combine and inter-
twine queries to Web data and to metadata (or Semantic Web data) in
all possible manners. ¿ere is no reason to assume that Semantic Web
applications will rely only on metadata or that querying of conventional
Web data and Semantic Web data will take place in two (or several) succes-
sive querying phases referring each to data of one single kind. Consider
again the computer science encyclopedia example. Instead of one single
encyclopedia, one might use several encyclopedias that might be listed in
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a (conventional Web) document. Retrieving the encyclopedias requires
a conventional Web query. Merging the encyclopedias is likely to call
for specic features of a Semantic Web query language. Enhancing the
rendering of a conventional Web document using the resulting (merged)
encyclopedia is likely to require (a) conventional Web queries (for re-
trieving conventional Web documents and the addresses of the relevant
encyclopedias), (b) SemanticWeb queries (for merging the encyclopedias),
(c) mixed conventional and Semantic Web queries (for adding hypertext
links from words dened in the (merged) encyclopedia).
integrated view of standard and semantic web: graph
data. Both XML (and semi-structured data in general), as predomi-
nantly used on the (standard) Web, and RDF, the envisioned standard for
representing SemanticWeb data, can be represented in a graph data model.
Although XML is o en seen as a tree model only (cf. XML Information
Set [81] and the XQuery data model [94]), it does provide nonhierarchical
relations, e.g., by using ID/IDREF or hypertext links.
Similar to the proposal for an integrated datamodel and (model-theoretic)
Semantics of XML and RDF presented in [176], a query language for both
standard and Semantic Web must be able to query any such data in a natu-
ral way. In particular, an abstraction of the various linking mechanisms is
desirable for easy query formulation: One approach is the automatic deref-
erencing of ID/IDREF-links in XML data, another the unied treatment
of typed relations provided both in RDF and XLink.
¿e restriction to hierarchical (i.e., acyclic) relations is not realistic
beyond the simplest Semantic Web use cases. Even if each relation for
itself is acyclic, inference based not only on relations of a single type must
be able to cope with cycles.¿erefore, a (rooted) graph data model is called
for.
three syntaxes: xml, compact human-readable, and vi-
sual.
It is desirable that a query language for the (conventional and/or Semantic)
Web has an XML syntax, to allow easy exchange andmanipulation of query
programs on theWeb. Nevertheless, a second, more compact syntax easier
for humans to read and write is desirable. ¿erefore, two textual syntaxes
should be provided: a purely term-oriented XML syntax and another one
which combines term expressions with non-term expressions like most
programming languages. ¿is other syntax should be more compact than
the XML syntax and better readable for human beings. Both syntaxes
should be interchangeable (the translation being a low cost process).
¿ird, a visual syntax can greatly increase the accessibility of the lan-
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guage, in particular for non-experts. ¿is visual syntax should be a mere
rendering of the textual language, a novel approach to developing a visual
language with several advantages: It results in a visual language tightly
connected to the textual language, namely it is a rendering of the textual
language. ¿is tight connection makes it possible to use both, the visual
and the textual language, in the development of applications. Last but
not least, a visual query language conceived as a hypertext application is
especially accessible for Web and Semantic Web application developers.
modeling, verbalizing, and visualizing. (1)Authoring and
Modeling. Authoring correct and consistent queries o en requires consid-
erable eort from the query programmer. ¿erefore, semi-automated or
fully-automated tool support both for authoring and for reading and un-
derstanding queries is essential. (2) Verbalization. For verbalizing queries,
as well as their in- and output, some form of controlled natural language
processing is promising and can provide an interface to the query language
for untrained users. ¿e importance of such a seemingly free-form, “natu-
ral” interface for the Web is demonstrated by the wide-spread success of
Web search engines. (3) Visualization. As discussed above, a visualization
based on styling of queries is highly advantageous in a Semantic Web
setting. As demonstrated in [28], it can also serve as a foundation for in-
teractive features such as authoring of queries. On this foundation, more
advanced authoring tools, e.g., for verication and validation of queries,
can be implemented.
2.2.2 data selection: pattern-based, incomplete
Every query language has to dene means for accessing or selecting data.
¿is section discusses principles for data selection in a Web context.
pattern queries. Patterns (as used, e.g., in Xcerpt [188] and XML-
QL [84]) provide an expressive and yet easy-to-use mechanism for speci-
fying the characteristics of data sought for. In contrast to path expressions
(as used, e.g., in XPath [73] and languages building upon it), they allow an
easy realization of answer-closedness (see below) in the spirit of “query by
example” query languages. Query patterns are especially well suited for
a visual language because they give queries a structure very close to the
structure of possible answers. One might say that query patterns are like
forms, answers like form llings.
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incomplete query specifications Incomplete queries specify
only part of the data to retrieve: e.g. only some of the children of an
XML element (referring to the tree representation of XML data called
“incompleteness in breadth”) or an element at unspecied nesting depth
(referring to the tree representation of XML data called “incompleteness
in depth”). Such queries are important on the conventional Web because
of its heterogeneity: one o en knows only part of the structure of the XML
documents to retrieve.
Incomplete queries specifying only part of the data to retrieve are also
important on the Semantic Web. ¿ere are three reasons for this: rst,
“Semantic Web data” such as RDF or Topic Map data might be found in
dierent (XML) formats that are in general easier to compare in terms
of only some salient features. Second, the merging of “Semantic Web
data” is o en done in terms of components common to distinct data
items. ¿ird, most Semantic Web data standards allow data items with
optional components. In addition, query languages for the conventional
and Semantic Web should ease retrieving only parts of (completely or
incompletely specied) data items.
incomplete data selections BecauseWebdata is heterogeneous
in its structure, one is o en interested in “incomplete answers”. Two kinds
of incomplete answers can be considered. First, one might not be inter-
ested in some of the children of an XML (sub-) document retrieved by a
query. Second, one might be interested in some child elements if they are
available but would accept answers without such elements.
An example of the rst case would be a query against a list of students
asking for the name of students having an email address but specifying
that the email address should not be delivered with the answer.
An example of the second case would be a query against an address
book asking for names, email addresses, and if available cellular phone
numbers.
But, the limitation of an answer to “interesting” parts of the selected
data is helpful not only for XML data. A common desire when querying
descriptions of Web sites, documents, or other resources stored in RDF
is to query a “description” of a resource, i.e., everything related to the
resource helping to understand or identify it. In this case, one might for
example want to retrieve only data related by at most n relations to the
original resource and also avoid following certain relation types not helpful
in identifying a resource.
polynomial core. ¿e design principles discussed in this docu-
ment point towards a general-purpose, and due to general recursion most
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likely Turing-complete, database programming language. However, it is
essential that for the most frequently used queries, small upper bounds on
the resources taken to evaluate queries (such as main memory and query
evaluation time) can be guaranteed. As a consequence, it is desirable to
identify an interesting and useful fragment of a query language for which
termination can be guaranteed and which can be evaluated eciently.
When studying the complexity of database query languages, one dis-
tinguishes between at least three complexity measures, data complexity
(where the database is considered to be the input and the query is as-
sumed xed), query complexity (where the database is assumed xed and
the query is the input), and combined complexity, which takes both the
database and the query as input and expresses the complexity of query
evaluation for the language in terms of the sizes of both [196].
For a given language, query and combined complexity are usually much
higher than data complexity. (In most relational query languages, by one
exponential factor harder, e.g. in PSPACE vs. LOGSPACE-complete for
rst-order queries and EXPTIME-complete vs. PTIME-complete for Dat-
alog, cf. [2].) On the other hand, since data sizes are usually much larger
than query sizes, the data complexity of a query language is the dominating
measure of the hardness of queries.
One complexity class which is usually identied with eciently solvable
problems (or queries) is that of all problems solvable in polynomial time.
PTIME queries can still be rather inecient on large databases. Another,
even more desirable class of queries would thus be that of those queries
solvable in linear time in the size of the data.
Database theory provides us with a number of negative results on the
complexity of query languages that suggest that neither polynomial-time
query complexity nor linear-time data complexity are feasible for data-
transformation languages that construct complex structures as the result.
For example, even conjunctive relational queries are NP-complete with
respect to query complexity [69]. Conjunctive queries can only apply
selection, projection, and joins to the input data, all features that are among
the requirements for query languages for the Semantic Web. ¿ere are a
number of structural classes of tractable (polynomial-time) conjunctive
queries, such as those of so-called “bounded tree-width” [95] or “bounded
hypertree-width” [109, 111], but these restrictions are not transparent or
easy to grasp by users.Moreover, even if such restrictions aremade, general
data transformation queries only need very basic features (such as joins or
pairing) to produce query results that are of super-linear size compared to
the size of the input. ¿at is, just writing the results of such queries is not
feasible in linear time.
If one considers more restrictive queries that view data as graphs, or
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more precisely, as trees, and only select nodes of these trees, there are a
number of positive results. ¿e most important is the one that monadic
(i.e., node-selecting) queries in monadic second-order logic on trees are in
linear time with respect to data complexity [79] (but have non-elementary
query complexity [115]). Reasoning on the Semantic Web naturally hap-
pens on graph data, and results for trees remain relevant because many
graphs are trees. However, the linear time results already fail if very simple
comparisons of data values in the trees are permitted.
¿us, the best we can hope for in a data transformation query language
fragment for reasoning on the Semantic Web is PTIME data complexity.
¿is is usually rather easy to achieve in query languages, by controlling
the expressiveness of higher-order quantication and of recursion. In
particular the latter is relevant in the context of the design principles laid
out here. A PTIME upper bound on the data complexity of recursive
query languages is achieved by either disallowing recursion or imposing
an appropriate monotonicity requirement (such as those which form the
basis of PTIME data complexity in standard Datalog or Datalog with
inationary xpoint semantics [2]).
Finding a large fragment of a database programming language and de-
termining its precise complexity is an important rst step. However, even
more important than worst-case complexity bounds is the eciency of
query evaluation in practice. ¿is leads to the problem of query optimiza-
tion. Optimization is usually also best done on restricted query language
fragments, in particular if such fragments exhibit alternative algebraic,
logical, or game-theoretic characterizations.
2.2.3 answers: arbitrary xml, ranked
answers as arbitrary xml data. XML is the lingua franca of
data interchange on theWeb. As a consequence, answers should be express-
ible in every possible XML application. ¿is includes both text without
mark-up and freely chosen mark-up and structure. ¿is requirement is
obvious and widely accepted for conventional Web query languages. Se-
mantic Web query languages, too, should be capable of delivering answers
in every possible XML application so as to make it possible for instance
to mediate between RDF and XTM (an XML serialization of Topic Maps,
cf. [175]) data or to translate RDF data from one RDF syntax into another
RDF syntax.
answer ranking and top-k answers. In contrast to queries
posed to most databases, queries posed to the conventional and Semantic
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Web might have a rather unpredictable number of answers. As a conse-
quence, it is o en desirable to rank answers according to some application-
dependent criteria. ¿erefore, Web and Semantic Web query languages
should oer (a) basic means for specifying ranking criteria and, (b) for
eciency reasons, evaluation methods computing only the top-k answers
(i.e., a given number k of best-ranked answers according to a user-specied
ranking criterion).
query programs: declarative, rule based. ¿e following
design principles concern the design of query programs beyond the data
selection facilities discussed in Section 2.2.2.
referential transparency. ¿is property means that, within a
denition scope, all occurrences of an expression have the same value, i.e.,
denote the same data. Referential transparency is an essential, precisely
dened trait of the rather vague notion of “declarativity”.
Referential transparency is a typical feature of modern functional pro-
gramming languages. For example, evaluating the expression f 5 in the
language Haskell will always yield the same value (assuming the same
denition of f is used). Contrast with languages like C or Java: the expres-
sion f(5)might yield dierent results every time it is called because its
denition depends on constantly changing state information.
Referentially transparent programs are easier to understand and there-
fore easier to develop, maintain, and optimize as referential transparency
allows query optimizers to dynamically rearrange the evaluation order of
(sub-) expressions, e.g., for evaluating in a “lazy manner” or computing an
optimal query evaluation plan. ¿erefore, referential transparency surely
is one of the essential properties a query language for the Web should
satisfy.
answer-closedness. Wecall a query language “answer-closed” if re-
placing a sub-query in a compound query by a possible (not necessarily ac-
tual) single answer always yields a syntactically valid query. Answer-closed
query languages ensure in particular that every data item, i.e. every possible
answer to some query, is a syntactically valid query. Functional programs
can—but are not required to—be answer-closed. Logic programming lan-
guages are answer-closed but SQL is not. E.g., the answer person(a) to the
Datalog query person(X) is itself a possible query, while the answer “name
= ‘a’ ” to the SQL query SELECT name FROM person cannot (without sig-
nicant syntactical changes) be used as a query. Answer-closedness, is the
distinguishing property of the “query by example” paradigm [205], even
though it is called dierently there, separating it from previous approaches
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for query languages. Answer-closedness eases the specication of queries
because it keeps limited the unavoidable shi in syntax from the data
sought for and the query specifying these data.
To illustrate the importance of answer-closedness in the Web context,
assume an XML document containing a list of books with titles, authors,
and prices (cf. for instance the XML Query Use Case XMP [68]). ¿e
XPath [73] query
1 /bib/book/title/text()
selects the (text of) titles of books, while a similar query in the (answer-
closed) language Xcerpt is
1 bib{{ book{{ title{ var T } }} }}
XPath does not allow to substitute, e.g., the string “Data on the Web”
for the query, and is thus not answer-closed. In Xcerpt, on the other hand,
the following is both an answer to the above query and a perfectly valid
query in itself:
1 bib{ book{ title{ "Data on the Web" } } }
Answer-closedness is useful, e.g., when joining several documents. For
instance, a query could rst select book titles in a person’s favorite book
list and then substitute these titles in the query above:
1 and {
my-favorite-books {{ title { var T } }},
3 bib {{ book {{ title { var T } }} }}
}
2.2.4 rule-based, chaining, and recursion
rule-based. Rules are understood here as means to specify inferred,
maybe virtual, data in terms of queries, i.e., what is called “views” in
(relational) databases, regardless of whether this data is materialized or
not. Views, i.e., rule-dened data, are desirable for both conventional and
Semantic Web applications. ¿ere are three reasons for this:
First, view denitions or rules are a means for achieving the so-called
“separation of concerns” in query programs, i.e., the stepwise specica-
tions of data to retrieve and/or to construct. In other words, rules and
view denitions are a means for “procedural abstraction”, i.e., rules (view
denitions, resp.) are the Prolog and Datalog (SQL, resp.) counterpart of
functions and/or procedures.
Second, rules and view denitions give rise to easily specifying inference
methods needed, e.g., by Semantic Web applications.
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¿ird, rules and view denitions are means for “data mediation”. Data
mediation means translating data to a common format from dierent
sources. Data mediation is needed both on today’s Web and on the emerg-
ing Semantic Web because of their heterogeneity.
backward and forward chaining. On the Web, backward
chaining, i.e., computing answers starting from rule heads, is in general
preferable to forward chaining, i.e., computing answers from rule’s bodies.
While forward chaining is in general considered to be more ecient then
backward chaining, there are many situations where backward chaining
is necessary, in particular when dealing with Web data. For example, a
query might dynamically query Web pages depending on the results of
previous queries and thus unknown in advance. ¿us, a forward chain-
ing evaluation would require to consider the wholeWeb, which is clearly
unfeasible.
recursion. On the Web, recursion is needed at least
– for traversing arbitrary-length paths in the data structure,
– for querying on the standard Web when complex transformations
are needed,
– for querying on the SemanticWebwhen inference rules are involved.
Note that a free recursion is o en desirable and that recursive traversals
of XML document as oered by the recursive computation model of XSLT
1.0 are not sucient.
separation of queries and constructions. Two standard
and symmetrical approaches are widespread, as far as query and program-
ming languages for the Web are concerned:
– Queries or programs are embedded in a Web page or Web page
skeleton giving the structure of answers or data returned by calls to
the programs.
– Parts of a Web page specifying the structure of the data returned
to a query or program evaluation are embedded in the queries or
programs.
It is a hypothesis of this chapter that both approaches to queries or
programs are hard to read (and, therefore, to write and to maintain).
Instead of either approach, a strict separation of queries and “construc-
tions”, i.e., expressions specifying the structure of answers, is desirable.
With a rule-based language, constructions are rule heads and queries are
rule bodies. In order to relate a rule’s construction to a rule’s query, (logic
programming) variables can be employed.
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¿e construction of complex results o en requires considerable compu-
tation. ¿e separation of querying and construction presented here allows
for the separate optimization of both aspects, allowing easier adoption of
ecient evaluation techniques.
2.2.5 reasoning capabilities
Versatility (cf. Section 2.2.1) allows access to data in dierent representa-
tion formats, thereby addressing format heterogeneity. However in a Web
context, data will o en be heterogeneous not only in the chosen represen-
tation format but also in terms, structure, etc. Reasoning capabilities oer
a means for the query author to deal with heterogeneous data and to infer
new data.
specific reasoning as theories. Many practical applications
require special forms of reasoning: for instance, ecient equality reasoning
Specific
Reasoning as
Theories
is o en performed using the so-called paramodulation rule instead of the
equality axioms (transitivity, substitution, and symmetry). Also, temporal
data might require conversions between dierent time zones and/or cal-
endar systems that are expressed in a simpler format and more eciently
performed using arithmetic instead of logical axioms. Finally, reasoning
with intervals of possible values instead of exact values, e.g., for appoint-
ment scheduling, is conveniently expressed and eciently performed with
constraint programming.
For this reason, it is desirable that a query language for the (conventional
and Semantic) Web can be extended with so-called “theories” implement-
ing specic forms of reasoning.
Such “theory extensions” can be realized in two manners: (1) A theory
can be implemented as an extension of the run time system of the query
language with additional language constructs for using the extension.
(2)A theory can be implemented using the query language itself andmade
available to users of this query language through program libraries. In this
case, theories are implemented by rules and queries. Based upon, e.g., the
XML syntax of the query language (cf. 2.12) such rule bases can then be
queried using the query language itself and maintained and updated by a
reactive language such as XChange [53].
querying ontologies and ontology-aware querying. In
a SemanticWeb context, ontologies can be used in several alternative ways:
First, they can be dealt with by a specialized ontology reasoner (the main
disadvantage being the impossibility of adding new domain-specic con-
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structs). Second, they can be regarded as descriptions to be used by a set of
rules implementing the Semantics of the constructs employed by the ontol-
ogy. (¿is is similar to a meta-interpreter and may be slow.) Alternatively,
the ontology may be “compiled” to a set of rules.
As discussed in the previous point, the query language should allow for
both approaches: extending the query language by specic theory reason-
ers for a certain ontology language, e.g., OWL-DL, as well as the ability to
use rules written in the query language as means for implementing (at least
certain aspects) of an ontology language. Examples for such aspects are the
transitivity of the subsumption hierarchy represented in many ontologies
or the type inference based on domain and range restrictions of properties.
¿e latter approach is based upon the ability to query the ontology
together with the data classied by the ontology.¿is is possible due to the
rst design principle. Stated in terms of ontologies, we believe that a query
language should be designed in such a way that it can query standard
Web data, e.g., an article published on a Web site in some XML document
format, meta-data describing such Web data, e.g., resource descriptions in
RDF stating author, usage restrictions, relations to other resources, reviews,
etc., and the ontology that provides the concepts and their relations for
the resource description in RDF.
2.2.6 querying and evolution
When considering the vision of the Semantic Web, the ability to cope
with both quickly evolving and rather static data is crucial. ¿e design
principles for a Web query language discussed in the remainder of this
section are mostly agnostic of changes in the data: only a “snapshot” of the
current data is considered for querying; synchronization and distribution
issues are transparent to the query programmer.
Inmany cases, such an approach is very appropriate and allows the query
programmer to concentrate on the correct specication of the query intent.
However, there are also a large number of cases where information about
changes in the data and the propagation of such and similar events is called
for: e.g., in event notication, change detection, and publish-subscribe
systems.
For programming the reactive behavior of such systems, one o en
employs “event-condition-action”- (or ECA-) rules. We believe that the
specication of both queries on occurring events (the “event” part of ECA-
rules) and on the condition of the data, that should hold for a specic
action to be performed, should be closely related to or even embed the
general purpose query language whose principles are discussed here (cf.
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the reactive language XChange [53] integrating the query language Xcerpt).
2.3 RELATED WORK
Although there have been numerous approaches for accessing Web data,
few approaches consider the kind of versatility asked for by the vision of
versatile query language outlined here. ¿is section briey discusses how
the design principles introduced above relate to selected query languages
for XML and RDF data, but does not aim at a full survey over current Web
query languages as presented, e.g., in [16] and [100].
versatility. Most previous approaches to Web query languages be-
yond format-agnostic information retrieval systems such as search engines
have focused on access to one particular kind of data only, e.g., to XML, or
RDF data. ¿erefore such languages fall short of realizing the design prin-
ciples on versatility described in Section 2.2.1. Connected to the realization
that the vision of a “Semantic Web” requires joint access to XML and RDF
data, versatility (at least when restricted to these two W3C representation
standards) has been increasingly recognized as a desirable if not necessary
characteristic of a Web query language, e.g., in [176]. ¿e charter of the
W3C working group on RDF Data Access even asks “for RDF data to be
accessible within an XML Query context [. . . and] a way to take a piece of
RDF Query abstract syntax and map it into a piece of XML Query” [182].
¿is recognition, however, has mostly lead to approaches where ac-
cess to RDF data is added to already established XML query languages:
[184] proposes a library of XQuery accessor functions for normalizing
RDF/XML and querying the resulting RDF triples. Notably, the functions
for normalizing and querying are actually implemented in XQuery. In
contrast, TreeHugger [194] provides a set of (external) extension functions
for XSLT (1.0) [72]. Both approaches suer from the lack of expressiveness
of the XQuery and XSLT data model when considering RDF data: XQuery
and XSLT consider XML data as tree data where references (expressed
using ID/IDREF) have to be resolved explicitly, e.g., by a join or a special-
ized function. ¿erefore, [184] maps RDF graphs to a at, triple-like XML
structure requiring explicit, value-based joins for graph traversal. Tree-
Hugger maps the RDF graph to an XML tree, thus using the more ecient
structural access where possible, however requiring special treatment of
RDF graphs that are not tree shaped. None of these approaches fullls
the design principles proposed in Section 2.1 entirely, but they represent
important steps in the direction of a versatile Web query language.
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data selection. For the remainder of the design principles, Web
query languages specialized for a certain representation format such as
XML or RDF are worth considering. One of the most enlightening views
on the state-of-the-art in both XML and RDF query languages is a view
considering how data selection is specied in these languages. Both data
formats allow structured information and data selection facilities empha-
size the selection of data based on its own structure and its position in
some context, e.g., an XML document or an RDF graph. For specifying
such structural relations, three approaches can be observed:
(1) Purely relational, where the structural relations are represented sim-
ply as relations, e.g., child(CONTEXT,X)∧ descendant(X,Y) for selecting
the descendants of a child of some node CONTEXT. ¿is style is used in
several RDF query languages, e.g., the widely used RDQL [163] and cur-
rent dra s of the upcoming W3C RDF query language SPARQL [183].
For XML querying, this style has proven convenient for formal considera-
tions of, e.g., expressiveness and complexity of query languages. In actual
Web query languages it can be observed only sparsely, e.g., in the Web
extraction language Elog [18].
(2) Path-based, where the query language allows several structural
relations along a path in the tree of graph structure to be expressed without
explicit joins, e.g., child::*/descendant::* for selecting the descendants
of childs of the context. ¿is style, originating in object-oriented query
languages, is used in the most popular XML query languages such as
XPath [73], XSLT [72], and XQuery [35], but also in a number of other
XML query languages, e.g., in XPathLog [156] that shows that this style of
data selection can also be used for data updates. Several ideas to extend
this style to RDF query languages have been discussed, but only RQL
[138] proposes a full RDF query language using path expressions for data
selection.
(3) Pattern-based, as discussed in Section 2.2.2. ¿is style is used, e.g.,
in XML-QL [84] and Xcerpt, but is also well established for relational
databases in the form “query-by-example” and datalog.
Most Web query languages consider to some extent incomplete query
specications as Web data is inherently inconsistent and few assumptions
about the schema of the data can be guaranteed. However, only few query
languages take the two avors of incomplete data selection discussed in
Section 2.2.2 into account (e.g., Xcerpt and SPARQL [183]).
Polynomial cores have been investigated most notably for XPath (and
therefore by extension XQuery [35] and XSLT [72]), the results are pre-
sented, e.g., in [113, 144, 21, 22].
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answers. Naturally, most XML query languages can construct an-
swers in arbitrary XML.¿is is, however, not true of RDF query languages,
many of which such as RDQL [163] do not even allow the construction of
arbitrary RDF, but rather outputs only (n-ary) tuples of variable bindings.
Answer ranking and top-k answers have historically rarely been pro-
vided by the core of Web query languages, but rather have been added as
an extension, see e.g., [10], a W3C initiative on adding full-text search and
answer ranking to XPath and XQuery [35]. In relational databases, on the
other hand, top-k answers are a very common language feature.
query programs. Declarativity and referential transparency have
long been acknowledged as important design principles for any query lan-
guage, as a declaratively specied query is more amenable to optimization
while also easing query authoring in many cases.
Most of the Web query languages claim to be declarative languages
and, o entimes, to oer a referentially transparent syntax. In the case of
XQuery, the referential transparency of the language is doubtful due to
side eects during element construction. For instance, the XQuery
let $x = <a/> return $x is $x
where is is the XQuery node comparator, i.e., tests whether two nodes are
identical, evaluates to true, whereas the query <a/> is <a/> evaluates to
false, although it is obtained from the rst query by replacing all occur-
rences of $x with its value.2 ¿e reason for this behavior lies in the way
elements are constructed in XQuery: In the rst query a single (empty) a is
created, which is (of course) identical to itself. However, in the second case,
two a elements are constructed, which are not identical (and therefore the
node identity comparison using is fails). Interestingly, this behavior is
related to XQuery’s violation of design principle 2.4.4, that stipulates that
querying and construction should be separated in a query language.
In contrast to referential transparency, answer-closedness can not be
observed inmanyWeb query languages.With the exception of Xcerpt,Web
query languages provide, if at all, only a limited form of answer-closedness,
where only certain answers can also be used as queries.
Related to answer-closedness is the desire to be able to easily recognize
the result of a query.¿is can be achieved by a strict separation of querying
and construction, where the construction species a kind of form lled
with data selected by the query. Such a strict separation is not used in most
XML query languages, but can be observed in many RDF query languages,
2 ¿is has been pointed out, in a slight variation, by Dana Florescu on the XML-DEV
mailing list, see http://lists.xml.org/archives/xml{}-dev/200412/msg00228.html.
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e.g., RDF and SPARQL, due to the restricted form of construction consid-
ered in these languages (following a similar syntax as SQL, but restricting
the SELECT clause to, e.g., lists of variables).
Section 2.2.4 proposes the use of (possibly recursive) rules for separation
of concern, view specication. ¿is has been a popular choice for Web
query languages (e.g., XSLT [72], Algae3, in particular when combined
with reasoning capabilities (e.g., in TRIPLE [193], XPathLog [156]).
reasoning capabilities. Reasoning capabilities are, as discussed
in Section 2.2.5, very convenient means to handle and enrich heteroge-
neous Web data. Nevertheless, the number of XML query languages fea-
turing built-in reasoning capabilities is rather limited, examples being
XPathLog [156] and Xcerpt. In contrast, several RDF query languages
provide at least limited forms of reasoning (e.g., for computing the transi-
tive closure of arbitrary relations), e.g., TRIPLE, Algae. Some RDF query
languages also consider ontology-aware querying with RDFS [45] as on-
tology language. For XML query languages, this has not been considered
at length.
2.4 EXEMPLARS
In addition to the broad discussion of previous Web query languages by
the presented design principles, the following two section illustrates two
languages in more detail, viz. XQuery and Xcerpt.
2.4.1 case study: xquery
XQuery is the soon-to-be W3C recommendation for querying XML data.
It is characterized by (1) the use ofXPath navigation for data access, (2) the
use of FLWOR expressions, a form of iterations, to iterate over the result of
query expressions, and (3) amix of construction and querying allowing for
compact, but at times hard to read queries.
In the following, we give a brief overview of XQuery in terms of the
design principles from this chapter:
(1) Versatility: XQuery has been carefully tailored to querying XML
data with a data model that closely resembles the XML Information
Set [81], which describes the information model of an XML docu-
ment. Other data representation formats have not been considered
during the development, though [Robie et al., 2001] proposes the
3 http://www.w3.org/2004/06/20-rules/
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use of XQuery to query RDF data. Following the XML Information
Set, XML data is viewed in XQuery as tree shaped with no special
consideration of ID/IDREF links in the data model. ¿is is part of
the reason, why [184] can not make use of XQueries descendant
axes for traversal in the RDF graph. Two syntaxes for XQuery have
been proposed by the W3C, a compact expression syntax that is
not an XML format though some of its expressions resemble XML
elements and a full XML syntax, called XQueryX, that essentially
provides access to the parse tree of an XQuery expression as XML.
XQBE [42] is a visual interface for a subset of XQuery.
(2) Data Selection: Instead of pattern- (or example-) based selection
of data, XQuery uses navigation in XML documents with XPath.
XPath is well suited for simple selection tasks, but suers in the con-
text of a full query language from two weaknesses: First, navigation
can become complex due to the multitude of XPath’s axes that allow
great freedom at navigation in the document, though [170] show
that the reverse axes of XPath do not add to the expressive power of
XQuery. Together with the challenge to provide ecient evaluation
for all of these axes, this has let the developers of XQuery to make
most of XPath’s axes optional. Second, XPath has been designed as
a unary selection language. When multiple related pieces of infor-
mation are to be selected (n-ary queries), XPath expressions must
be transformed into full XQuery FLWOR expressions. Incomplete-
ness of queries is supported through several XQuery operators, e.g.,
incompleteness in depth through the descendant axis. Incomplete
answers can be achieved but require some additional reconstruc-
tion of the input. It has been shown in [113] that the complexity of
evaluating XPath expressions is polynomial. A larger polynomial
core for XQuery is still under investigation.
(3) Answers:XQuery is able to create answers in arbitrary XML formats.
No direct support for top-k answers is provided though the eect
can be achieved in some cases using positional predicates. Answer
ranking is not considered in the context of XQuery, but a recent
proposal for a full-text extension of XQuery also considers ranking,
cf. [10].
(4) Query Programs: XQuery does not use rules, but rather functions
to provide a form of separation of concerns. ¿ough referential
transparency has been a part of the design goals of XQuery, it is
doubtful whether this goal has been reached. Indeed, the main
reason for the lack of referential transparency are the side-eects
of construction expressions, that is avoided in other languages by a
strict separation of querying and construction as argued for in the
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design principles. Finally, XQuery expressions are closed under the
data model, but fail to be answer-closed due to the use of navigation
for data access.
(5) Reasoning Capabilities: XQuery does not provide any language
constructs for reasoning support.
2.4.2 case study: xcerpt
Xcerpt [188] is a Web query language developed in the European Network
of Excellence REWERSE4 that aims, in the spirit of the versatility principle,
at an intertwined access to dierent forms of Web data, in particular to
RDF and XML. Xcerpt queries are expressed using patterns for XML data
like in the query-by-example paradigm and rules like in logic program-
ming. Xcerpt also adds a number of novel constructs to pattern-based XML
query languages, e.g., optional query parts and expressive, yet declarative
grouping constructs.
In the following, we give a brief overview of Xcerpt in terms of the
design principles from this chapter. For more details see Chapter 3.
(1) Versatility: Xcerpt has been specically designed to provide access
to dierent representation formats that can be mapped to a graph-
based semi-structured data model. Nevertheless, the prime focus of
the past development has been access to XML data. Better integra-
tion of RDF data is currently investigated. Xcerpt oers a compact,
term syntax inspired by logic programming languages and an alter-
native compact, XML-style syntax that very much resembles XML
but annotates elements with additional query constructs. Both these
syntaxes are primarily intended for use by humans. An XML syn-
tax similar to XQueryX provides the means of easy programmatic
manipulation through XML tools. Finally, visXcerpt [25] provides a
visual interface and editor based onWeb standards such as CSS and
ECMA script.
(2) Data Selection: Xcerpt uses patterns for data selection. Xcerpt’s
patterns can be incomplete in breadth and depth and may contain
optional or negated parts. Furthermore, variablesmay occur in vir-
tually any place in these patterns making n-ary queries, as well
as joins easy and concise to express. No results on a polynomial
core for Xcerpt have been published, but sub-languages and their
computational properties are under investigation.
(3) Answers: As XQuery, Xcerpt is able to create answers in arbitrary
4 http://rewerse.net/
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XML formats. Top-k queries are supported directly using the rst
construct. However, so far only basic arithmetic expressions can be
used for ranking. Also no ecient algorithms for evaluating Xcerpt
top-k queries have been published so far.
(4) Query Programs: In constrast to XQuery, Xcerpt uses rules to ex-
press views, to mediate data from dierent sources, to separate
reusable parts of a query, and to realize basic reasoning. Xcerpt is
both referentially transparent and answer-closed.
(5) Reasoning Capabilities: Xcerpt’s rules provide a basic reasoning
mechanism. ¿ough the current prototypes use backward chaining,
a forward chaining evaluation of Xcerpt is conceivable. ¿e inte-
gration of domain specic and advanced ontology reasoners into
Xcerpt is being investigated, however no results have been published
so far.
Xcerpt’s versatile features have been further rened in the development
of the rst major revision of Xcerpt, called Xcerpt 2.0, discussed in the
next chapter.
2.5 CONCLUS ION
In this chapter, design principles for (Semantic)Web query languages have
been derived from the experience with previous conventional Web query
language proposals from both academia and industry as well as recent
Semantic Web query activities.
In contrast to most previous proposals, these design principles are fo-
cused on versatile query languages, i.e., query languages able to query
data in any of the heterogeneous representation formats used in both the
standard and the Semantic Web.
As argued in Section 2.4, most previous approaches to Web query lan-
guages fail to address the design principles proposed in this chapter, most
notably very few consider access to heterogeneous representation formats.
¿eWeb query language Xcerpt [188] that already reects many of these
design principles has been further rened to a true versatile query language
along the principles outlined in this chapter. ¿e results are discussed in
the following chapter.
We believe that versatile query languages will be essential for providing
ecient and eective access to data on the Web of the future: eective
as the use of data from dierent representation formats allows to serve
better answers, e.g., by enriching, ltering, or ranking data with metadata
available in other representation formats. Ecient as previous approaches
suer from the separation of data access by representation formats requir-
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ing either multiple query languages or hard to comprehend and expensive
data transformations.
In the following chapters, we use most of these principles to guide the
presentation of Xcerpt 2.0 as a versatile Web query language. We illustrate
its versatile querying capabilities along a few use cases in Chapters 3 and
4 (that can also serve to better illustrate the principles outlined in this
chapter). In Parts II and III, we show that existing Web query languages
can be translated into a common, format versatile data model and datalog-
like query language. ¿is is exploited in the nal parts of the thesis, where
we turn to the evaluation of versatile query language and address the
concern that versatility comes at too high a price considering complexity
and practical performance of query languages (see Part IV).
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3.1 INTRODUCT ION
¿e vision and principles of a versatileWeb query language capable of
accessingWeb data in dierent formats, yet not less suitable for each format
than a language specialized to that format have guided the continuing
development of the Xcerpt [54, 187] query language. Xcerpt as described
in [187] has originally been developed with focus on XML data, though
viewed as graph data as in the XML Information Set [81] (by resolving
id/idref links in the data model). Nevertheless, the design of the language
has been, from the beginning, carefully tailored to enable also other Web
data formats such as RDF [150] or Topic Maps [133].
¿is foundation has been exploited to rene Xcerpt, its semantics and
formal foundation, and its evaluation towards the vision of versatility out-
lined in the previous chapter. In this chapter, we focus on renements to
the language Xcerpt itself. In Part II, we describe an integrated formal
perspective onWeb data models and queries and demonstrate in Chapter 7
how to describe Xcerpt and its data model in terms of that formal frame-
work (an extension of datalog with value invention). Moreover, we extend
the framework to include other Web query languages like XPath, XQuery,
and SPARQL, thus opening the door for versatility not only on the level
of the data but even on the level of the language. In Part IV, we nally
show that versatility does not have to come at a price in performance or
evaluation complexity: ¿e CIQCAG algebra is proposed that allows the eval-
uation of Xcerpt, XPath, XQuery, SPARQL, and many other Web query
languages but is capable of delivering optimal or at least competitive time
and space complexity for restricted cases such as XPath (tree queries on
tree data). CIQCAG also extends previous results for (tree) query evaluation
on tree data to a substantially larger class of graph data, viz. continuous
image graphs. As Chapter 7 connects Xcerpt to our formal foundation for
Web data and queries, Chapter 13 connects that framework to CIQCAG by
showing how to compile Web queries to CIQCAG expressions.
Returning to the topic of this chapter, we focus, as stated on the rene-
ment of the Xcerpt language towards the vision of versatility. ¿e result is
called Xcerpt 2.0 and is, in many ways, a summary of one of the strings of
work in the REWERSE working group on “Reasoning-aware Querying”.
¿e following chapter presents some of the highlights of that renement
but refrains to address all the technical details (such as the full grammars,
the language meta model, etc.). ¿ese details can be found in several deliv-
erables and publications of the aforementioned working group, on which
this chapter also draws notably: Xcerpt 2.0 is rst dra ed in [59] and fully
specied in [101] which also contains a discussion of node identity and the
proper graph data model of Xcerpt 2.0, both REWERSE deliverables. ¿e
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versatile aspects of Xcerpt 2.0 are rst described in [51]. Finally, the mod-
ule extensions of Xcerpt 2.0 are based on the modularization framework
described in [13] and realized with the REWERSE composition framework
Reuseware1 and has previously been published in [12]. In the following,
we rst briey recall Xcerpt 2.0 in Section 3.2, focusing on dierences to
previous versions of Xcerpt. ¿en we illustrate the versatility of Xcerpt by
a number of examples in Section 3.3. Finally, we highlight two particular
issues where the design of Xcerpt 2.0 diers notably from that of previous
versions: (1) adding node (or object or surrogate) identity to Xcerpt and
thus moving from innite regular trees to graphs as data model in Sec-
tion 3.4. (2)modules with parameters for Xcerpt (and any rule language)
in Section 3.5. ¿ough neither of these issues is, in and by itself, novel—
XQuery uses node identity, the eect of object identity on query languages
in general has also long been investigated, e.g., [1]; regular path expressions
have been studied extensively for object-oriented and semi-structure data
and are used, e.g., in Lorel [3]; modules for rule languages such as Prolog
and Datalog have been considered, e.g., in [47]. However, their applica-
tion to Xcerpt illustrates the progress of Xcerpt towards exible, versatile
Web queries. In particular, node identity and modules can be considered
essential features of a versatile Web query language as node identity is,
arguably, necessary to properly support, e.g., occurrence queries in cyclic
data or change tracking due to updates. ¿e versatile access to Web data
o en requires mediating views or rules that give provide an integrated
view of data from dierent sources. Encapsulating such views in modules
ensures proper encapsulation of data and separation of concern on the
level of tasks or rule sets rather than rules.
3.2 XCERPT 2 . 0 : OVERV IEW IN 5000 WORDS
3.2.1 xcerpt: a rough sketch
Xcerpt is a semi-structured query language for the Web, but very much
unique among the exemplars of that type of query languages (for an
overview see [16] and [100]) in that it combines aspects of dierent lan-
guages in novel ways aiming towards a versatile query language as dened
in [58, 61] and Chapter 2.
(1) In its use of a graph data model, it stands closely to early semi-
structured query languages such as Lorel [3] than to current W3C
1 http://reuseware.org/
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XML query languages such as XPath, XQuery, or XPath. A graph
data model enables Xcerpt to faithfully represent id/idref-links in
XML as well as arbitrary RDF graphs. Previous versions of Xcerpt
[187] lack (node or object) identity and are thus better characterized
as having innite regular trees as data model, cf. [80, 1]. However,
Xcerpt 2.0 introduces full node identity and identity variables and
thusmoves towards a graph datamodel as in Lorel or object-oriented
databases. For details see Section 3.4.
(2) In its aim to address all specicities of XML with great care, it re-
sembles current W3C recommended XML query languages such as
XSLT [72] or XQuery [35]. Xcerpt is tailored to XML in numerous
ways, e.g., by proper support for attributes, namespaces [44], XML
base [151], comments, and processing-instructions. ¿is is achieved
without sacricing the conceptual simplicity and syntactical concise-
ness of the language. Some aspects of XML are treated dierently
than in the W3C query languages, e.g., the transparent resolution
of non-hierarchical relations.
(3) In using (slightly enriched) patterns (or templates or examples)
of the sought-for data for querying, it resembles the “query-by-
example” paradigm [205] and XML query languages such as XML-
QL [84]. In contrast, current XPath, XSLT, and XQuery use naviga-
tional access to XML data which is very convenient for unary selec-
tion where path expressions can be used , but quickly becomes un-
wieldy for n-ary queries where more complex, o en nested FLWOR
loops must be employed.
(4) In oering a consistent extension of XML to overcome certain re-
strictions of XML, that seem arbitrary in the context of Web query-
ing and Xcerpt in particular, it is ready to incorporate access to data
represented in richer data representation formats. Instances of such
features are siblings whose relative order is irrelevant (and can not
be queried) and more exible label alphabets.
(5) In providing (syntactical) extensions for querying, among others,
RDF, Xcerpt becomes a versatile query language (as dened in
[58]).
(6) In a strict separation of querying and construction and in its use
of logical variables and deductive rules, it resembles logic program-
ming languages or Datalog. In contrast, SQL and XQuery, e.g., mix
construction and querying (nested queries) and use explicit refer-
ences to views rather than rule chaining.
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Most of these characteristics hold also for earlier versions of Xcerpt, but
are further strengthened in Xcerpt 2.0. ¿is holds particularly for items 1,
2, and 5 and, in general, strengthens Xcerpt’s character as a versatile query
language in the sense of Chapter 2.
As briey mentioned above, Xcerpt uses to a large extent the same
concepts for data and queries in that each data item can also serve as
a query and a query is mostly an example or pattern of sought-for data.
Instead of using separate concepts and syntax for queries (as in navigational
query languages such as XQuery [35]), Xcerpt uses terms for representing
both data and queries. All data terms are also query terms, but there are
some additional constructs in query terms, that allow (a) the extraction
of data by using logical variables, (b) the specication of queries that are
only incomplete patterns of the data, i.e., where more nodes may occur in
the data than specied in the query, and (c) the specication of formulas
in terms, i.e., conjunction, disjunction, negation, optionality etc:
– Logical Variables. In query terms, logical variables are used to
indicate which data is to be selected and to join data (indicated by
multiple occurrences of the same variable as in logic programming
languages). ¿e result of a query is conceptually a set of tuples
each representing a combination of bindings (or matches) for all
the variables occurring in the query term. For each tuple, a data
term must exist that matches the query where all the variables are
substituted by the bindings of the tuple.
– Separation of Querying and Construction. In contrast to query
languages such as SQL or XQuery, construction and querying are
strictly separate inXcerpt, in particular there are nonested queries in
Xcerpt (rather rules and rule chaining is used).¿e data constructed
by a rule is specied in construct terms, that contain variables from
the corresponding query terms acting as placeholders for selected
data. Additionally construct terms make use of gouping constructs
to return all or some of the alternative bindings of a variable.
– Incomplete Patterns. In most cases, queries specify just enough
restrictions on the data to be returned, as required by the query
intent, rather than specifying full or “total” patterns of the data.
Xcerpt supports such queries by providing constructs to express that
a pattern is incomplete in breadth (i.e., there can be more children
than specied), depth (i.e., there can be additional nodes and edges
between the matched nodes) etc.
– Terms as Formulas.Query terms are not only augmented by vari-
ables, but also by constructs for expressing negation, disjunction,
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conjunction, and optionality.
In the remainder of this section, we briey outline Xcerpt’s data model
and data terms, highlighting the changes in Xcerpt 2.0 compared to previ-
ous versions. ¿en, we discuss how construct and query terms dier from
data terms.
3.2.2 xcerpt 2.0: data model
As stated above, Xcerpt 2.0 uses a graph data model. More precisely,
Xcert provides access to one or more data graphs (that are usually stored
in data units called “documents” identied by IRIs [90]). Each data graph
is a rooted, directed, node-labeled, ordered, unranked graph with two types
of nodes:
Denition 3.1 (Element nodes). Element (or structural) nodes represent
XML elements or similar structured data items (e.g., resources in RDF)
that contain a list of references to further nodes (the node’s children).
Each element node is decorated further with a dictionary (or associative
list) of (XML-style) attributes. Some attributes are predened and
exist at all nodes, viz. the label and namespace IRI (cf. [44]), others are
specied in the data, e.g., as XML attributes. Just like in XML, attributes are
single valued and unordered, i.e., for each attribute name (dictionary key)
a single value exists and the order of the key-value pairs is not signicant
and can not be queried. Attributes may be hereditary, i.e., shared by all
descendants of a node unless there is an intermediary node that provides
a diering value for that attribute. Examples for hereditary attributes are
namespaces [44] and base IRIs [151] in XML documents.
In contrast to Xcerpt 1.0, element nodes in Xcerpt have an implicit
object or surrogate identity and there are three kinds of equality between
element nodes: label (or shallow) equality, structural (or deep) equality,
and identity-based equality. ¿e rst holds if they have the same label but
ignores any child nodes, the second if they have the same label and for
each child of one node there is a corresponding child of the other node
that are themselves deep equal (in presence of order, the corresponding
children must be in the same order), the third only between a node and
itself. For details on node identity see Section 3.4.
Element nodes closely resemble element information items
from [81]. ¿e handling of attributes, however, deviates notably from
the XML information set to emphasize the distinction of elements and
attributes: attributes are simple key-value pair, where the key is an XML
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name (and thus may consist in prex, IRI, and local name) and the value
is an arbitrary string. No further information can be attached to attributes.
Each element node has zero or more edges to other nodes, called its
children. ¿ese edges are always ordered. However, in contrast to pure
XML, one can specify whether this order is signicant, i.e., whether it has
to be preserved during storage or transformation and can be queried. All
element nodes originating from XML documents are by default ordered.
Element nodes where the order is signicant are called ordered, element
nodes where the order is insignicant unordered. ¿ere are no further
restrictions on the edges, i.e., the graph may be cyclic, may have loops, and
multi-edges, i.e., the same two nodes may be connected by several nodes,
e.g., if a node is the 2nd, 4th, and 12th children of another one.
(XML) element nodes are the only complex data structure
in Xcerpt. Other complex data structure such as lists (or sequences), ho-
mogeneous or heterogeneous records, sets, and dictionaries (or associative
lists) can be simulated as terms, but no specic support is oered.
¿e only other node type is that of atomic or content nodes:
Denition 3.2 (Content nodes). Content (or atomic) nodes represent
data items that are considered unstructured in the context of Xcerpt,
i.e., they contain no list of references to further nodes and thus always play
the role of leaf nodes in the data graph.
Content nodes can be further distinguished into
(1) text nodes that represent the textual content of element nodes.
¿e only attribute of a text node is the string it represents. ¿e same
restrictions as for text nodes in XSLT [72], XQuery, and XPath [94]
apply, i.e., (1) text nodes never represent an empty string, (2) two text
nodes can never be direct siblings of each other. Two nodes are direct
siblings, if either they are children of the same ordered element node
and are consecutive in the children order or they are children of the
same unordered element node. ¿us, an unordered element node
may not have more than one text node child. If two text nodes are
constructed as direct siblings they are collapsed.
(2) comment nodes that represent comments, i.e., annotations on
the actual data that are not meant for machine processing. As text
nodes, they have only one attribute: the content of the comment.
However, in contrast to text nodes no further restrictions are placed
on comment nodes.
(3) processing instruction nodes that represent processing
instructions, i.e., annotations on the actual data that are meant for
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processing by specic “target” services. ¿ey carry two attributes,
the content of the processing instruction (usually some form of
instructions for the “target” service) and the name of the “target”
service.
InChapter 5, the formal notion of CIQLog data graphs is introducedwhich
are a (slight) generalization of Xcerpt data graphs and a mapping from
the Xcerpt data model to CIQLog data graphs is discussed. ¿is mapping
faithfully represents all of the above issues.
3.2.3 a syntax for data: (data) terms
As syntax for representing data in the above data model, Xcerpt chooses
terms. However, these Xcerpt terms extended standard logic terms in sev-
eral ways to accommodate the richer data model of Xcerpt:We need to add
means to represent ordered and unordered terms, cyclic data, attributes,
and hereditary information.
An Xcerpt term is called a data term if it maps directly to a data graph as
dened in Section 3.2.2. For that, it may only contain four types of terms:
(1) atomic or content data terms that represent a content node.
¿e most common atomic data term is a simple string representing
a text node.
(2) structured data terms that represents an element node in the
data model.
(3) references to other (structured) data terms expressed by a term
identier.
(4) declaration of hereditary attributes such as names-
pace or XML base [151] declarations dening a scope for those at-
tributes.
Figure 1 gives an example of an Xcerpt data term drawn from the domain
of bibliographymanagement:Mixing typical bibliographic records (similar
to Bibtex or DBLP) with actual content (represented as XHTML or in a
Docbook-style format) it combines
– so-called document-oriented with data-oriented XML, i.e., data
with exible, recursive structure and data with rather rigid and at
structure. Recursive structure is used, e.g., for the content of articles
in Docbook-style format.
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bib{
2 journal.adm @ journal{
title[ "Applied Data Management" ]
4 editors[
editor-in-chief[ "Titus Pomponius Atticus" ]
6 editor(region="Africa")[ "Marcus Aemilius
Aemilianus" ]
editor(region="Gaul")[ "Aulus Hirtius"
8 affiliation[ "Governor, Transalpine Gaul" ] ]
editor(region="Cilicia")[ "Marcus Tullius
Cicero"
10 affiliation[ "Governor, Cilicia" ] ]
]
12 publisher[ "Titus Pomponius Atticus" ]
volumes[
14 journal.adm.v10 @ volume[
journal.adm.v10.n1 @
number(type="special-issue"){
16 title[ "Data Processing Challenges in the
Age of Wax Tablets" ]
editorial[ ^ articles.66.cicero.wax ]
18 year[ "60" ]
month[ "july" ]
20 }
journal.adm.v10.n2 @ number{
22 year[ "60" ]
month[ "november" ]
24 }
]
26 ]
]
28
conf.dmmc @ proceedings{
30 editors[
editor[ "Marcus Aemilius Lepidus"
32 affiliation [ "Consul, SPQR" ] ]
editor[ "Gaius Julius Caesar Octavianus" ]
34 editor[ "Marcus Antonius" ]
]
36 title[
"Advancements in Data Management for Military
and Civil Application"
38 ]
invited-papers[
40 ^inproc.44.brutus
^article.66.scaurus.qumran
42 ]
abbrev[ "DMMC" ]
44 year[ "44" ]
month[ "july" ]
46 location[ "Mutina" ]
publisher[ "SPQR" ]
48 }
50 article.66.scaurus.qumran @ article{
author[ "Marcus Aemilius Scaurus"
52 affiliation[ "Tribun, Gnaeus Pompeius Magnus"
] ]
title[ "From Wax Tablets to Papyri: The Qumran
Case Study" ]
54 in(scrolls="102-112")[ ^ journal.adm.v10.n1 ]
citations [
56 cite(ref="article.66.cicero.wax")[ ]
cite(type="formatted")[ "M. Aemilius Scaurus
(104): A Case for
58 Permanent Storage of Senate Proceedings.
In: M. Aemilius
Scaurus, ed. (104): "
60 i[ "Princeps Senatus: Honor and
Responsibility" ]
", Chapter 2, 14-88." ]
62 ]
]
64
article.66.cicero.wax @ article{
66 authors[
author[ "Marcus Tullius Cicero"
1 affiliation[ "Governor, Cicilia" ] ]
author[ "Marcus Aemilius Lepidus"
3 affiliation[ "Gens Aemilia" ] ]
author[ "Marcus Tullius Tiro"
5 affiliation[ "Secretary, M. T. Cicero" ] ]
]
7 title[ "Space- and Time-Optimal Data Storage on
Wax Tablets" ]
in(scrolls="1-94")[ ^ journal.adm ]
9 content(type="xhtml")[
declare
ns-default="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"
11 body[
<!-- incomplete due to melted letters on
tablet -→
13 h1(id="contributions")[ "Contributions" ]
h1[ "A History of Data Storage: From Stone
to Parchment" ]
15 p[ "Despite " cite[ ^
article.66.scaurus.qumran ] ... ]
ol[
17 li[ em[ strong[ "Homeric" ] " Age:" ] ... ]
li[ em[ "Age of the " strong[ "Kings" ]
":" ] ... ]
19 ]
h1(id="tiro")[ "Notae Tironianae" ]
21 img(title="Tironian et" src=...)[ ]
p[ "As discussed in "
a(href="#contributions")[ ... ] ]
23 h1(id="tachygraphy")[ "Challenges for
Tachygraphy on Wax" ]
p[ "Though conditions for writing on wax
tablets are adverse
25 to tachygraphy, systems as in "
a(href="#tiro")[ ... ] ]
]
27 ]
}
29
inproc.44.brutus @ inproceedings{
31 authors[
author[ "Marcus Antonius"
33 affiliation[ "Consul, SPQR" ] ]
author[ "Decimus Junius Brutus"
35 affiliation[ "Governor, Cisalpine Gaul" ] ]
]
37 title[ "Efficient Management of Rapidly
Changing Personal Records" ]
in(scrolls="24-48")[ ^ conf.dmmc ]
39 content(type="docbook") [
declare ns-default
"http://example.org/ns/docbook/simplified/1.0"
41 section[ info[ title[ "Introduction" ] ]
section[ info[ title[ "Contributions" ] ]
43 para[ "The most notable contributions of
this article include:"
list(type="ordered")[
45 item[
para[ "A new " em[ "methodology" ] "
to ..., cf. "
47 pageref(idref="inproc.44.brutus.s1")[
... ] ]
figure[ title[ "Chart of Desertions" ]
49 img[ ... ] ]
para[ "As " cite[
^article.66.cicero.wax ] ... ]
51 ]
]
53 ]
]
55 ]
inproc.44.brutus.s1 @ section[
57 info[ title[ "Acknowledgements" ] ]
para[ "We would like to thank the editors of
"
59 cite[ ^journal.adm.v10.n1 ] ... ]
]
61 ]
}
63 }
Figure 1. Exemplary Xcerpt Data Term
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– normalized with de-normalized representation of data (e.g., author
information is duplicated for each authored paper, whereas the
information about the journal is represented once and referenced
in other parts),
– hierarchical with delimiter-based structuring of data (e.g., (X)HTML
style sections delimited by consecutive hn elements vs. nested sec-
tions as, e.g., in DocBook),
– resolved and unresolved links. Where links are used to normalize
the data (e.g., in case of journal information of a an article), these
links are resolved to Xcerpt references. Other links (e.g., the link
to another section in the content of an article) are le unresolved
as they must be distinguished from “normal” nesting, e.g., links to
other sections in the content of an article (like “cf. Section 10”).
Structured data terms (line 1, 2, 3, etc.) are distinguished by a label
(optionally preceded by a term identier delimited by @ and followed by
a set of key-value attributes in parentheses) followed by either a curly
brace or a square bracket enclosing the children of the term. Curly braces
indicate that the order is immaterial, square brackets that it is signicant.
Content data terms in this example are string children (line 3, 5, 6, 7,
etc.) of structured data terms (enclosed in double quotes) and comments
(line 79) denoted as in XML.
References (line 73, 82, etc.) are denoted using ^ and are followed by a
term identier that must be “dened” by placing the same term identier
followed by @ in front of a structured term (line 2, 29, 50, etc.).¿e reference
is resolved by adding the referred structured term at the place of the
reference in the list of children of the reference’s parent.
Hereditary attributes are introduced using declare blocks (line 107)
and hand down their attribute list to all terms in their scope (here the
following term and its descendants).
For more details on the syntax of data terms see [101].
3.2.4 a syntax for queries: (query) terms
Query terms specify “patterns” or “examples” of the sought-for data. In
fact, any data term is also a query term, but query terms contain three
additional aspects beyond data terms: (1) Logical variables are added to
selected nodes, attributes, and labels, (2) Incompleteness allows queries to
specify only relevant portions of a “pattern” stating where matching data
terms may contain additional data (and where not). (3) Term formulas
allow the conjunction, disjunction, and negation of query terms.
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To better understand these extensions, an intuition of the answer no-
tion in Xcerpt is needed. ¿e questions, which data and construct terms
match with a query term, and what the answer (i.e., the substitution multi-
set) for a query term is, are formally addressed in [187]. At the root of
Xcerpt’s answer notion stands an extended formof rooted graph simulation
(cf. [164, 125] and [104, 88] for more recent work on ecient algorithms for
computing simulation and bisimulation). ¿is extension of the classical
notion is necessary to accommodate incomplete patterns. In Chapter 7, we
discuss an alternative, but equivalent characterization of Xcerpt queries
by translation to CIQLog (as introduced in Chapter 6), a variant of datalog
with value invention.
Intuitively, a query term without any of the extensions discussed in the
following matches only with a data term that has exactly the same shape
modulo reordering of direct sub-terms in unordered structured terms and
of attributes in any terms. ¿e full details are le to [101] and Chapter 7.
variables. Variables in query terms are used for three purposes: (a)
to specify which parts of a matched (construct or data) term are “selected”
by the query and can be used in the corresponding construct term, (b) to
specify joins, i.e., multiple occurrences of the same data termor literal value
(usually unknown at time of query authoring), and (c) to specify arithmetic
or other conditions involving (literal) values of variables. Variables may
occur in place of structured or content terms, term labels, and attributes.
Such variables may occur by itself indicating that they match with any
term, label, or attribute that can occur at their position in the pattern
or with additional restrictions that limit the shape of the term, label, or
attribute and follow the variable separated by →. In Xcerpt 2.0, we also
allow variables in place of term identiers (called then “identity variables”
indicated by idvar).
incomplete patterns. Xcerpt introduces a number of concepts
to allow query terms to be incomplete patterns of the sought-for data, that
may specify only what is needed to distinguish relevant from irrelevant
data. In contrast to many other query languages (such as XQuery and
SQL) that assume that a query species only parts of the sought-for data
andmake it dicult to specify queries where no additional data may occur,
Xcerpt patterns make it obvious where a query term is incomplete and
where not. ¿is is a property that is particularly welcome in the context of
semi-structured data as here the schema of the data is o en unknown or
variable, allowing, e.g., optional or repeated children.
(Structured) query terms can be incomplete with respect to
(1) incompleteness in breadth, i.e., only a subset of the actual
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children of a term is specied. Such a structured query term is called
partial and indicated by double instead of single braces or brackets.
If a term is not partial, it is called total as discussed above.
Partial terms are obviously essential for dealingwith semi-structured
data, where the schema of the data may allow for repetition or omis-
sions of data (both in breadth and depth). ¿us, queries can not
specify total (or complete) patterns for the data.
However, partial terms also introduce a number of new challenges
in a pattern language such as Xcerpt—that do not occur, e.g., in
logic programming languages such as Prolog, where term arity and
children order of two matching terms are always the same.
First, assume an ordered query term q that species only a partial
list of children.¿en the position (among its siblings) of a matchm′
for a child ofmmay (and will in most cases) dier from the position
ofm among its siblings (i.e., among q’s children). However, in many
cases access to the (sibling) position is needed, e.g., to obtain the rst
child or immediate following sibling of a matched term. ¿erefore,
Xcerpt provides access to the sibling position through the position
modier position n.
Second, though onemay not be able to specify how all of the children
of a sought-for term ought to be shaped like, one might be able to
specify how they ought not to be shaped. Again, this makes sense
only in a partial term, as in a total term the shape of all childrenmust
be explicitly stated. Xcerpt uses the withoutmodier to express this
subterm negation.
(2) incompleteness in order: As discussed above, data and con-
struct termsmay already be distinguished in ordered and unordered
terms. O en, however, one might not care about the order in which
matches for the sub-terms in a query occur in the data, even if the
data itself is ordered. Xcerpt acknowledges this fact by allowing
query terms that are unordered to match with ordered terms, but
not the other way around. I.e., if the query species the order is
signicant then only data where the order is signicant as well can
match with that query; if the query however indicates that the order
may be ignored, then also data is considered that is ordered, how-
ever the sub-terms of the query are matched in any order with the
sub-terms of the data.
(3) incompleteness in depth: Semi-structured datamaynot only
vary in the number, order, and repetition of children, but also in
how elements are nested. E.g., in (X)HTML most inline elements
such as em may occur in most block-level elements such as p or
div, but may also be nested inside each other. ¿us selecting all em
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elements in an (X)HTML document in a pattern requires a means
to specify patterns that are incomplete in depth, i.e., that contain
sub-terms that are not direct sub-terms of their parent but stand in
another structural relation to it, e.g., occurring at any depth under
their parent or occurring at depth 5 under their parent.
To express such incompleteness in depth Xcerpt provides the desc
modier, similar in its basic form to the descendant axis in XPath.
In contrast to XPath (and thus XSLT and XQuery) but as in regular
path expressions, Xcerpt 2.0 also provides a more expressive variant
of the desc modier that allows direct expression of constraints
such as “occurs at depth 5 under its parent” or “occurs at any depth
under its parent but with only div elements in between its parent
and itself ”, see [101].
(4) optional parts:One of themost distinguishing features of semi-
structured data in contrast to, e.g., relational data aside is the al-
lowance for optional information, i.e., information that occurs in
some elements of a certain type but is missing in others of the same
type. ¿ough testing for the existence or absence of such optional
information has been a focus in many semi-structured and XML
query languages (most notably structural predicates in XPath), se-
lecting of or construction based on optional information has been
far less closely investigated. Xcerpt provides query authors with a
unied concept for handling optional information in the context of
testing, selection, and construction, quite in contrast to mainstream
XML query languages such as XQuery and XSLT.
Just like in construct terms, the optionalmodier is used in query
terms to indicate which parts of a query may be missing without
aecting the matching of the remainder of the query.
(5) incomplete string matching: Finally, like in the relational
case, queries o en may not be able to specify literal content or
identiers completely, but rather query for data where the literal
content or the identiers falls into some class, specied in Xcerpt
by means of POSIX.1 regular expressions enhanced with variable
bindings: additionally to using POSIX’s numeric backreferences,
Xcerpt allows subexpressions to be bound to Xcerpt literal variables.
¿is allows the extraction and insertion of data from the rest of the
Xcerpt query into the regular expression.
To illustrate these features of Xcerpt query terms consider two example
query terms¿e rst selects articles (binding them to the variable X) in a
bibliography as in Figure 1, but only if they contain at any depth an author
element with only content “Cicero” (the “only” is due to the single braces
for the author which indicate that this is a total query term and thus that
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there may be no additional children in a matching data term). Due to
the desc authors at any depth are matched and thus also articles that cite
articles with author “Cicero” are matched:
bib{{
2 var X → article{{
desc author{
4 "Cicero"
}
6 }} }}
¿e second query term is a slight variant where we show the eect of
multiple occurrences of the same variable: It selects again authors but this
time only if they have the same author as some other article (and the
author is a direct child due to the absence of a desc).
bib{{
2 var X → article{{
author{
4 var Y
} }}
6 article{{ author{ var Y } }} }}
¿e nal example illustrates the dierence between normal and identity
variables as discussed in Section 3.4: It selects articles that are cited by at
least two dierent articles. Optionally, it also selects their citations list, but
the absence of such a list does not preclude the parent article to be included
in the bindings for X.
bib{{
2 article{{ cite{{
var Article → idvar cited @ article{{
4 optional var Citation → citations{{ }}
}} }} }}
6 article{{ cite{{ idvar cited @ article{{ }} }} }}
For a more detailed discussion of query terms and their matching see
Section 7.3.
3.2.5 a syntax for results: (construct) terms
Given the bindings for variables in a query term, construct terms are used
to create new data (terms) based on these bindings and the specication
of the resulting data given by the construct term itself.
As such a construct term is essentially a data term extended with vari-
ables, as in query terms, in place of structured terms, labels, or attributes.
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We also allow identity variables in construct terms indicating reference
instead of copy semantics for that term.
¿ere are two major dierences between Xcerpt result construction
(and similar query languages for structured data) when compared to xed-
arity Datalog or Prolog: (1) Given, for instance, bindings for authors and
titles, one would like to create author elements that contain for each author
all (arbitrarily many) corresponding titles. Explicit support for grouping
constructs in the scope of other data is needed to express that form of
construction. (2) Given, for instance, bindings for authors and titles, one
would like to create author elements that contain the name of the author
and, if available, its aliation and all other authors with the same aliation
wrapped in a related element. Since, the data does not contain aliations
for all authors, we use optional query terms to select that information.
Correspondingly, we use conditional or optional construction in the head
such that only if there is a matching aliation for an author the related
element and its content is created.
Consider, for example, the following substitutions for the variables
Author, Title, and Publication given as result of a query:
Author Title Publication
“Cicero” “Data Processing ...” null
“Cicero” “Space and ...” journal2
“Antonius” “Advancements ...” null
“Antonius” “Ecient Manage...” proceedings29
“Tiro” “Space and ...” journal2
Notice, that Publication is an optional variable.
¿en the following construct term
result[
2 all author[ var Author ] ]
results in the single data term
result[
2 author[ "Cicero" ]
author[ "Antonius" ]
4 author[ "Tiro" ] ]
Notice, howXcerpt defaults to grouping by structural equivalence and thus
treats the two substitutionswith author “Cicero” as one group, constructing
only a single result data term for them.
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If we add Title as free variable in the scope of the grouping modier,
the grouping variables and thus the groups change:
result[
2 all author[
var Author
4 title[ var Title ]
] ]
Leading to the result:
1 result[
author[ "Cicero"
3 title[ "Data Processing ..." ] ]
author[ "Cicero"
5 title[ "Space and ..." ] ]
author[ "Antonius"
7 title[ "Advancements ..." ] ]
author[ "Antonius"
9 title[ "Efficient Manage..." ] ]
author[ "Tiro"
11 title[ "Space and ..." ] ]
]
Now the substitutions for author and title are both considered for forming
a group, leading to more groups!
Nesting grouping modiers also aects the free variables, e.g., in the
following construct term Title is no longer free for the out all only for
the inner.
result[
2 all author[
var Author
4 all title[ var Title ]
]
6 ]
¿us the result on the sample substitutions is:
result[
2 author[ "Cicero"
title[ "Data Processing ..." ]
4 title[ "Space and ..." ]
]
6 author[ "Antonius"
title[ "Advancements ..." ]
8 title[ "Efficient Manage..." ]
]
10 author[ "Tiro"
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title[ "Space and ..." ] ]
12 ]
Combining grouping an optional modiers can lead to surprisingly
expressive constructs:
result[
2 all author[
var Author
4 all (title[ var Title ]
optional var Publication
6 with-default standalone[ ])
]
8 ]
Results in the following data term:
result[
2 author[ "Cicero"
title[ "Data Processing ..." ]
4 standalone[ ]
]
6 author[ "Cicero"
title[ "Space and ..." ]
8 journal.adm @ journal[ ... ]
]
10 author[ "Antonius"
title[ "Advancements ..." ]
12 standalone[ ]
]
14 author[ "Antonius"
title[ "Efficient Manage..." ]
16 conf.dmmc @ proceedings[ ... ]
]
18 author[ "Tiro"
title[ "Space and ..." ]
20 journal.adm @ journal[ ... ]
]
22 ]
Again, the full details of construct terms are discussed in [101] and
further examples of construct terms and their instantiation can be found
in Section 7.3.
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3.2.6 a syntax for programs: rules
Query and construct terms are combined to form rules with query terms as
body and construct terms as head. ¿e body of rules may also be formulas
over query terms.
¿e following example shows an Xcerpt rule that combines one of the
above example query terms with a simple construct term that puts all the
selected articles “on a shelf”:
CONSTRUCT
2 shelf{ all var X }
FROM
4 bib{{
var X → article{{
6 author{
var Y
8 } }}
article{{ author{ var Y } }} }}
10 END
Rules can be seen as “views” specifying how to obtain documents shaped
in the form of the construct term by evaluating the query against Web
resources (e.g. an XML document or a database).
Xcerpt rules may be chained like active or deductive database rules to
form complex query programs, i.e., rules may query the results of other
rules.
¿is concludes our rst look at Xcerpt 2.0. In the following sections,
we highlight most of the major additions (or revisions) of Xcerpt 2.0
compared to previous versions. We omit minor revisions to syntax and
language structure such as (1) the dedicated attribute syntax, (2) details of
the support for hereditary attributes, and (3) term lists inwithout, grouping,
and optional (query or construct) terms which allows Xcerpt to cope with
delimiter-based XML data such as XHTML [177]or Apples plist format
[11]. ¿ese are discussed in more detail in [101]. For Xcerpt 2.0, we have
also developed a signicantly improved RDF access layer compared to
basic RDF support as detailed in [38]. ¿is RDF access layer is described
in [180] and largely omitted here.
In Parts II and III, we return several times to Xcerpt and discuss in more
detail its data model, queries, and semantics in terms of a translation to
CIQLog.
Before we turn to the specic language features, the next section estab-
lishes the use of Xcerpt as a versatile query language along a number of
examples.
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Web Application
Representational Versatility:
— representational variants in same schema
DocBook: multiple ways to represent authors, sections 
(sect1,...,sect5 vs. section), etc.
FOAF: naming, association of homepages or topics
Schema Versatility:
— same information in different schemata
DocBook: co-authorship as a form of foaf:knows, 
author affiliation
FOAF: foaf:knows, person’s affiliation/institution
Format Versatility:
— different Web formats for data
— often directly linked to different schemata
DocBook/DBLP: in XML
FOAF: in any RDF format (RDF/A, RDF/XML, RXR, ...) 
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Figure 2. Versatile Data Access on the Web
3.3 VERSAT I L IT Y 1 0 1 : VERSAT I LE QUER IE S BY EXAM-
PLE
Web query languages are tailored to the ecient and eective manipula-
tion of such data. However, conventional Web query languages such as
XQuery, XSLT, or SPARQL focus only on one of the dierent data for-
mats available on the Web and provide little to ease the integration of the
heterogeneous schemata or representations. We argue in Chapter 2 that
versatility, i.e., the ability to handle in the same query program heteroge-
neous formats, schemata, and representations, is a crucial property of Web
query languages, in particular to provide a convenient platform for the
development of applications needing integrated access to dierent Web
data sources. As dened in Chapter 2, a language is versatile if it provides
means to handle heterogeneous data. One can distinguish three forms of
versatility inWeb query languages based on the origin of the heterogeneity
that is considered by the language (summarized in Figure 2):
Format versatility:We call a language format versatile if it is able to
query data in dierent (Web) formats such as XML, RDF, and Topic Maps.
Whereas in the case of XML there is a precise mapping between seri-
alization and data model, RDF and Topic Maps exhibit many dierent
serialization formats, e.g., for RDF RDF/XML, RDF/A, and RXR. ¿e
open and rapidly changing nature of the Web prevents that a small set of
“built-in” formats suces to achieve format versatility. If versatility beyond
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mere serialization dierences is desired, the dierent data models have to
be taken into consideration, cf. [176].
Schema versatility: Schema versatility is a slightly more elusive prop-
erty of a query language linked to its ability to handle data represented
according to dierent schemata. Ideally, the schema dierences are han-
dled transparently, e.g., by integrating the dierent schemata according to
some given schema mapping. Such schema mappings may be specied,
e.g., in RDFS, the RDF vocabulary description language, or in OWL, the
Web ontology language. Direct or programmed support for schema map-
pings enables a query formulated according to one of the schemata to be
evaluated against data in any of them.
Representational versatility:Web data is partially or semi-structured
rather than fully structured like relational data. ¿erefore, even within the
same schema, data may be represented in dierent ways, both w.r.t. struc-
ture and datatype. Web query languages should be able to take these repre-
sentational variants into account, but in contrast to format and schema
heterogeneity representational variants can not be handled transparently:
For instance, dierent ways to represent a section in DocBook (sect1 vs.
section) carry additional semantics and must be distinguished in some
contexts, whereas in many cases they can be considered the same. Such
distinctions should be expressible in a versatile query language, allowing
the programmer to choose the appropriate solution.
Xcerpt [188, 187] is one of the few Web query languages that address
all three forms of versatility. It is a semi-structured query language, but
very much unique among such languages: (1) In its use of a graph data
model, it stands more closely to semi-structured query languages like
Lorel than to recent mainstream XML query languages. (2) In its aim
to address all specicities of XML, it resembles more mainstream XML
query languages such as XSLT or XQuery. (3) In using (slightly enriched)
patterns (or templates or examples) of the sought-for data for querying, it
resembles more the “query-by-example” paradigm [204] than mainstream
XML query languages using navigational access. (4) In its strict separation
of querying and construction in rules it allows an easy transformation and
interfacing of dierent rules. (5) In its use of rules as procedural abstraction
or view mechanism, it provides a foundation for reasoning and mediation.
Following a short introduction to the data formats considered, the
remainder of the article further details the three forms of versatility along
concrete examples realized in Xcerpt. Special emphasize is placed on the
identication of general principles needed or useful for a versatile Web
query language.
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3.3.1 web format basics
Web data is currently, as far as it is not image, video, or layout-centric,
mostly represented as semi-structured data, marked up either as XML
(most o en in the form of XHTML) or in one of the serializations of RDF
(most o en in the form of RSS). ¿e discussion of versatile data access
in Sections 3.3.2–3.3.4 uses data in both formats. To this end, the salient
features of the two data representation formats are shortly summarized
here.
xml [43] is a genericmarkup language for semi-structured data that has
foundwidespread adoption both for data exchange and data representation
on the Web (and beyond). Its data model is essentially a tree of nodes
corresponding to elements (such as h1 or title in HTML) of the XML
document. ¿e tree structure reects the nesting of elements in the serial
XML document. Elements may contain text content represented as text
node children in the data model. Other features of XML include attributes,
namespaces, and processing instructions, for details see [81].
Where XML data is used in the following sections, the examples are
mostly drawn from a list of articles, papers, conferences, etc. in the style
of DBLP2, but with additional information about the actual content of the
paper in DocBook format3. Figure 3 shows a visual representation of parts
of the sample XML document (with ctional journal information) using
Xcerpt’s visual companion language visXcerpt [23].
rdf [150] is the prevalent standard for representing metadata in the
(Semantic) Web. RDF data is sets of triples or statements of the form(Subject, Property, Object). RDF’s data model is a directed graph, whose
nodes correspond to subjects and objects of statements and whose arcs
correspond to their properties relating subjects and objects. Nodes are
labeled by either (1) URIs describing (Web) resources, or (2) literals (i.e.,
scalar data such as strings or numbers), or (3) are unlabeled, being so-called
anonymous or blank nodes. Blank nodes are commonly used to group or
“aggregate” properties. Edges are always labeled by URIs indicating the
type of relation between its subject and object.
RDFS allows one to dene so-called “RDF Schemata” or ontologies,
similar to object-oriented data models. Based on RDFS, inference rules
can be specied, for instance the transitivity of the class hierarchy.
2 http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/
3 http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/
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Identifier and label of elements
Element nesting (child relation) 
Non-hierarchical relations (“link”)
Ordered vs. unordered children list
Figure 3. Visual Rendering of Sample XML Data
RDF can be serialized in various formats, the most frequent being XML.
Early approaches to RDF serialization have raised considerable criticism
due to their complexity. As a consequence, a surprisingly large number of
RDF serialization have been proposed, cf. [16] for a survey of serialization
formats.
In the following, example data based on the “Friend of a Friend” (FOAF)
project4 is used. FOAF is an RDF vocabulary describing mostly foaf:Persons
by properties such as foaf:name, foaf:mbox, foaf:homepage, foaf:interest, etc.
Furthermore, it allows to establish “social networks” of persons using
foaf:knows, foaf:Project, foaf:Group, foaf:Organization, and foaf:member.
3.3.2 format versatility
¿emost basic type of versatility a query language for the (Semantic) Web
should posses, is format versatility. Data on the Web is encountered in
many dierent XML markup languages. In contrast, metadata is usually
represented in RDF or Topic Maps. However, XML serializations exist for
both of thesemeta data standards, whichmakes their integrationwithXML
data easier. ¿erefore, it has been proposed, e.g., in [184], that an ordinary
4 http://www.foaf-project.org/
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XML query language such as XQuery already provides all necessary means
to integrate data from these dierent formats. However, using ordinary
XML query languages for such an integration proves to be infeasible for a
number of reasons:
(1) Limitations of the XMLDataModel:¿eW3C’s data model for XML,
the XML Infoset [81], deviates from most other semi-structured data
models (including those of RDF and Topic Maps) in two notable ways:
it is tree-shaped, handling non-hierarchical relations as “second class”
relations, and it assumes that the order among the children of a node is
always relevant.¿ese limitations are true neither for RDF nor Topic Maps
and make format versatile extensions of ordinary XML query languages
such as XQuery or XSLT dicult at best: Either the approach has to tackle
“slicing” up an RDF or Topic Maps graph in XML trees [197], leading to
very unnatural queries, or relational representations are used to represent
RDF triples or Topic Maps assertions, e.g., in [184].
(2) Multitude of Serialization Formats: Topic Maps and, to an even
greater degree, RDF exhibit numerous structured text and XML serializa-
tion formats, e.g., the W3C syntax for RDF RDF/XML [20], a syntax for
embedding RDF in arbitrary XHTML documents RDF/A [4], and Turtle,
the RDF triple syntax adopted for W3C’s SPARQL. A format versatile
language should thus be able to adopt to rapidly emerging serialization
variants.
(3)Transparent Integration: Integrating data from dierent formats with
ordinary XML query languages can be quite cumbersome and unnatural,
as the integration must be performed as part of each query accessing the
integrated data. Xcerpt rules represent a high level construct that can be
used to provide a uniform logical view over XML markup languages and
RDF serializations.
On the other hand, existing RDF and Topic Maps query languages
are equally unsuited for XML processing, partially due to the limited
expressiveness of most of these languages (including the W3C’s SPARQL),
partially due to the specicities of XML related to its document markup
origins not considered in these languages.
¿erefore, a proper versatile query language is called for that has trans-
parent support for dierent formats and a datamodel capable of seamlessly,
but without loss of (relevant) information, integrating semi-structured
data on the Web represented in either XML, RDF, or Topic Maps.
¿e remainder of this section illustrates this point along a number of
examples realized in Xcerpt. ¿e above mentioned data sources, a DBLP-
like article collection and FOAF data are used.
¿e combination of both of these sources allows, e.g., “to nd the phone
numbers andWeb sites of authors for a given article” (1). Moreover, assum-
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ing that co-authors personally know each other, the co-author relation
could be inferred from the article collection and used to enhance the exist-
ing foaf:knows property (2). Finally, FOAF data might be used to display
the images of authors of scientic papers for visitors of the DBLP query
interface (3).
¿ere is a plethora of similar use cases, e.g., leveraging data from Ama-
zon combinedwith interests of persons expressed in FOAFor usingGoogle
Maps to display geographical distributions of friends, groups, people with
similar interests, etc. Geographical information is a particular rich eld of
applications where heterogeneous data sources need integration.
O en geographical information is provided in form of XML, e.g., in
form of GML (geography markup language) or the, more high-level, CIA
factbook information. ¿is could be combined with data from the open
directory portal, cf. http://dmoz.org/rdf/. One might be interested in
companies that are located in Polish cities with a given minimum pop-
ulation. While the information about the cities is available in XML for-
mat in CIA factbook, lists of companies in a city are provided in RD-
F/XML format by the ODP. A natural diculty in integrating XML and
RDF data is that XML does not intrinsically support the notion of glob-
ally unique identiers as the URI/IRIs in RDF. While the topic Poland
holds a globally unique identier in the ODP database (namely http:
//dmoz.org/rdf/Regional/Europe/Poland), the element that represents
Poland in the CIA factbook is not associated with a unique URI.¿erefore,
joining information about a data item from both sources must depend on
properties of the data item not on an unique identier. An OWL mapping
might be used to specify so called inverse functional properties that are
like primary keys in relational data, cf. Section 3.3.3.
From XML to RDF
Xcerpt is tailored in many aspects closely to XML, making the access to
XML data like speaking ones “mother tongue”. In this section we show
how the co-author relation (indicated by the name dblp:coauthor) can be
extracted from the DBLP-like article collection. Consider the following
fragment:
bib(){
2 article.66.cicero.wax @ article(){
authors()[
4 author()[ name(){ "Marcus Tullius Cicero" }
affiliation()[ "Governor, Cicilia" ] ]
6 author()[ name(){ "Marcus Aemilius Lepidus" } ] ]
title()[ "Data Storage on Wax Tablets" ] }
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From this XML fragment it can be deduced that there are persons with
the names “Marcus Tullius Cicero” and “Marcus Aemilius Lepidus” who
are co-author of each other. XML does not associate unique identiers with
the elements in a document. Hence, blank nodes must be used to represent
these persons in the corresponding RDF graph.¿e rules below transform
the DBLP-like article collection to a set of RDF-like triples containing
all dblp:coauthor predicates for authors of the same paper. For simplicity,
it is assumed that names are unique within the article collection. If this
assumption does not hold, additional properties of the author such as his
aliation could be leveraged to resolve such name conicts in some cases.
Two queries are needed to extract this information from the article
collection. First we need to establish a b-node for each distinct author
name:
1 CONSTRUCT
DISTINCT-NAMES{ all distinct name[var AName] }
3 FROM
bib{{ _ {{ # Article, Inproceeding, Techreport, ...
5 desc author{{ name{ var AName } }} }} }}
END
An author name is found in the XML article collection in name children
of author elements under top-level entries representing articles, theses,
technical reports, etc. Since there may be elements between entry and
author (e.g., authorgroup or affiliation) Xcerpt’s desc modier is used to
indicate that authors at any depth are to be included. In the construct part
of the rule, a temporary store for the names is created that contains one
child for each distinct binding of the variable AName.
In a second rule, we query the result of the rst one: For each pair of au-
thors within the same top-level entry (i.e., publication) the (automatically
assigned) ID of the corresponding name element as created by the previous
rule is queried and used as the local ID of the b-node for that author.
CONSTRUCT
2 RDF-STORE{
all ( triple[value(idvar AID1), "dblp:coauthor",
4 value(idvar AID2)] ) }
FROM
6 and (
DISTINCT-NAMES{{
8 idvar AID1 @ name[var AName1]
idvar AID2 @ name[var AName2] }}
10 bib{{ /.*/{{
desc author{{ name{ var AName1 } }}
12 desc author{{ name{ var AName2 } }} }} }} )
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END
normalizing rdf or from rdf to rdf. As mentioned above,
a multitude of serializations for RDF in XML and structured text exists
and frequently new serialization formats are adopted. ¿erefore, built-in
support for one or even a small number of these serialization formats
alone is not sucient. Alternatively or additionally, a versatile Web query
language should provide user denable mappings from arbitrary RDF
serializations to a uniform or normalized view of RDF used as target for
queries. In other words, the various physical representations of RDF must
be mapped to a logical view of RDF.
¿is section illustrates such mappings as Xcerpt rules for some of the
available RDF serialization, viz. RDF/XML [20], and RDF/A [4]. Fortu-
nately, this can be achieved independently of the schema of the RDF data,
which means that the examples of this section work just as well for any
other vocabulary than FOAF.
In a semi-structured query language two possible logical views of RDF
are most reasonable: RDF as (relational) triples and as proper graph.5 For
many queries the second view is more favorable, as it allows the leveraging
of expressive graph traversal operators such as descendant or regular path
expressions in queries. However, for simplicity a triple view of RDF as
in the above examples is assumed in the following. For a more detailed
discussion of choosing an appropriate logical view on RDF see [98].
transforming rdf/xml to triples. ¿e standard serialization
format for RDF is RDF/XML [20], a W3C recommendation since 2004
very close to the original 1999 RDF syntax. Surprisingly, it is very di-
cult to parse this serialization format as it has a high degree of variability.
¿is originates partially from the design goal that the syntax allows terse
statements of large XML graphs without unnecessary repetition or dupli-
cation in the syntax leading to a large number of abbreviations and purely
syntactical variants, making reading and processing of RDF/XML non
trivial. ¿e following example document shows a few ctive statements in
RDF/XML about “Marcus T. Cicero” based on the FOAF vocabulary:
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<rdf:RDF ... >
3 <jur:Lawyer rdf:about="people:m_t_cicero"
5 Obviously, any structure in between could also be chosen, however, as [197] shows it is far
from obvious to choose a good “slicing” of the RDF graph that determines which relations
are expressed through direct links and which through value references.
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foaf:name="Marcus T. Cicero">
5 <foaf:member rdf:resource="pol:Optimates" />
<foaf:depiction>
7 <rdf:Description>
<foaf:creator
9 rdf:resource="people:m_t_cicero" />
</rdf:Description>
11 </foaf:depiction>
</rdf:Description></rdf:RDF>
Description elements represent resources occurring as subjects in RDF
triples. ¿ey contain elements or attributes that dene their properties.
¿e object of a statement is attached as attribute value, as element content,
or as value of the special rdf:resource attribute. ¿us, the above RDF/XML
document denes the following RDF triples (in Turtle notation).
people:m_t_cicero foaf:name "Marcus T. Cicero".
2 people:m_t_cicero rdf:type <jur:Lawyer>.
people:m_t_cicero foaf:member pol:Optimates.
4 people:m_t_cicero foaf:depiction _:bust_17.
_:bust_17 rdf:creator people:m_t_cicero .
¿is example gives only a glimpse at the many variants allowed in
RDF/XML. For more details on the variants and a full description on how
to use Xcerpt to transform RDF/XML in a triple view of RDF are given in
[38].
A brief look at one of the transformation rules suces to demonstrate
the level of versatility needed to integrate such formats:
1 CONSTRUCT
RDF-STORE{ all triple[var SURI, var PURI, var OURI] }
3 FROM
and(
5 rdf-subjects {{
idvar S @ _{{ var PURI (( rdf:resource=var OURI )){{
7 }} }} }},
node-to-triple-value[ idvar Subject, var SubjURI ] )
9 END
¿e rule uses two helper rules rdf-subjects and node-to-uri to nd all subject
resources in the RDF/XML document (this requires a recursive traversal
of the document, as subject resources may occur at any depth and are
only distinguishable from properties and objects through their structural
position). ¿e second helper rule is node-to-uri that associates nodes in the
RDF/XML document with URIs (needed to resolve relative URIs, assign
“URIs” to blank nodes etc.). ¿e above rule selects for each subject node
the immediate children of that node, which represent the properties of the
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subject node. Finally, the URI of the object is selected from the value of
the rdf:resource attribute of the property. Obviously, this rule only covers
one of the many cases how triples are represented, it can, e.g., not handle
literal objects or nested objects.
transforming rdf/a to triples. RDF/A [4] is a recent W3C
editor’s dra proposing a new serialization of RDF that allows to embed
RDF statements as attributes in any possible XML markup language, such
as XHTMLor SVG.An example RDF/A fragment is shown in the following
listing.
1 <p about="http://senate.spqr/m_t_cicero">
For many years, <span property="foaf:name">Marcus T.
3 Cicero</span> is a recognized name, both as a <span
property="rdf:type" href="jur:Lawyer">lawyer</span> and as
5 a senator. He is a member of the conservative <a
property="foaf:member" href="pol:Optimates">Optimates
7 party</a>. He has also created <span href="[_:bust_17]"
rev="foaf:depiction" rel="foaf:creator">Bust 17</span>
9 depicting himself.</p>
¿isRDF/A fragment represents the same triples as the aboveRDF/XML
document: Subjects of statements are indicated by the about attribute,
predicates by one of the attributes property (if the object of the statement is
a literal), rel (if the object of the statement is a URI) and rev (if the statement
is to be read in the reverse direction). In case the objects of statements are
literals, in RDF/A they are either included in the element with the subject
and predicate attributes or in a content attribute, which takes precedence.
If the object is an URI, it is included in an href attribute.
¿e dierent ways RDF triples may be embedded in XHTML (or any
other XML markup language) can be covered in the disjuncts of a single
Xcerpt rule:
1 CONSTRUCT
RDF-STORE{ all triple[ var S, var P, var O] }
3 FROM
or (
5 desc _((about=var S, property=var P, without content=_))
{{var Object}}
7 desc _((about=var S, rel=var P, href=var O)){{ }}
desc _((about=var O, rev=var P, href=var S)){{ }},
9 desc _((about=var S, property=var P, content=var O)){{}})
END
Not all possible embeddings of triples in the RDF/A syntax are covered
by this rule: Is the about attribute absent for an element with a property
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attribute, the subject of the corresponding statement is resolved by subject
resolution, cf. Section 3.3.4.
¿ere are also other, non-W3C RDF serialization formats that are more
regular and become very similar to the logical triple view of RDF discussed
in this section.
from triples to graphs. Given the triple view, one can formu-
late easily expressive queries against the RDF data. However, whenever the
queries involve path traversals, in particular arbitrary length path traver-
sals (e.g., to traverse the transitive closure of a relation) complex and o en
recursive rules are needed.
However, if RDF is considered as a graph, where similar as in RDF/XML
subjects contain properties which in itself contain links to objects of state-
ments, then such queries can be expressed with descendant or regular
path expressions as available in most XML and semi-structured query
languages.
In the spirit of versatility, Xcerpt provides access to both logical views.
¿e following rule transforms the triple into a graph view.
CONSTRUCT
2 RDF-GRAPH-STORE {
all var Subject @ var Subject {
4 all optional var Predicate { ^var Object },
all optional var Predicate { var Literal } } }
6 FROM
RDF-TRIPLE-STORE[
8 triple[ var Subject, var Predicate,
optional var Literal → literal{{}},
10 optional var Object → /.*/ ] ]
END
From Topic Maps to RDF
Topic Maps being an ISO standard tting similar purposes as RDF, it is
o en desirable to draw information from both of these semantic Web data
formats simultaneously. ¿e large amount of research aiming at easing
the interoperability amongst both formats, cf. [178], is an indicator for
the necessity of a versatile query language like Xcerpt that allows the
aggregation of information from both formats.
A possible procedure for integrating Topic Maps with other formats
would be the transformation of topics and associations to sets of triples in a
similar way as the transformation of the DBLP-like article collection above.
¿ere are several kinds of triples that may be extracted from a topic map:
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the type of the topic, its name, and named occurrences of the topic. ¿e
transformation of topics to RDF-like triples—and therefore the integration
of information from Topic Maps and RDF—is obtained quite naturally
using a format versatile query language and is therefore omitted for space
reasons.
3.3.3 schema versatility
Schema versatility builds upon format versatility in the sense that the inte-
gration of information from dierent resources in many cases requires that
the employed query language is both format versatile and schema versatile.
In fact, it is unlikely that pieces of information gathered from sources in
dierent formats make use of the same schema. As an example reconsider
the integration of information from the DBLP-like article collection and
FOAF descriptions. While both sources of information have been brought
into a uniform triple notation thanks to format versatility, the schemata
of both sources remain unassociated. ¿is is where schema mappings
specied, e.g., in the W3C’s RDFS vocabulary denition language or in
the Web Ontology Language (OWL) come into play.
Both languages provide some means to establish a mapping between
classes and properties in dierent schemata, though the mapping con-
cepts of RDFS are very limited. A schema mapping might, e.g., state that
dblp:coAuthorOf is a subproperty of foaf:knows, i.e., that all resources that
stand in dblp:coAuthorOf relation also stand in foaf:knows relation.
If the query language supports reasoning with RDFS and/or OWL, it
suces to include such schema mappings into the considered data. ¿e
query engine then infers the appropriate tuples. Xcerpt provides such rea-
soning support for RDFS in form of a rule library that also illustrates how
user dened schemamappings (e.g., going beyond the mapping constructs
of either RDFS or OWL) can be supported in a query language. Xcerpt’s
RDFS rule library is described in more detail in [38, 98]. Here, it suces to
give an impression of the kind of rules needed to realize RDFS reasoning:
1 CONSTRUCT
RDFS-STORE{
3 optional all triple[var Subject, var SuperPr, var Object]
optional all var BasicTriple }
5 FROM
or (
7 RDF-STORE{{
triple[var SubPr, "rdfs:subPropertyOf", var SuperPr]
9 triple[var Subject, var SubPr, var Object] }}
RDF-STORE{{ var BasicTriple }} )
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11 END
¿erule queries the RDF-STORE for all tripleswith predicate rdfs:subPropertyOf.
Such triples connect a sub-property SubPr to a super-property SuperPr.
In the inferred RDFS-STORE a new triple is inserted for each basic triple
with the sub-property as predicate. Additionally, all the basic triples are
included as well.
Beyond simple equivalences or specialization relations, schema map-
pings may contain more elaborate information, e.g., that a property of
an object is a primary key, i.e., its values uniquely identify that object. In
OWL this is specied by typing the property as owl:InverseFunctionalProperty.
¿is information can be used to recognize that two objects, even if they
are identied dierently (most commonly at least one of them is a blank
node) are indeed the same. In the example case, ISBNs or DOIs of books
and articles qualify for inverse functional properties. ¿is allows to infer
equivalence of individual books even if the schema mapping contains only
equivalences on properties and classes.
Schema versatility o en goes hand in hand with the two other forms
of versatility: O en dierent schemata originate from dierent formats
used for the data; o en dierent schemata use dierent representations for
the same data. ¿e link between schema and representational versatility is
further investigated in the following section.
3.3.4 representational versatility
Even within the same schema, the represenation of information may vary
to a great extent, and the semi-structured nature of data on the Web
requires that an adequate query language can handle heterogeneous and
incomplete data and complex nested structures. RDF/A is an example for
an XML schema that allows a great degree of representational diversity.
Especially the concept of subject resolution, which has been mentioned
in Section 3.3.2, requires that a Web query language that is supposed to
handle RDF/A is representationally versatile. Subject resolution in RDF/A
means that in the absence of an about attribute, the subject of a statement is
searched for as the value of the nearest available about attribute of enclosing
elements.
In order to extract also triples of this kind, the rule from Section 3.3.2
must be adjusted to use Xcerpt’s regular path expressions. ¿e second
disjunct of the above rule would read as follows.
1 desc _ (( about=var Subject )){{
desc(!(_[about=_]))*
3 (( rel=var Predicate, href=var Object )){{ }}
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}}
¿e FOAF vocabulary specication provides many dierent ways to
specify the name of a person, such as foaf:firstName, foaf:nick, foaf:givenname,
foaf:family_name, foaf:name, and foaf:surname. ¿e automatic creation of an
address book from a set of FOAF descriptions requires that all or some of
these possibilities are taken into account.Undoubtedly, a representationally
versatile query language must provide a construct that allows certain parts
of semi-structured data to be optional, in the sense that they are to be
retrieved if present, but that the query need not fail if they are absent.
¿e following Xcerpt rule transforms a set of FOAF descriptions into an
address book making intensive use of the optional construct.
CONSTRUCT
2 addressbook[
all address[
4 mbox[ var Mbox ],
firstname[ optional var FirstName, optional var GivenName ],
6 familyname[ optional var FamilyName, optional var Surname ],
optional name[ var Name ] ] ]
8 FROM
foaf:Person{{
10 foaf:mbox{ var Mbox },
optional foaf:firstName{ var FirstName },
12 optional foaf:family_name{ var FamilyName },
optional foaf:surname{ var Surname },
14 optional foaf:name{ var Name },
optional foaf:givenname{ var GivenName } }}
16 END
In construct terms, optionalmarks the enclosed subterms as optional,
i.e., they are only included in the result, if there are bindings for the free
variables in the scope of the optional. ¿erefore, the element name in
the above rule is only included, if the query part of the rule succeeded to
match the Name variable.
Note that the rule is written based on the assumption that there is no
major semantic dierence neither between surnames and family names,
nor between rst names and given names. Furthermore, it is assumed
that a single FOAF description does not contain both a family name and
a surname or a rst name and a given name. If this is not the case, a
precedence could be given to, e.g., firstName and familyName and realized
with Xcerpt’s conditional construction.
Concluding, the above examples illustrate how Xcerpt is a rst step
towards realizing the vision of versatile query languages outlined in Chap-
ter 2 and makes access to heterogeneous data sources almost as easy as
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access to homogeneous sources. ¿is versatile nature of Xcerpt is further
strengthened by a number of features discussed in the following sections.
3.4 ADDING IDENT IT Y: FROM HERAKL IT TO CODD
Managing structured or semi-structured data involves the determination
of what denes the identity of a data item (be it a node in a tree, graph, or
network, an object, a relational tuple, a term, or an XML element). Identity
of concepts in data management, most notably for joining, grouping and
aggregation, as well as for the representation of cyclic structures.
“What constitutes the identity of a data item or entity?” is a question that
has been answered, both in philosophy and in mathematics and computer
science, essentially in two ways: based on the extension (or structure and
value) of the entity or separate from it (and then represented through a
surrogate).
extensional identity. Extensional identity denes identity based
on the extension (or structure and value) of an entity. Variants of ex-
tensional identity are Leibniz’s law6 of the identity of indiscernibles, i.e.,
the principle that if two entities have the same properties and thus are
indiscernible they must be one and the same. Another example of this
view of identity is the axiom of extensionality in Zermelo-Fraenkel or Von
Neumann-Bernays-Gödel set theory stating that a set is uniquely dened
by its members.
Extensional identity has a number of desirable properties, most notably
the compositional nature of identity, i.e., the identity of an entity is dened
based on the identity of its components. However, it is insucient to
reason about identity of entities in the face of changes, as pointed out by
Heracleitus around 500 b.c.:
ποταμοῖσι τοῖσιν αὐτοῖσιν ἐμϐαίνουσιν ἕτερα καὶ ἕτερα 
ὕδατα ἐπιρρεῖ·
You cannot step twice into the same river; for fresh waters are
owing in upon you. (Heracleitus, Fragment 12)
He postulates that the composition or extension of an object denes
its identity and that the composition of any object changes in time. ¿us,
nothing retains its identity for any time at all, there are no persistent
objects.
6 So named and extensively studied by Willard V. Quine.
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¿is problem has been addressed both in philosophy and in mathemat-
ics and computer science by separating the extension of an object from its
identity.
surrogate identity. Surrogate identity denes the identity of an
entity independent from its value as an external surrogate. In computer
science surrogate identity is more o en referred to as object identity. ¿e
use of identity separate from value has three implications (cf. [14] and
[140])
– In a model with surrogate identity, naturally two notions of object
equivalence exist: two entities can be identical (they are the same
entity) or they can be equal (they have the same value).
– If identity is separate from value, combining the same two parts
multiple times may lead to entities of dierent identity. ¿at is, it is
possible that two distinct entities share the same (meaning identical,
not just same value) properties or sub-entities.7
– Updates or changes on the value of an entity are possible without
changing its identity, thus allowing the tracking of changes over
time.
In [14] value, structure, and location independence are identied as
essential attributes of surrogate identity in data management. An identier
or identity surrogate is value and structure independent if the identity is
not aected by changes of the value or internal structure of an entity. It is
location independent if the identity is not aected by movement of objects
among physical locations or address spaces.
Object identity in object-oriented data bases following the ODMG data
model fulll all three requirements. Identitymanagement through primary
keys as in relational databases violates value independence (leading to
Codd’s extension to the relation model [74] with separate surrogates for
identity). Since object-oriented programming languages are usually not
concerned with persistent data, their object identiers o en violate the
location independence leading to anomalies if objects are moved (e.g., in
Java’s RMI approach).
Surrogate or object identity poses, among others, two challenges for
query and programming languages based on a data model supporting
this form of identity: First, where for extensional identity a single form of
equality (viz. the value and structure of an entity) suces, object identity
induces at least two, o en three avors of equality (and thus three dierent
joins): Two entities may be equal wrt. identity (i.e., their identity surrogates
7 In other words, composition is no longer an identity preserving operation.
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are equivalent) or value. If entities are complex, i.e., can be composed from
other objects, one can further distinguish between “shallow” and “deep”
value equality: Two entities are “shallow” equivalent if their value is equal
and their components are the same objects (i.e., equal w.r.t. identity) and
“deep” equivalent if their value is equal and the values of their components
are equal. Evidently, “shallow” value-based equality can be dened on top
of identity-based and “deep” value-based equality.
¿e same distinction also occurs when constructing new entities based
on entities selected in a query: A selected entity may be linked as a compo-
nent of a constructed entity (object sharing) or a “deep” or “shallow” copy
may be used as component.
Summarizing, surrogate or object identity is the richer notation than
extensional identity addressing in particular object sharing and updates,
but conversely also requires a slightly more complex set of operators in
query language and processor.
Following a short outlook at related work on object identity in data
management, the advantages and challenges for introducing surrogate
identity in Xcerpt 2.0 are investigated.
3.4.1 object identity in data management
¿eneed for surrogate identity in contrast to extensional identity as in early
proposals of the relational data model has been argued for by Codd in [74],
as early as 1979. He acknowledges the need for unique and permanent iden-
tiers for database entities and argues that user-dened, user-controlled
primary keys as in the original relational model are not sucient. Rather
permanent surrogates are suggested to avoid anomalies resulting from user-
dened primary keys with external semantics that is subject to change.
In [140] an extensive review of the implications of object identity in
data management is presented. ¿e need for object identity arises if it is
desired to “distinguish objects from one another regardless of their content,
location, or addressability” [140].¿is desire might stem from the need for
dynamic objects, i.e., objects whose properties change over time without
loosing their identity, or versioning as well as from object sharing.
[140] argues that identity should neither be based on address (-ability)
as in imperative programming languages (variables) nor on data values (in
the form of identier keys) as in relational databases, but rather a separate
concept maintained and guaranteed by the database management system.
Following [140], programming and query languages can be classied in
two dimensions by their support for object identity: the rst dimension
represents to what degree the identity is managed by the system vs. the
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user, the second dimension represents to what degree identity is preserved
over time and changes, see Figure 4.
Problems of user dened identity keys as used in relational databases
lie in the fact that they cannot be allowed to change, although they are
user-dened descriptive data. ¿is is especially a problem if the identier
carries some external semantics, such as social security numbers, ISBNs,
etc. ¿e second problem is that identiers can not provide identity for
some subsets of attributes.
¿e value of object identities (oids) as query language primitives is
investigated in [1]. It is shown that oids are useful for
– object sharing and cycles in data,
– set operations,
– expressing any computable database query.
¿e data model proposed in [1] generalizes the relational data model, most
complex-object data models, and the logical data model [145]. At the core
of this data model stands a mapping from oids to so-called o-values, i.e.,
either constants or complex values containing constants or further oids.
Repeated applications of theoid-mapping yield pure values that are regular
innite trees.¿us trees with oids can be considered nite representations
of innite structures.
¿e oid-mapping function is partial, i.e., there may be oids with no
mapping for representing incomplete information.
It is shown that “a primitive for oid inventionmust be in the language . . .
if unbounded structures are to be constructed” [1]. Unbounded structures
include arbitrary sets, bags, and graph structures.
Lorel [3] represents a semi-structured query language that supports
both extensional and object identity. Objects may be shared, but not all
“data items” (e.g., paths and sets) are objects, and thus not all have identity.
In Lorel construction defaults to object sharing and grouping defaults to
duplicate elimination based on oids.
3.4.2 object identity in xcerpt 2.0
In the classication scheme established in the previous section, previous
versions of Xcerpt supports extensional identity exclusively. Before pre-
senting arguments for surrogate identity, a closer look at the data model
of Xcerpt 1.0 as dened in [188] is needed.
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article [
2 sect [
para [ "Wie froh ..." ]
4 title [ "First" ]
intro @ sect [
6 title [ "First" ]
sect [
8 title [ "First" ]
^intro
10 ]
]
12 ]
]
article [
2 sect [
para [ "Wie froh ..." ]
4 title [ "First" ]
intro @ sect [
6 title [ "First" ]
sect [
8 title [ "First" ]
sect [
10 title [ "First" ]
sect [
12 title [ "First" ]
^intro
14 ] ] ] ] ] ]
Figure 5. Cyclic Xcerpt Data Terms
Xcerpt 1.0: Regular Innite Trees
In contrast to claims in prior descriptions of Xcerpt 1.0, the data model
of Xcerpt is indeed not much so based on graphs, as on regular innite
trees. ¿is is in part due to the lack of object sharing at the level of the
data model (rather than only in the serialization of data) and thus very
much related to the topic of this article. A er [80] a (possibly innite) tree
t is called regular, if under structural equality the set of all its (possibly
innite) subtrees is nite. Acyclic Xcerpt 1.0 data terms can be seen as
nite regular trees, cyclic Xcerpt 1.0 data terms as innite regular trees,
since their number of subtrees is nite under structural equality. Consider,
e.g., the two data terms in Figure 5.
Both data terms have the same ve subtrees, viz. the subtree rooted
at article1, sect2, para3, title4, and sect5. Evidently, the number of explicit
representations of the cycle in the data term does not aect the number of
subtrees.
¿is result is unsurprising in the light of [1], where it is shown that a
graph-shaped object-oriented data model (with object sharing) can be
reduced to a regular innite tree, if one ignores object identity replacing
(recursively) each object reference with the value of the object. ¿e in-
formed reader will notice that the latter is the conceptual modus operandi
of Xcerpt 1.0.
¿e cause of this limitation is a desirable property of Xcerpt 1.0, viz.
that parent-child and id/idref-links are indistinguishable in the data
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model and in queries. ¿is means in other worlds, that Xcerpt does not
distinguish between object copy and object reference or sharing.
In a pure tree data model this is indeed no limitation at all, since in
a tree data model the position of an object (i.e., the position among its
siblings and (recursively dened) the identity of its parent node) is suf-
cient for a unique identication of that object. However, in graphs this
does not suce due to object sharing, i.e., the occurrence of the identical
object at dierent positions. Positional identity would, e.g., in the data
term a{ x@b{}, ^x} result in two a children of the b with dierent iden-
tity. Considering the example x@a{^x, ^x} one sees how this “positional”
identity leads to innitely many objects, if the term contains cyclic refer-
ences, and thus to innite (but regular) trees. ¿is is also the root cause
why there is no Xcerpt query that can distinguish between the data term
a{ x@b{}, ^x} and the data term a{ b{}, b{} }. Neither is there a query
that can distinguish the two data terms in Figure 5.
Indeed, positional identity is already used in Xcerpt 1.0 to some extent,
viz. in the index injectivity property of the simulation relation.
To sum up, currently Xcerpt 1.0 uses a data model based on regular
innite trees but for serialization (and in-memory representation) these
regular trees are represented as nite and, in general, cyclic graphs. ¿e
following section argues that there are at least three reasons to uses full
object identity, as Xcerpt 2.0 does, and, as an immediate consequence, to
use a proper graph data model.
Object Identity: Updates, Sharing,
Historically, there are two main incentives for object identity vs. exten-
sional identity in data management systems, viz. object sharing and object
updates. Both apply also for Xcerpt. Additionally, object identity is needed
in Xcerpt to properly support an important class of queries, viz. occurrence
queries.
object updates. Under extensional identity object updates and
transformations are indistinguishable. In particular, it is not possible to
track changes to objects over time. Object identity, on the other hand,
allows the tracking of object updates. E.g., event queries of the form “if
a certain object is changed twice within 10 minutes” require some form
of object identity. As argued above, it is possible to simulate object iden-
tity through extensional identity, but this leads to a violation of the value
independence and places the burden of managing the identity on the user.
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object sharing. If object identity is provided in a data management
system, object sharing is almost always desirable to make views, rules, or
similar “procedural abstraction” mechanisms transparent. Without object
sharing, such procedural abstractions have a side-eect, namely that all
objects in their result get a new identity, even if they are extracted from
queried data. ¿is makes identity joins over rule boarders infeasible (see
XQuery’s violation of referential transparency by combination of element
construction and let, cf. Section 2.4.1).
Occurrence Queries: Possibly the strongest argument for object iden-
tity is, however, the need for occurrence queries. Occurrence queries ask
for occurrences of certain data items in the data base. Examples of occur-
rence queries are, e.g., “How many title elements occur in the rst section?”,
“List all occurrences of title in the rst section!”, or “For each supplier count
the average number of items per order (where an order may contain the
same item several times)!”.
In Xcerpt occurrence queries are only supported as “distinct” occurrence
queries, i.e., in the form “How many distinct title elements occur in the rst
section?”. It is not possible to count the actual occurrences, if some of them
share the same structure, as they are considered identical in this case. One
might think that a simple solution here could be to use bags to gather these
occurrences (instead of sets as in the current semantics of Xcerpt). ¿is,
however, suces not as a solution: Consider, e.g., the following query term
against the rst data term of Figure 5:
article [[
2 position 1 sect {{
var X → desc title {{ }}
4 }}
¿equery asks “Find all occurrences of title elements at any depth in the rst
section.”
How many bindings for X should this query return on the given data? If
one assumes duplicate elimination based on extensional identity (structure
and value of terms), a single binding for X is returned. If no duplicate elim-
ination takes place, however, i.e., in the case of an occurrence query where
simply all the occurrences are of interest, there are innite occurrences
under the section. ¿is becomes more obvious if one considers the same
data with a longer cycle as in the second data term of Figure 5. To better
illustrate the point, Figure 6 shows a visual representation of the data.
As argued above, in Xcerpt 1.0 both data terms represent the same
innite regular tree and thus the answer to this query must be the same.
No bound for the number of occurrences of title in the rst section can be
given. Indeed, this is the expected answer, if one assumes a data model of
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Figure 6. Structure-equivalent Data Terms with Dierent Cycle Length
regular innite trees as Xcerpt does (see above).
If one assumes duplicate elimination based on object identity, the query
returns dierent answers on the two data terms, as they are no longer
identical (they represent dierent graphs), viz. three bindings for the rst
data term and ve for the second.
¿e following two tables summarize the dierences between the result
for the query term on the two data terms with dierent forms of duplicate
elimination:
duplicate elimination X
value-based title[ "First"]
identity-based t4, t6, t8
none t4, t6, t8, t10, t12, t14, t16, . . .
duplicate elimination X
value-based title[ "First"]
identity-based t4, t6, t8, t10, t12
none t4, t6, t8, t10, t12, t14, t16, . . .
To conclude, unrestricted occurrence queries are not expressible in
Xcerpt 1.0 (only distinct occurrence queries are). But unrestricted occur-
rence queries are an essential class of queries. ¿eir introduction on a
regular innite tree data model is however at least problematic, at worst
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impossible. On a graph data model with object identity they are easy to
handle, but an obvious consequence is the loss of Xcerpt’s property to
handle reference and child links indistinguishably.
Supporting Identity in Xcerpt 2.0: Language Constructs
Xcerpt 2.0, as dened in Section 3.2 and in [101] uses node identity and
a proper graph model with an equivalence based on node identity (in
addition to label and deep equality). To support this data model Xcerpt is
extended by the following constructs:
(1) Identity variables are (temporary) representatives for the identity
surrogate of a node. In query terms, they may occur instead of term
identiers, e.g., desc idvar ID @ a {{}} and on term level (like nor-
mal variables) in which case they match with the identity surrogate
of any node that can occur at that position. To separate them from
other variables in query terms, this is not true for construct terms.
¿erefore a dierent keyword, e.g., idvar, is used to emphasize the
dierence.
(2) Queries may contain identity joins expressed simply by repeated
occurrence of the same identity variable. ¿is means that queries
can dene the length of the cycle, but arbitrary cycle length queries
can still be expressed using descendant or qualied descendant.
Cyclic queries using “pseudo identiers” are treated in the same way
but do not allow the propagation of identity to the head of a rule.
Xcerpt 2.0 cyclic queries are not only easier to evaluate, but also
have a clear strict and immediate meaning.
(3) Joins on non-identity variables remain pure value joins.
(4) In construct terms, object sharing is achieved by using identity
variables instead of normal variables, indicating that a link to the
object represented by the surrogate is to be constructed. A normal
variable still indicates just a deep copy of the value.
(5) When creating unbounded structures, i.e., in the case of grouping,
surrogate invention is needed: E.g., if the result should contain an a
with itself as child for each binding of some variable the link between
the two must be established using surrogate invention. ¿e syntax
in Xcerpt 2.0 is as follows:
CONSTRUCT
2 result [
all new_id(invention_label) @ a [
4 ^last_id(invention_label)
] group-by var X
6 ]
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FROM
8 var X → desc title {{ }}
END
More complex object sharing structures can be expressed by rule
chaining.
¿e above extension leaves the issue of serialization of identity surro-
gates to the implementation. For XML, we expect the use of id/idref
attributes, but the shape of the ids is le to the implementation.
3.5 MODULES : FROM SEPARAT ION TO ENCAPSULAT ION
Modules are so ware units that group together parts of dierent programs
and knowledge (or data structures) and that usually serve a specic pur-
pose. For any practically applied programming language modules are an
essential feature, as they make large scale projects tractable by humans.
Modules not only facilitate the integration of existing applications and so -
ware into complex projects, they also oer a exible solution to application
development where part of the application logic is subject to change.
¿e work presented in this chapter rst advocates the need and advan-
tages of modularizing rule-based languages. ¿e rule-based paradigm
oers elegant and exible means of application programming at a high-
level of abstraction. During the last couple of years, a considerable number
of initiatives have focused on using rules on the Web (e.g. RuleML, R2ML,
XSLT, RIF Core etc.).
However, unless these rule languages are conceived with proper support
for encoding knowledge using modular designs, their contributions to
the Web are arguably doomed to exist in isolation, hence with no easy
mechanism for integration of valuable information. Many of the existing
rule languages on the Web do not provide support for such modular
designs. ¿e rationale behind this is the focus on the initially more crucial
concerns relating to the development of the languages.
¿e main dierence between the module system presented here and
previous work on module systems is, that our approach focuses on gener-
icity. ¿at is, the approach is applicable to many rule languages with only
small adaptation to syntactic and semantic properties of the language to
be supported with constructs for modularization. ¿e concept is based on
rewriting modular programs into semantically equivalent non-modular
programs, hence not forcing the evaluation of the hosting language to be
adapted to some operational module semantics. ¿is approach not only
enables reuseability for current languages, it is arguably also applicable
to forthcoming rule languages. ¿e presented module system hence ar-
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guably enables reuseability in two aspects—it not only supports users of
languages to design programs in a modular fashion, it also encourages
tool and language architects to augment their rule languages by reusing
the abstract module system. Last but not least: the module system is easy
in several aspects. First, it is very easy for language developers to apply
due to the employment of reduction semantics of a given modularized
rule language to its un-modular predecessor. Second, the reduction se-
mantics is kept simple. ¿ere is just one operator, yet it is sucient to
model a quite rich modular landscape including visibility, scoped module
use, parametric modules etc., though we disallow recursive modules, for
reasons of simplicity. ¿ird, the implementation of the abstract module
system can be achieved using existing language composition tools, for ex-
ample, Reuseware.8 A concrete modularized language is achieved by mere
instantiation of the abstract implementation, making the implementation
of the abstract module system fast and easy.
¿e abstract module system is then applied to extend Xcerpt with mod-
ules. Modules allow a separation of concern not just on the basis of single
rules but on the basis of larger conceptual units of a query program. For
example, one part of a Web application is o en concerned with extracting
data from a set of sources, such as a set of Web pages. At the next step, the
data might have to be syndicated into a common view and format. From
this syndicated data, some new implicit data could possibly be derived.
Finally, the resulting data set should be displayed in an appropriate human-
readable form, for example, by being displayed in a well-structured Web
page (see Section 3.5.4 for an example). ¿ese dierent steps taken by the
application have to do with dierent concerns of the overall realization,
such as data extraction, data management and data display. Furthermore,
each of the concerns deals with dierent schemata, but the knowledge
of the schemata can be hidden and encapsulated within each concern –
within each module. In contrast, exposing all these concerns in one mono-
lithic query program not only becomes very hard to understand, but is
also impossible to manage as a change in some part may aect any other
part.
For Xcerpt, we propose a module system that (a) demonstrates how
Web query languages can prot from modules by partitioning the query
program as well as its execution; (b) provides an easy, yet powerful module
extension for Xcerpt that shows how well-suited rule-based languages
are for component-based reuse; (c) is based on a single new concept, viz.
“stores”; and (d) uses a reduction semantics exploiting the power of a
8 http://reuseware.org
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language with views.¿is semantics enables the reuse of the existing query
engine making the design of the module system easier and its deployment
less time consuming.
3.5.1 module extension by example
Rules in a particular language are usually specied in a rule set, a nite set
of (possibly) related rules. Recall from above, that we focus our work on
so-called deductive rules. A deductive rule consists of a head and a body
and has the following form:
head :- body
where body and head are nite sequences of atomic formulas of the rule
language. ¿e formulas of each set are composed using (language specic)
logical connectives. ¿e implication operator :- binds the two rule parts
together. Rules are read “if the body holds, then the head also holds”.
Usually, rule parts share variables: the variable substitutions obtained by
evaluating the body are used to construct new data in the head.
In the following we extend a concrete rule language with modules. By
following our proposed approach, which is formalized in Section 3.5.3,
one can aord to abstract away from a particular data model or specic
capabilities supported by a rule language and - most important - not to
change the semantics of the language.
Datalog as an Example Rule Language
In the introductory part we mentioned Datalog as an example rule lan-
guage based on deductive rules. Datalog is a well-known database query
language o en used for demonstrating dierent kinds of research results
(e.g. query optimization). Datalog-like languages have been successfully
employed, e.g. for Web data extraction in Lixto9. ¿e strong similarities
between Datalog and RIF Core suggest that the ideas followed for modu-
larizing Datalog could be also applied to RIF Core.
In Datalog, the head is usually considered to be a singleton set and
the body a nite set of Datalog atoms connected via conjunction (∧).
A Datalog atom is an n-ary predicate of the form p(a1, . . . ,an), where
ai(1 ≤ i ≤ n) are constant symbols or variables. As such, a Datalog rule
may take the following form:
9 Data extraction with Lixto, http://www.lixto.com/li/liview/action/display/
frmLiID/12/
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1 gold-customer(Cust) :- rentals(Cust,Nr,2006), Nr > 10.
to be understood as dening that Cust is a gold customer if the number
Nr of car rentals Custmade in 2006 is greater than 10.
Rules are associated a semantics, which is specic to each rule language
and cannot be described in general terms. For the case of Datalog, seman-
tics is given by denition of a least Herbrand model of a rule-set. We don’t
go into details regarding the semantics, since our work on modularizing
Datalog preserves the language’s semantics.
Datalog, and more general deductive rules, infer new knowledge (called
intensional knowledge) from existing, explicitly given knowledge. As al-
ready recognized [141], there is a need to ’limit’ the amount of data used in
performing inference on the Web – a big and open source of knowledge.
¿us, the notion of scoped inference has emerged. ¿e idea is to perform
inference within a scope of explicitly given knowledge sources. One elegant
solution for implementing scoped inference is to usemodules for separat-
ing the knowledge. In such a case, the inference is performed within a
module. Since inference is essential on the Web and, thus, modules for
rule languages such as Datalog, let’s see how we could modularize Datalog!
Module Extension for Datalog
¿is section gives a light introduction to modularizing a rule language
such as Datalog that should ease the understanding of the formal operators
proposed in Section 3.5.2. We consider as framework for our examples
the EU-Rent10 case study, a specication of business requirements for a
ctitious car rental company. Initially developed by Model Systems Ltd.,
EU-Rent is promoted by the business rules community as a scenario for
demonstrating capabilities of business rules products.
¿e concrete scenario we use for showing advantages of introducing
modularization in rule languages is similar to the use case for rule inter-
change ‘Managing Inter-Organizational Business Policies and Practices’,
published by theW3CRule Interchange FormatWorking Group in the 2nd
W3CWorking Dra of ‘RIF Use Cases and Requirements’. ¿e car rental
company EU-Rent operates in dierent EU countries. ¿us, the company
needs to comply with existing EU regulations and each of its branches
needs also to comply with the regulations of the country it operates in.
¿e EU-Rent company heavily uses rule-based technologies for con-
ducting its business. ¿is was a straightforward choice of technology from
10 EU-Rent case study, http://www.businessrulesgroup.org/egsbrg.shtml
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Figure 7. EU-Rent Use Case: Module Structure
the IT landscape, since rule languages are more than suitable for imple-
menting company’s policies. Moreover, EU regulations are also given as
(business) rules.
Dierent sets of rules come into play for most of the company’s rental
services, such as advance reservations for car rentals or maintenance of
cars at an EU-Rent branch. A set of rules implement, as touched on above,
the company’s policies (e.g. that the lowest price oered for a rental must be
honored). ¿ese rules are used by each of the EU-Rent branches. Another
set of rules implements the policies used at a particular EU-Rent branch,
as they are free to adapt their business to the requirements of the market
they address (of course, as long as they remain in conformance with the
EU-Rent company-level rules). As is the case for EU regulations, EU-Rent
branches might need to comply with existing national regulations—an
extra set of rules to be considered.
We have illustrated so far a typical scenario for data integration.¿e sets
of rules our EU-Rent company needs to integrate for its services may be
stored locally at each branch or in a distributedmanner (e.g. company level
rules are stored only at EU-Rent Head Quarter and EU and national rule
stores exist on dierent servers for the corresponding regulations). Rules
might change at the company level and regulations might also change
both at EU and at national level. So as to avoid the propagation of such
changes every time they occur, a distributed and modularized approach
to the EU-Rent implementation would be a suitable solution.
An architectural overview of the scenario described so far is given above.
¿e overview sketches a possible modularization of rules employed by the
EU-Rent company. Modules are represented here as boxes. An example
EU-Rent branch, the Paris branch, subdivides its vehicle and customer data
as well as its policies into dierent modules, hence separating concerns for
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gaining clarity and ease maintenance. ¿e module ParisBranch imports
the dened modules and, thus, uses their rules together with those dened
in ParisBranch. Such module dependencies (i.e., imports) are indicated
by arrows between boxes.
Modules can be imported and their rules can be dened as private or
public. Private rules are not visible, i.e. the knowledge inferred by such
rules can not be accessed directly in modules importing them. A statement
private import M2 in a module M1makes all rules of M2 private within
M1 and thus invisible to the modules importing M1. Rules dened as public
can be used directly in modules importing them. By importing a module
M as public makes its (public) rules visible in all modules importing M.
In the following we specify an excerpt of the module ParisBranch in
Datalog:
1 import private Vehicles
import private Customers
3 import private BranchPolicies
import private CorporatePolicies ( regional-law =
"FrenchRegulations" )
5 public vehicle(X) :- voiture(X).
public vehicle(X) :- bicyclette(X).
In the following we turn our attention toa CorporateStatistics, an-
othermodule depicted in our architecture.¿ismodule imports CorporatePolicies,
but also all branch modules (such as ParisBranch, MadridBranch, and
BerlinBranch), a task doomed to produce vast naming clashes of symbols
dened in the imported modules. To overcome the problem, a qualied
import is to be used: Imported modules get local names that are further
used to disambiguate the symbols. ¿us, one can smoothly use knowledge
inferred by dierent, imported rules with same heads.
¿e following example shows how Datalog can be extended with a
qualied import. To have an overview over the status of EU-Rent vehicles,
the notion of an old vehicle is dened dierently for the dierent branches.
¿e modules ParisBranch, MunichBranch, and MadrdidBranch get the
local names m1, m2, and m3, respectively. ¿e local names are associated
with the module using @.
import private CorporatePolicies
2 import ParisBranch @ m1
import MunichBranch @ m2
4 import MadridBranch @ m3
private old-vehicle(V) :- m1.vehicle(V), manufactured(V,Y), Y <
1990.
6 private old-vehicle(V) :- m2.vehicle(V), manufactured(V,Y), Y <
2000.
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private old-vehicle(V) :- m3.vehicle(V), manufactured(V,Y), Y <
1995.
¿e simple module-based architecture and the given module exam-
ples show a couple of advantages of such a module-based approach. We
have already touched on the separation of concerns when describing the
modules of Paris branch as having each a well-dened purpose. Modules
such as EURegulations and FrenchRegulations can be reused by other
applications too (not only by new established EU-Rent branches, but also
by other companies). It could even be published by government agencies
on the Web. A module-based implementation is much more exible and
less error-prone than one without modules; this eases considerably the
extensibility of the implementation.
3.5.2 framework for rule language module systems
In Section 3.5.1 we saw an example of how it is possible to modularize rule-
sets—in this case for Datalog—and that it is important to ensure separation
(or encapsulation) of the dierent modules. We choose to enforce this
separation statically, i.e., at compile time, due to our desire to reuse—rather
than extend—existing rule engines that do not have an understanding of
modules. An added advantage is a clean and simple semantics based on
concepts already familiar to the users of the supported rule language.
We are interested in extendingwhat is done forDatalog in Section 3.5.1 to
a general framework for rule languages. ¿e notion of modules is arguably
important not only for Datalog, but for any rule language lacking such an
important concept.
However, our reduction semantics for module operators poses some
requirements to the expressiveness of a rule language: To describe these
requirements, we rst introduce in the following a few notions and as-
sumptions on rule languages that give us formal means to talk about a
rule language in general. Second, we establish the single requirement we
ask from a rule language to be amenable to our module framework: the
provision of rule dependency (or rule chaining).
In the next section, we then use these notions to describe the single
operator needed to formally dene our approach to modules for rule
languages. We show that, if the rule language supports (database) views,
that single operator suces to obtain a powerful, yet simple to understand
and realize module semantics. Even in absence of (database) views, we
can obtain the same result (from the perspective of the module system’s
semantics) by adding two additional operators.
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rule languages. For the purpose of this work, we can take a very
abstract view of a rule language: A rule language is any language where
(1) programs are nite sequences of rules of the language; (2) rules con-
sist of one head and one body, where the body and the head are nite
sequences of rule parts; (3) rule parts11 are, for the purpose of this work,
arbitrary. ¿ey are not further structured though they may in fact be neg-
ative literals or complex structures. Body rule parts can be understood
as a kind of condition and head rule parts as a kind of result, action, or
other consequence of the rule. We use indices to identify a rule within a
program as well as head or body parts within a rule. Note, that we do not
pose any limitations to the shape of the body parts or the connectors used
(conjunction, disjunction, etc.).
rule dependency. Surprisingly, we care very little about the actual
shape of rule parts, let alone their semantics. ¿e only critical requirement
needed by our framework is that the rule language has a concept of rule
chaining or rule dependency. ¿at is, one rule may depend on another for
proper processing.
Denition 3.3 (Rule dependency). With a program P, a (necessarily nite)
relation ∆ ⊂ N2 ×N2 can be associated such that (r1,b, r2,h) ∈ ∆ i the
condition expressed by the b-th body part of rule r1 is dependent on results
of the h-th head part of the r2-th rule in P (such as derived data, actions
taken, state changes, or triggered events), i.e., it may be aected by that
head part’s evaluation.
Controlling rule (or rule part) dependency can take dierent forms in
dierent rule languages: in Datalog, predicate symbol provide one (easy)
means to partition the dependency space; in XSLT, modes can serve a
similar purpose; in Xcerpt, the labels of root terms; etc. However, the reali-
sation of the dependency relation is le to the rule language. We assume
merely that it can be manipulated arbitrarily, though the module system
never introduces cycles in the dependency relation if they do not already
exist. ¿us the rule language does not need to support recursive rules for
the reduction semantics to be applicable, however, if present, recursive
rules pose no challenge. We do, however, assume that the dependencies
betweenmodules are non-recursive.
Observe, that these rewritings may in fact aect the constants used in
the program. However, constants are manipulated in such a way that, for
11 We refrain from calling rule parts literals, as they may be, e.g., entire formulas or other
constructs such as actions that are not always considered logical literals.
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each module, there is an isomorphism between the rewritten program and
the original program. Assuming a generic [2] rule language, this renaming
has no eect on the semantics of the program.
¿e module extension framework requires the ability to express an
arbitrary (acyclic) dependency relation, however poses no restrictions on
the shape of ∆ for a module-free program. Indeed, for any module-free
rule program P the unrestricted relation with all pairs of head parts and
body parts forms a perfectly acceptable ∆ relation on P.
We only require the ability to express acyclic dependency relations as the
discussedmodule algebra does not allow cycles in themodule composition
for simplicity’s sake.
Most rule languages that allow some form of rule chaining, e.g., data-
log, SWRL, SQL, Xcerpt, R2G2, easily fulll this requirement. However,
it precludes rule languages such as CSS where all rules operate on the
same input and no rule chaining is possible. Interestingly, though CSS
already provides its own module concept, that module concept provides
no information hiding, the central aim of our approach: Rules from all
imported modules are merged into one sequence of rules and all applied
to the input data, only precedence, not applicability, may be aected by
the structuring in modules.
reduction semantics. Why do we impose the requirement to
express arbitrary dependency relations on a rule language to be amenable
to our module framework? ¿e reason is that we aim for a reduction
semantics where all the additions introduced by the module framework
are reduced to expressions of the original language. To achieve this we
need a certain expressiveness which is ensured by this requirement.
Consider, for instance, the Module “CorporateStatistics” in Section 3.5.1.
Let’s focus only on old-vehicle and the three vehicle predicates from the three
local branches. Using the semantics dened in the following section, we
obtain a program containing also all rules from the included modules
plus a dependency relation that enforces that only certain body parts of
old-vehicle depend on the vehicle denition from each of the local branches.
¿is dependency relation can be realized in datalog, e.g., by properly rewrit-
ing the predicate symbols through prexing predicates from each of the
qualied modules with a unique prex.
3.5.3 module system algebra
Remember, that the main aim of this work is to allow a rule program to be
divided into conceptually independent collections (modules) of rules with
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well-dened interfaces between these collections.
For this purpose, we introduce in Section 3.5.3 a formal notion of a
collection of rules, called “module”, and its public interface, i.e., that subset
of rules that constitutes the (public) interface of the module. Building on
this denition, we introduce an algebra (consisting in a single operator) for
composing modules in Section 3.5.3 together with a reduction semantics,
i.e., a means of reducing programs containing such operators to module-
free programs.
operators by example. Before we turn to the formal denitions,
let’s again consider the EU-Rent use case from Section 3.5.1, focusing on
the three modules “CorporateStatistics”, “CorporatePolicies”, and “ParisBranch”.
We can dene all the import parts of these modules using the module
algebra introduced in the following. We use A× B for indicating that a
module B is imported into module A and A inherits the public interface
of B (cf. import public), A& B to indicate private import (cf. import
private), and A⋊S B for scoped import (cf. import ... @) where S are
pointers to all rule parts addressing a specic module. Note, that public
and private import can actually be reduced to the scoped import if the
language provides views.
Using these operators we can build formal module composition expres-
sions corresponding to the surface syntax from Section 3.5.1 as follows:
CorporatePolicies′ = (CorporatePolicies × InsurancePolicies) & EURegulations
CorporatePolicies′french = CorporatePolicies′ × FrenchRegulations
ParisBranch′ = (((ParisBranch & Vehicles) & Customers) & BranchPolicies)& CorporatePolicies′french
CorporateStatistics′ = (((CorporateStatistics & CorporatePolicies′) ⋊(1,1) ParisBranch′)⋊(2,1) MunichBranch′) ⋊(3,1) MadridBranch′
MunichBranch′ = ...
¿us, given a set of basic modules, each import statement is translated
into a module algebra expression that creates a new module, viz. the se-
mantics of the import statement. Unsurprisingly, parameterized modules
lead to multiple “versions” of similar module composition expressions that
only dier in instantiations of the parameters.
Dening Modules
We use module identiers as means to refer to modules, e.g., when im-
porting modules. Some means of resolving module identiers to modules
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(stored, e.g., in les, in a database, or on the Web) is assumed, but not
further detailed here.
Denition 3.4 (Module). A moduleM is a triple (Rpriv,Rpub, ∆) ⊂R ×R×N4 whereR is the set of all nite sequences over the set of permissible
rules for a given rule language. We call Rpriv the private, Rpub the public
rules of M, and ∆ the dependency relation for M. For the purpose of
numbering rules, we consider R = Rpriv ◇ Rpub12 the sequence of all rules
inM.
We call a module’s public rules its “interface”: When importing this
module, only these rules become accessible to the importing module in
the sense that rule bodies in the importingmodule may depend also on the
public rules of the imported module but not on its private rules. ¿ough
the module composition discussed in this section does not rely on any
further information about a module, a module should be accompanied
by additional information for its users: documentation about the purpose
of the module, what to expect from the modules interface, what other
modules it relies on, etc.
Figure 8 shows an exemplary conguration of a program (which is
just a module where Rpub is empty) together with two modules A and B.
Where the program consists of a single sequence of (private) rules, the
rules of each of the modules are partitioned into private and public rules.
¿e allowed dependency relation ∆ is represented in the following way:
All body parts in each of the areas , , and are depending on all
head parts in the same area and no other head parts. No access or import
of modules takes place, thus no inter-module dependencies exists in ∆
between rule parts from one of the modules with each other or with the
(main) program.
Notice, that for the dependency within a module the partitioning in
private and public plays no role whatsoever. Body parts in private rules
may access head parts from public rules and vice versa.
Module Composition
Module composition operators allow the (principled, i.e., via their public
interface) denition of inter-module dependencies. Our module algebra
(in contrast to previous approaches) needs only a single fundamental
module composition operator. Further operators can then be constructed
12 ◇ denotes sequence concatenation, i.e., s1 ◇ s2 returns the sequence starting with the
elements of s1 followed by the elements of s2, preserving the order of each sequence.
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Figure 8. Program and two dened modules without imports
from a combination of that fundamental operator and (standard database)
views. However, we also discuss an immediate denition of these operators
for languages where the view based approach is not applicable or desirable.
scoped import. ¿e fundamental module composition operator is
called the scoped import operator. Its name stems from the fact that it
allows to specify not only which module to import but also which of the
rules of the importing module or program may be aected by that import
and thus the scope of a module’s import.
Informally, the scoped import of B in Auses two modules A and B and
a set S of body parts from A that form the scope of the module import. It
combines the rules from Bwith the rules from A and extends the depen-
dency relation from all body parts in S to all public rules from B. No other
dependencies between rules from A and B are established.
To illustrate this consider again the conguration fromFigure 8. Assume
that we import (1) module A into B with a scope limited to body part 3 of
rule RB2 and that (2) we import the result into the main program limiting
the scope to body parts 2 and 3 of rule RP1. ¿ird, we import module A
also directly into the main program with scope body part 1 of RP1.
¿is can be compactly expressed by the following module composition
expression:
(P ⋊(1,2),(1,3) (B ⋊(2,3) A)) ⋊(1,1) A
As usual, such expressions are best read inside out: We import the result
of importing A into B with scope {(2, 3)} into P with scope {(1,2),(1, 3)}
and then also import A with scope {(1, 1)}. ¿e result of this expression is
shown in Figure 9.
Formally, we rst introduce the concept of (module) scope.
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Figure 9. Scoped import of (1) module A into body part 3 of rule RB2 and into body
part 1 of rule RP1 and (2) of (the expanded) module B into body part 2
and 3 of rule RP1. into the main program
Denition 3.5 (Scope). Let M = (Rpriv,Rpub, ∆) be a module (or pro-
gram if Rpub is the empty sequence). ¿en a set of body parts fromM is
called a scope inM. More precisely, a scope S inM is a set of pairs from
N2 such that each pair identies one rule and one body part within that
rule.
For instance, the scope {(1,2),(1, 3),(4,2)} comprises for program P
from Figure 8 the body parts 2 and 3 of rule 1 and the body part 2 of rule 4.
Second, we need a notation for adjusting a given dependency relation
when adding rules. It turns out, a single operation (slide) suces for our
purposes:
Denition 3.6 (Dependency slide). Given a dependency relation ∆, slide
computes a newdependency relation by sliding all rules in the slidewindow
W = [s + 1, s + length + 1] in such a way that the slide window a erwards
starts at snew + 1:
slide(∆, s, length, snew) = {(r′1,b, r′2,h) ∶ (r1,b, r2,h) ∈ ∆
∧ r′1 = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
snew + 1 + (r1 − s) if r1 ∈W
r1 otherwise
∧ r′2 = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
snew + 1 + (r2 − s) if r2 ∈W
r1 otherwise
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
With this, a scoped import becomes a straightforward module compo-
sition:
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Figure 10. Private import of A into B and B into the main program
Denition 3.7 (Scoped import ⋊). LetM′ = (R′priv,R′pub, ∆′) andM′′ =(R′′priv, R′′pub, ∆′′) be two modules and S a scope inM′. ¿en
M′ ⋊SM′′ ∶= (Rpriv = R′priv ◇ R′′priv ◇ R′′pub,Rpub = R′pub,
∆′slided ∪ ∆′′slided ∪ ∆inter), where
– ∆′slided = slide(∆′, ∣R′priv∣ , ∣R′pub∣ , ∣Rpriv∣) is the dependency relation
of the importing moduleM′ with the public rules slided to the very
end of the rule sequence of the newmodule (i.e., a er the rules from
M′′),
– ∆′′slided = slide(∆′′, 1, ∣R′′priv∣ + ∣R′′pub∣ , ∣R′priv∣) is the dependency rela-
tion of the importedmoduleM′ with all its rules slided between the
private and the public rules of the importing module (they have to
be “between” because they are part of the private rules of the new
module),
– ∆inter = {(r1,b, r2,h) ∶ (r1,b) ∈ S ∧ ∃ a rule in Rpriv with index
r2 and head part h∶ r2 > ∣R′priv∣ + ∣R′′priv∣} the inter-dependencies
between rules from the importing and rules from the imported
module. We simply allow each body part in the scope to depend
on all the public rules of the imported module. ¿is suces for
our purpose, but we could also choose a more precise dependency
relation (e.g., by testing whether a body part can at all match with a
head part).
Note, that themain diculty in this denition is the slightly tediousman-
agement of the dependency relation when the sequence of rules changes.
We, nevertheless, chose an explicit sequence notation for rule programs
to emphasize that this approach is entirely capable of handling languages
where the order of rules aects the semantics or evaluation and thus should
be preserved.
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public and private import. Two more import operators suce
tomake ourmodule algebra suciently expressive to formalize themodule
system discussed in Section 3.5.1 as well as module systems for languages
such as XQuery or Xcerpt.
In fact, if the language provides a (database) view concept, the single
scoped import operator suces as the two remaining ones can be de-
ned using views on top of scoped imports. Before introducing these
rewritings, we briey introduce the public and private import operator.
Formal denitions are omitted for conciseness reasons, but can be fairly
straightforwardly derived from the denition for the scoped import.
All three operators hide information resulting from private rules in a
module, however the public information is made accessible in dierent
ways by each of the operators: ¿e scoped import operator makes the
information from the public interface of B accessible only to explicitly
marked rules. ¿e private and public import operators, in contrast, make
all information from the public interface of B accessible to all rules of A.
¿ey dier only w.r.t. cascading module import, i.e., when a module A
that imports another modules B is itself imported. In that case the public
import operator (×) makes the public interface of B part of the public
interface of A, whereas the private import operator (&) keeps the import
of B hidden.
Figure 10 shows the eect of the private import operator on the congu-
ration from Figure 8 using the module composition expression P& (B&A):
Module B imports module A privately and the main program imports
module B privately. In both cases, the immediate eect is the same: ¿e
body parts of B get access to the head parts in A’s public rules and the body
parts of the main program P get access to the head parts in B’s public rules.
¿e import of A into B is hidden entirely from the main program. ¿is
contrasts to the public import in the expression P×(B×A). ¿ere the main
program’s body parts also depend on the head parts in A’s (and not only
B’s) public rules.
recursive module composition. So far, we have only consid-
ered non-recursive module composition and only acyclic dependency
relations. However, if the target language supports cyclic dependency
relations, we can also allow recursive module composition. For that pur-
pose we introduce a module assignment operator such that module-id ∶=
module-expression associates the given module identier with the module
obtained from a given module expression. Furthermore, we all module
identier to occur instead of any module composition expression as de-
ned above. A module identier is always mapped to the same module.
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Figure 11. Scoped import of B into A with B importing A itself
interface of B accessible only to explicitly marked rules.%e private and public
import operators, in contrast, make all information from the public interface of
B accessible to all rules of A.!ey di"er only w.r.t. cascading module import,
i.e., when a module A that imports another modules B is itself imported. In that
case the public import operator (×) makes the public interface of B part of the
public interface of A, whereas the private import operator (") keeps the import
of B hidden.
Figure 10 shows the e#ect of the private import operator on the con$guration
from Figure 8 using the module composition expression P " (B " A): Module B
importsmoduleA privately and themain program importsmoduleB privately. In
both cases, the immediate e#ect is the same:%e body parts of B get access to the
head parts in A’s public rules and the body parts of themain programP get access
to the head parts in B’s public rules.!e import of A into B is hidden entirely
from the main program.!is contrasts to the public import in the expression
P × (B × A).!ere the main program’s body parts also depend on the head parts
in A’s (and not only B’s) public rules.
recursive module composition . Above, we limit the module com-
position to non-recursive expressions and consider only acyclic dependency
relations. However, if the target language supports cyclic dependency relations,
we can also allow recursive module composition. For that purpose we intro-
duce a module assignment operator such that module-id ∶= module-expression
associates the given module identi!er with the module obtained from a given
module expression. Furthermore, we all module identi#er to occur instead of
any module composition expression as de#ned above. A module identi#er is
always mapped to the same module.
E.g., the following import expression
M ∶= A ⋊(1,1) (B ⋊(2,3) M)
yields the dependency depicted in Figure 11.
operator rewriting . As stated above, we can express both public and
private import using additional views (i.e., deductive rule) plus a scoped import,
if the rule language provides view.
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Figure 11. Scoped import of B into A with B importing A itself
For instance, the following import expression
M ∶= A ⋊(1,1) (B ⋊(2,3) M)
yields the dependency depicted in Figure 11 where the rst body part of
rule 1 in Adepends on the public rules of Bwhich in turn depend on all
rules in B including rule 2 whose third body part depends on the public
rules in Awhich depend on all rules in A including rule 1.
When realizing recursive module composition in Xcerpt using Reuse-
ware [124] as described below we need to carry a mapping from module
identiers to store identiers to ensure that multiple occurrences of the
same identier are translated with the same store identier.
operator rewriting. As stated above, we can express both public
and private import using additional views (i.e., deductive rule) plus a
scoped import, if the rule language provides view.
¿eorem3.1 (Rewriting×). LetM′ = (R′priv,R′pub, ∆′),M′′ = (R′′priv,R′′pub, ∆′′)
bemodules andM = (Rpriv,Rpub, ∆) = M′×M′′.¿en,M∗ = (R′priv,R′pub◇
R, ∆′) ⋊SM′′ is (up to the helper predicate R) equivalent toM if
R = [h:- h ∶ h is a head part in R′′pub]
S = {(i, 1) ∶ ∣R′priv∣ + ∣R′pub∣ < i ≤ ∣R′priv∣ + ∣R′pub∣ + ∣R∣}.
¿e gist is the introduction of “bridging” rul s that are dependent on
no r le in the ex sti g module but whose body parts are the scope of the
import ofM′′.
Note, that we use ne rule for each public head part of the imported
module. If the language provides for body parts that match any head part
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(e.g., by allowing higher-order variables or treating predicate symbols like
constant symbols like in RDF), this can be reduced to a single additional
rule. In both cases, however, the rewriting is linear in the size of the original
modules.
For private import, an analogous corollary holds (where the “bridge”
rules are placed into the private rules of the module and the dependency
relation properly adapted).
3.5.4 modules for xcerpt
Using the formal foundation for modules in rule languages, we show in the
remainder of this section, how to add modules to Xcerpt using the above
framework to provide the semantics for the proposed module extension.
First, we illustrate the ideas along a use case, then we dene the precise
language constructs and show how to realize the module extension by
reduction to module-free Xcerpt and observe that the semantics of that
realization is exactly as prescribed by the above module system.
Use case: Music aggregation with the Web Music Library
Jimi Hendrix Experience
Are You Experienced?
Amazon CD Cover
Image Extractor
Track
list
Data display layer
Data inference layer
Data extraction layer
Information
Web Crawler
Discogs
Artist Information
Rock
Grunge
Music Ontology
Album  Mashup
Creator
iTunes Purchase 
Links Extractor 
Audioscrobbler
Recommenations
Modules Data
(X)HTML
Webpages
RDF(S)
Inference Engine
Music Collection
Framework Interface
Query: “Collect info on album 
‘Are You Experienced?’”
Album
Result: <?xml ...?> ...
New Albums
RSS Feed
Figure 12. Many query languages only allow writing monolithic queries, while
modular query development greatly increases reuse and ease of pro-
gramming.
¿e use case illustrated in Figure 12 presents a library (called MusicLi-
brary) of functionality useful for coping with music and information about
music found on the (Semantic) Web. At an (arguably) lower layer, infor-
mation is extracted from various established Web sites like amazon.com or
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discogs.org. ¿e extraction has to be handled dierently for every web
site, but is valuable for many users and applications. For example, many
of the currently established desktop music players exploit the album or
CD images of Amazon to display cover art while playing back music. En-
capsulating reusable queries dealing with a particular information source
allow for exible maintenance and propagation to a larger user base. ¿e
legacy information as found on external Web sites is then converted to an
internal representation loosely based on the Music Ontology [105]. Music
Ontology is an RDFS-based standard, hence knowledge inference and rea-
soning on—possibly incomplete—Music Ontology data can be achieved
using an RDFS reasoner. Since such a reasoner is usable in many dierent
elds of applications, it is implemented and provided as an Xcerpt module
and included in the main library, hence allowing for its reuse. Perhaps
more interesting to the end user, various modules providing pleasant vi-
sualizations of gathered information or predened query skeletons can
be provided in the library. Such modules can also be provided by third
parties or, last but not least, as part of an application using the Web Music
Library. We show only small extracts of the actual modules for space and
presentation reasons.
Realizing Musical Modules in Xcerpt
How can we today realize this application in Xcerpt? In the absence of
modules we have to carefully cra a single query program with a consider-
able number of rules (well over three dozens if we follow the basic design
presented below) at each step taking great care that the rules do not, by
chance, interfere with each other. Furthermore, we have to update the
whole query program as soon as any information source changes, since
this information is hard-coded in the program.
In the presence of a module extension, the task becomes a lot less daunt-
ing: Let us start from the top with a user program that gathers information
about Jimi Hendrix from all the sources described in Figure 12. For that, it
relies on a module called MusicLibrary (discussed above).¿e library is not a
mere database, it is an interface to various ways of reasoning about musical
information available on the Web. To the user the complexity remains hid-
den. ¿e user just poses his query to the module without caring whether
the data is extensional or intensional and how it is obtained. ¿e module
system ensures that, regardless of the actual rules and their distribution
between modules, there is no chance for interference by rules of dierent
sub-modules used within MusicLibrary.
1 IMPORT "MusicLibrary"
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3 GOAL
html [ body [
5 h1 [ "Records by Jimi Hendrix" ],
table [ tr [ td [ "Record" ], td [ "Year" ] ],
7 all tr [ td [ var R ], td [ var Y ] ] ]
] ]
9 FROM
in "MusicLibrary" (
11 desc record { artist [ "Jimi Hendrix" ],
title [ var R ], year[ var Y ] } )
13 END
¿e MusicLibrary module itself is integrating data and knowledge of other
modules the same way as the user program. It has to provide the informa-
tion, and only the desired information, to the user of the module. Some
rules may be necessary internally in the module to achieve the task, but
should not be directly visible to the user of the module. ¿e visible parts
of the module are hence public, the others (implicitly) private.
Apart from using knowledge of other modules, modules may also re-
ceive data provided by importing modules. MusicLibrary accesses data ex-
tracted by amodule gatheringMusicBrainzmetadata, feeds it to amodule for
converting that data to Music Ontology knowledge (Musicbrainz2MOFacts),
and nally injects that knowledge to an RDFS reasoner (using the MO-
Ontology-Reasoner module). It also accesses discogs.org directly and feeds
the acquired data into another instance of the MO-Ontology-Reasoner. To
distinguish multiple instances of the reasoner, each instance is given an
alias (using the @ construct), which can be used the same way as the mod-
ule identier when querying, or sending data to, a module. In this way,
modules also give rise to scoped reasoning where consequences only apply
in a certain scope (or module), but are not (automatically) propagated
outside of that scope. In particular, knowledge in dierent scopes may, if
considered globally, be inconsistent, but within each scope be consistent.
1 MODULE "MusicLibrary"
IMPORT "MusicBrainz"
3 IMPORT "Musicbrainz2MOFacts"
IMPORT "MO-Ontology-Reasoner" @ "reasoner-for-musicBrains"
5 IMPORT "MO-Ontology-Reasoner" @ "reasoner-for-discogs"
7 CONSTRUCT public var KNOWLEDGE
FROM in "reasoner-for-musicBrains" ( var KNOWLEDGE ) END
9
CONSTRUCT public var KNOWLEDGE
11 FROM in "reasoner-for-discogs" ( var KNOWLEDGE ) END
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13 CONSTRUCT to "reasoner-for-musicBrains" ( var FACTS )
FROM in "Musicbrainz2MOFacts" ( var FACTS ) END
15
CONSTRUCT to "Musicbrainz2MOFacts" ( var METADATA )
17 FROM in "MusicBrainz"( metadata [[ var METADATA ]] ) END
...
19 CONSTRUCT discogs-document-for-crawler[ all HREF ]
FROM in document(iri="http://www.discogs.org") ( desc a [[ href
[ var HREF ] ]] ) END
Finally, let us glance at the MO-Ontology-Reasoner module which is one of
the modules that not only extracts data but is injected with data to operate
on. Hence, one of the queries is adorned with the public keyword, indi-
cating that chaining is to be performed against the rules of the importing
module that pass input data to the reasoner. ¿ose facts, together with
the ontology denition (and any domain dependent reasoning we would
like to perform on the music ontology data) are sent to an RDFS reasoner
module, whose consequences are then made publicly available. ¿is RDFS
reasoner is an example of a highly reusable module that can be shared
among many dierent modules. It implements the RDF semantic in the
(graph-based) query language Xcerpt (cf. [49] for details).
MODULE "MO-Ontology-Reasoner"
2 IMPORT "RDFS-Reasoner"
4 CONSTRUCT public var KNOWLEDGE
FROM in "RDFS-Reasoner" ( var KNOWLEDGE ) END
6
CONSTRUCT to "RDFS-Reasoner" ( var FACTS )
8 FROM public var FACTS END
10 CONSTRUCT to "RDFS-Reasoner" ( var MO )
FROM in document(type="xmlrdf"
iri="http://purl.org/ontology/mo/") ( var MO ) END
3.5.5 modular xcerpt—requirements and constructs
We have seen that modules can greatly ease the development of complex
Web queries (as observed increasingly) and how to apply them in examples.
Before we discuss the principles of the semantics in Section 3.5.5, let us
rst summarize the core concepts and constructs introduced. We divide
the presentation of the concepts in two parts: from the perspective of the
module programmer and of the module user.
Module programmers need constructs for dening sets of rules and ways
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of declaring appropriate access to the module—interfaces for proper en-
capsulation. To allow module authors to encapsulate modules, visibility
constructs are employed. For each rule of the module, the construct term
and the query term (if present) is associated with a visibility concept: pub-
lic or private. Only public visibility is specically specied, otherwise the
default visibility private is used to encourage encapsulation.
module declaration: We can group sets of rules into modules and
give such a set an identier. ¿is module can than be imported into
other modules or programs.⟨module⟩ ::= ‘MODULE’ ⟨module-id⟩ ⟨import⟩* ⟨rules⟩*
module interfaces: We can declare allowed access points to a mod-
ule to facilitate encapsulation and proper interfaces. Any construct
term can be annotated with public to indicate that it can be queried
by importing modules (see below).⟨interface-out⟩ ::= ‘public’ ⟨construct-term⟩
Conversely, importing modules may provision data to an imported
module (see ‘module provision’ below). ¿is data is exclusively
queried by query terms marked with public in the imported mod-
ule.⟨interface-in⟩ ::= ‘public’ ⟨query-term⟩
In other words, a module programmer denes the name and the in- and
output interfaces of a module.¿e input of a module is accessed or queried
by public query terms, the output of amodule is formed by public construct
terms. A module should also be complemented by documentation for the
user describing its task and interfaces.
Module users need to be able to (a) declare which modules they want to
use in a program, to (b) query the public interfaces of such modules, and
to (c) provide data to such modules.
module importation: We can import modules into other modules
or programs.¿e only eect of amodule is that themodule identier
(or its alias, if an alias is used) becomes available for use in module
querying or provision statements. In practice, module identiers
are o en rather long and complex URIs which makes the use of
(short and easy to read) aliases advisable in most cases.⟨import⟩ ::= ‘IMPORT’ ⟨module-id⟩ (‘@’ ⟨alias-id⟩)?
module querying: We can query the consequences of the public con-
struct terms of a module. ¿e given query term is matched only
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against the results from public rules of the given module but neither
against those from thatmodule’s private rules nor against other rules
from the current module.⟨module-access⟩ ::= ‘in’ ⟨module-id⟩ ‘(’ ⟨query-term⟩ ‘)’
module provision: We can feed or provision data to the public query
terms of a module. ¿e result of a rule with such a construct term
is only considered for public query terms in the given module, not
for query terms in the current module or for query terms from the
given module that are not marked public.⟨module-provision⟩ ::= ‘to’ ⟨module-id⟩ ‘(’ ⟨construct-term⟩ ‘)’
With only these three operations, a module user can exibly compose
modules (even multiple instances of the same module) while all the en-
capsulation is taken care of by the module system without further user
intervention.
So far, all module access is always explicitly scoped with the module
identier. In a language with views such as Xcerpt, this suces as we always
can add a bridging rule (such as the rst rule in the MusicLibrary module
from Section 3.5.4) that makes all data obtained from the public interface
of an imported module available to other rules in the importing module
(without need for qualication). We provide two additional variants of
module import for convenience that cover this case.¿ey only dier in the
way they aect module cascading: ‘import public’ ⟨module-id⟩ makes
all data provided by the public interface of module module-id available
to all unqualied rules in the importing module and also adds it to the
public interface of that module whereas ‘import private’ ⟨module-id⟩
only makes it available to the unqualied rules.
Reducing Xcerpt Modules—Stores
¿e dual objectives of our approach are to (a) keep the module system
simple and easy to use and to (b) allow the reuse of existing language tools
and engines without modication. ¿ese two objectives actually go hand
in hand, as a reduction semantics for modules (i.e., a semantics that is
based on the semantics of the module-free language) proves to be elegant
and easy to understand and naturally fullls the second objective.
To allow users to truly think in terms of modules and make use of this
abstraction, it is important to ensure proper and valid module interac-
tivity statically before applying the module-unaware query engine to the
involved rules. ¿us, only the intended rule dependencies must be present
in the merged rules—we have no way of enforcing rule separations during
rule execution.
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For the Xcerpt module system we ensure proper rule dependencies
using the notion of stores. Intuitively, a store is a designated data area
where data and queries are appropriately redirected to adhere to the proper
access of rules as specied by themodule programmer. A store is associated
with an identier and consists of a private, in and out part. Intuitively, the
private part is intended for data access internal to the module only and
the in and out parts for input and output data of that module. ¿at is,
data to be processed by the module will be injected into the in part of the
store and data constructed by the module—upon request from another
module—will reside in the out part of the store and can be queried by an
importing module.
privatepublic-out public-in
module “http://xcerpt.org/rdfs_reasoner.m”
store “http://xcerpt.org/rdfs_reasoner.m”
CONSTRUCT
…
FROM
…
END
CONSTRUCT
…
FROM
END
external {  …  }
CONSTRUCT
FROM
…
END
public …
Figure 13. Module stores consists of three distinct areas to ensure encapsulation of
data.
Stores can already be simulated using the existing Xcerpt mechanisms.
Let us rst assume that for each module we have one associated store that
is identied by the same (unique) identier.¿e construct terms and query
terms of each rule in an imported module as well as rules using in or to
for module access or provision in an importing module are modied such
that the appropriate store is referenced:
in <module-id> ( <query> )→ store [ id [ <module-id> ], access [ "out"], <query> ]
to <module-id> ( <construct> )→ store [ id [ <module-id> ], access [ "in"], <construct> ]
CONSTRUCT <c> FROM <q> END→ CONSTRUCT store [ id [<module-id>], access["private"], <c>]
FROM store [ id [<module-id>], access["private"], <q> ] END
Some rules in the imported module are exempted from this transfor-
mation, viz. construct terms in goals (producing results for the end user),
query terms specically referencing an external resource (such as an XML
document or other module) rather than the internal module store. Also, if
the query term is a complex query it might be necessary to propagate the
store specication inside the query (e.g., over disjunctions, negation, etc.).
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However, these details are omitted here for space reasons.13
3.5.6 refining stores: instance stores
¿e store concept described above ensures basic encapsulation capabilities
for Xcerpt modules and is attractive for its simplicity. However, there are
certain situations where associating one store per module is not sucient.
Consider the situation where two modules (A,B) imports a third one (C)
and both A and B injects data into the store associated with C. In such a case,
a er module C has processed the data, module Amay receive data initially
injected by module B. As such, modules A and B are not kept separate
violating one of the core premises of our desire for modules. ¿is is not a
limit of the store approach, but due to the assumption of the existence of
one store per module.
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> store
C
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(a) (b)
Figure 14. To improve encapsulation one store permodule communication instance
can be used.
To address this problem, we associate stores not with a module but with
a module import. ¿is can be seen as instantiating a store for each module
import with the identier of the importing module. We thus end up with
two stores C<A> and C<B>, due to two import operators. A similar case
where this is needed is when we use the same module but with dierent
“feeds” using aliases.¿is is the case in theMusic Librarymodule presented
in Section 3.5.4 where aliases (using @) were used to force such separations.
13 But available with examples at http://www.reuseware.org/modularxcerptexample.
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Implementation.
Not only is it an advantage to reuse the query engine in executing the
transformed and merged rules, it is also benecial if existing technology
can be used to realize the above-described transformations. To achieve
this, we realize the module system via composition in the Reuseware
Composition Framework [124]. ¿e composition framework allows for
the development of a light-weight composition system responsible for
handling the augmented constructs related to modules. ¿e composition
framework allows both to extend the Xcerpt language with the additional
syntactic constructs and to handle the transformation and merging of the
involved rules in the manner described above to enforce encapsulation.
¿e details of this implementation are le out for space reasons, but are
available at http://www.reuseware.org/modularxcerptexample.
3.5.7 related work
Despite the apparent lack of modules in manyWeb rule languages, module
extensions for logic programming and other rule languages have been
considered for a long time in research. We believe, that one of the reasons
that they are still not part of the “standard repertoire” of a rule language
lies in the complexity of many previous approaches.
For space reasons, we can only highlight a few selected approaches.
First, in logic programming module extensions for Prolog and similar
languages have fairly early been considered, cf., e.g., [41, 186, 75]. Miller
[162] proposes a module extension for Prolog that includes parameterized
modules similar in style to those as discussed in Section 3.5.1 and is the
rst to place a clear emphasis on strict (i.e., not to overcome) information
hiding. In contrast to our approach, the proposed semantics requires an
extension of standard logic programming (with implication in goals and
rule bodies).
A reduction semantics, as used in here, is proposed in [137], though
extra logical run-time support predicates are provided to allow module
handling at run-time. However, the approach lacks support for module
parameters and a clear semantics (most notable in the distinction between
import and merge operation).
¿emost comprehensive treatment of modules in logic programming is
presented in [47].¿e proposed algebra is reminiscent of prior approaches
[30] for rst-order logic modules in algebraic specication formalisms
(such as [202]). It shares a powerful expressiveness (far beyond our ap-
proach) and beautiful algebraic properties thanks to a full set of opera-
tors such as union, intersection, encapsulation, etc. ¿e price, however,
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is that these approaches are far more complex. We believe, that a single
well-designed union (or combination) operation together with a strong
reliance on views as an established and well-understood mechanism in
rule languages is not only easier to grasp but also easier to realize. E.g.,
intersection and renaming operations as proposed in [30] can be handled
by our module algebra through a combination of scoped imports and
views. More recently, modules have also been considered in the context of
distributed evaluation [106] which is beyond the scope of our paper.
3.5.8 conclusions and outlook
We argue that one ingredient to cope with size and diversity of information
on the (Semantic) Web is modular query authoring and execution. We
show advantages along a concrete use case dealing with music information
aggregation on theWeb. Furthermore, we demonstrate how it is possible to
augment existing query languages—here focused on the language Xcerpt—
with new constructs while reusing already developed semantics and query
engines thanks to a reduction semantics approach. ¿e proposed module
system is simple to use (in contrast to many approaches from logic pro-
gramming) yet provides better encapsulation and more advanced features
(such as scoping and paramterization) than module systems for XSLT or
XQuery.
¿e proposed module system has been formalized, integrated into
Xcerpt 2.0, and implemented using the Reuseware Composition Frame-
work. In further work, we would like to exploit existing techniques and
tools such as Xcerpt’s type system [201] for improvingmodule composition.
We are also investigating how similar techniques can be applied to add or
improve module systems for other (non-rule based) query languages (for
example, the module system of XSLT).
3.6 CONCLUS ION
In the previous sections we outline how Xcerpt has evolved to even better
support the vision of versatile query languages outlined in the previous
section. ¿e next chapter illustrates the use of Xcerpt for versatile Web
querying along a use case proposed by the W3C and compares it to the
use of multiple, specialized query languages.
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This chapter is a loosely based on [62].
4.1 INTRODUCT ION
In the last years, the Semantic Web has signicantly gained momentum,
and the amount of RDF data on theWeb has been increasing exponentially
ever since the publication of the RDF recommendation. However, a great
amount of such semantic data is intermingled with HTML and XML
through the help of microformats1 such as hCalendar2, embedded RDF,
and RDF/A[4].
Introducing
GRDDL
To deal with this situation, the W3C proposes the GRDDL, Gleaning
Resource Descriptions From Dialects of Languages, framework for the ex-
traction of Semantic Web information from HTML and XML documents:
“GRDDL is a mechanism for Gleaning Resource Descrip-
tions fromDialects of Languages. [It] introducesmarkup based
on existing standards for declaring that an XML document in-
cludes data compatible with the Resource De-scription Frame-
work (RDF) and for linking to algorithms (typically represented
in XSLT), for extracting this data from the document.” [77]
1 http://microformats.org/
2 http://microformats.org/wiki/hcalendar
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¿e idea behind GRDDL is to associate an XML document containing
embedded RDF information with one or more transformation programs—
which [77] proposes to write in XSLT [72].¿ese transformation programs
are specically written to extract the RDF information from the document.
GRDDL use
cases
¿eW3C also published a collection of descriptions of use-cases as a
motivation for employing the GRDDL method. One of these use-cases is
the scheduling of a meeting between friends who publish their calendars
either as hcalendar, embedded RDF3, RDFa or RSS 1.0 on their homepages.
In a rst step, the XSLT-stylesheets associated with the homepages are
used for harvesting the RDF information from the homepages, and the
resulting RDF graphs are combined in a single RDF model. In a second
step, SPARQL [183] is used to query the RDF data and nd a date for the
meeting that ts in everybody’s schedule.
Our system implements this use case in two dierent manners. ¿e rst
implementation follows the recommendation of the GRDDL standard,
employing an XSLT processor and a SPARQL implementation (in our
case Jena 4). ¿e second implementation uses Xcerpt [188, 51], a versatile
Web and Semantic Web query language for both processing stages. ¿e
implementation of these use-cases uncovers diculties and challenges
in the authoring of GRDDL algorithms in XSLT and also in Xcerpt, and
highlights advantages and disadvantages of both approaches.
4.2 SETT ING
hCalendar hCalendar
5 is a calendaring and events format based on the iCalendar
standard6, which is used for embedding RDF data about calendars and
events in arbitrary XML—but mostly in XHTML—documents. hCalendar
data typically includes information about the title, description, start, end
of an event and may also specify its duration and frequency.
¿e following HTML fragment shows a barebone use of the hCalendar
format embedded in XHTML:
<html><head><title>Family Calendars</title></head>
2 <body> ...
<h2>Robert’s Schedule</h2>
4 <div class="vevent">
<h3 class="summary">Fashion Week</h1>
3 http://research.talis.com/2005/erdf/wiki/Main/RdfInHtml
4 http://jena.sourceforge.net/
5 http://microformats.org/wiki/hcalendar
6 http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2445.txt
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6 <p class="description">Well-known fashion designers will
present their new autumn collection</p>
8 <p><span class="dtstart" title="2007-10-02T10:00Z">
02/10/2007 from 10:00</span> until
10 <abbr class="dtend" title="2007-10-02T10:30Z">
10:30</abbr></p>
12 <p>Location: <span class="location">New York</span></p>
<p>For ticket reservation contact:
14 <a class="url"
href="mailto:nancy.wu@fashionweek.com">Nancy
Wu</a></p>
</div>
16 <body></html>
¿e hCalendar annotations are hidden in class attributes of appropriate
XHTML elements (creating “neutral” elements div and span where nec-
essary). ¿us, unless the Website author specically requests styling for
hCalendar annotations (by means of CSS stylesheets), the embedding of
hCalendar annotations has no eect on the visual rendering of the data
which is given in Figure 15 (where we depict calendar information with
color highlights).
Browser Rendering: Event Data in (X)HTML
Fashion Week
Well-known fashion designers will present their new autumn collection.
02/10/2007 from 10:00 until 10:30.
Location: New York
For ticket reservation contact: Nancy Wu
Figure 15. Browser rendering of example data
In most real-life HTML les enriched with hCalendar data found on
the Web the usage of the vocabulary is more involved. In particular vevent
tags may be nested within each other, and the data exhibits a very irregular
structure driven by the structure of the Website’s HTMLmarkup rather
than by the even structure. hCalendar is used on an increasing number
of Websites, e.g., Yahoo’s upcoming of O’Reilley’s conference websites, cf.
Figure 16.
From XML to
RDF
Querying directly the XHTML data if we are only interested in the
calendar information is fairly involved and brittle, i.e., small changes to the
structure of the XHTML data that do not aect the hCalendar annotations
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Figure 16. Exemplary website with embedded hCalendar information
may easily break queries. To avoid this, we use a view on the XHTML
data that extracts only the relevant calendar information. Furthermore,
we would like to be able to retrieve event data from dierent Web sites and
process it, e.g., to “select and list all events taking place in Innsbruck during
June 2007” (use-case 1), to “compare events from dierent sources, e.g., to
nd events visited by me and the colleague, I want to meet” (use-case 2),
and to “analyze the event data, e.g., to nd suitable free slots for a meeting”
(use-case 3). We might also want to re-publish mesh-ups of the event data,
e.g., on a Google Map.
All this suggests RDF as an ideal format for the view of the calendar data
since RDF has been developed as integration format for data from dierent
sources and there is already considerable calendar information that is
directly represented in RDF. ¿e RDF graph resulting from representing
hCalendar data in RDF is depicted in Figure 17 and shows the full schedule
of Robert and additional scheduling information for Tamara.
On this graph, we can formulate any of the above queries as if the data
is originally represented in RDF.
However, the task of retrieving the RDF triples from the les is a non-
trivial task. Our system follows two complementary approaches for solving
this Use-Case. In the rst version, it uses XSLT to transform theHTMLles
into RDF/XML les only including the relevant RDF data. ¿e resulting
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RDF/XML les are then loaded into a Jena RDF repository and SPARQL is
used to schedule a meeting that ts the time constraints of all participants.
In the second approach, Xcerpt is used both for the extraction of the RDF
triples and for scheduling the meeting.
4.3 FROM XML TO RDF—THE W3C WAY
Two-stage
architecture
¿e GRDDL recommendation [77] suggests the use of XSLT for the trans-
formation from XML to RDF and SPARQL for querying the resulting RDF
triples. ¿e architecture of this approach is illustrated in Figure 18.
XSLT 
Processor
XSLT 
Stylesheet
SPARQL 
Query
SPARQL 
Processor
!nd attached 
stylesheet
<?xml v
  <ref:
    <gr
XML
Architecture:  Transform—Materialize—Query
Figure 18. Architecture of W3C Approach
It is a two step processing where the XSLT processor rst extracts all
RDF triples contained in the given XML document and then, separately,
the SPARQL processor answers any queries on that collection of RDF
triples.
¿e following XSLT expression shows a brief way of nding the de-
scription for a given event (represented by an XML-element stored in
the variable $this_event). A rather involved XPath query extracts the
relevant text node which is then stored in an XSLT variable for reuse in
the construction of the RDF/XML.¿e reason for the surprisingly compli-
cated expression is the presence of nested event descriptions (represented
by elements with vevent class attribute). A description may occur at any
depth below the event element with the vevent class attribute, but only
relates to the current event if there is no other event in-between the two
elements.
<xsl:variable name="description"
2 select="descendant::*[@class=’description’]
[not(ancestor::*[@class=’vevent’]
4 [ancestor::*[.=\$this_event]])]" />
Using conditional axis as proposed in [154], this can be expressed far more
compact. To harvest complete RDF descriptions for hCalendar-embedded
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events, the same has to be done for their summaries, locations, start and
end dates, etc.
¿e transformation is further complicated by the fact that an element
in XHTML may carry many class names which are then listed as a list in
the class attribute, e.g., class="vevent navigation" to indicate that the
carrying element has class names vevent and navigation.
Another challenge for the transformation from embedded hCalendar
tags to RDF/XML is the conversion of the dates given in the format rec-
ommended by RFC 33397 to a structured representation of the date which
allows for a more human-friendly querying of the RDF data with SPARQL.
XSLT stylesheet¿e resulting XSLT stylesheet for hCalendar (which is not the most
complicated microformat) thus is already far to long for inclusion here,
but to give an impression consider Figure 19 where we show the full (>
500 lines) stylesheet and an excerpt of that stylesheet concerned with
description and summary extraction.
Transform:  Full XSLT Stylesheet
1 500200100 300 400
Figure 19. XSLT Transformation Stylesheet, excerpt
SPARQL queriesIn accordance to the GRDDL use-case, our system uses the collected
RDF data to nd a date which ts into the schedules of all potential partic-
7 http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3339.html
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ipants. SPARQL was designed to be a clean small language, which can do
just enough in the context of querying RDF, without sacricing its easy and
ecient implementation.¿e developers of the SPARQL recommendation
decided not to include negation, but negation as failure can be simulated in
SPARQL with its optional triple patterns and ltering for bound variables.
SPARQL is well suited for the rst use-case which is easily formulated as
follows:
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>
2 PREFIX cal: <http://www.example.org/Calendar#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
4
SELECT ?title ?sTime
6 WHERE { ?x dc:title ?title. ?x a cal:Event.
?x cal:date ?date. ?date cal:startMonth ?sMonth.
8 ?x cal:location ?location.
OPTIONAL (?date cal:startTime ?sTime).
10 FILTER (?location = ’Innsbruck’ AND ?sMonth = 6). }
Here, we select title and sTime (start time) of events with location “Inns-
bruck” and month 6. ¿e start time may be missing and is then reported
as nil.
¿e second use case can be formulated similarly. However, for the third
use case, we can only give a SPARQL formulation, if we look for a specic
time slot as in the following query:
SELECT ?title, ?x, ?y
2 WHERE { ?x dc:title ?title. ?x cal:date ?y.
?y cal:startDay ?start. ?y cal:endDay ?end.
4 ?y cal:startTime ?sTime. ?y cal:endTime ?eTime
FILTER (
6 ((?start = ?end && ?start = "2007-10-02" &&
?sTime <"12:00" && ?eTime > "11:00" )
8 || (?start != ?end && ?start = "2007-10-02" &&
?sTime <"12:00")
10 || (?start != ?end && ?end = "2007-10-02"
&& ?eTime > "11:00" )
12 || (?start < "2007-10-02" && ?end > "2007-10-02"))
). }
4.4 FROM XML TO RDF—THE XCERPT WAY
In contrast to XSLT or SPARQL, Xcerpt is capable of accessing both XML
(tree-shaped) and RDF (graph-shaped) data. ¿us, we can implement the
entire use case directly in Xcerpt. We can employ the same basic architec-
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<?xml v
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    <gr
XML
XML Document Answer
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Xcerpt 
CompilerReuseware for module 
composition
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Architecture:  Query on View—On Demand Transformation
Figure 21. On-demand architecture using Xcerpt
ture as in [77], i.e., rst extracting all triples, now with Xcerpt instead of
XSLT, then querying the resulting graph with Xcerpt, see Figure 20.
Xcerpt 
Processor
Xcerpt 
Module
Xcerpt 
Query
Xcerpt 
Processor
!nd transformation 
module
<?xml v
  <ref:
    <gr
XML
XML Document RDF Graph Answer
Architecture:  Transform—Materialize—Query
Figure 20. Two-stage architecture using Xcerpt
Single-stage
architecture
However, with Xcerpt we can also use a single stage architecture (cf.
Figure 21) where the transformation is described by Xcerpt rules that are
evaluated on-demand driven by the RDF queries formulated on the result
of these views. ¿e “goal”-driven Xcerpt engine is ideally suited to ensure
that only relevant parts of the XML document are actually converted (and
not the entire set of triples as in the two-stage approach).
From RDF to
XML
Providing RDF views on the calendar data is not quite as challenging as
in XSLT. ¿e basic view is as follows (_ denotes the anonymous variable
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used here as label wildcard):
1 CONSTRUCT
rdf:RDF[ all cal:Event[
3 cal:summary[ var Summary ],
cal:description[ var Description ], ... ] ]
5 FROM
html {{ body {{
7 desc _ ((class="vevent")) {{
optional desc _ ((class="summary")) {
9 var Summary },
optional desc _ ((class="description")) {
11 var Description },
... }} }} }}
13 END
However, herewe do not treat nested events properly.¿is can be addressed
by a mix of patterns and “anti”-patterns similar to the XSLT solution. How-
ever, Xcerpt 2.0 provides a more convenient way (similar to conditional
axes [154] for XPath), viz. the qualied descendant as discussed in [101].
With that we can write:
1 html {{ body {{
desc _ ((class="vevent")) {{
3 optional desc ( ! _ ((class="vevent")) )*
_ ((class="summary")) { var Summary },
5 optional desc ( ! _ ((class="vevent")) )*
_ ((class="description")) { var Description }, ... }}
}} }}
RDF queries On these views, we can then easily implement all use cases discussed
above: For use-case 1, we observe that Xcerpt provides a graph view of RDF
rather than a triple view as in SPARQL. ¿is is very intuitive for nested
conditions as relations are immediately visible due to the query structure
rather than established by variables. Furthermore, where SPARQL is lim-
ited to binding tuples or basic RDF graphs as result, Xcerpt can construct
arbitrary XML or RDF data using its powerful grouping constructs. For
use-case 1, the following Xcerpt rule extracts the relevant data and wraps
it into a XHTML unordered list for presentation.
DECLARE ns-default "http://www.example.org/Calendar#"
2 ns-prefix dc = "http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
ns-prefix rdf = "http://.../22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
4 CONSTRUCT
ul [ all li[ var Title " at " var sTime ] ]
6 FROM
var Event {{
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8 --rdf:type→ Event{{ }},
--dc:title→ literal{ var Title },
10 --date→ _ {{ --startMonth→ literal{ "6" },
optional --startTime→ literal{ var sTime } }},
12 --location→ literal{ "Innsbruck" }
}}
14 END
Note, that we use -. . .-> notation for traversing RDF edges. ¿is is a
syntactic renement of the basic Xcerpt syntax further discussed in [49].
In basic Xcerpt 2.0, we obtain the same result using, e.g., rdf:type{. . .}
instead of -rdf:type-> . . ..
Finding events that both Tamara and Robert are scheduled to visit, is
just as easy in Xcerpt:
DECLARE ns-default "http://www.example.org/Calendar#"
2 ...
CONSTRUCT
4 ul [ all li[ var Title ] ]
FROM
6 and (
"http://.../robert/calendar" {{
8 --rdf:type→ Calendar{{ }},
desc var Event {{
10 --rdf:type→ Event{{ }},
--dc:title→ literal{ var Title } }} }},
12 "http://.../tamara/calendar" {{
--rdf:type→ Calendar{{ }},
14 desc var Event {{ }} }} )
END
In contrast to SPARQL, Xcerpt can nd arbitrary free slots, but for
comparison we show the same query as for SPARQL, viz. nding events
that overlap a given time slot:
1 CONSTRUCT
_ [ var Title, var Event, var Date ]
3 FROM
var Event {{ --rdf:type→ Event{{ }},
5 --dc:title→ literal{ var Title },
--date→ var Date {{
7 --startDay→ literal{ var sDay },
--startTime→ literal{ var sTime },
9 --endDay→ literal{ var eDay },
--endTime→ literal{ var eTime } }} }}
11 WHERE( (sDay = eDay and sDay = "2007-10-02"
and sTime < "12:00" and eTime > "11:00") or
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13 (sDay != eDay and sDay = "2007-10-02"
and sTime < "12:00") or
15 (sDay != eDay and eDay = "2007-10-02"
and eTime > "11:00") or
17 (sDay < "2007-10-02" and eDay > "2007-10-02") )
END
4.5 RELATED WORK
Although GRDDL has become recommendation only very recently several
implementations of theGRDDLmechanisms already exist, and also several
of its use-cases have been implemented.
¿e Jena GRDLL reader is a GRDDL implementation for the Jena Se-
mantic Web framework and automatically detects and applies stylesheets
referenced within HTML pages for the purpose of extraction of RDF in-
formation. In contrast to our approach, it isn’t an implementation of the
use case itself, but of the GRDDL mechanism. Note that there are several
other implementations of the GRDDL mechanism8.
¿e W3C also published an online GRDDL demo9, which allows to
extract embedded FOAF, Creative Commons, RSS, Dublin Core and
GeoURL data. In contrast to our approach, it does not deal with hCalendar
data and it only implements the rst step of a GRDDL use case.
Dan Conolly published an XSLT stylesheet10 for extracting hcal infor-
mation from XHTML. In contrast to our system, it does not deal with
nested events, does not compare alternative ways for implementation, and
again only deals with the rst stage of the GRDDL use-cases.
4.6 COMPAR I SON AND CONCLUS ION
If we compare the two approaches, the dierences are fairly obvious. ¿e
W3C approach prots from the use of standard XML and RDF query
languages which are widely implemented. It is also likely, that over time
a library of transformations from micro-formats to RDF triples in XSLT
will become available which alleviates the burden of authoring the com-
plex stylesheet. Nevertheless, the use of two dierent languages poses a
considerable burden on use and deployment of this approach. Further-
8 http://esw.w3.org/topic/GrddlImplementations
9 http://www.w3.org/2003/11/rdf-in-xhtml-demo
10 http://www.w3.org/2002/12/cal/glean-hcal.xsl
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more, the proposed architecture calls for a separate transformation of all
RDF triples that can be extracted from the XML document. ¿ough a
common evaluation framework for languages such as XQuery, XSLT, and
SPARQL as presented in Parts II to IV is a rst step towards alleviating
this problem, current implementations of XSLT or SPARQL do not allow
for cross-language optimization.
In the Xcerpt case the arguments are almost inverted. We can employ
a single language for the whole use case and can transform triples on-
demand. Also, Xcerpt is far more expressive than SPARQL which allows
us to express more interesting queries on the transformed tuples. However,
Xcerpt is a non-standard query language with only prototypical implemen-
tations that is not widely adopted.
Summarizing, the presented system constitutes the rst complete im-
plementation of the GRDDL use-case and allows to draw the following
conclusions: (1) Extracting RDF information from microformats is a non-
trivial task and calls for expressive and user-friendly query languages
specically aimed at querying heterogeneous XML data. (2) For usability
as well as eciency purposes it is desirable to have a language that is both
capable of extracting the relevant information and of further semantic
processing. (3) Although SPARQL is a very well-specied and expected to
become the most widely used RDF query language, it lacks some features—
most notably grouping which limit its use in our examples. In [63] it is
discussed how SPARQL can be extended with more expressive grouping
constructs without increase in query complexity. Currently, these limi-
tations of SPARQL queries mean that it must be embedded in a more
powerful general purpose programming language to solve all the GRDDL
use cases. (4)While Xcerpt is still a research prototype, it already shows
that versatile, pattern-oriented and rule-based querying has the potential
to considerably ease the authoring of data intensive web-applications.
GRDDL is an example of a use case, developed independently of the
vision of versatile query languages and Xcerpt as discussed in the previous
chapters, that illustrates the need for these approaches. It also underlines,
that an evaluation framework capable of integrating dierent Web query
languages as discussed in the remaining parts of this work is called for.
¿is use case concludes our glimpse at the renement of Xcerpt’s ver-
satile aspect towards Xcerpt 2.0. In the following parts, we rst discuss
a novel formal foundation, called CIQLog, for Web query languages that
allows us, as discussed in Part III to capture the semantics of many diverse
Web query languages. ¿en, we discuss how queries expressed as such
can be eciently evaluated using the CIQCAG algebra and how that algebra
is implemented. ¿ough this discussion, at times, leads us quite far away
from Xcerpt, we repeatedly come back to Xcerpt, when discussing the
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relation of Xcerpt’s data model to that of CIQLog in Section 5.5, when dis-
cussing CIQLog queries and their relation to Xcerpt or XQuery expressions
in Section 6.5.3, and nally when considering the translation of (core)
Xcerpt queries in Chapter 7.
Part II
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5.1 INTRODUCT ION
Versatile languages such as Xcerpt are one avenue for addressing the frag-
mentation of Web data formats. In this chapter, we start with the second
avenue: a uniform, purely logical semantics formanyWeb query languages,
including versatile ones such as Xcerpt.¿e semantics is provided by CIQLog,
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Figure 22. Overview of Parts III and IV Translation fromWeb Query languages to
CIQLog and then to CIQCAG
a variant of datalog with negation and value invention specically adapted
to the Web setting and to be able to handle data of dierent shapes.
¿e reason for introducing CIQLog is for it to serve as the uniform se-
mantics for manyWeb query languages, but also to provide a means for
evaluating these languages with the CIQCAG algebra introduced in Part IV.
Figure 22 illustrates this approach and relates it to parts and chapters of
this thesis.
Before we turn to the translation of the individual languages, the next
two chapters introduce rst a uniform datamodel forWeb data and second
the language CIQLog as generalization of commonWeb languages.
¿e data model of CIQLog and CIQCAG (as described in Chapter 6 and
Part IV) are arbitrary binary relational structures. To bridge the gap toXML
and RDF query languages such as XQuery or SPARQL, we rst introduce
in this chapter a common view of Web data as node and edge labeled
graphs (Section 5.2) together with mappings from XML (Section 5.3) and
RDF (Section 5.4). ¿ese mappings are, for the most part, simple and
intuitive. On these data graphs we dene a set of unary or binary relations
for querying the structure of the graph (Section 5.6.4), the relative position
of edges and labels in that graph (Section 5.6.5, the labels of edges and
nodes (Section 5.6.3), and edge and nodes equivalent wrt. label, position, or
structure (Section 5.6.6. ¿ese relations are closely related to XPath’s axes
and other formalizations of relations on XML data, but exhibit a number
of distinct features to properly address arbitrary shapes of the underlying
data graphs and the eect of edge labels (see, e.g., the denition of child-
and descendant-like traversal relations in Section 5.6.4). Such relations can
then be part of binary relational structures as used by CIQLog and CIQCAG.
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5.2 DATA GRAPHS
Data graphsFrom the perspective of their data model, manyWeb representation for-
mats such as XML, RDF, and Topic Maps have a lot of commonalities: the
data is semi-structured, tree- or graph-shaped, and sometimes ordered,
sometimes not (XML elements vs. XML attributes, RDF sequence con-
tainers vs. bag containers). We choose (nite unranked) labeled ordered
directed graphs as common data model for Web data:
Denition 5.1 (Data graph). A query is evaluated against a data graph D
over nite label alphabets ΣE for edges and ΣN for nodes. D is a 6-tuple(N,E,R,L,O),
where N is the set of nodes of the graph, E ⊂ N ×N→ N the set of edges,
R ⊂ N the set of root vertices, L ∶ (N → ΣN) ∪ (E → ΣE) the labeling
function on nodes and edges, and the order specication O ⊂ N × ΣE.
For simplicity, we assume N ∩ E = ∅ and that L is total on edges, but
may be partial on nodes. Note, that an edge (n, i,m) maps a pair of a
(source) node n and an edge position i to a (sink) node m, thus there
are no two distinct edges with the same source and edge position. As
usual, outdeg(n) = ∣{(n, i,n′) ∈ E}∣ denotes the degree of a node, i.e., the
number of outgoing edges.
OrderD is an ordered graph, i.e., the order of the children of a node is signi-
cant. Since the order is relative to the parent and a child may occur under
several parents (in fact, it may also occur several times under the same par-
ent), the order is associated with the edge rather than with the child node.
¿e order specicationO allows both ordered and unordered data (e.g.,
unordered XML attributes and ordered XML sub-elements, RDF bag and
sequence containers) in the same graph: the order among the λ-labeled
outgoing edges of a node n is signicant only if (n, λ) ∈ O. We choose to
record the position of a λ-labeled edge even if (n, λ) /∈ O. ¿is allows for
bag-like data with duplicates represented by multiple edges between same
nodes and a consistent signature of edges.
Node labelsD’s nodes may be labeled by virtue of the single (partial) node labeling
function L. For the sake of conciseness, we choose a single labeling func-
tion. In practice, there might be cases where dierent labeling functions
are advisable, e.g., one for element labels and one for string values in XML
data, or one for resource URIs and one for literals in RDF data.
Edge labelsEdge labels from ΣE are used to distinguish dierent relations among
nodes in N. For an edge e = (p, i, c) with L(e) = λ, we call c a λ-child or
simply a child of p. In the following, we use the edge labels CHILD and VALUE
to model (element) containment and string value in an XML document.
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Figure 23. Exemplary Data Graph
¿e former represents the XML element hierarchy, the latter associates text
nodes with element nodes. In case of RDF data, the respective property
URI is used as edge label.
Multiple root
nodes
¿e denition allowsmultiple root nodes, e.g., if there are several con-
nected components in the graph. Any node may be a root node, in particu-
lar root nodes may, in contrast to usual rooted graph models, have parents.
Intuitively, root nodes are simply highlighted “entrance” points into the
graph that can be chosen arbitrarily when dening the data graph: If the
data graph is a single XML document there will be a single such root node,
however this formalization also covers collections of XML documents
(as in XQuery) and RDF graphs where, e.g., each subject node can be
considered a root node. In the following, we assume that each node in
a data graph is part of a rooted connected component, i.e., is either a root
node itself or reachable from a root node.
Identity Following Codd’s surrogate extension [74] for the relational data model,
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we choose surrogate or object identity for nodes and edges, i.e., nodes and
edges have identity separate from their “value” or structure. ¿is contrasts
with the basic relational data model that uses extensional identity (i.e., the
value of a data item denes its identity, and thus two data items with same
value necessarily have the same identity). Surrogate identity allows an
intuitive and clean semantics for querying cyclic data instances, whereas
cyclic data instances under extensional identity lead to innite regular trees
(cf. [80]) which have questionable properties for certain classes of queries,
most prominently occurrence queries. Furthermore, [1] shows that graphs
with object identity can, up to identity, be seen as nite representations
of innite regular trees. In this respect, data graphs are similar to object-
oriented data models. XQuery’s data model [94] also uses node identities
separate from node values, but limits the data to trees.
ExampleFigure 23 shows a data graph depicting roman emperors of the Nervan-
Antonine dynasty and some of their ruled provinces. Labels are depicted
in sans-serif close to the labeled node, edges are decorated with their
position index (near the start of the edge, e.g., 2 ) and label (near the end
of the edge, e.g., son ), a root node is indicated by a sink-only edge (like
2 ). ¿e data graph contains two kinds of edges, son edges (colored in
dark red), and ruler edges (colored in blue). For referencing, nodes are
numbered and we refer, e.g., to the node with label Nerva as d2 (for second
data graph node).
Formally, Figure 23 depicts the data graph D = (N,E,R,L,O) with
N = {d1, . . . ,d18} R = {d2,d14}
E = {(d1, 1,d4),(d2, 1,d4),(d3, 1,d7),(d4, 1,d15),(d4,2,d16),(d4, 3,d17),(d4,4,d7),(d5, 1,d8),(d6, 1,d10),(d7, 1,d16),(d7,2,d17),(d7, 3,d10),(d7,4,d8), . . .}
L = {d1 → M. Ulpius Trai.,d2 → Nerva,d3 → P. Aur. Hadr. Afer,d4 → Trajan, . . . ,(d1, 1,d4)→ son,(d2, 1,d4)→ son,(d3, 1,d7)→ son,(d4, 1,d15)→ ruler,(d4,2,d16)→ ruler,(d4, 3,d17)→ ruler,(d4,4,d7)→ son, . . .}
O = ∅
In the following sections, we briey outline, how XML documents, RDF
graphs, and Xcerpt data terms can all be faithfully mapped to data graphs.
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5.3 XML : E S SENT IALS AND FORMAL REPRESENTAT ION
XML [43] is, by now, certainly the foremost data representation format for
the Web and for semi-structured data in general. It has been adopted in
a stupendous number of application domains, ranging from document
markup (XHTML, Docbook [198]) over video annotation (MPEG 7 [152])
and music libraries (iTunes1) to preference les (Apple’s property lists
[11]), build scripts (Apache Ant2), and XSLT [139] stylesheets. XML is also
frequently adopted for serialization of (semantically) richer data represen-
tation formats such as RDF or TopicMaps.
XML data
model defined
by XML Infoset
¿e following presentation of and mapping for XML documents is
oriented along the XML Infoset [81] which describes the information
content of an XML document. ¿e XQuery data model [94] is, for the
most parts, closely aligned with this view of XML documents.
Following the XML Infoset, we provide a graph shaped view of XML
data containing valid id/idref links. ¿is contrasts with the XQuery data
model, where such links are not resolved. In the following, id/idref links
are distinguished from the parent/child links expressed by the element
hierarchy in accordance to the XML Infoset specication. For many appli-
cations this separation is unnecessary and even harmful which motivates
us to briey discuss an alternativemapping of id/idref links to data graphs
in Section 5.3.3.
5.3.1 xml in 500 words
Element
hierarchy
¿e core provision of XML is a syntax for representing hierarchical data.
Data items are called elements in XML and enclosed in start and end
tags, both carrying the same tag names or labels. <author>...</author> is
an example of such an element. In the place of ‘. . . ’, we can write other
elements or character data as children of that element.¿e following listing
shows a small XML fragment that illustrates elements and element nesting:
<conference xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
2 dc:title="Storage Media">
<dc:date>44 B.C.</dc:date>
4 <paper title="Wax Tablets" id="p1" cites="p2">
<author>Cicero<!−− incomplete! −−></author>
6 </paper>
1 http://www.apple.com/itunes/
2 http://ant.apache.org/
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<paper id="p2" cites="p1">
8 <author>Hirtius</author>
</paper>
10 <pc><member>Cicero</member>
<member>Atticus</member></pc>
12 </conference>
Attributes:
unordered
In addition, we can observe attributes (name, value pairs associated with
start tags) that are essentially like elements but may only contain character
data, no other nested attributes or elements. Also, by denition, element
order is signicant, attribute order is not. For instance
<pc><member>Atticus</member><member>Cicero</member></pc>
represents dierent information than the pc element in lines 10–11, but
<paper cites="p1" id="p2"><author>Hirtius</author></paper>
represents the same element information item (inter-element white space
is ignored) as lines 7–9.
Comments,
processing
instructions, . . .
Elements, attributes, and character data are XML’s most common infor-
mation types. In addition, XML documents may also contain comments
(line 5), processing instructions (name-value pair with specic semantics
that can be placed anywhere an element can be placed), document level
information (such as the XML or the document type declarations), entities,
and notations. ¿e mapping easily provides for these information types
and their specics, but details are omitted here for the sake of conciseness.
Namespaces
and base URIs
On top of these information types, two additional facilities relevant to
the mapping from XML to data graphs are introduced in XML by subse-
quent specications: Namespaces [44] and Base URIs [151]. Namespaces
allow the partitioning of element labels used in a document into dierent
namespaces, identied by a URI. ¿us, an element is no longer labeled
with a single label but with a triple consisting of the local name, the names-
pace prex, and the namespace URI. E.g., for the dc:date element in line
3, the local name is date, the namespace prex is dc, and the namespace
URI (called “name” in [81]) is http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/. ¿e
latter can be derived by looking for a namespace declaration for the prex
dc. Such a declaration is shown in line 1: xmlns:dc="http://. . . It associates
the prex dc with the given URI in the scope of the current element, i.e.,
for that element and all elements contained within unless there is another
nested declaration for dc, in which case that declaration takes precedence.
¿us, we can associate with each element a set of in-scope namespaces,
i.e., of pairs namespace prex and URI, that are valid in the scope of that
element. Base URIs [151] are used to resolve relative URIs in an XML
document. ¿ey are associated with elements using xml:base="http://. . .
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Figure 24. Exemplary Data Graph: XML Conference Data
and, as namespaces, are inherited to contained elements unless a nested
xml:base declaration takes precedence.
In the next section, we describe howwemap the basic information items
as well as derived and inheritable information such as namespaces and
XML Base URIs to data graphs. It is worth highlighting that the mapping
can be easily extended to cover additional information items (such as
entities, notations, and processing instructions or information items typed
by XML Schema [92] types) as well as other forms of heritable information.
5.3.2 mapping xml to data graphs
Sample XML
data
In Figure 24, a data graph for the above XML document is shown: As
before, edges are decorated with their position index (e.g., 2 ) and label
(e.g., child ), a root node is indicated by a sink-only edge (like 1 ). Nodes
representing literal character content are dierentiated using gray (like
4 ) instead of blue color, their labels enclosed in single quotes. ¿e order
specication is not presented in the gure. With the order specication
O = N × {child, value, comment, ref}, i.e., order is signicant for
all child, value, comment, and ref edges, but not for attr, inscope,
ns, prefix, and name edges, the graph faithfully represents the XML
information set corresponding with the above fragment. As in [81], the
children of an element are ordered and include element, comment, and
character data children. Also, for any attribute with type idref or idrefs, the
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Figure 25. Exemplary Data Graph: XML Conference Data with Transparent id/idref-
links
attribute information item contains an ordered list of element information
items referenced by that attribute, here expressed using ref edges. ¿is,
again, mirrors [81] but deviates from the XQuery data model [94] and
many other (purely tree-shaped) views of XML.
In Figure 24, we place attr, ns, and inscope edges a er child, com-
ment, and value edges, however, this is an arbitrary choice. As long as
the order between edges of the latter kind is preserved, the order of the
position of the remaining edges is insignicant.
5.3.3 transparent links
In the mapping scheme illustrated by Figure 24, we choose to represent
id/idref-links as in [81]. However, in many applications, a treatment of such
links in the same way as parent/child-relations is preferable. In this case,
we place the linked elements, in order, at the beginning of the child list of
the element containing the attribute.
If an element contains no other information items (no attributes, el-
ements, comments, etc.), we may also choose to replace the element by
the reference. ¿is allows arbitrary placement of id/idref-referenced ele-
ments within the child list of a parent element. Furthermore, it allows the
transparent resolution of links expressed using reference elements such as
XHTML’s a or Docbook’s Link.
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5.4 RDF : E S SENT IALS AND FORMAL REPRESENTAT ION
In addition to XML, we also demonstrate how to map RDF [150, 142, 122]
graphs to datagraphs. RDF is, though much less common than XML, a
widespread choice for interchanging (meta-) data together with descrip-
tions of the schema of that data.
Following the recent SPARQL [183] proposal, we choose to support the
mapping of RDF graphs under simple entailment as dened in [122]. In
contrast to SPARQL, we omit typed literals and named graphs [66], both
optional features of RDF (or extensions thereof) for simplicity. Both can
be easily added to the described mapping, e.g., each named graph can be
represented as a separate connected component, the graph representatives
distinguished as root nodes of the data graph.
5.4.1 rdf in 500 words
RDF graphs contain simple statements about resources (which, in other
contexts, are be called “entities”, “objects”, etc., i.e., elements of the domain
that may partake in relations). Statements are triples consisting of subject,
predicate, and object, all of which are resources. If we want to refer to a
specic resource, we use (supposedly globally unique) URIs, if we want to
refer to a resource for which we know that it exists and maybe some of its
properties, we use blank nodeswhich play the role of existential quantiers
in logic. However, blank nodesmay not occur in predicate position. Finally,
for convenience, we can directly use literal values as objects.
RDF may be serialized in many formats (for a recent survey see [38]),
such as RDF/XML [20], an XML dialect for representing RDF, or Turtle
[15] which is also used in SPARQL.¿e following Turtle data represents
roughly the same data as the XML document discussed in the previous
section:
@prefix dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> .
2 @prefix dct: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> .
@prefix vcard: <http://www.w3.org/2001/vcard−rdf/3.0#> .
4 @prefix bib: <http://www.edutella.org/bibtex#> .
@prefix ulp: <http://example.org/roman/libraries/ulpia#> .
6 ulp:cicero-46-wt a bib:Article ; dc:title "Wax Tablets" ;
dc:creator [ a rdf:Seq ;
8 rdf:_1 ulp:cicero ; rdf:_2 ulp:tiro ] ;
ulp:cites ulp:hirtius-47-bc ;
10 dct:isPartOf ulp:conf-46-mutina .
ulp:cicero a bib:Person ; vcard:FN "M. T. Cicero" .
12 ulp:tiro a bib:Person ; vcard:FN "M. T. Tiro" .
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ulp:hirtius-47-bc a bib:Article ;
14 ulp:cites ulp:cicero-46-wt ;
dct:isPartOf ulp:conf-46-mutina .
16 ulp:conf-46-mutina a bib:InProceedings ;
rdfs:label "Storage Media" .
Following the denition of namespace prexes used in the remainder
of the Turtle document (omitting common RDF namespaces), each line
contains one or more statements separated by colon or semi-colon. If
separated by semi-colon, the subject of the previous statement is carried
over. E.g., line 6 reads as ulp:cicero-46-wt is a bib:Article and has dc:title “Wax
Tablets”. Lines 7–9 show a blank node: the creator of the article is neither
Cicero nor Tiro, but some unnamed resource that is a sequence of those
two authors.
RDF Interpretations are used to providemeaning to an RDF graph. URIs
in subject or object position are interpreted as arbitrary objects, such as
people, trains or web pages. An URI in predicate position is interpreted as
a set of pairs of objects such as train connections, coauthor relationships
or links between webpages. ¿e set of resources that RDF graphs make
statements about is called the domain of the RDF graph.
Finally blank nodes are used to express existential knowledge or to
group information in RDF graphs. Each blank node is interpreted as a
domain element but its interpretation is not xed: An interpretation is a
model of an RDF graph i there is an interpretation for the blank nodes
such that for every triple, the interpretation of the subject and object is an
element of the interpretation of the predicate. An RDF graph g is said to
entail an RDF graph h if every model of g is also a model of h.
As the denition of an interpretation resembles the denition used in
logic, it is possible to view an RDF graph as a formula. ¿is formula has
an atom for every triple. URIs and literals are represented by constants,
while blank nodes are represented by existential variables.
5.4.2 mapping rdf to data graphs
From RDF to
data graphs
¿is RDF data is mapped to a data graph as shown in Figure 26. In the case
of RDF the order of the edges is mostly irrelevant, only for the sequence
container ( 6 in Figure 26) we choose to order the rdf:_i edges. ¿is
allows for a more convenient querying of elements in a sequence, cf. [138].
We choose to consider all named resources, i.e., all resources with URI
label (depicted as light blue round nodes in Figure 26), as root nodes
of the RDF graph. ¿is choice, however, does not aect the remainder
of this article. Recall, that root nodes are nothing more than specically
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Figure 26. Exemplary Data Graph: RDF Conference Data
marked entrance points into the graph. Otherwise they are unrestricted,
in particular they may have incoming edges. ¿ere is a single node in the
graph for each named resource that occurs in theRDFdata.¿e same literal
may occur multiple times. Each blank node is depicted as a rectangular
node (e.g., 6 ). As in Turtle [15] and SPARQL, blank nodes are labeled with
local identiers prexed by _:. ¿ere is one node for each blank node in
the RDF data.
¿is mapping faithfully represents the RDF graph (under simple en-
tailment), but does not guarantee that the representation is minimal in
the sense that there is no smaller data graph that represents an equivalent
RDF graph. For an RDF graph containing blank nodes, there may be a
more compact representation that eliminates some of these blank nodes
that express redundant information. E.g., if we add a statement “there are
two articles that cite each other” using two blank nodes for the involved
article, this information is redundant as it already follows from the origi-
nal data (ulp:cicero-46-wt and ulp:hirtius-47-bc cite each other). ¿e mapping
from RDF graphs to data graphs preserves such redundancy. However, the
representation is minimal if the input RDF graph is minimal (or lean in
the sense of [122]). For each RDF graph, an equivalent lean graph exists
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and its computation is DP-complete3.
Representing the actual input graph (and not an equivalent minimal
one) is necessary to support queries such as selecting the blank nodes in
an RDF graph (as per SPARQL’s isBlank operator). Only if we disallow
queries that can distinguish blank nodes from named resources, the lean
graph returns the same answers for all queries as the original graph.
RDF provides a number of high-level modeling concepts such as collec-
tions (list), containers (bag, sequences, and alternatives), reication (the
representation of a statement as a resource). ¿ere is no need to explicitly
support such concepts in the mapping to data graphs, however, as all of
them are reduced to certain conjunctions of basic RDF triples and thus
provided implicitly. E.g., lines 7–8 in the above data show the pattern for
sequence containers: A resource (o en unnamed, i.e., represented by a
blank node) is typed as an rdf:Seq and the elements of the sequence are
connected using rdf:_i predicates. For details on the triple patterns for
other high-level modeling concepts, see [142].
5.5 XCERPT DATA TERMS
We conclude our consideration of data graphs and their relation to data
representation formats for the Web with a brief look at Xcerpt data terms.
¿e formal description of the mapping is presented as part of Chapter 7.
Here, we illustrate the basic ideas and how they relate to the mappings for
XML and RDF data.
5.5.1 xcerpt data terms in 500 words
Recall fromChapter 3, the general shape of Xcerpt data terms: they are hier-
archical (i.e., tree shaped) representations of graph-shaped, semi-structured
data. To obtain a hierarchical representation of a graph, referable term iden-
tiers and references are introduced that allow to express non-hierarchical
relations. Term identiers are like id attributes in XML (or blank node
identiers in many RDF serializations) identiers for data items that are
unique in the context of a data collection (usually a document). References
are similar to idref attributes in XML but occur in place of elements
(rather than as attributes of a special type) and are transparently resolved,
i.e., the case of a term containing a reference to another term cannot be
distinguished from the case where the term contains the other term as a
3 Recall, that DP is the class of all decision problems, that can be expressed as the intersec-
tion of an NP- and a co-NP-problem.
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direct child.
¿e following Xcerpt data term yields the data graph from Figure 25:
1 declare ns-prefix dc = "http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
conference(dc:title="Storage Media") [
3 dc:date [ "44 B.C." ]
p1 @ paper(title="Wax Tablets") [
5 ^p2
author [ "Cicero"
7 xcerpt:comment{ "incomplete!"} ]
]
9 p2 @ paper [
^p1
11 author [ "Hirtius" ]
]
13 pc[ member[ "Cicero" ]
member[ "Atticus" ] ]
15 ]
Note that namespace declarations enclose the element (or element list)
that are in the scope of that declaration, i.e., that may use the dened pre-
xes. Attributes are associated with term labels using parentheses, whereas
the children of a term are contained in brackets or braces. Brackets indi-
cate that the order of the children is signicant, braces that it is not. ¿e
above fragment only uses brackets to yield the same data graph as an XML
document where children are always ordered. However, we could just as
well use braces in the above data, if, e.g., the order of papers or the order
of members in a program committee is not signicant.
5.6 RELAT IONS ON DATA GRAPHS
As formal basis for the query language CIQLog and the algebra CIQCAG dis-
cussed in the following chapters, we adopt (binary) relational structures.
In fact, both can be used to query arbitrary binary relational structures.
For the formalization and evaluation of Web query languages such as
Xcerpt, XQuery, and SPARQL, however, we choose a specic relational
schema (dening the arity and names of available relations). We show
how to obtain instances for this schema (i.e., the actual relations) from
data graphs as described above. ¿is bridges between the notion of data
graphs that is close to the intuitive shape of semi-structured data on the
Web as queried by Xcerpt, XQuery, or SPARQL, and the formal notation
of relational structures that is more convenient for the purpose of dening
the semantics and evaluation of CIQLog and CIQCAG.
¿e relations dened in the following are familiar from query languages
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such as XPath and their formal treatments in, e.g., [160, 170, 112] with
three major exceptions: (1) As we discuss graphs with labeled edges, we
provide relations for accessing both nodes and edges as well as their con-
nections where most other collections of relations on semi-structured
trees or graphs either consider only nodes or only edges as the domain
of the relations. (2) Since edges are labeled, we extend classical structural
relations such as child and descendant in XPath to specify a set of edge labels
to be traversed.¿is allows, e.g., to limit a descendant traversal to only nodes
reachable by all child edges in Figure 24, excluding node reachable by a mix
of child and ref edges (the latter indicating the traversal of an id/idref link).
¿e same applies to horizontal or positional relations such as following or
following-sibling. (3) Following many object-oriented query languages as
well as Xcerpt and XQuery, we introduce a deep equality on nodes such
that two nodes are deep equal if the structures rooted at those nodes are, to
some extent, compatible. “Compatible” may be an isomorphism between
the substructures or just simulation, for details see Section 5.6.6.
Note that the domain of the attributes of these relations are either the
nodes or the edges of the data graph, or the set of integers. ¿e active
domains are the same for nodes and edges. For integers, however, the
active domain is a nite subset of all integers with a size bound by the
maximum out-degree d of a node in the data graph (and thus by the
number of edges). In all cases, but pos, this set is {1, . . . ,d}. In the case of
pos, the size of the set is also bound by d, but the contained integers are
arbitrary.
5.6.1 binary relational structures
First, we briey recall a (standard) denition, following [2], for relational
structures but limited to binary relations:
Data: binary
relational
structures
Both CIQLog and CIQCAG operate on a (slightly extended)4 relational struc-
tureD as data.D is dened over a relational schemaΣ = (R1[U1], . . . ,Rk[Uk])
and a nite domain N of nodes (or objects or elements or records) in the
data graph. Each Ri[Ui] is a relation schema consisting in a relation name
and a nite, nonempty set of attribute names, We assume an equality re-
lation = on the nodes that relates each node to itself only (identity). D
is a tuple (RD1 , . . . ,RDk ,O). Each RDi is a nite, unary or binary relation
over N with name Ri. For a relation R, ar(R) denotes its arity. We extend
D with an order mapping O that associates with each (binary) Ri a total
4 ¿e deviation lies in the addition of order for each relation. Furthermore, we restrict
ourselves to binary relations.
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order on the domain (of nodes) N such that all n ∈ rngRi are before all
n′ ∈ N ∖ rngRi.5 We denote with O(D) = {o ∶ ∃Ri ∈ D ∶ O(Ri) = o} the
set of (total) orders to which the relations in D are mapped. ¿ese (total)
orders serve to represent the image of each node in a relation as one or
more continuous intervals over the order associated with that relation.
Choosing an appropriate order for a relation is discussed in Sections 11.3.1
(for tree data) and 11.3.2 (for cig data).
5.6.2 a relational schema for data graphs
CIQLog and CIQCAG operate on arbitrary relational structures, though they
prot from relational structures where some or all relations are tree, forest,
or cig shaped. In the following, we outline a particular relational schema
containing relations on data graphs (as introduced in Section 5.2) that is
used to realize Xcerpt, XQuery, and SPARQL queries in CIQLog (and thus
CIQCAG).
Given a data graph D = (N,E,R,L,O) over node labels ΣN and edge
labels ΣE, we choose as domain N′ = N ∪ E ∪ {1, . . . ,max({i ∶ ∃n,n′ ∶(n, i,n′) ∈ E}) ∪ ΣN ∪ ΣE, i.e., the union of the disjoint sets of nodes,
of edges, of integers from 1 to the maximum edge position, and of node
and edge labels. Note that each of the sets, and thus N′ too, is nite. We
add node and edge labels as well as (edge position) integers to the set of
nodes and edges to keep the relational schema for querying data graphs
independent of the actual graph.6
Table 1 gives a summary of the relations dened in the following together
with their relation schema. It is worth emphasizing that not all of these
relations are used in the translation of each language. Rather, for the most
part we limit ourselves to specic label sets S (mostly, the singleton sets)
and only consider a small number of path relations. Furthermore, not all
relations must be extensional. In fact, in Chapter 6, we briey discuss a
set of minimal set of extensional relations and show how to specify the
remaining relations as intensional rules on top of this minimal set in CIQLog.
In the following, let Σ = ΣN ∪ ΣE be the set of node and edge labels
and P(Σ) be the power set over Σ. Furthermore on a domain D, we
denote with R1 ○ R2 = {(n,m) ∈ D2 ∶ ∃n′ ∈ D ∶ (n′,m) ∈ R1 ∧ (n,n′) ∈
5 Here and in the following we denote the domain and range of a function f ∶ N → M
by dom f and rng f, resp.: dom f = {n ∈ N ∶ ∃minM ∶ f(n) = m} and rng f = {m ∈ M ∶∃n ∈ N ∶ f(n) = m}.
6 Alternatively, we can use one (unary) position relation for each edge position and one
(unary) label test relation for each edge or node label in the data. Since both are nite sets,
the resulting relations still form a relational schema.
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node edge node-node node-edge edge-edge
identity ≐ ≐ ≐
structure pathSi,j,≗ ,
position @S @S, pos ≪S,≪S+,≪S∗,◂S,◂S+,◂S∗ ≺S,≺S+,≺S∗=S@
label L, LabS L, LabS ≅ ≅ ≅
arity indegS, outdegS
ordered O,OS
root root
Table 1. Summary of query relations (S is a set of labels from ΣN ∪ ΣE)
R2} the composition of two binary relations R1 and R2 and with Rk =
R ○ R ○ . . . ○ R´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
k times
k compositions of R with itself. For a binary relation R let
R(n) = {m ∈ N ∪ E ∶ (n,m) ∈ R} be the “images” of n under R.
5.6.3 properties of nodes and edges: labels and positions
Property relations test a certain “local” property of a node or edge without
relating it to other nodes and edges. Instead, they associate an edge or
node, e.g., with its label or its position among siblings or, resp., edges with
the same source.
label relation. To obtain the label of a node or edge, we make the
labeling function of a data graph accessible as a binary label relation that
identies all edges and nodes with their label:
L = {(t,σ) ∈ (N ∪ E) × Σ ∶ L(t) = σ}
For any nite set of labels S ⊂ P(Σ), we provide as convenience the label
test relation
LabS = {t ∈ N ∪ E ∶ L(t) ∈ S} = ⋃
σ∈S{t ∈ N ∪ E ∶ L(t,σ)}
For brevity, we write for singleton sets S = {λ} just Labλ and omit the
index for S = Σ. Note, that Lab = LabΣ is not necessarily N ∪ E since there
may be nodes (though no edges) without label, i.e., LabΣE = E, but LabΣN is
not necessarily N. For the translations discussed in Part III, we only use
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label relations with singleton label sets S. In this case, the number of label
relations is bound by the size of ΣE ∪ ΣN.
position relation. To test for the position of an edge among the
edges with the same source or of a node among its siblings, the position
relation @S associates an edge e with 1+ the number of edges with the
same source that (1) are ordered (i.e., have a label in O(n) where n is
the common source), (2) have a label in S ∈ P(Σ), and (3) have an edge
position preceding the edge position of e. We increment the number of
edges by 1 to achieve node positions between 1 and outdeg(n) where n is
the source of an edge (rather than 0 and outdeg(n − 1)). For nodes, @S
associates a node n with whatever any edge with n as sink is associated
with under @S:
@S = {(e, i + 1) ∈ E ×N ∶ e = (n, k,m) ∧ L(e) ∈ O(n)∧ ∣{e′ = (n, l,m′) ∈ E ∶ L(e′) ∈ S ∩O(n) ∧ l < k}∣ = i}∪ {(n, i) ∈ N ×N ∶ ∃e ∈ E ∶ e = (n′, k,n) ∧@S(e, i)}
Notice, that an edge in @S is not itself required to be labeled with a label in
S. Rather, this can be achieved by an additional label relation on the edge.
Note, that @S is a function (for each S) on edges, but for a node there may,
in general, be several positions associated with it: ¿is is the case for any
node with multiple incoming edges. On tree data, @S is a function also
on nodes. Again we write only λ for singleton sets S = {λ} and omit the
index S for S = Σ. For the translations discussed in Part III, we only use
position relations with singleton label sets S. In this case, the number of
position relations is bound by the size of ΣE ∪ ΣN.
For edges, we also provide a relation to retrieve the actual edge position:
pos = {(e, i) ∈ E ×N ∶ ∃n,n′ ∈ N ∶ e = (n, i,n′)}
degree relations. To test for the number of in- or out-edges of a
node, there are, for each S ∈ P(Σ), in- and out-degree relations indegS and
outdegS that associate each node with its in- resp. out-degree, counting
only edges labeled from S:
indegS = {(c, i) ∈ N ×N} ∶ ∣{e = (p, j, c) ∈ E ∶ L(e) ∈ S}∣ = i}
outdegS = {(p, i) ∈ N ×N} ∶ ∣{e = (p, j, c) ∈ E ∶ L(e) ∈ S}∣ = i}
Notice, that the degree is dened over the number of edges labeled from
S, not the number of child nodes reached over edges labeled from S. If
the graph is simple, i.e., contains no multi-edges, both denitions are
equivalent. But in the presence of multi-edges the given denition leads
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to more intuitive (and higher) degrees than a denition based on child
nodes. ¿e same abbreviations as above for singleton sets and S = Σ are
used.
ordered relation. For any nite set of labels S ∈ P(Σ), we provide
as convenience the order specication test relation
OS = {n ∈ N ∶ ∀σ ∈ S ∶ O(n, s)}
¿e order specicationO is exposed directly.
root relation. Finally, there is a root node relation root = R ⊂ N
that identies all root nodes in the data graph.
5.6.4 structural relations
¿e primitives for traversing the structure of the graph data are relations
that connect nodes with incident edges or nodes with other nodes reach-
able via (arbitrary or xed length) paths.
source and sink relations. Traversal from edge to node and
vice versa is achieved using the source and sink relations.
= {(n, e) ∈ N × E ∶ ∃i ∈ N,n′ ∈ N ∶ (n, i,n′) = e}= {(n, e) ∈ N × E ∶ ∃i ∈ N,n′ ∈ N ∶ (n′, i,n) = e}
and relate a node to all its in- resp. out-edges. To retrieve only
one particular edge, e.g., the i-th out-edge, a combination of and @ can
be used. To retrieve edges with a specic edge label can be combined
with Lab.
path relations. Structural node-node relations relate nodes that
are connected by xed length or arbitrary length paths (i.e., sequences of
edges). For any S ∈ P(Σ), i, j∈ N ∪ {∞} we dene the path relation
pathSi,j = {(n,m) ∈ N2 ∶ ∃i ≤ k ≤ j, e1, . . . , ek ∈ E,n1, . . . ,nk−1 ∈ N ∶
S(n, e1) ∧ S(m, ek) ∧ LabS(ek)∧
k−1⋀
l=1( S(nl , el) ∧ S(nl , el+1) ∧ LabS(el))}
Intuitively, two nodes are in pathSi,j relation, if there is a path with length
between i and j that connects the two nodes. For i = j = 1, this ren-
ders the direct edge (or child) relation between nodes. On XML data
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represented as in Figure 24 this renders, for i = 0, j = ∞ and S ={child,comment,value}, XPath’s descendant-or-self, for i = 1, j = ∞,
XPath’s descendant or Xcerpt’s desc. For the translations discussed in Part III,
we only use those three types of path (child, descendant, and descendant-
or-self).
If i = j = 1, we omit the interval index, if i = 0, j = ∞ we use ∗, if
i = 1, j=∞we use + as index. If S = ΣE we omit the label index, if S = {λ}
we write λi,j for path
{λ}
i,j .
5.6.5 order relations
¿e following relations are successor and order relations on edges and
nodes based on the relative position of the edges or nodes under a common
parent or ancestor. For each type, there is a (non-transitive) successor
relation and a transitive order relation. ¿e order relations are proper
(strict partial) orders only for edges, for nodes (due to multi-edges, i.e.,
several edges with same source and sink but dierent edge position) the
relations are strict preorders, i.e., not anti-symmetric. E.g., if a is connected
by the rst and sixth edge to b and by the third edge to c, c is both a
following sibling (b≪+ c) of b and its preceding sibling (c≪+ b).
order relations on edges. Since graphs may carry order, we
can compare two edges wrt. their relative position within the out-edges of
a common parent. For all S ∈ P(Σ), we dene the direct ≺S, the transitive≺S+, and the transitive reexive edge sibling relation ≺S∗:
≺S= {(e, e′) ∈ E2 ∶ (n, e) ∧ (n, e′) ∧ LabS(e) ∧ LabS(e′)∧
@S(e, i) ∧@S(e′, i + 1)}≺S+= {(e, e′) ∈ E2 ∶ (n, e) ∧ (n, e′) ∧ LabS(e) ∧ LabS(e′)∧
@S(e, i) ∧@S(e′, j) ∧ i < j}≺S∗= {(e, e′) ∈ E2 ∶ (n, e) ∧ (n, e′) ∧ LabS(e) ∧ LabS(e′)∧
@S(e, i) ∧@S(e′, j) ∧ i ≤ j}
Intuitively, ≺S relates (under the common parent node) each edge to its
immediate successors among the edges with label in S ∩ O(n). It is an
injective function even in presence of multi-edges. ≺S+ relates (under a
common parent node p) each node to all following edges outgoing from
pwith label in S ∩O(n). As in the case of @S, the labels S are only used
to limit the considered edges.
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order relations on nodes. ¿ere are two types of positional
relations on nodes: those relating siblings under a common parent and
their generalization to the entire graph, i.e., positional relations relating
arbitrary nodes in a given graph.
For any S ∈ P(Σ), there is a direct≪S, a transitive≪S+, and a transitive
reexive node sibling relation≪S∗.
≪S= {(n,m) ∈ N2 ∶ (n, e) ∧ (m, e′) ∧ e ≺S e′}≪S+= {(n,m) ∈ N2 ∶ (n, e) ∧ (m, e′) ∧ e ≺S+ e′}≪S∗= {(n,m) ∈ N2 ∶ (n, e) ∧ (m, e′) ∧ e ≺S∗ e′}
It follows from the denition of ≺S, that two nodes in ≪S must have a
common parent. On nodes,≪S is a function only on trees. Again the same
abbreviations as above for singleton sets and S = Σ are used.
For all S ∈ P(Σ), there is also a transitive ◂S+, a transitive reexive ◂S∗,
and a direct following relation ◂S on nodes.
◂S+ = {(n,m) ∈ N2 ∶ n′ ≪S+ m′ ∧ pathS∗(n′,n) ∧ pathS∗(m′,m)}◂S∗ = {(n,m) ∈ N2 ∶ n′ ≪S∗ m′ ∧ pathS∗(n′,n) ∧ pathS∗(m′,m)}◂S = {(n,m) ∈ N2 ∶ n ◂S+ m ∧ ∄n′ ∈ N ∶ n ◂S+ n′ ∧ n′ ◂S+ m ∨ pathS∗(n′,n)}
Intuitively, ◂S+ relates n to all nodesm that follow n within the subgraph
induced by all edges with label in S. Notice that, ◂S+(x, y) Ô⇒ ∃y′ ◂S(x, y′) only if ◂S+ is acyclic and thus irreexive. If ◂S+ is cyclic, there is no
direct following for all nodes on the cycle.
On XML data represented as in Figure 24,≪child+ represents XPath’s
following-sibling, ◂child+ XPath’s following axis.
5.6.6 equivalence relations
¿e previous binary relations relate nodes and edges based on how they
are connected in the data graph. Equally important is the ability to relate
two nodes based on their local properties, e.g., their label, structure, or
arity. In this section, we introduce several equivalence relations based on
such properties.
label equivalence relation. ¿e label equivalence relation ≅
relates all nodes or edges that have the same label.
≅ = {(t1, t2) ∈ (N ∪ E)2 ∶ ∃λ ∈ Σ ∶ L(t1) = λ = L(t2)}
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identity equivalence relation. ¿e identity equivalence rela-
tion ≐ relates each node or edge to itself and itself only.
≅ = {(t, t) ∈ (N ∪ E)2}
position equivalence relation. For any S ∈ P(Σ), the posi-
tion equivalence relation =S@ relates all edges that occur at the same position
among the out-edges of their respective sources.
=S@= {(e, e′) ∈ E2 ∶ ∃i ∈ N ∶ @S(e, i) ∧@S(e′, i)}
Again we use only λ for singleton sets S = {λ} and omit the index S for
S = Σ.
structural equivalence relation. As the label equivalence
relation stand to the label relation, structural equivalence relations stand to
edge and position relations.¿ey relate nodes not based on the equivalence
of their local properties, but on the equivalence of their structure, i.e., of
the subgraph rooted at the respective node. Unfortunately, since they are
dealing in equivalence not between atomic values like label equivalence
relations but between structured values, their semantics and evaluation
is considerably more complex. In the following, we introduce a exible
structural equivalence relation, referred to following common notation as
deep equal. ¿e introduced relation is exible enough to cover a large set
of existing or desirable specic structural equivalence relations:
XQuery, e.g., provides the deep-equal function that identies pairs of
nodes with a structure that is equivalent w.r.t. the XQuery data model
(thus, e.g., disregarding attribute ordering and in-scope namespaces). [144]
shows that the presence of deep-equal does not aect the complexity of
composition-free XQuery. Recall, that composition-free XQuery is a re-
striction of XQuery similar to the algebra discussed in this work, where the
domain of all query operators is limited to the input document. However,
XQuery operates only on ordered tree data, where deep-equal (i.e., ordered
tree isomorphism) is linear [6]. ¿e generalization of XQuery’s deep-equal
to general unordered graphs, however, subsumes to graph isomorphism
which is believed not to be in P and which exhibits, for the general case,
only exponential-time deterministic algorithms [143]. However, there exist
ecient algorithm for rather large classes of graphs, e.g., planar graphs
[126].
Moreover dierent queries might require dierent notions of deep join:
order may be signicant or insignicant, certain edges or nodes (e.g., rep-
resenting comments in XML) may be entirely ignored, and non-injective
mappings may be acceptable to establish equivalence. Fromwhat occurs in
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Figure 27. deep equal: eect of injectivity
practical XML and RDF query languages, these variances can be classied
in three dimensions:
(1) what should be mapped bijectively? In some cases, two
nodes are considered equal already if all the structural information from
one node occurs in some form in the other and vice versa. It is not required
that multiple occurrences of same information is carried over.¿is roughly
corresponds to simulation [164] as equivalence relation. On the other
extreme, one might consider two nodes equivalent only when they are
fully isomorph. ¿is is, e.g., the semantics of XQuery’s deep-equal.
What makes these cases dierent is whether the mapping between the two
nodes and their respective substructures is bijective or not. More precisely,
one can distinguish deep equals by the “degree” of bijectivity required:
(a) Type cover:¿e rst choice lies in whether we demand that the map-
ping is (i) not bijective at all, (ii) bijective only on edges, (iii) bijective
only on nodes, or (iv) bijective on both. On trees, case (ii) to (iv) are
obviously equivalent, but in presence of multi-edges or cycles dif-
ferences emerge. Figure 27 illustrates the dierences between the
dierent forms.
(b) Structural cover: Aside from the question which types are covered
by the mapping, a further variance lies in the structural extent of the
cover: either (i) the entire (reachable) subgraphs rooted at the two
nodes, (ii) only adjacent edges and nodes, or (iii) only outgoing edges
and children. In trees all three forms are equivalent, but in graphs
the latter two are less restrictive than the rst: Figure (a) shows an
example of two graphs that are equivalent under (iii), but not under
(i) or (ii). In general, (iii) can not distinguish DAGs from trees in all
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Figure 28. deep equal: eect of cover for equivalence mapping
cases. Figure (b) shows a case where (ii) considers the two graphs
equivalent, but (i) does not. In general, (ii) fails to distinguish graphs
with cycles diering only in cycle length.
(2) what should be mapped at all? Some parts of the struc-
ture may be excluded, e.g., comments in XML data or annotation proper-
ties (such as rdfs:seeAlso or rdfs:label) in RD data. ¿e deep equal presented
below allows to limit the mapping to certain given edge labels L.
(3) what should be mapped in order? In some cases, one
might be interested in preserving the order of the data (if it is ordered at
all). However, in other cases (in particular for non-bijective mappings) the
order may be irrelevant. As in the previous case, the deep equal presented
here allows to limit the order-respecting edge labels LO ⊂ L.
Figure 29 shows the formal denition of the generalized deep equal
relation ≗ (omitting analogous variant 2b): We dene four variants of ≗
that dier, as explained above, in what nodes and edges are mapped and
whether the mapping is bijective. ¿e basic case, ≗, maps only adjacent
nodes and edges (more precisely, eds are edge positions in the context of
each node). Its bijective variant, ≗bij, also only maps adjacent nodes and
edges, but does so using a bijective mapping. Analog variants, ≗∗ and ≗∗,bij,
exist for the case where all nodes and edges in the subgraph are mapped.
Again, if L and LO are ΣE we omit the superscript.
All denitions use ∼ to express rst that each L-child of the rst node
must be mapped to a corresponding child of the second node such that
the two children are deep equal. Second, the denition ensures that the
order of edges, where they are ordered in the rst place and covered in
LO, is preserved by the mapping. ¿e denition takes care that the order
specication of the data takes precedence over LO, i.e., membership in
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ndsL ∶N → ℘(N) = {(n,Nn) ∣ n ∈ N ∧ Nn = {n′ ∈ N ∶ ∃λ ∈ L ∶ λ(n,n′)} ∪ {n}}
ndsL∗ ∶N → ℘(N) = {(n,Nn) ∣ n ∈ N ∧ Nn = {n′ ∈ N ∶ ∃λ ∈ L ∶ λ+(n,n′)} ∪ {n}}
edsL ∶N → ℘(N) = {(n,En) ∣ n ∈ N ∧ En = {(n, i) ∈ N ×N ∶ ∃n′ ∈ nds ∶ (n,n′ , i) ∈ E}}
edsL∗ ∶N → ℘(N) = {(n,En) ∣ n ∈ N ∧ En = {(n′ , i) ∈ N ×N ∶ ∃n′ ,n′′ ∈ nds∗ ∶ (n′ ,n′′ , i) ∈ E}}∼L,LO={(n,m, f, g,≗) ∣ ∀cn ∈ N, i ∈ N ∶ e = (n, cn, i) ∈ E ∧ L(e) ∈ L Ô⇒∃i′ ∈ N ∶ g(n, i) = (m, i′) ∧ e′ = (m, f(cn), i′) ∈ E∧ ≅ (e, e′)∧ ≗L,LO (cn, f(cn))∧ (λ ∈ LO ∩O(n) Ô⇒ ∀λ′ ∈ LO ∩O(n), k ∈ N ∶
e′′ = (n, f(cn), k) ∈ E ∧ L(e′′) = λ′ ∧ k ≤ i Ô⇒ ∃k′ ∶ g(n, k) = (m, k′) ∧ k′ ≤ i′}≗L,LO= {(n,m) ∈ N2 ∣ =label (n,m) ∧O(n) = O(m) ∧ (∃f ∶ ndsL(n)→ ndsL(m), f′ ∶ ndsL(m)→ ndsL(n),
g ∶ edsL(n)→ edsL(m), g′ ∶ edsL(m)→ edsL(n) ∶ ∧ ∼L,LO (n,m, f, g,≗)∧ ∼L,LO (m,n, f′ , g′ ,≗))}≗L,LObij = {(n,m) ∈ N2 ∣ =label (n,m) ∧O(n) = O(m) ∧ (∃f ∶ ndsL(n)→ ndsL(m), g ∶ edsL(n)→ edsL(m) ∶
f, g bijective∧ ∼L,LO (n,m, f, g,≗bij)∧ ∼L,LO (m,n, f−1, g−1,≗bij))}≗L,LO∗ = {(n,m) ∈ N2 ∣ ≅ (n,m) ∧O(n) = O(m) ∧ (∃f ∶ ndsL∗(n)→ ndsL∗(m), g ∶ edsL∗(n)→ edsL∗(m) ∶∧ ∼L,LO (n,m, f, g,≗∗)∧ ∼L,LO (m,n, f−1, g−1,≗∗))}≗L,LO∗,bij = {(n,m) ∈ N2 ∣ ≅ (n,m) ∧O(n) = O(m) ∧ (∃f ∶ ndsL∗(n)→ ndsL∗(m), g ∶ edsL∗(n)→ edsL∗(m) ∶
f, g bijective∧ ∼L,LO (n,m, f, g,≗∗,bij)∧ ∼L,LO (m,n, f−1, g−1,≗∗,bij))}
Figure 29. deep equal (LO ⊂ L ⊂ ΣE)
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LO preserves order of respective edges only if the edges are considered
ordered in the data.
5.6.7 inverse and complement
We conclude the set of relations on data graphs by inverse and complement
relations for each of the previously dened ones.
complement relations. For each of the basic binary relations R
on nodes and/or edges (but not on integers), we introduce the complement
relation
R =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(N ∪ E)2 ∖ R if R ⊂ N ∪ E label or identity equivalence relation
N2 ∖ R if R ⊂ N2 structural equiv., path, or node order rel.
E2 ∖ R if R ⊂ E2 edge order(N × E) ∖ R if R ⊂ N × E source or sink relation
N ∖ R if R ⊂ N root relation
N ∪ E ∖ R if R ⊂ N ∪ E and not R ⊂ N label relation
In CIQLog and the CIQCAG algebra these relations are not strictly needed and
can be simulated by a complement operation over the original relation.
inverse relations. For each of the basic binary relations R, we also
introduce the inverse relationR−1 = {(x, y) ∈ (N∪E)2 ∶ R(y,x)}.¿ough
these relations do not add to the expressiveness of conjunctive queries as de-
ned here (cf., e.g., [170]) they can be exploited to rewrite certain classes of
graph queries to tree queries as described in [169]. Consider, e.g., the graph
query Q(m) → child(v1,v2) ∧ child(v3,v2) ∧ child(v2,v4). ¿is can
be rewritten toQ′(m)→ child(v1,v2)∧child−1(v2,v3)∧child(v2,v4),
where the relation between v3 and v2 is inverted making the query tree-
shaped.
5.6.8 example relations
We conclude the discussion of relations on data graphs by looking back to
the data from Figure 23. For that data, Table 2 gives some of the relations
derived from the data graph in accordance to the above denitions.
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Labattr = {(d4, 3,d5),(d4,2,d10),(d11,2,d14),(d1, 5,d20)}
Labpaper = {d4,d11} Lab‘Cicero’ = {d8,d17}≅ = {(d7,d12),(d4,d11),(d8,d17),(d16,d18), . . .}≐ = {(d1,d1),(d2,d2), . . . ,((d1, 1,d2),(d1, 1,d2)), . . .}≗ = {(d8,d17)} ≗{child,attr}= {(d8,d17),(d4,d11),(d16,d18)}= {(d1,(d1, 1,d2)),(d1,(d1,2,d4)), . . .} = {(d2,(d1, 1,d2)),(d4,(d1,2,d4)), . . .}
child = {(d1,d2),(d1,d4),(d1,d11),(d1,d15),(d4,d7), . . .}
child∗ = {(d1,d2),(d1,d4),(d1,d7),(d1,d11),(d1,d12), . . .}
pathchild,comment,value∗ = {(d1,d2),(d1,d3),(d1,d4),(d1,d7),(d1,d8),(d1,d9),(d1,d11), . . .}
@ = {(d11, 3),(d11, 1),((d1, 3,d11), 3),((d10, 1,d11), 1), . . .}≪= {(d2,d4),(d4,d11),(d11,d15), . . .} ≪+= {(d2,d4),(d2,d11),(d2,d15), . . .}◂ = {(d3,d4), . . . ,(d17,d18), . . .} ≪+= {(d3,d4),(d3,d5),(d3,d6), . . .}
Table 2. (Partial) instances for data graph relations on Figure 23
5.7 CONCLUS ION
¿e data model, an ordered, semi-structure data graph with node and edge
labels, for CIQLog and CIQCAG is an abstraction of data models for common
Web query languages. As such, it provides a rich set of relations on data
graphs, discussed in Section 5.6, for CIQLog enabling CIQLog to be the target
of for the translate of large fragments of Xcerpt, XQuery, and SPARQL, see
Part III. ¿e data model also proves to be suciently expressive to capture
both XML and RDF data, as well as Xcerpt data terms (which have, as XML,
many dierent types of data items structured rather freely into arbitrary
graphs, as in RDF). Before turning to the translation from XQuery, Xcerpt,
and SPARQL, we outline CIQLog, our formal query language on query data
graphs in the following chapter.
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6.1 INTRODUCT ION
As formal foundation for Web queries, we introduce CIQLog, a rule-based
query language tailored to semi-structured queries. CIQLog is a slightly
modied variant of datalog¬new, i.e., datalog extended with negation and
value invention, which is most prominently represented by ILOG [132].
We only consider binary relations, but extend datalog¬newwith a partial order
on edges (in the spirit of IDLOG [191]) and some (syntactic) conveniences
such as conjunction in rule heads and disjunction in rule bodies. For most
of the translations in Part III and the translation to CIQCAG, we focus on
the weakly recursive fragment of CIQLog, denoted as CIQLogwR. Following
[132], a CIQLog program is weakly recursive, if there is no recursion through
value invention.
Note, that CIQLog’s value invention is, as that of ILOG [132] or RDF query
languages such as RDFLog [63], based on the essential observation that
the actual invented value (in our case node or edge) carries no information
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whatsoever. Only its membership in relations is material. ¿e same applies
for edge positions: We do not care how they are represented (though we
usually choose integers) as long as they carry the correct order relations. In
particular, there is no requirement that the edge positions are consecutive
and thus no need for a successor relation. ¿is allows for more exibility
in the realization of edge positions in the algebra.
6.2 CIQLOG SYNTAX
In the following, we briey summarize the syntax and semantics of CIQLog:
A CIQLog rule R consists of a query head and a query body. ¿e query body
is a (quantier-free) formula over binary and unary atoms. Each atom is
a relation over query variables from the underlying relational structure
D. ¿e domain of the query variables is the domain of D. ¿e query head
is mostly a conjunction of atoms over answer variables and outlined in
detail below in Section 6.2.1. All answer variables must occur also in the
body of the query. All other variables in the query body are existentially
quantied [2].
Each variable must be either a node, edge, edge position, or label variable,
i.e., the domain of each variable is either node, edge, edge position, or
label. If a rule contains a variable that occurs at the position of two or more
attributes with dierent domains, this rule is invalid, otherwise it is valid.
Safety: range
restriction
Answer variables are variables that occur in the head outside of the
condition of a conditional expression. ¿e usual safety restrictions [2] for
datalog apply to ensure that all rules are range-restricted: For each negation,
all answer variables must occur also in a positive expression in the rule
body. For each disjunction, all nested expressions have the same answer
⟨program⟩ ::= ⟨rule⟩*⟨rule⟩ ::= ⟨head⟩ ‘←Ð’ ⟨expression⟩⟨expression⟩ ::= ⟨atom⟩ | ⟨negation⟩ | ⟨conjunction⟩ | ⟨disjunction⟩⟨atom⟩ ::= ⟨relation⟩ ‘(’ ⟨variable⟩ (‘,’ ⟨variable⟩ )? ‘)’⟨negation⟩ ::= ¬ ‘(’ ⟨expression⟩ ‘)’⟨conjunction⟩ ::= ‘(’⟨expression⟩ ‘∧’⟨expression⟩ ‘)’⟨disjunction⟩ ::= ‘(’⟨expression⟩ ‘∨’⟨expression⟩ ‘)’
Table 3. CIQLog syntax (without heads)
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⟨head⟩ ::= ⟨hexpression⟩⟨hexpression⟩ ::= ⟨hatom⟩ | ⟨hconjunction⟩ | ⟨conditional⟩ | ‘()’⟨hatom⟩ ::= ⟨hrelation⟩ ‘(’ ⟨hterm⟩ (‘,’ ⟨hterm⟩ )? ‘)’⟨hterm⟩ ::= ⟨variable⟩ | ⟨invention⟩ | ⟨order⟩ | ⟨aggregation⟩
⟨invention⟩ ::= new⟨identifier⟩⟨equivalence-rel⟩(‘(’ ⟨variable⟩+ ‘)’)?⟨aggregation⟩ ::= (sum| count| max| min| avg) ‘(’ ⟨variable⟩ ‘)’⟨order⟩ ::= order⟨order-rel⟩‘(’ ⟨order⟩?, ⟨oset⟩, ⟨variable⟩* ‘)’⟨hconjunction⟩ ::= ‘(’ ⟨hexpression⟩ ‘∧’ ⟨hexpression⟩ ‘)’⟨conditional⟩ ::= ‘if’ ⟨condition⟩ ‘then’ ⟨hexpression⟩ ‘else’⟨hexpression⟩⟨condition⟩ ::= ⟨variable⟩ (‘=’ | ‘≠’) ‘nil’⟨oset⟩ ::= ⟨integer⟩
Table 4. Heads of CIQLog rules
variables. Finally, each answer variable must also occur in the body.
6.2.1 complex heads
CIQLog diers notably from standard datalog in the shape of rule heads, as
specied in Table 4:
(1) value and order invention: CIQLog allows terms over an-
swer variables for rule and order invention where datalog¬ allows only
constants and variables. Value invention is the same as in datalog¬new though
we use a term notation as in datalog¬obj: A value invention term is a term
over the invention variables with function symbol new parametrized by an
equivalence relation and an identier. ¿e identier allows multiple value
invention statements in the same head each returning a distinct set of new
values. ¿e equivalence relation is used to determine when two binding
tuples for the invention variables are considered equivalent (and thus yield
the same new value). Otherwise, a value invention term is interpreted as
any other function term on nodes or edges and maps to either a node,
edge, or edge position (but not a label as new labels can not be invented).
As for variables in the body, value invention terms may occur either at the
position of node-, edge-, or edge position-valued attributes. If the same
value invention term occurs at the position of two or more attributes with
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dierent domains, that rule is invalid. In the following, we only consider
valid CIQLog rules.
Order invention terms are similar but map to integer values (rather than
nodes, edges, or edge positions). Furthermore, they are parametrized by
order relations rather than equivalence relations. Order terms are used
to control position among elements and are nested to allow the expres-
sion of complex sequences resulting from nested grouping expressions in
languages such as XQuery or Xcerpt.
To illustrate the use of order terms, rst consider the following example:
Given binding tuples over the variables xa, xb and xc, we want to construct
a new node for each distinct value of xa. For this task we can use value in-
vention terms for creating a new node, e.g., newid1≐ (xa). ¿is term provides
a new node for each distinct value of xa (w.r.t. ≐).
As children of this node, a list of b’s and c’s is asked for, but in such away that
for each distinct value of xb a new b is created and for each distinct value of
xc a new c. ¿ese new nodes should be children of the node created above
for the corresponding value of xa. Furthermore, a c created for a value of
xc should be placed a er the b created for the corresponding value of xb
with only c’s inbetween. To achieve this we use the following order terms:
t1 = order<N(⊺,0,xb) and t2 = order<N(order<N(⊺, 1,xb),0,xc). E.g., for the
binding tuples (xa = 1a,xb = 1b,xc = 1c) and (xa = 1a,xb = 2b,xc = 1c)we
obtain t1,1 = order<N(⊺,0, 1b) und t2,1 = order<N(order<N(⊺, 1, 1b),0, 1c) for
the rst tuple and t1,2 = order<N(⊺,0,2b)und t2,2 = order<N(order<N(⊺, 1,2b),0, 1c)
for the second tuple. We say for two order terms t1 = order<N(g,o, x⃗) and
t2 = order<N(g′,o′, x⃗′) that t1 < t2 in two cases: (a) If g = g′ and x⃗ <N x⃗′ or
x⃗ =N x⃗′ and o < o′. ¿is case covers the comparison of two order terms at
the same “level”. In the above example, the order terms t1,1 and t1,2, e.g., are
at the same level and thus can be compared directly. Direct comparison is
performed by looking at the binding vectors x⃗ and x⃗′ and, if those are the
same, using the osets o and o′ as “tie brakers”. (b) If g ≠ g′, we look also
at the nested order terms: Intuitively, we look for the outermost two order
terms contained in t1 and t2 that are comparable using <, i.e, that have the
same order term as rst component g. Formally, t1 < t2 if there are order
terms t′1 and t′2 with t′1 = t1 or t′1 contained in t1 and t′2 respectively such
that (i) t′1 < t′2 and (ii) there are no two order terms t′′1 in t1 and t′′2 in t2 such
that t′′1 > t′′2 and t′1 contained in t′′1 and t′2 contained in t′′2 .
In the above example, t1,1 < t2,1 as t2,1 contains the order term t′2,1 =
order<N(⊺, 1, 1b) such that t′2,1 > t1,1 (since they have the same rst compo-
nent and binding vectors, but the oset of t2,1 is larger than the oset of
t1,1). t2,1 < t1,2 as t′2,1 < t1,1 (1b <N 2b). t2,1 < t2,2 as t′2,1 < t′2,2 with t′2,2 the
rst component of t2,2. ¿e reason order terms are chosen this way is to
allow exible translation of grouping expressions from languages such as
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XQuery and Xcerpt where in the same context grouping expressions for
entirely dierent variables may occur, e.g., in
1 for $a in //a return
<a>
3 for $b in $a//b return
(<b/>, for $c in $b//c return <c/>)
5 </a>
where in the a we have a sequence of b and c nodes such that each b
node is followed by as many c nodes as there are c descendants of the
corresponding //a//b element (in the input document). ¿e above order
terms can then be employed to translate such a query, as shown in detail
in Chapter 8.
We use ⊺ to denote the “empty” order term that is neither smaller nor
larger than any other term (but used to complete top-level order terms)
and equal only to itself. Order terms contain ⊺ or other order terms as
order terms for their rst component. ¿e nesting is only on the rst
argument and thus linear. As usual, x⃗ and y⃗may be empty. ¿e empty
tuple is equal only to itself and stands in <N relation to no other tuple.
Order invention terms may only occur in place of edge position-valued
attributes. <N is an order relation on (named) tuples of nodes or edges.
A typical example of <N is the component-wise lexical order <lex on the
label of those nodes or edges: E.g., ⟨a ∶ x1,b ∶ x2⟩ <lex ⟨a ∶ y1,b ∶ y2⟩
if L(x1) is in lexical order before L(y1) or both labels are the same and
L(x1) is in lexical order before L(y1). For further examples of order terms
see Chapters 7 and 8.
(2) conditional construction: For convenience, we allow con-
ditional construction in the head: some part of the head depends on a
condition on an answer variable (viz., that variable being nil or not).
Conditional construction h ∧ if X = nil then hc1 else hc2 ←Ð b, can
be rewritten to rules without conditional constructions as follows:
h ∧ hc1 ←Ð b ∧ X = nil
2 h ∧ hc2 ←Ð b ∧ X ≠ nil
(3) aggregation: As ILOG, CIQLog extends rule heads with aggrega-
tion on integers in the spirit of [147]. Variables occurring in aggregation
functions may not occur outside of aggregation functions. We denote
with aggVars(R) the aggregation variables of a rule R, with stdVars(R) =
Vars(R) ∖ aggVars(R) all non-aggregation variables. Aggregation has no
further eect on expressiveness and complexity in presence of value in-
vention.
Adapting the notation of [132], we call an invention atom an expression
containing either new or order terms. ¿e relation name of that atom is
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called an invention relation name. A rule is a non-invention rule, if it con-
tains no invention atom in the head, otherwise it is an invention rule. A
weakly recursive CIQLog program (or CIQLogwR program) is a CIQLog program
where no invention rule depends (directly or indirectly) on another inven-
tion rule. We say that a program P has cascading value invention, if there
are two invention rules R,R′ such that R depends on R′.
Only the rst extension has an eect on the expressive power of CIQLog.
It makes CIQLog essentially an ILOG [132] variant extended with (partial)
order on edges (though it has no successor relation in contrast to IDLOG
[191]).
For value invention terms, we mostly omit the equivalence relation in
the following assuming identity ≐.
6.3 CIQLOG SEMANTICS
We characterize the semantics of CIQLog in three ways in the following:
(1) ¿e intuitive semantics of a CIQLog program is that of a logic program
with aggregates [123] where we replace all occurrences of new and
order in the result by unique new nodes, edges, or edge positions.¿e
last operation is similar to un-Skolemization [82, 63], see Chapter 2.
(2) Together with the observation, that new and order are thus noth-
ing else but Skolem terms with implicit relations on the results of
order that can, as well, be expressed by additional CIQLog rules, we
notice that the semantics of CIQLog can be dened by reduction of
ILOG [132] whose semantics is based on Skolem terms and logic
programming with aggregates.
(3) Finally, we give an algebraic semantics based on xpoint and rela-
tional algebra operations that is useful both for the translations in
Part III and for the equivalence to the CIQCAG algebra.
In the following, we assume that disjunction in the body and conditional
construction in the head is removed as outlined above.
Denition6.1 (Logic-based Semantics of CIQLog). LetP be a range-restricted,
valid CIQLog program.¿en let S be the semantic of P considered as a logic
program (with aggregates). If S is innite, the semantics of P is undened.
Otherwise, we replace each value invention terms in S with a new node,
edge, or edge position (depending on the domain of the attribute it occurs
in; recall that if P is valid, it occurs in only one of these three types of
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attributes). Order invention terms are replaced with edge positions such
that the order constraints between order invention terms are preserved1.
6.3.1 expressiveness and complexity
¿is characterization gives an intuitive and easy semantics for CIQLog. To
judge expressiveness, complexity, and completeness properties of CIQLog
the second, equivalent, characterization of the semantic of CIQLog programs
by means of ILOG is more helpful. ¿e following theorem establishes that
CIQLog is essentially a variant of ILOG:
¿eorem 6.1. CIQLog has the same expressiveness, complexity, and com-
pleteness properties as ILOG [132].
Proof. Each ILOG program containing only binary relations is a CIQLog
program if we replace each invention symbol with a new (with new iden-
tier) over all non-invention variables of the invention atom. For ILOG
programs with n-ary relations we construct a binary decomposition of the
n-ary relations as in RDFLog [63].
On the other hand, each CIQLog without order terms can be transformed
into an equivalent ILOG program in the following way:
(1) For each invention term t, introduce a new creation rule containing
a new predicate over the invention variables of t and one invention symbol.
In each rule using t, add an atom querying that rule in the body and replace
t with the variable bound to the attribute at the position of the invention
symbol. ¿e resulting program is an ILOG program (contains only datalog
rules and ILOG invention rules). Its semantic is the same as that of the
CIQLog program since invention symbols are replaced by Skolem terms in
the semantics of ILOG.
(2) Each order term can be transformed analogously, but introduce
cascading value invention.
(3) Aggregates are also allowed in ILOG.
¿e result of the ILOG program is up to an isomorphism between new
OIDs and node, edge, and edge positions equivalent to the result of the
CIQLog program. 
Corollary 6.1. From the reduction to ILOG, it follows that
(1) CIQLog expresses all computable queriesmodulo copy removal, cf. [132].
Two answers are equivalent up to “copy removal” if they dier only in
1 ¿is can be achieved by determining some partial order on the order invention terms
and assigning edge positions (integers) in accordance to that partial order.
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invented values and those invented values are structurally equivalent
(according to a given form of structural equivalence as discussed in
Section 5.6.6, here we consider isomorphism). In other words, there
may be additional copies of invented values as long as they share the
same properties and relations. ¿is issue is closely related to the is-
sue of lean vs. non-lean RDF graphs as answers in languages such as
SPARQL or RDFLog [63].
(2) CIQLog is (list) constructive complete (in the sense of [64]), cf. [65]. Es-
sentially, (list) constructive queries is designed to capture precisely the
queries expressible in languages such as CIQLog or ILOG. It coincides
with the class of queries where the new domain elements in the output
can be viewed as hereditarily nite lists constructed over the domain
elements of the input. Hereditary nite lists are lists constructed over
a given set U of “ur-elements” from the input domain such that each
element of the list is either from U or a hereditary nite list over U.
(3) CIQLog is not determinate complete (in the sense of [2]), cf. [64].¿us,
there are determinate queries that specify the specic shape for in-
vented values (and thus are no longer domain-preserving) in the an-
swer that can not be expressed in CIQLog.
(4) already (negation) stratied CIQLog expresses all computable queries
modulo copy removal, cf. [65].
In particular, if we limit recursion to non-invention rules, we can “post-
pone” value invention to the very end of query evaluation:
Corollary 6.2. ¿eweakly recursive CIQLog fragment CIQLogwR has the same
data and program complexity as datalog¬: P-, resp., NEXPTIME-complete.
If recursion is prohibited entirely, value invention again has no eect
on complexity:
Corollary 6.3. Non-recursive CIQLog, i.e., CIQLog where recursion is not al-
lowed for any set of rules, has the same data and program complexity as
non-recursive datalog¬: in AC0, resp., PSPACE-complete.
6.3.2 deep and shallow copies
In presence of value invention, the creation of shallow and deep copies of a
data item are o en considered essential facilities. For CIQLog we consider
shallow and deep copy for nodes only (since edges and edge positions have
no “structure”). ¿e shallow copy of a node is a new node with the same
label, if any, and the same children as the original node. ¿e deep copy
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of a node n is a new node n′ such that n and n′ have the same label and
for each out-going edge of n to a child cn there is an outgoing edge for n′
with the same label and same edge position to a child cn′ such that cn and
cn′ are themselves deep copies.
We add shallow and deep clone relations to CIQLog heads, denoted as
deep-copy(X,Y) and shallow-copy(X,Y) where Y is a new node and X is the
original node. In full CIQLog, shallow and deep copy can be implemented
as the following rules:
L(Y,L)
2 ←Ð deep-copy(X,Y) ∧ L(X,L) ∧ ¬ (X, E).
L(Y,L) ∧ (Y,new1(X,Z)) ∧ (new2(X,Z),new1(X,Z)) ∧
4 pos(new1(X,Z),EPos) ∧ deep-copy(Z,new2(X,Z))←Ð deep-copy(X, Y) ∧ L(X, L) ∧ (X, E) ∧ (Z, E) ∧ pos(E,
EPos).
1 L(Y,L)←Ð shallow-copy(X,Y) ∧ L(X,L) ∧ ¬ (X,E).
3 L(Y,L) ∧ (Y,new1(X,Z)) ∧ (Z,new1(X,Z)) ∧ pos(new1(X,Z),EPos)←Ð shallow-copy(X,Y) ∧ L(X,L) ∧ (X,E) ∧ (Z,E) ∧ pos(E,EPos).
However, the resulting program has necessarily cascading value inven-
tion. Furthermore, the rule-based realization is, in general, less ecient
than a specialized operator. To provide deep- and shallow-copy also to
CIQLogwR, we dene them as specialized operators with the above semantics.
Note, that both deep- and shallow-copy are linear time, constant addi-
tional space operations and run inO(∣N∣+ ∣E∣). ¿ey are considered value
invention operators and, thus, may in CIQLogwR not occur in recursive rules.
6.3.3 algebraic semantics
A third characterization of the CIQLog semantics is given by a translation of
CIQLog rules to relational algebra expressions with value invention. Com-
bined with a xpoint operator, the resulting expressions yield a semantics
of CIQLog. ¿e target language is roughly whilenew of [2], but uses inven-
tion terms instead of a dedicated invention relation. ¿e advantage of this
characterization is that it yields a very compact semantics closely based on
relation algebra expressions, in particular, for CIQLogwR and non-recursive
CIQLog.
In the following, we denote, for any sub-formula q of a rule R, with
free(q) the variables in q that also occur in R outside of q. For a set of
attributes A= {a1, . . . ,an} let t ∈ DA be an ∣A∣-ary tuple ⟨a1 ∶ v1, . . . ,an ∶
vn⟩ over the domain D with t[ai] the value of t for attribute ai. We allow
for partial relational structures D where relation instances exists only for
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
head← expr  = ~head h ( expr b)
rel(x1, . . . ,xn) b = {t ∈ D{x1 ,...,xn} ∶ (t[x1], . . . , t[xn]) ∈ ~ rel b}¬(expr) b = {t ∈ DA ∶ A= free(expr) ∧ t ∈ DA ∖ piA( expr b)} (expr1 ∧ expr2) b = piA( expr1 b &  expr2 b), A= free(expr1 ∧ expr2) (expr1 ∨ expr2) b = piA(expr1 b) ∪ piA( expr2 b), A= free(expr1)

expr

h (β) = subst(expr,β) (hexpr1 ∧ hexpr2) h = hexpr1 h ⊎ hexpr2 h
if c then hexpr1 else hexpr2

h
=

hexpr1

h
if ~ c h = true, hexpr2 h otherwise () h = ∅
rel(t1, . . . , tn) h = {rel↦ {t1, . . . , tn}}
~ x = nil h = true if x = nil, false otherwise
~ x ≠ nil h = true if x ≠ nil, false otherwise
deep-copy(x, y) h = deep-copy(x, y)
shallow-copy(x, y) h = shallow-copy(x, y)
Table 5. Algebraic CIQLog Semantics (D the domain of the relational structure)
a subset of the relations in the underlying relational schema. We denote
that a set of tuples T over attributes U is an instance of a relation schema
RN[U] by RN↦ T and consider a partial relational structure as a set of
such mappings. A partial relational structure is complete wrt. a relational
schema S if it contains mappings for all relation schemas in S. We call
D′ = D1 ⊎ D2 the union of partial relational structures such that D′ ={RN↦ T1 ∪ T2 ∶ RN↦ T1 ∈ D1 ∧ RN↦ T2 ∈ D2} where RN↦ ∅ if there
is no mapping of RN in a relational structure.
Head formulas E are instantiated by substitution, denoted by subst(E,β)
which returns the set of all expressions E replacing variable occurrences
by bindings from β:
subst(E,β) = ⊎
t∈pistdVars(E)(β)(

E{x/t[x] ∶ x ∈ stdVars(E)}
{sum(y)/∑{t′[y] ∶ t′ ∈ β ∧ t = pistdVars(E)(t′)} ∶ y ∈ aggVars(E)}{max(y)/max{t′[y] ∶ t′ ∈ β ∧ t = pistdVars(E)(t′)} ∶ y ∈ aggVars(E)}{min(y)/min{t′[y] ∶ t′ ∈ β ∧ t = pistdVars(E)(t′)} ∶ y ∈ aggVars(E)}{avg(y)/ avg{t′[y] ∶ t′ ∈ β ∧ t = pistdVars(E)(t′)} ∶ y ∈ aggVars(E)}{count(y)/ ∣{t′[y] ∶ t′ ∈ β ∧ t = pistdVars(E)(t′)}∣ ∶ y ∈ aggVars(E)}h)
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For aggregation free formulas, this resumes to standard substitution,whereas
aggregation expressions are substituted by their respective aggregation
function over the aggregated values of the aggregation variables.
Using these denitions, Table 5 gives the algebraic semantics of a CIQLog
rule. Recall, that all rules are range-restricted. We use ~ b to dene the
semantics of the body of a rule, ~ h that of a head. ¿e body of a rule
results in a single relation over the free variables of the query. ¿e head
of a rule is evaluated once for each tuple resulting from the evaluation
of the body of the query, each time replacing all the occurrences of all
query variables by their bindings. A deep copy operation is replaced by
a relational structure D containing y and a copy of all nodes reachable
from x as well as their relations. A shallow copy operation is replaced by a
relational structure D containing y, the same label relation on y as exists
on x, and all nodes reachable from x (excluding x) and their relations as
well as edges from y to all children of x. ¿e result of ~ h is a pre-instance
in the sense of [132], i.e., it still contains value and order invention terms.
¿ese are replaced by new nodes, edges, and edge positions accordingly
as described above. Computing an instance from an pre-instance can be
done by assembling the order invention terms in a partial order, and then
replacing them according to that order. Nested order terms do not pose a
challenge, as we can replace the nested terms by rst ordering the depth
1 terms, then add the depth 2 (respecting the order among the depth 1
terms contained in those depth 2 terms, etc. Together with the replacement
of node invention terms that computation is in O(o ⋅ log o) time usingO(log o) additional space where o is the size of the pre-instance, assuming
in-place sorting.¿us, the replacement of value and order invention terms
does not aect the overall complexity of evaluating a single rule in CIQLog
(which is the complexity of relational algebra, i.e., in Lwrt. data complexity,
PSPACE wrt. query complexity).
To obtain a semantics for full CIQLog we complement the above evalua-
tion of a single rule (given the current set of derived facts represented as a
relational structure) by a standard xpoint operator (or iteration construct
such as used in [2] for whilenew).
¿eorem 6.2. A single application of the xpoint operator on the algebraic
semantics yields an equivalent result as a single application of the xpoint
operator on the logic-based semantics.
Proof. For simplicity, we assume stratied negation. Recall, from [65] that,
in contrast to Datalog, the restriction to negation stratied programs does
not limit the expressiveness of ILOG and thus CIQLog. Furthermore, we
limit ourselves to rules without conjunction, conditional construction,
and deep or shallow copy in the head or disjunction in the body (all these
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features can be rewritten to equivalent CIQLog programs beforehand).
It is easy to verify that the algebraic semantics given in Table 5 on
rules without those features represents all facts derivable from the given
relational structure (representing the facts derived by the last application
of the xpoint operator) by the rule. Note, that the result is a relational
structure containing a non-empty instance for exactly one relation, viz.
the one of the head atom. 
¿is concludes our discussion of the CIQLog semantics. Before we put
CIQLog to work in evaluating Xcerpt, XQuery, and SPARQL in Part III, we
discuss in the following, briey, the querying of data graphs as introduced
in Chapter 5, as well as the fragment of CIQLog used primarily for the
translations in Part III.
6.4 DATA GRAPHS IN C IQLOG : EXTENS IONAL AND IN -
TENS IONAL RELAT IONS
In CIQLog, only a small set of relations on data graphs need to be extensional,
i.e., represented as sets of tuples. ¿e remaining relations can be realized
by intensional denitions as CIQLog rules on top of this set.
¿ebasic, extensional relations are, unsurprisingly, , ,pos, root,L,O
which together provide access to all information in a data graph: about an
edge, we know source, sink, edge position, and label, about a node, label,
whether it is a root, its incoming and outgoing edges.
¿e remaining relations from Chapter 5 can be realized on top of these
ve basic relations by a set of CIQLog rules as shown in Figure 30. Rules
for inverse and complement relations are dened as usual. Note, that R is
only dened for relations R on nodes and/or edges (not on integers) both
of which are nite domains that can be enumerated using , , and
root. We only show rules for one case of deep equal, the remaining cases
are similar, though considerably more involved if bijective mappings are
required as we need to track the actual mapping to ensure bijectivity.
In Figure 30, we give rules for arbitrary label sets {λ1, . . . , λn} (line 1
.) and path lengths (i, j in line 15–18). Both path lengths and label sets
are size limited by the label alphabet, resp. the number of edges in the data.
However, we usually assume a much smaller number of such relations for
any particular query task. E.g., in Part III each of the discussed translation
uses no at most ternary label sets and no more than two or three path
relations.
Common
expressions over
data graph
relations
We use some abbreviations for common expressions over data graph
relations in CIQLog heads: First, instead of newid1≐ (x1, . . . ,xn)wewrite simply
id1(x1, . . . ,xn). Second, we use RN(n,m, i) for (n, id) ∧ (m, id) ∧
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Lab{λ1 ,...,λn}(X)
2 ←Ð L(X,λ1) ∨ L(X,λ2) ∨ . . . ∨ L(X,λn).
4 O{λ1 ,...,λn}(X)←Ð O(X,λ1) ∨ O(X,λ2) ∨ . . . ∨ O(X,λn).
6
@S(E, count(EPos’)+1)
8 ←Ð pos(E,EPos) ∧ (N,E) ∧ (N,E’) ∧ LabS(E’) ∧ L(E’, EL) ∧
O(N, EL) ∧ pos(E’,EPos’) ∧ EPos < EPos’.
10 @S(N,EPos)←Ð (N,E) ∧ @S(E,EPos).
12
indegS(N,count(E)) ←Ð (N,E) ∧ LabS(E).
14 outdegS(N,count(E)) ←Ð (N,E) ∧ LabS(E).
16 pathSi,j(N,N’)←Ð i < j∧ ¬(N ≐ N’) ∧ (N,E1) ∧ LabS(E1) ∧
18 (N1,E1) ∧ pathSmax(0,i−1),j−1(N1,N’))
pathS0,j(N,N) ←Ð 0 ≤ j.
20 ≺S(E,E’) ←Ð @S(E,EPos) ∧ @S(E’,EPos+1).
22 ≺S+(E,E’) ←Ð @S(E,EPos) ∧ @S(E’,EPos’) ∧ EPos < EPos’.≺S∗(E,E’) ←Ð @S(E,EPos) ∧ @S(E’,EPos’) ∧ EPos ≤ EPos’.
24 ≪S(N,N’) ←Ð (N,E) ∧ (N’,E’) ∧ E ≺S E’.≪S+(N,N’) ←Ð (N,E) ∧ (N’,E’) ∧ E ≺S+ E’.
26 ≪S∗(N,N’) ←Ð (N,E) ∧ (N’,E’) ∧ E ≺S∗ E’.
28 ◂S+(N,N’) ←Ð pathS∗(N,M) ∧ pathS∗(N’,M’) ∧ M ≪S+ M’.◂S∗(N,N’) ←Ð pathS∗(N,M) ∧ pathS∗(N’,M’) ∧ M ≪S∗ M’.
30 ◂S(N,N’) ←Ð N ◂S+ N’ ∧ ¬(N ◂S+ M ∧ M ◂S+ N’ ∨ pathS∗(M,N’)).
32 ≅(X,X’) ←Ð L(X,L) ∧ L(X’,L).≐(N,N) ←Ð (N,E) ∨ (N,E) ∨ root(N).
34 ≐(E,E) ←Ð (N,E).=S@(E,E’) ←Ð @S(E,EPos) ∧ @S(E’,EPos).
36 ≗(N,N’) ←Ð N ≐ N’.
38 ≗(N,N’)←Ð N ≅ N’ ∧ ¬( (N,E) ∧ (M,E) ∧
40 ¬( (N’,E’) ∧ (M’,E’) ∧ M ≗ M’)).
Figure 30. CIQLog rules for intensional data graph relations
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L(id,RN)∧pos(id, i)where id is a new value invention term not used in the
rest of the program. ¿ird, we use RN(n,m) for (n, id) ∧ (m, id) ∧
L(id,RN) ∧ pos(id, id′) where id and id′ are new value invention terms not
used in the rest of the program. In the latter case, we do not care about
the actual edge position and thus allow an arbitrary one. It should only be
used if (n,RN) /∈ O.
6.5 NON-RECURS IVE C IQLOG
Given these low numbers of actually used relations, the evaluation of CIQLog
queries prots from precomputing of or providing special access operators
to most or all of the derived relations discussed before. ¿is allows us to
dene the nal sub-language of CIQLog, non-recursive or single-rule CIQLog.
A non-recursive CIQLog program consists in a single, non-recursive CIQLog
rule (that may use any of the data graph relations). ¿us its semantics can,
given special access operators or precomputation of all data graph relations,
be specied without use of a xpoint or similar recursion construct as
shown in Table 5. Yet such programs are equivalent to CIQLogwR programs
comprised of the single rule of the original program and the rules from
Figure 30 for the derived data graph relations. Note, that for non-recursive
CIQLog the restriction to a single-rule has no eect on expressiveness due
to disjunction in rule bodies and conditional construction in the head.
Single-rule CIQLog considerably simplies the correctness proofs in Part III
as well as the transformation to CIQCAG.
We assume in the following that the head of a single-rule CIQLog program
is not matched against its body. ¿is can be achieved by adding a root
node to the head of that rule with a label that is not matched by an added
root node test in the body (and connections between that root node and
all nodes and edges in the query). In the following, we omit these parts of
a CIQLog rule when talking about non-recursive CIQLog.
Precomputing these relations is acceptable for unary or integer-valued
relations such as Lab, @ or indeg. However, for node-node or edge-edge
relations such as path relations, order relations or equivalence relations,
the space cost may be prohibitive and thus specialized operators might be
preferable.
Using the approaches outlined in the following sections, we obtain for
all CIQLog relations (except deep equal) constant membership test at a space
cost of onlyO(∣D∣) = O(∣N∣+ ∣E∣). On tree data, this is obviouslyO(∣N∣).
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6.5.1 reachability in data graphs
Order and path relations can be seen as variants of reachability on the un-
derlying base relations. For tree data, membership in closure relations can
be tested in constant or almost constant time (e.g., using interval encodings
[86] or other labeling schemes such as [200]). However, for graph data
this is not so obvious. Fortunately, there has been considerable research
on reachability or closure relations and their indexing in arbitrary graph
data in recent years. Table 7 summarizes the most relevant approaches for
our work. ¿eoretically, we can obtain constant time for the membership
test if we store the full transitive closure matrix. However, for large graphs
this is clearly infeasible. ¿erefore, two classes of approaches have been
developed that allow with signicantly lower space to obtain sub-linear
time for membership test.
¿e rst class are based on the idea of a 2-hop cover [76]: Instead of
storing a full transitive closure, we allow that reachable nodes are reached
via at most one other node (i.e., in two “hops”). More precisely, each node
n is labeled with two connection sets, in(n) and out(n). in(n) contains a
set of nodes that can reach n, out(n) a set of nodes that are reachable from
n. Both sets are assigned in such a way, that a nodem is reachable from
n i out(n) ∪ in(m) ≠ ∅. Unfortunately, computing the optimal 2-hop
cover is NP-hard and even advanced approximation algorithms [189] have
still rather high complexity.
A dierent approach [5, 70, 199, 195] is to use interval encoding for label-
ing a tree core and treating the remaining non-tree edges separately. ¿is
allows for sublinear or even constant membership test, though constant
membership test incurs lower but still considerable indexing cost, e.g., in
Dual Labeling [199] where a full transitive closure over the non-tree edges
is build. GRIPP [195] and SSPI [70] use a dierent trade-o by attaching
additional interval labels to non-tree edges. ¿is leads to linear index size
and time at the cost of increased query time.
For a specialized reachability test operator in CIQLogwe can choose any of
the approaches. For the following, we assume constant time membership,
since that is easily achieved on trees and feasible with approaches such as
Dual Labeling even for graphs.
6.5.2 equivalence in data graphs
Most of the equivalence relations can, again, be easily computed from
unary base relations such as L. However, this is not the case for deep
equality. Indeed, the deep equality comes at a considerable higher cost
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approach characteristics query time index time index size
Shortest path [174] no index O(n + e) – –
Transitive closure full reachability matrix O(1) O(n3) O(n2)
2-Hop [76] 2-hop covera O(√e) ≤ O(n) O(n4) O(n ⋅ √e)
HOPI [189] 2-hop cover, improved approximation al-
gorithm
O(√e) ≤ O(n) O(n3) O(n ⋅ √e)
Graph labeling [5] interval-based tree labeling and propaga-
tion of intervals of non-tree descendants.
O(n)b O(n3) O(n2)c
SSPI [70] interval-based tree labeling and recursive
traversal of non-tree edges
O(e − n) O(n + e) O(n + e)
Dual labeling [199] interval-based tree labeling and transitive
closure over non-tree edges
O(1)d O(n + e + e3g) O(n + e2g)
GRIPP [195] interval-based tree labeling plus additional
interval labels for edges with incoming
non-tree edges
O(e − n) O(n + e) O(n + e)
a Index time for approximation algorithm in [76].
b More precisely, the number of intervals per node. E.g., in a bipartite graph this can be up to n, but in most
(sparse) graphs this is likely considerably lower than n.
c More precisely, the total number of interval labels.
d [199] introduces also a variant of dual labeling withO(log eg) query time using a, in practical cases, considerably
smaller index. However, worst case index size remains unchanged.
Table 7. Cost of Membership Test for Closure Relations. n, e: number of nodes, edges
in the data, eg: number of non-tree edges, i.e., if T(D) is a spanning tree for Dwith
edges ET(D), then eg = ∣ED ∖ ET(D)∣.
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than, e.g., label equality, in particular if the data is unordered. First, if the
data is fully ordered and LO = L then deep equal is in O(j(∣E∣)) where E
are the edges of the data graph. ¿e same applies if either edge or node
labels are keys, i.e., partition the child nodes of each node in the data in
singleton sets. A straightforward parallel traversal of the two subgraphs
suces to test equivalence. In case of XML data, e.g., the data is ordered
except for attributes. Attribute labels, however, are keys and thus do not
need to be ordered for linear time complexity.
If the data is tree shaped but unordered, deep equal reduces to general
tree isomorphism which can still be solved in linear time due to [126].
Moreover, for composition-free languages such as non-recursive CIQLogwR
or single-rule CIQLog where invented nodes are never queried and thus
node invention can be seen as a post-processing step, deep equal does not
add to the expressiveness of the query language if the data is tree shaped
(cf. [144] on composition-free XQuery).
If the deep equality is not injective, but the data graph-shaped the com-
plexity becomes polynomial as the problem essentially reduces to bisimula-
tion [88]. However, on unordered graphs testing injective deep join of two
nodes subsumes to graph isomorphism and thus is commonly believed
to exhibit no polynomial algorithm (regardless of whether we consider
the full subgraph or only the children or adjacent nodes for injectivity).
However, even for this general case there exist reasonably fast algorithms,
e.g., [158, 96].
¿us in presence of deep equal we either have to accept that member-
ship tests for deep equal induce considerable, in most cases exponential
additional cost, or we have to reconcile to precomputation of deep equal
(which can be done once at a cost ofO(∣N∣2 ⋅ ∣E∣∣E∣) time). Obviously this
relation can be precomputed in O(n2 × n) for tree data. Using subtree
isomorphism algorithms, we can further reduce the time complexity by a
linear factor. Whether there is a better algorithm for precomputing this
relation in the general case, remains an open problem.
As a closing remark on deep equality over graphs, notice that the pre-
computation does not subsume to subgraph isomorphism.¿is is due to
the fact, that deep equal considers only two nodes together with all their
respective descendants. General subgraph isomorphism considers any
node induced subgraph of the target graph (or any connected subgraph
for connected subgraph isomorphism).
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Figure 31. Exemplary Query Graphs
6.5.3 examples
To illustrate, that the restriction to non-recursive CIQLog (with all data
graph relations) still yields many interesting queries, we discuss a few
examples of non-recursive CIQLog queries and, in a preview of Part III,
show counterparts in Xcerpt or XQuery.
Let us rst consider only the bodies of CIQLog rules. Figure 31 shows
graphical representations for four such CIQLog rule bodies (or queries)
against the data from Figure 24. ¿is common, intuitive representation
of queries as graphs is used throughout this paper: Query variables are
represented as nodes with labels and values, as well as root nodes repre-
sented as in data graphs. Edges annotated with relation names represent
atoms connecting query variables. Answer variables are marked by darker
rectangles whereas normal variables are indicated by lighter circles.
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¿e rst query (Figure (a)) selects paper authors that are also members
(of the pc) at a named conference. Although the visual representation is
already graph-, rather than tree-shaped, this query can still be expressed
in XPath (using abbreviated syntax for closure axis), which, if we disregard
functions and equality, only expresses tree-shaped queries.
/conference//paper/author[text() =
2 /conference[@title]/member/text()]
¿e following gives the textual representation of the query as a CIQLog rule
body (assuming only v3 occurs in the head and is thus the only answer
variable):←Ð L(v1,conference) ∧ child+(v1,v2) ∧
2 L(v2,paper) ∧ child(v2,v3) ∧ L(v3,author) ∧ value(v3,v4) ∧
L(v5,conference) ∧ attr(v5,v8) ∧ L(v8,title) ∧ child+(v5,v6) ∧
4 L(v6,member) ∧ value(v6, v7) ∧ ≅(v4, v7).
Path relations are abbreviated here since the label sets are singleton in all
cases.
On the other hand, the second query (Figure (a)), though still unary,
already requires a language with multiple variables such as XQuery or
Xcerpt. Intuitively, this is the case so as to be able to express that matched
bindings for v4 and v6 are connected to the same binding for v1. In XQuery,
e.g., Qb1 can be expressed as
for $c in /conference[@title], $a in $c//paper/author
2 where $c/member = $a
return $a
It selects an author only if he is also a (pc) member at the same conference.
Where the dierence between the two queries is quite large in XQuery,
CIQLog uses nearly the same queries omitting the label test for the second
conference node and connecting all its children to v1:
1 ←Ð L(v1,conference) ∧ attr(v1,v7) ∧ L(v7,title) ∧ child+(v1,v2) ∧
L(v2,paper) ∧ child(v2,v3) ∧ L(v3,author) ∧ value(v3,v4) ∧
3 child+(v1,v5) ∧ L(v5,member) ∧ value(v5, v6) ∧ ≅(v4, v6).
Finally, the two queriesQa2 andQb2 show how the same query intent (viz.,
to select papers that are cited in two dierent papers at the same conference
together with the name of that conference) can be expressed dierently:Qa2
uses a negated equality condition between to ensure that its two dierent
papers, Qb2 uses order to ensure the same. However, the two queries are
only equivalent if (a) child edges outgoing from conferences are ordered
and (b) if there are nomulti-edges between conferences and papers (which
is always the case if the data is tree shaped). Otherwise,≪+ is no longer
necessarily anti-reexive.
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Both queries can be expressed only in languages with multiple vari-
ables. ¿e following Xcerpt query term is equivalent to query Qa2 (up to
representation of id/idref links):
1 conference{{
paper{{ cite{{
3 var Paper → idvar cited @ paper{{ }} }} }}
paper{{ cite{{
5 idvar cited @ paper{{ }} }} }}
name{{ var Name }} }}
Notice, that the anti-join is not expressed explicitly, but rather guaranteed
by Xcerpt’s injective mapping for sibling nodes (cf. [188] and Chapters 3
and 7). In CIQLog, we obtain:
←Ð L(v1,conference) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ child(v1,v5) ∧
2 L(v2,paper) ∧ attr(v2,v3) ∧ L(v3,cite) ∧ ref(v3,v4) ∧ L
(v4,paper) ∧
L(v5,paper) ∧ attr(v5, v6) ∧ L(v6,cite) ∧ ref(v6,v7) ∧ L
(v7,paper) ∧
4 ≐(v4, v7) ∧ ¬( ≅(v2,v5) ) ∧ attr(v1,v8) ∧ L(v8,title).
Finally, Qb2 can be expressed in XQuery as follows:
for $c in /conference, $n in $c/name, $p1 in $c/paper,
2 $cited = $p1/@cite->paper
where (some $p2 in $c/paper satisfies $p1 << $p2 and
4 (some $cited2 in $p2/@cite->paper
satisfies $cited is $cited2))
6 return ($cited, $name)
For CIQLog, the textual form is mostly as Qa2 , but uses in line 4≪+ instead
of a negated identity equivalence. In CIQLog, the child relation between
v1 and v5 is implied by the order relation between v2 and v5 and may be
omitted (this can be achieved in XQuery by using the optional following
axis).
←Ð L(v1,conference) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ child(v1,v5) ∧
2 L(v2,paper) ∧ attr(v2,v3) ∧ L(v3,cite) ∧ ref(v3,v4) ∧ L
(v4,paper) ∧
L(v5,paper) ∧ attr(v5, v6) ∧ L(v6,cite) ∧ ref(v6,v7) ∧ L
(v7,paper) ∧
4 ≐(v4, v7) ∧ ≪+(v2, v5) ∧ attr(v1,v8) ∧ L(v8,title).
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7.1 INTRODUCT ION
In Part I, we have introduced Xcerpt 2.0 as an example of a versatile Web
query language and argued that versatility is increasingly becoming an
essential requirement for Web queries. With CIQLog we have the formal
foundation to demonstrate how to translate queries in dierent languages
and on dierent data formats into the same formal framework that can be
evaluated using the CIQCAG algebra introduced in Part IV.
¿e following discussion of the translation of Xcerpt 2.0 starts with a
fragment only, viz. non-recursive, single-rule Core Xcerpt which can be
translated into a single non-recursive CIQLog rule (and thus be evaluated
by a single CIQCAG expression). We rst dene that fragment and its syntax
in Section 7.2, then illustrate its semantics along examples in Section 7.3.
¿e semantics is fully aligned with full Xcerpt. ¿e actual translation of
non-recursive, single-rule Xcerpt is covered in Section 7.4 and concluded
by an outlook towards the translation of full Xcerpt in Section 7.5.
7.2 NON-RECURS IVE , S INGLE -RULE CORE XCERPT
We choose a fragment of the rule-based, Web and Semantic Web query
language Xcerpt [188]. Before we characterize the language fragment, this
chapter gives a brief recall of some of Xcerpt’s most relevant features in the
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context of this translation. For a proper introduction please see Chapter 3
and [188].
Introducing
Xcerpt
An Xcerpt program consists of a nite set of Xcerpt rules. ¿e rules of a
program are used to derive new, or transform existing, data from existing
data (i.e. the data being queried). Construct rules are used to produce
intermediate results while goal rules form the output of programs.
While Xcerpt works directly on XML or RDF data, it has its own data for-
mat for modeling XML documents or RDF graphs, viz. Xcerpt data terms.
For example, theXML snippet <book><title>White Mughals</title></book>
corresponds to the data term book [ title [ "White Mughals"] ]. ¿e
data term syntax makes it easy to reference XML document structures in
queries and extends XML slightly, most notably by allowing unordered
data and making references rst class citizens (thus moving from a tree to
a proper graph data model).
For instance, in the following query the construct rule denes data about
books and their authors which is then queried by the goal. Intuitively, the
rules can be read as deductive rules (like in, say, Datalog): if the body (a er
FROM) holds, then the head (following CONSTRUCT or GOAL) holds. A rule
with an empty body is interpreted as a fact, i.e., the head always holds.
GOAL
2 authors [ var X ]
FROM
4 book [[ author [ var X ] ]]
END
6
CONSTRUCT book [ title [ "White Mughals" ],
8 author [ "William Dalrymple" ] ] END
Terms Xcerpt query terms are used for querying data terms and intuitively
describe patterns of data terms. Query terms are used with a pattern
matching technique1 to match data terms. Query terms can be congured
to take partiality and/or ordering of the underlying data terms into account
during matching (indicated by dierent types of brackets). Query terms
may also contain (logic) variables. If so, successful matching with data
terms results in variable bindings used by Xcerpt rules for deriving new
data terms. Matching, for instance, against the XML snippet above the
query term book [ title [ var X ] ] with results in the variable binding
{X/"White Mughals"}. In addition to the query term types discussed in
[187], we also consider non-injective ordered and unordered query terms
indicated by three braces or brackets, respectively.
1 Called simulation unication. For details of this technique, please refer to [187].
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Construct terms are essentially data terms with variables. ¿e variable
binding produced via query terms in the body of a rule can be applied
to the construct term in the head of the rule in order to derive new data
terms. For the example abovewe obtain the data term authors [ "William
Dalrymple"] as result.
Denition 7.1 (Non-recursive Single-rule Xcerpt). Let P be an Xcerpt
program. ¿en, P is a non-recursive, single-rule Xcerpt program, if it
consists of a single GOAL rule and arbitrary many data terms.
In other words, there is a single rule whose body is evaluated a given
set of data terms. If the body matches, the head is then evaluated given
the bindings generated by the body.
7.2.1 formal syntax
In the following, we omit some of Xcerpt’s more advanced features to
allow for a translation that is reasonably compact and easy to follow. ¿e
most prominent omitted features are query terms involving optional
or except and construct terms with some, first, declare blocks, order
specications, and conditions. Most of these limitations are purely for
presentation reasons and the omitted constructs can easily be integrated
in the translation presented here. ¿is is, however, not the case for except
which is not supported by non-recursive, single-rule CIQLog as it requires
composition, i.e., rst the sub-terms excluded by except are removed
from a surrounding sub-graph binding, then that binding is used in the
remainder of the query (e.g., for deep equality). ¿is can be realized by
multiple CIQLog rules, but not in non-recursive, single-rule CIQLog as dened
in Chapter 6.4.
Core XcerptWe call the resulting language fragment non-recursive, single-rule Core
Xcerpt, abbreviated as Xcerptcore,NR,SR and specify its full grammar in Fig-
ure 32 (using common EBNF-like notation).
¿e usual semantic restriction for Xcerpt rules apply, e.g., range restric-
tion (each variable occurring in the head must also occur positively in
each body disjunct where both not and without are considered as nega-
tive expressions); withoutmay not occur in total query terms (indicated
by single brackets or braces as in title [var X]); an identity variable can
only occur with idvar, a label variable only in label and term position, but
not with→, idvar, or position, a position variable only with position;
without and positionmay not occur for top-level terms; each referenced
term identier is dened somewhere; no term identier is dened twice.
Limitations of
the translation
In the following, we assume a few additional restrictions to allow for
a concise and easy to follow description of the translation: (1)We do not
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⟨rule⟩ ::= ‘GOAL’ ⟨cterm⟩ ‘FROM’ ⟨query⟩ ‘END’⟨cterm⟩ ::= (⟨identier⟩ ‘@’)? ⟨label⟩ ⟨hchildren⟩ | ‘"’ ⟨string⟩ ‘"’
| ⟨reference⟩ | ⟨id-variable⟩ | ⟨variable⟩
| ⟨grouping⟩⟨grouping⟩ ::= ‘all’ ⟨cterm⟩ ‘group-by’ ‘(’ ⟨variable⟩+ ‘)’⟨hchildren⟩ ::= ‘{’ ⟨cterm⟩* ‘}’ | ‘[’ ⟨cterm⟩* ‘]’⟨query⟩ ::= ‘and’ ‘(’ ⟨query⟩‘,’ ⟨query⟩ ‘)’
| ‘or’ ‘(’ ⟨query⟩‘,’ ⟨query⟩ ‘)’
| ‘not’ ‘(’ ⟨query⟩ ‘)’
| ⟨qterm⟩⟨qterm⟩ ::= ⟨term-id⟩? ⟨position⟩? ⟨label⟩ ⟨qchildren⟩ | ‘"’ ⟨string⟩
‘"’
| ⟨reference⟩
| ⟨variable⟩ (‘→’⟨qterm⟩)?
| (‘desc’ | ‘without’) ⟨qterm⟩⟨term-id⟩ ::= (⟨identier⟩ | ⟨id-variable⟩) ‘@’⟨reference⟩ ::= ‘^’ ⟨identier⟩⟨position⟩ ::= ‘position’ (⟨number⟩ | ⟨variable⟩)⟨qchildren⟩ ::= ‘{’ (⟨qterm⟩ ‘,’?)* ‘}’ | ‘[’ (⟨qterm⟩ ‘,’?)* ‘]’
| ‘{{’ (⟨qterm⟩ ‘,’?)* ‘}}’ | ‘[[’ (⟨qterm⟩ ‘,’?)* ‘]]’
| ‘{{{’ (⟨qterm⟩ ‘,’?)* ‘}}}’ | ‘[[[’ (⟨qterm⟩ ‘,’?)* ‘]]]’⟨variable⟩ ::= ‘var’ ⟨identier⟩⟨id-variable⟩ ::= ‘idvar’ ⟨identier⟩⟨label⟩ ::= ⟨variable⟩ | ⟨identier⟩ | ‘*’
Figure 32. Syntax of non-recursive, single-rule Core Xcerpt
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conference [
2 title [ "Storage Media" ] date [ "44 B.C." ]
p1 @ paper [ title [ "Wax Tablets" ]
4 ^p2 author [ "Cicero" ]
]
6 p2 @ paper [
^p1 author [ "Hirtius" ]
8 ]
pc[ member[ "Cicero" ] member[ "Atticus" ] ]
10 ]
Figure 33. Xcerptcore,NR,SR dataterm on conferences and papers
consider nested grouping lists as in
all a[var X, all (var Y, d)]
(2)Weconsider node injectivity instead of position injectivity formatching
injective term specications such as a{{b, var X}} or a{b, var X} where
b and var Xmust be connected by edges with dierent edge positions to a
in standard Xcerpt, where we consider that var X binds only to dierent
nodes than b. (3)We consider * as abbreviation for the Xcerpt regular
expression /.*/ that indicates that the label of a query term may be arbi-
trary. (4)We omit XML specicities present in full Xcerpt terms for such
as comments, processing-instructions, attributes, namespaces. (5)We nor-
malize grouping expressions (all . . . group-by) such that all free variables
in each grouping expression are listed in the group-by clause of that group-
ing. In full Xcerpt, this is not necessary but possible and yields a grouping
expression with the same semantics.
Xcerptcore,NR,SR
examples
Before we turn to a more detailed examination of the semantics of
Xcerpt query and construct terms in the following section, we give a rst
intuition by the following two examples on a slight simplication of the
data introduced in Section 5.5. Figure 33 shows a Core Xcerpt data term
where namespaces and comments are removed and attributes are changed
to elements, if compared to the data term from Section 5.5.
On that data term, the Xcerptcore,NR,SR rule in Figure 34 selects papers
containing “Cicero” as author and “puts them in a shelf”.
To illustrate the dierence between references and copies of query terms
consider the nal two rules and their query terms shown in Figure 35: the
le query term returns all papers such that there is another paper with at
least one (structurally) same author, the right hand returns only papers
where the identical author term is used in both cases (rather than just a
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GOAL
2 shelf{ all var X group-by(var X) }
FROM
4 conference{{
var X → paper{{
6 desc author{{ "Cicero" }} }} }}
END
Figure 34. Xcerptcore,NR,SR rule to extract Cicero’s papers to a shelf
1 GOAL
shelf{ all var X group-by(var
X) }
3 FROM
conference{{
5 var X → paper{{
author{{
7 var Y
}} }}
9 paper{{ author{{ var Y }} }}
}}
END
GOAL
2 shelf{ all var X group-by(var
X) }
FROM
4 conference{{
var X → paper{{
6 idvar A @ author{{
var Y
8 }} }}
paper{{ idvar A @ author }} }}
10 END
Figure 35. Structural versus identity equivalence in Xcerpt
structurally equivalent one).
7.3 XCERPT SEMANTICS BY EXAMPLE
An Xcerpt term is essentially a labeled list of children. In addition to the
label, we also record whether a term is ordered and, if it is a query term,
if it is total or partial injective or partial non-injective. Recall, that a query
term species a query by exemplifying (think QBE [205]) the shape of
the matched data terms. However, to be eective, we leave out certain
parts of that shape and focus only on the parts relevant to the query intent.
Leaving out certain parts is achieved by various forms of incompleteness:
regarding the structural relations by moving from child to descendant
relations (indicated by the desc keyword), regarding how complete the list
of given children is using the three latter properties above: If a query term
is total, there may be no children of a matching query term in addition
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to the ones matched by each of the query term’s children. If partial, there
may be additional ones. If the query term is in addition injective, each
of its children is mapped to a unique child of a matching data term. We
denote ordered query terms with square brackets, otherwise we use curly
braces. For total terms we use single such brackets, for partial injective
double, for partial non-injective triple.
¿e data term on conferences in Figure 33 serves as an example for total
terms since data (and construct) terms only contain this term type. Query
terms also contain partial terms as evidenced by the query examples in
Figures 34 and 35.
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Query term Data terms
T1 a{ } ≼ a{ }; a[ ]/≼ b{ }
T2 a[ ] ≼ a[ ]/≼ b{ }; a{ }
T3 a{ b } ≼ a{ b }/≼ a{ b, b }
T4 a{ b, b } ≼ a{ b, b }/≼ a{ b }; a{ b, b, b }
P1 a{{ b }} ≼ a{ b }; a{ c, b, d }; a{ b, b }/≼ a{ };
P2 a[[ b, c ]] ≼ a[ b, c ]; a[ d, b, e, c ]/≼ a[ c, b ]; a{ b, c }
I1 a{{{ b, b }}} ≼ a[ b ]; a{ c, b, d }; a{ b, b }/≼ a[ ]; a{ }
I2 a[[[ b, b, d ]]] ≼ a[ b, d ]; a[ c, b, d ];/≼ a[ d, b ]; a{ }
D1 a{ desc b } ≼ a[ b ]; a[ c{ b, e } ];/≼ a{ d, c{ b } };
D2 a{ desc b, desc c } ≼ a[ b, e[ c ] ];/≼ a{ b, c, d }; a{ e[b, c] };
D3 a{{ desc b, desc c }} ≼ a[ b, e[ c ] ]; a{ b, c, d };/≼ a{ e[b, c] };
D4 a{{{ desc b, desc c }}} ≼ a[b,e[c]]; a{b,c,d}; a{e[b,c]};
W1 a{{ b, without( c ), d }} ≼ a[ b, d ];/≼ a{ b, c, d }; a{ c, b, d };
W2 a[[ b, without( c ), d ]] ≼ a[ b, d ]; a[ c, b, d ];/≼ a[ b, c, d ];
W3 a[[ b, without( c, d ), ≼ a[ b, e ]; a[ b, c, e ];
e ]] /≼ a[ b, c, d, e ];
W4 a[[ b, without( c ), ≼ a[ b, e ];
without( d ), e ]] /≼ a[ b, c, e ]; a[ b, c, d, e ];
Table 9. Query terms and matching data (; separates dierent data terms)
matching query terms. Table 9 illustrates how these properties
aect the matching of query terms against data terms by example. For
space reasons, we omit in query terms empty double braces and in data
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term empty single braces, i.e., c reads c{{ }} in a query term and c{ } in
a data term. We denote matching using ≼ (simulation unication from
in [187], but here we consider only data terms on the right hand), non
matching with /≼.
¿e rst examples T1–T4 illustrate matching of ordered and unordered
total query terms. Note, that unordered query termsmatch against ordered
data terms (since the use of the curly braces indicates only that we do not
care about the order). In total query terms both terms have exactly the
same number of children in all cases. ¿is is what sets partial query terms
(P1–P2, I1–I2) apart from total query terms. Here, we may have additional
query terms in the data that are ignored. For partial non-injective query
terms (I1–I2), two children of the query may even match to the same data
term.
¿e remaining examples of Table 9 illustrate the two query term mod-
iers, desc and without. ¿e former allows matching at any depth (cf.
D1–D4). Totality and injectivity are still enforced between the children of
a matching data term (observe the dierence between D2, D3, and D4).
¿e latter forbids the existence of a data term matching its enclosed query
terms, cf. W1–W4. It may even take a list of query terms, in which case
(W3) the query fails, if the entire list (and not just some subset of it) fails.
¿is contrasts with the use of multiple withouts as in W4.
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Query term Data terms Bindings
V1 a{ var X } ≼ a[ b ]; {X/b}/≼ a{ }; a[ b, c ]
V2 a{{ var X }} ≼ a[ b, c ]; {X/b,X/c}/≼ a{ };
V3 a{{ var X, var X }} ≼ a[ b, b ]; a{ c, b, b, d } {X/b1,X/b2}/≼ a{ b, c }; a{ b }
V4 a{{{ var X, var X }}} ≼ a[ b, b ]; a{ c, b, b, d } {X/b1,X/b2}≼ a{ b } {X/b}/≼ a{ b, c };
V5 a{ var X{ var X } } ≼ a[ b{ "b"} ]; {X/“b”}/≼ a{ b, c };
V6 a{ var X → c, var X } ≼ a[ c, c ]; {X/b}/≼ a{ b, b };
V7 a{ desc var X } ≼ a[ c{ b, e[ f ] } ]; {X/c{...},X/b, X/e[...],X/f}/≼ a{ d, c{ b } };
V8 a{{var X, without(var X)}} ≼ a[ b ]; a[ b, c ]; {X/b}/≼ a{ b, b }; a[ b, b ];
Table 11. Query terms containing variables and their bindings
¿e last remaining feature of query terms are variables, the eect of
which on term matching is illustrated in Table 11: Essentially, a variable
matches any single term (or label, or position, or node, if so placed), but
matches are recorded in the bindings of the query. If a variable occurs mul-
tiple times (V3), the matched query terms must be structurally equivalent
(deep equal, cf. Section 5.6.6). A variable may occur as a label (V5), in
which case it is bound to the value of the label and can only match with
other labels or character data (as the “b” in V5). A variable may occur as
in a term restriction before→ (V6), in which case the right hand query
term restricts the matching bindings for X. Finally, it can be combined
with desc and without with the expected result (V7, V8).
instantiating construct terms. Once the body of a rule is
matched against the input data, the bindings for the answer variables can
be used to instantiate the construct term of an Xcerptcore,NR,SR rule. Again,
we illustrate the semantics of construct terms along a number of examples,
cf. Table 13, using the following binding tuples for answer variables X and
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Construct term Result data
C1 a{ b, c }
EÐ→ a{ b, c }
C2 a{ id @ b, ^id }
EÐ→ a{ id’ @ b, ^id’ }
C3 a{ var X }
EÐ→ a{ b1 }
C4 a{ var X, var Y }
EÐ→ a{ b1, c1 }
G1 a{ all var X group-by(var X)}
EÐ→ a{ b1, b2, b3[e, f] }
G2 all a{ var X group-by(var X)}
EÐ→ a{ b1 }, a{ b2 }, a{ b3[e, f] }
G3 all a{ all var X group-by(var X),
EÐ→ a{ b1, b2, b3[e, f], c1 },
var Y } group-by(var Y) a{ b1, b3[e, f], c2 }
G4 all a{ } group-by(var Y)
EÐ→ a{ }, a{ }
Table 13. Construct terms and their instantiation
Y:
B = {{X/b1,Y/c1},{X/b2,Y/c1},{X/b3[e, f],Y/c1},{X/b1,Y/c2},{X/b3[e, f],Y/c2}}
If a construct term contains no variables (C1–C2), the only resulting
data term has the exact same shape, possibly renaming local identiers
for references (C2). If it contains variables outside grouping expressions
(C3, C4) these are instantiated by some of their bindings (we choose here
the rst binding). Grouping expressions iterate over the bindings of their
grouping variables and instantiate their contained construct term once for
each binding tuple of the grouping variables. ¿e scope of the grouping
expression denes, in this case which parts of the construct term are
repeated (G1, G2). It is not necessary that the contained construct terms
actually contain the occurrences of the grouping variables (G4), though
that is usually the case. Employing nested grouping terms as in G3, we can
create complex nestings of related bindings, here, e.g., for each binding of
Y the corresponding bindings of X are grouped as siblings.
7.4 TRANSLAT ING NON-RECURS IVE CORE XCERPT
With the syntax and intuitive semantics of Xcerptcore,NR,SR established, we
can turn to the actual translation.¿e translation is split in three parts, the
translation of construct terms to CIQLog rule heads, the translation of query
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terms to CIQLog rule bodies, and the “glue”, the translation of Xcerptcore,NR,SR
rules to CIQLog rules. We start o with the translation of rules and a “grand
example” that illustrates the principles of the translations. ¿e details of
construct and query term translation are discussed in the remainder of
this section.
7.4.1 rules
Recall, that a Xcerptcore,NR,SR program consists of a single Core Xcerpt GOAL
rule. Such a rule is translated by the trXcerpt translation function: as follows:
trXcerpt⟨GOAL head FROM query END⟩ = C ←Ð Q where (E ,Q) = tq⟨body⟩
C = tc(E)⟨head⟩
It translates the body rst, redirecting the resulting environment con-
taining associations of Xcerpt (answer) variables to CIQLog variables to the
translation of the head of the input rule. Finally, the translation of the body
and head are combined into the translation of the full rule. ¿e translation
functions for head and body, tc and tq, are dened below in Sections 7.4.2
and Section 7.4.3. Here and in the following, we denote the set of common
edge labels with L = {child,comment,value}.
examples. Before turning to the precise denitions of those transla-
tion functions, let us return to the example data and rule from Figures 33
and 34.
Xcerpt data terms can be translated to CIQLog (thus giving a formal
denition for the mapping described in Section 5.5) by the translation
function for Xcerpt rule heads using an empty environment as input. ¿e
environment can be empty since it is responsible only for passing Xcerpt
to CIQLog variable mappings and data terms contain no Xcerpt variables.
¿e data termD in Figure 33 is translated by tc(∅)⟨D⟩ into the following
CIQLog rule:
root(id1) ∧ L(id1, conference) ∧ OL(id1) ∧ child(id1, id2, order(⊺,1)) ∧ child
(id1, id3, order(⊺,2)) ∧ child(id1, id4, order(⊺,3)) ∧ child(id1, id5,
order(⊺,4)) ∧ child(id1, id6, order(⊺,5)) ∧
2 L(id2, title) ∧ OL(id2) ∧ value(id2, id21, order(⊺,1)) ∧ L(id21, "Storage
Media") ∧
L(id3, date) ∧ OL(id3) ∧ value(id3, id31, order(⊺,1)) ∧ L(id31, "44 B.C.") ∧
4 L(id4, paper) ∧ OL(id4) ∧ child(id4, id41, order(⊺,1)) ∧ child(id4, id5,
order(⊺,2)) ∧ child(id4, id42, order(⊺,3)) ∧
L(id41, title) ∧ OL(id41) ∧ value(id41, id411, order(⊺,1)) ∧ L(id411, "Wax
Tablets") ∧
6 L(id42, author) ∧ OL(id42) ∧ value(id42, id421, order(⊺,1)) ∧ L(id421,
"Cicero") ∧
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Figure 36. Resulting CIQLog rule
L(id5, paper) ∧ OL(id5) ∧ child(id5, id4, order(⊺,1)) ∧ child(id5, id51,
order(⊺,2)) ∧
8 L(id51, author) ∧ OL(id51) ∧ value(id51, id511, order(⊺,1)) ∧ L(id511,
"Hirtius") ∧
L(id6, pc) ∧ OL(id6) ∧ child(id6, id61, order(⊺,1)) ∧ child(id6, id62,
order(⊺,2)) ∧
10 L(id61, member) ∧ OL(id61) ∧ value(id61, id611, order(⊺,1)) ∧ L(id611,
"Cicero") ∧
L(id62, member) ∧ OL(id62) ∧ value(id62, id621, order(⊺,1)) ∧ L(id621,
"Atticus") ←Ð true.
¿e relations are all ordered as the data term is deliberately similar to the
XML fragment from Section 5.3 and thus contains only ordered terms.
However, in general, Xcerpt data terms may also contain unordered terms.
Here, and in the following we use two abbreviations for head formulas:
1 child(id1(x⃗1),id2(x⃗2),o)
where o is some order term and x⃗1, x⃗2 are variable lists, abstracts the edge
construction necessary in CIQLog and thus is an abbreviation for (with idN
a new identier):
1 source(id1(x⃗1),idN(x⃗2)),, sink(id2(x⃗2),idN(x⃗2)),,
position(idN(x⃗2),o))
In the same way, child(id1(x⃗1),id2(x⃗2)) is an abbreviation for ((with
idN, idM new identiers):
source(id1(x⃗1),idN(x⃗2)),, sink(id2(x⃗2),idN(x⃗2)),,
position(idN(x⃗2),idM(x⃗2))
To illustrate the full translation, rst consider the following very simple
Xcerpt rule selecting all authors of papers and grouping them under a new
root authors:
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Figure 37. CIQLog rule for Xcerpt program from Figure 34
1 GOAL
authors{ all var X group-by(var X) }
3 FROM
conference{{ desc paper{{ var X → author }} }}
5 END
If we translate this Xcerpt rule to CIQLog we obtain the query visualized
in Figure 36 (using the visualization from Chapter 6 and additionally
depicting the scope of a grouping variable by red rectangles as well as
query variables used in the head by directed connections ).
1 root(id1) ∧ L(id1, authors) ∧ child(id1, id2(v3)) ∧ deep-copy(v3, id2(v3))←Ð root(v1) ∧ L(v1, conference) ∧ child+(v1, v2) ∧ L(v2, paper) ∧ child
(v2, v3) ∧ L(v3, author).
Finally, we reconsider the example rule from Figure 34, an Xcerpt rule
querying that data and selecting all papers with author “Cicero” and “puts
them on a shelf ”. Applying trXcerpt to that rule yields the CIQLog program
depicted in Figure 37 and given in textual form in the following:
root(id1) ∧ L(id1, shelf) ∧ child(id1, id2(v2)) ∧ deep-copy(v2, id2(v2))
2 ←Ð root(v1) ∧ L(v1, conference) ∧ child(v1, v2) ∧ L(v2, paper) ∧ child+
(v2, v3) ∧ L(v3, author) ∧ value(v3, v4), L(v4, "Cicero").
7.4.2 construct terms
With the intuition from the above examples, the translation of construct
terms using tc can be discussed in more detail. ¿e full specication of tc
and its helper functions tcterm, for translating actual construct terms, and
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tclabel, for translating labels of construct terms, is given in Table 16. We
normalize construct terms such that there are no variables outside (all)
grouping terms. If there are such variables we wrap an all around the en-
tire construct term with the all variables outside any other all as grouping
variables. For instance, a{var X} becomes all a{var X} group-by(var X).
tc adds a root atom and then delegates the translation to tcterm. ¿is al-
lows us to translate all query terms in the sameway, yet yields the necessary
root atom for top-level query terms. tcterm is called with the environment E
as only parameter which is passed to tc by trXcerpt and contains themappings
form Xcerpt variables to CIQLog query variables in the translation of the
rule body. We write E ++ (X,v) to add a mapping from the Xcerpt variable
X to the CIQLog variable v into E . In addition to those mappings, we let the
environment contain the current grouping (or iteration) variables, a se-
quence accessed as E .iter. We use list concatenation (○) to append variables
to E .iter. tcterm returns a pair (C,v)where C is the CIQLog formula resulting
from the translation of the passed Xcerpt expression and v the variable
associated with the top-level node in the translation of the expression.
For each kind of construct term, there is a matching rule for tcterm
in Table 16. ¿e translation of most cases is fairly straightforward. ¿e
most involved cases are the structure terms (the rst two cases) where we
distinguish ordered and unordered terms. For both, we translate the child
terms and connect their top-level variables to the variable of the current
term by either child or value. ¿e label is translated using the helper
function tclabel (which distinguishes between the translation of plain labels
and of variables). Strings are translated like terms with empty, unordered
term lists (case 3); references (like the term identier part of a structured
term) by retrieving an existing CIQLog variable for the Xcerpt identier tid
or creating a new one and storing that mapping in the environment E (case
4). Standard variables are translated using deep-copy, id-variables by simply
retrieving the mapped query variable (recall that rules are range restricted
and thus such a binding always exists), case 5–6. Finally, grouping terms
are translated by adding the grouping variables to the sequence of iteration
variables used for the translation of all contained construct terms, case 7.
examples. We conclude the illustration of the translation function for
construct terms by a collection of construct terms from Table 13 together
with their CIQLog translation. Table 18 shows the translation to CIQLog for
some of these construct terms. For convenience, we use X and Y to denote
the query variables mapped to X and Y in a given environment E , i.e.,E(X) and E(Y). Recall, that the result is an expression containing some
query variables that are replaced with their bindings for each binding tuple
in turn.
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function term CIQLog expression
tc(E)⟨cterm⟩ = root(v)∧C where (E ′,C,v) = tcterm(E)⟨cterm⟩
tcterm(E)⟨tid @ label{t1, . . . , tk}⟩ = (Ek, r1(v,n1) ∧ . . .∧ rk(v,nk) ∧ L∧ C1 ∧ . . .∧ Ck,v)
where v = E(tid) if defined, otherwise v = id(E .iter) with id new identifier
L = tclabel(E ,v)⟨label⟩
ri = VALUE if ti is "string", ri = CHILD otherwiseE0 = E ++ (tid,v) (Ei,Ci,ni) = tcterm(Ei−1)⟨ti⟩
tcterm(E)⟨tid @ label[t1, . . . , tk]⟩ = (Ek, r1(v,n1,order(⊺, 1,E .iter)) ∧ . . . ∧ rk(v,nk, order(⊺, k,E .iter)) ∧
O(v, CHILD) ∧ L∧ C1 ∧ . . .∧ Ck,v)
where v = E(tid) if defined, otherwise v = id(E .iter) with id new identifier
ri = VALUE if ti is "string", ri = CHILD otherwise
L = tclabel(E ,v)⟨label⟩E0 = E ++ (tid,v) (Ei,Ci,ni) = tcterm(Ei−1)⟨ti⟩
tcterm(E)⟨"string"⟩ = (E ,L,v) where v = id(E .iter) with id new identifier
L = tclabel(E ,v)⟨string⟩
tcterm(E)⟨^tid⟩ = (E ++ (tid,v),⊺,v),v) where v = E(tid) if defined, otherwise
v = id(E .iter) with id new identifier
tcterm(E)⟨var X⟩ = (E , deep-copy(E(X),v),v) where v = id(E .iter) and id new identifier
tcterm(E)⟨idvar X⟩ = (E ,⊺,E(X))
tcterm(E)⟨all t group-by(X1,. . .,Xn)⟩ = tcterm(E ′)⟨t⟩ where E ′ = E with E ′.iter = E .iter ○ [E(X1), . . . ,E(Xn)]
tclabel(E ,v)⟨label⟩ = L(v, label)
tclabel(E ,v)⟨var X⟩ = ≅ (v,E(X))
Table 16. Translating Xcerpt construct terms
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Construct term CIQLog expression
C1 a{ b, c }
tcÐ→ root(id1) ∧ L(id1,a) ∧ child(id1,id2) ∧
L(id2,b) ∧ child(id1,id3) ∧ L(id3,c)
C2 a[ id @ b, ^id ]
tcÐ→ root(id1) ∧ L(id1,a) ∧ OL(id1)child(id1,id2,order(⊺,1)) ∧ L(id2,b) ∧
child(id1,id2,order(⊺,2))
C3 a{ var X }
tcÐ→ normalized to G2.
G1 a{ all var X group-by(var X)}
tcÐ→ root(id1) ∧ L(id1,a) ∧ child(id1,id2(X)) ∧
deep-copy(X, id2(X))
G2 all a{ var X group-by(var X)}
tcÐ→ root(id1(X)) ∧ L(id1(X),a) ∧
child(id1(X),id2(X)) ∧ deep-copy(X, id2(X))
G3 all a{ all var X group-by(var X),
var Y } group-by(var Y)
tcÐ→ root(id1(Y)) ∧ L(id1(Y),a) ∧child(id1(Y),id2(Y, X)) ∧ deep-copy(X, id2(Y, X)) ∧
child(id1(Y),id3(Y)) ∧ deep-copy(Y, id3(Y))
G4 all a{ } group-by(var Y)
tcÐ→ root(id1(Y)) ∧ L(id1(Y),a)
Table 18. Construct terms and their CIQLog translations
7.4.3 queries and query terms
Bodies of Xcerpt rules are translated using tq. Again, we us an environ-
ment E to record already established mappings between Xcerpt and CIQLog
variables. For queries we do not record iteration or grouping variables as
there are no grouping expression in queries. ¿e environment additionally
contains isLabel(X) and isTerm(X,v) terms for Xcerpt variables X and CIQLog
variables v.¿e former indicates that X is known to have occurred as a label
variable. ¿e latter that X has occurred in term position and is represented
by y in the CIQLog expression. ¿ese are used to establish proper variable
occurrences in label and term position. As before, we use ++ to add these
terms to a given environment E . We do use an additional helper structure
for the translation of query terms, viz. V = (v↑,V←,V→, r↑, r←, r→), and
denote each component by V .V←, etc. and with () the empty V . V holds
the CIQLog variable for the parent term of the term to be translated (v↑), the
variables for le and right siblings of that term (V← and V→, respectively)
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and the relations to these variables (r↑ for parent, r← for le siblings, r→
for right siblings).
An Xcerpt rule body is rst translated using tq which takes care of all
top-level disjunction, conjunction, or negations. Note, that for disjunctions
and conjunctions we propagate the environment return by the translation
of the rst operand (E1 in case 2 and 3) to the translation of the second
operand. ¿us Xcerpt variables occurring in both disjuncts are mapped to
the same CIQLog variable. ¿is assumes that, as usual, non-answer variables
are standardized apart for each disjunct. A er translating any top-level
expressions, we turn to the evaluation of the top-level query terms which
we root and translate using tqterm (case 5 of trXcerpt). tqterm carries, in addition
to the Xcerpt term to be translated, three parameters: the environmentE , a CIQLog variable for the current term (which may be  indicating that
no variable has been allocated for the term yet), and the context variablesV . Initially, there is no CIQLog variable for the current term yet (and thus
the second parameter is ) and also no context variables V as a top-level
Xcerpt term has no parent or sibling terms.
As for tcterm, tqterm is specied by one case for each of the possible query
terms. Cases 1–6 cover “prexes” of full query terms, e.g., term identiers,
term restrictions, position specications, or descendant modiers. Cases
7–10 cover the four basic query term kinds, structured (case 7), character
data (case 8), reference (case 9), and variable (case 10). Finally, case 11
covers without with may contain an entire term list and is thus a bit of the
“odd man out” in the translation of query terms.
For tqterm, we use ve helper functions depicted in Table 22. (1) Bottom
up, tqstruct creates a CIQLog expression for all the relations in a given V with
a given current variable vcurr. It is used for the translation of each of the
base term kinds (case 7–10 of tqterm). (2) tqvar turns a Xcerpt variable into
a CIQLog variable using the specied equivalence relation eq. If the Xcerpt
variable is already dened in the current environment the stored CIQLog
variable is retrieved and an equivalence atom is emitted, otherwise we
simply record a new mapping from the given Xcerpt X variable to the
CIQLog variable v. A special treatment of label variables as in the translation
of construct terms is provided. (3) tqlabel translates just the label of a struc-
tured term: if it is the wildcard *, no relation is added (any node fullls that
restriction), if it is a proper label a corresponding label relation is omitted,
if it is variable a similar translation as for tqvar takes place but we mark
the variable by isLabel in the environment to ensure that other occurrences
of that variable are connected using ≅ and no other equivalence relation.
(4) tqchild translates child lists of a structure term selected by the CIQLog
variable v↑. Basically, it distinguishes the six term list types (total, partial
injective, partial non-injective, each combined with order or unorder) and
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function term CIQLog expression
tq⟨query⟩ = tq(∅)⟨query⟩
tq(E)⟨and(t1, t2)⟩ = (E2,(Q1∧Q2)) where (E1,Q) = tq(E)⟨t1⟩ (E2,Q) = tq(E1)⟨t2⟩
tq(E)⟨or(t1, t2)⟩ = (E2,(Q1∨Q2)) where (E1,Q) = tq(E)⟨t1⟩ (E2,Q) = tq(E1)⟨t2⟩
tq(E)⟨not(t)⟩ = (E ′,¬(Q)) where (E ′,Q) = tq(E)⟨t⟩
tq(E)⟨qterm⟩ = (E ′,root(r)∧Q) where (E ′, r,Q) = tqterm(E ,,())⟨qterm⟩
tqterm(E ,v,V)⟨tid @ t⟩ = (E ′,{v},Q) where v = E(tid) if defined otherwise, if v = , v new variable(E ′,V ,Q) = tqterm(E ++ (tid,v),v,V)⟨t⟩
tqterm(E ,v,V)⟨idvar X @ t⟩ = (E ′′,{v},E∧Q) where v = E(tid) if defined otherwise, if v = , v new variable(E ′,E) = tqvar(E ,v,≐)⟨X⟩(E ′′,V ,Q) = tqterm(E ′,v,V)⟨t⟩
tqterm(E ,v,V)⟨position num @ t⟩ = (E ′,{v},@L(v, num)∧Q where if v = , v new variable(E ′,V ,Q) = tqterm(E ,v,V)⟨t⟩
tqterm(E ,v,V)⟨position var X @ t⟩ = (E ′′,{v},E∧Q where if v = , v new variable(E ′,E) = tqvar(E ,v,=@)⟨X⟩(E ′′,V ,Q) = tqterm(E ′,v,V)⟨t⟩
tqterm(E ,v,V)⟨var X → t⟩ = (E ′′′,{v},E′∧Q where if v = , v new variable(E ′,E) = tqvar(E ,v,≗)⟨X⟩
if isLabel(X) ∈ E , E′ = E ∧ outdeg(v,0) otherwise
E′ = E and E ′′ = E ′ ++ {isTerm(X,v)}(E ′′′,V ,Q) = tqterm(E ′′,V)⟨t⟩
tqterm(E ,v,V)⟨desc t⟩ = (E ′′,{v},Fstruct∧Q where if v = , v new variable
Fstruct = tqstruct(v,V)(E ′′,V ,Q) = tqterm(E ,,(v,∅,∅, pathL∗,⊺,⊺))⟨t⟩
tqterm(E ,v,V)⟨label children⟩ = (E2,v,F1∧F2∧Fstruct) where if v = , v new variable(E1,F1) = tqlabel(E ,v)⟨label⟩(E2,F2) = tqchild(E1,v)⟨children⟩
Fstruct = tqstruct(v,V)
tqterm(E ,v,V)⟨"string"⟩ = (E ′,v,F∧Fstruct) where if v = , v new variable(E ′,F) = tqlabel(E ,v)⟨string⟩
Fstruct = tqstruct(v,V)
tqterm(E ,v,V)⟨^tid⟩ = (E ++ (tid,v),v,Fstruct) where v = E(tid) if defined, otherwise v new variable
Fstruct = tqstruct(v,V)
tqterm(E ,v,V)⟨var X⟩ = (E ′,v,E∧Fstruct) where if v = , v new variable(E ′,E) = tqvar(E ,v,≗)⟨X⟩
Fstruct = tqstruct(v,V)
tqterm(E ,v,V)⟨without tlist⟩ = tqtlist(E ,V)⟨tlist⟩
Table 20. Translating Xcerpt query terms: queries and query terms
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calls for each tqtlist with dierent parameters. ¿e relation to the parent
variable is always pathL where L = {child,comment,value} as stated
above. But between the siblings, the relations vary: In the unordered, par-
tial, non-injective case, there are no such relations at all (indicated by ⊺),
in the case of partial, but injective terms we add complemented identity
join, in the case of total terms we add a limitation on the out-degree of the
parent (case 3). When combined with order, we obtain transitive-reexive
sibling order for partial, non-injective, transitive sibling order for partial,
injective, and, again, an additional out-degree constraint for the total case
(cases 4–6). (5)¿e actual formula of the relations between the variables
is dened in tqtlist which is called whenever translating lists of query terms
(i.e., in tqchild and in the without case of tqterm). tqtlist does not merely
translate the given lists in the given order, but delays the translation of
negative sub-terms until all positive ones are translated. ¿is is necessary
to allow the relations between negative and positive sub-terms (even ones
a er the negative sub-term) to be contained in the scope of the ¬. Other-
wise, we demand the existence of such a relation rather than demand its
non-existence. Nevertheless we ensure that all relations are enforced by
gathering the CIQLog variables returned by the translation of all positive
sub-terms to the right of a negative one in that sub-terms Vrighti .
To illustrate tqtlist consider the Xcept query term
a[[ b, without( c, without( d ) ), without( e ), f ]]
It is necessary to ensure that in the resulting CIQLog expression all references
to a CIQLog variable for the translation of, e.g., c are within a negation. ¿is
includes sibling relations to, e.g., the translation of f. Otherwise we would,
falsely, require that there has to be a (following) sibling relation to f-labeled
node, instead of requiring that there is no c with such a relation.
Returning to tqterm in Table 20, we see that all the “prexes” of a query
term (case 1–6) are translated along the same scheme: if necessary, we
take a new variable and add some relations on that variable to the output
of the translation of the contained query term. For the identier case
(case 1) we only modify the term environment. Identity variables (case 2),
position variables (case 4), and term restrictions (case 5) are translated
using appropriate ≐, =@, and ≗, respectively, between the involved CIQLog
variables. Descendant sub-terms are a bit like the translation of a singleton
term list using tqtlist: we do not need to establish any relations to le or
right siblings (as there are none) but can directly translate the single child,
but using the transitive closure pathL∗ instead of pathL as relation between
parent and child variable. ¿e translation of the basic terms (case 7–10)
is fairly straightforward: we translated label parts, if there are any, then
children, if there are any, and nally establish structural relations between
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function term CIQLog expression
tqtlist(E ,V)⟨t1, . . . , tn⟩ = (En,⋃V+i ,⋀ti positive Fi ∧ ¬ (⋀ti negative Fi)
where E0 = E , V0 = V .V←
ti positive: V+i = Vi, V−i = ∅, V lefti = ⋃j<iV+j , V righti = V .V→
ti negative: V+i = ∅, V−i = Vi, V lefti = ⋃j<iVj, V righti = ⋃j>iV+j ∪ V .V→(Ei,Vi,Fi) = tqterm(Ei−1,,(V .v↑,V lefti ,V righti ,V .r↑,V .r←,V .r→))
tqchild(E ,v↑)⟨{{{ tlist}}}⟩ = (E ,F) where (E ,V ,F) = tqtlist(E ,(v↑,∅,∅, pathL,⊺,⊺))⟨tlist⟩
tqchild(E ,v↑)⟨{{ tlist}}⟩ = (E ,F) where (E ,V ,F) = tqtlist(E ,(v↑,∅,∅, pathL,≐,≐))⟨tlist⟩
tqchild(E ,v↑)⟨{ tlist}⟩ = (E , outdegL(v↑,n) ∧ F)
where (E ,V ,F) = tqtlist(E ,(v↑,∅,∅, pathL,≐,≐))⟨tlist⟩
n number of terms in tlist
tqchild(E ,v↑)⟨[[[ tlist]]]⟩ = (E ,OL(vp)∧F) where (E ,V ,F) = tqtlist(E ,(v↑,∅,∅, pathL,≪L∗,≪L∗))⟨tlist⟩
tqchild(E ,v↑)⟨[[ tlist]]⟩ = (E ,OL(vp)∧F) where (E ,V ,F) = tqtlist(E ,(v↑,∅,∅, pathL,≪L+,≪L+))⟨tlist⟩
tqchild(E ,v↑)⟨[ tlist]⟩ = (E , outdegL(v↑,n) ∧OL(vp) ∧ F)
where (E ,V ,F) = tqtlist(E ,(v↑,∅,∅, pathL,≪L+,≪L+))⟨tlist⟩
n number of terms in tlist
tqlabel(E ,v)⟨*⟩ = (E ,⊺)
tqlabel(E ,v)⟨label⟩ = (E ,L(v, label))
tqlabel(E ,v)⟨var X⟩ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(E ++ isLabel(X),≅ (v,E(X) ∧ F)) if ∃v′ ∶ (X,v′) ∈ E and
F = ⋀isTerm(X,v)∈E outdeg(v,0)(E ++ (X,v) ++ isLabel(X),⊺) otherwise
tqvar(E ,v, eq)⟨X⟩ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(E ,v ≅ E(X)) if ∃v′ ∶ isLabel(X) ∈ E ∧ (X,v′) ∈ E
(E ,v eq E(X)) if ∃v′ ∶ isLabel(X) /∈ E ∧ (X,v′) ∈ E
(E ++ (X,v),⊺) otherwise
tqstruct(vcurr,V) = r↑(v↑,vcurr) ∧ ⋀
vl∈V← r←(vl ,vcurr) ∧ ⋀vr∈V→ r→(vr,vcurr)
tqstruct(vcurr,V) = r↑(v↑,vcurr) if r→ = r← = ⊺
Table 22. Translating Xcerpt query terms: term lists, variables, and labels
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the parent and sibling variables using tqstruct.
examples. To illustrate the translation of query terms, we once again
turn back to the examples from Section 7.3, in this case the example query
terms in Tables 9 and 11. Tables 24 and 26 show the translation to CIQLog
for some of these query terms as well as the environment passed to the
translation of a corresponding rule head. If these query terms occur as
top-level query terms, we have to add a root relation on the top-level CIQLog
variable that we omit in the following for space reasons.
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Query term CIQLog expression E
T1 a{ }
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ outdegL(v1,0) ∅
T2 a[ ]
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ outdegL(v1,0) ∧ OL(v1) ∅
T3 a{ b }
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ outdegL(v1,1) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ L(v2,b) ∅
T4 a{ b, b }
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ outdegL(v1,2) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ L(v2,b) ∧
child(v1,v3) ∧ L(v3,b) ∧ v2 ≐ v3 ∅
P1 a{{ b }}
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ L(v2,b) ∅
P2 a[[ b, c ]]
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ OL(v1) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ L(v2,b) ∧
child(v1,v3) ∧ L(v3,c) ∧ v2 ≪+ v3 ∅
I1 a{{{ b, b }}}
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ L(v2,b) ∧
child(v1,v3) ∧ L(v3,b) ∅
I2 a[[[ b, b, d ]]]
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ OL(v1) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ L(v2,b) ∧child(v1,v3) ∧ L(v3,b) ∧ child(v1,v4) ∧ L(v4,d) ∧
v2 ≪∗ v3 ∧ v2 ≪∗ v4 ∧ v3 ≪∗ v4 ∅
D1 a{ desc b }
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ outdegL(v1,1) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧
child∗(v2,v3) ∧ L(v3, b) ∅
D2 a{ desc b, desc c }
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ outdegL(v1,2) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧child(v1,v3) ∧ v2 ≐ v3 ∧ child∗(v2,v4) ∧
L(v4,b) ∧ child∗(v3,v5) ∧ L(v5,c) ∅
D3 a{{ desc b, desc c }}
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧child(v1,v3) ∧ v2 ≐ v3 ∧ child∗(v2,v4) ∧
L(v4,b) ∧ child∗(v3,v5) ∧ L(v5,c) ∅
D4 a{{{ desc b, desc c }}}
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ child(v1,v3) ∧
child∗(v2,v4) ∧ L(v4,b) ∧ child∗(v3,v5) ∧ L(v5,c) ∅
W1 a{{ b, without( c ), d }}
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ L(v2,b) ∧ child(v1,v3) ∧L(v3,d) ∧ v2 ∁≐ v3 ∧¬(child(v1,v4) ∧ L(v4,c) ∧ v2 ∁≐ v4 ∧ v3 ∁≐ v4) ∅
W2 a[[ b, without( c ), d ]]
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ OL(v1) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ L(v2,b) ∧child(v1,v3) ∧ L(v3,d) ∧ v2 ≪+ v3 ∧¬(child(v1,v4) ∧ L(v4,c) ∧ v2 ≪+ v4 ∧ v4 ≪+ v3) ∅
Table 24. Query terms and their CIQLog translation
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Notice in Table 24 in particular the subtle, but essential dierences
in the translations for total (T1–T2), partial, but injective (P1–P2), and
partial and non-injective (I1–I2) query terms. I2 is an example where more
than necessary sibling relations are generated. ¿is is the case for all order
relations between siblings as the translation above does not exploit their
transitivity.¿is can be easily recognized and removed in a post-processing
step. Alternatively, one can adapt the translation to handle ordered and
unordered term lists dierently. D1, D4 show that when translating desc
we always generate an intermediate child step to express sibling relations
on that child step. However, if there are no such relations (because it is the
only sub-term or because we are in a partial, non-injective term) we can
avoid the child step and use pathL+ instead of pathL followed by pathL∗. Again
this is a general equivalence for CIQLog queries on data graph relations and
can be optimized in a post-processing.
Query term CIQLog expression E
V1 a{ var X }
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ outdegL(v1,1) ∧ child(v1,v2) {(X,v2)}
V2 a{{ var X }}
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ child(v1,v2) {(X,v2)}
V3 a{{ var X, var X }}
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ child(v1,v3) ∧
v2 ∁≐ v3 ∧ v2 ≗ v3 {(X,v2)}
V4 a{{{ var X, var X }}}
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ child(v1,v3) ∧ v2 ≗ v3 {(X,v2)}
V5 a{ var X{ var X } }
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ child(v2,v3) ∧
outdegL(v3,0) ∧ v2 ≅ v3 {(X,v2),isLabel(X)}
V6 a{ var X → c, var X } tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ L(v2, c) ∧ child(v1,v3) ∧
v2 ≗ v3 {(X,v2)}
V7 a{ desc var X }
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ outdegL(v1,1) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧
child∗(v2,v3) {(X,v3)}
V8 a{{var X, without(var
X)}}
tqtermÐÐ→ L(v1,a) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ ¬(child(v1,v3) ∧
v2 ∁≐ v3 ∧ v2 ≗ v3) {(X,v2)}
Table 26. Query terms containing variables and their CIQLog translation
Query terms with variables are considered in Table 26. Notice, in par-
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ticular V3 and V6 that illustrate multiple occurrences of the same variable
in a total or partial, injective query term: here we demand that matches
for the two terms are not the same node (i.e., in the complement relation
of ≐) but have the same label and structure (i.e., stand in ≗ relation). In V5,
the eect of a label occurrence of a variable is illustrated.
It is easy to see from the translation functions that the following result
holds (considering that each case covers at least one Xcerpt construct and
no case introduce duplication of the translation of its sub-expressions).
¿eorem 7.1. ¿e size of the CIQLog expression Q returned by trXcerpt for a
given Xcerpt rule P is linear in the size of P.
7.5 FROM NON-RECURS IVE , S INGLE -RULE CORE XCERPT
TO FULL XCERPT
In the previous sections, we focus on Xcerptcore,NR,SR, i.e., the non-recursive,
single-rule fragment of Xcerpt. Notice, however, that the above translation
generates a CIQLog rule from a Core Xcerpt rule and is applicable whether
there are only one or many rules in a translated Xcerpt program.
¿us, for translating full Core Xcerpt, i.e., possibly recursive, multi-rule
Xcerpt but with the restrictions from Section 7.2 wrt. each rule, we can
use the above translation unchanged. Some improvements of the resulting
CIQLog program can be achieved by exploiting that Xcerpt programs are
grouping and negation stratied. Before the translation, we select one such
stratication and rewrite the program to introduce root terms with unique
labels for each stratum. ¿is allows for easier recognition of said strata
a er the translation to CIQLog, where we only have to consider the root
variable and its label to limit rule chaining to each stratum.
Moving from Core Xcerpt to full Xcerpt is less obvious. Aside from
numerous, but essentially easy specicities such as namespaces, attributes,
comments, processing-instructions etc. there are a few constructs that
merit a closer consideration. Among them are:
(1) optional terms:Optional query terms can be rewritten to combi-
nations of without and or but require specic treatment in heads.2
For that CIQLog provides conditional construction which precisely
addresses optional construct terms.
(2) order-by clauses: order-by clauses in Xcerpt allow for dierent
lists of order variables than grouping variableswhereasXcerptcore,NR,SR
always assumes that both lists are identical. ¿is is supported by
2 ¿is is the case, as we can not always split the Xcerpt rule in two rules on the Xcerpt level
due to grouping expressions.
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CIQLog (the variable lists in order do not have to coincide with the
ones in new) and can be easily added to the translation by a newE .order sequence of variables.
(3) grouping over term lists instead of single terms yields re-
sults not expressible in Xcerptcore,NR,SR: a[b, all(var X, var Y), d]
yields
a[b, x1, y1, x2, y2, . . ., xn, yn, d]
where xi is the binding for X in the i-th binding tuple, i.e., bindings
for X and Y are paired wrt. term order. ¿is can be accommodated
in the translation by nesting order expressions as in the translation
of XQuery (cf. Chapter 8).
(4) additional grouping expressions such as some and first
groupings are to some extent expressible using aggregation operators
in CIQLog. However, in general, some is not expressible in CIQLog as its
result is non-deterministic and CIQLog expresses only deterministic
queries (up to isomorphisms on invented values).
(5) conditions in xcerpt query terms can be translated to
CIQLog if appropriate relations or functions are available (or added)
to CIQLog.
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8.1 INTRODUCT ION
Among XML query languages, XPath and, increasingly, XQuery play the
dominant role to such an extent that motivating their use in this work
has become superuous. XPath’s properties, evaluation, complexity, con-
tainment, etc. have been studied extensively in recent years, for a survey
see [22]. For XQuery, most research still focuses on implementation and
evaluation aspects, e.g., [93, 155, 39]. In the following, we present a novel
semantics for XPath and XQuery by translation to CIQLog that also serves
as foundation for the evaluation of XPath and XQuery with the CIQCAG
algebra dened in Part IV. Together with the CIQCAG algebra, we achieve
the rst implementation of XQuery that scales from tree queries to graph
queries, from tree data to graph data. Its time and space complexity is as
good as or better than the complexities of previous systems limited to, e.g.,
tree queries on tree data (for details on the complexity see Part IV).
¿e translation of XPath andXQuery to CIQLog is the focus of this chapter.
For the most part, we use navigational XPath (introduced in [113]) and
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composition-free Core XQuery1 (introduced in [144]), two important and
convenient fragments of XPath and XQuery that can be translated to non-
recursive CIQLog. ¿e extension to full XQuery is only briey outlined in
Section 8.4. ¿e essential limitation of both fragments compared to the
full languages is that all relations in the query are only on nodes of the
input tree but not on nodes by the query itself. ¿is limitation is similar to
the limitation to Xcerptcore,NR,SR in Chapter 7.
In addition to providing a path for implementing XPath and XQuery
using CIQCAG, the translation also gives a purely logical semantics for both
languages where previous semantics for XQuery are functional or algebraic
(see also Table 31).¿is sheds new light on some of the dierences between
composition-free XQuery on the one hand and XPath on the other hand,
in particular, on the eect of nested for loops and element construction
in XQuery.
8.2 TRANSLAT ING XPATH
Introducing
XPath
Unary selection of XML elements is, by now, almost always done using
XPath or some variant of XPath (such as XPointer). XPath provides an
elegant and compact way of describing “paths” in an XML document
(represented as in to Chapter 5.3 but without resolution of id/idref links).
Paths are made up of “steps” each specifying a direction, called axis, in
which to navigate through the document, e.g., child, following, or ancestor,
cf. Figure 38 for the full set of axes. Together with the axis, a step contains
a restriction on the type or label of the data items to be selected, called
node test. Node tests may be labels of element or attribute nodes, node
kind wildcards such as * (any node with some label), element(), node(), text(),
or comment(). Any step may be adorned by one or more qualiers each
expressing additional restrictions on the selected nodes. Compared to
languages such as XQuery, Xcerpt, or even SPARQL, the most distinctive
feature of XPath is the lack of explicit variables.¿is makes it impossible to
express n-ary queries and limits XPath, for the most part, to two-variable
logic [153, 36].
XPath examples For instance, the XPath expression /descendant::paper/child::author
consists of two steps, the rst selecting paper elements that are descendants
of the root (“of the root” is indicated by the leading slash), the second
selecting author children of such paper elements.More interesting queries
can be expressed by exploiting XPath’s qualiers, e.g., the following XPath
expression that selects all authors that are also PCmembers of a conference
1 In the following, we omit the “Core” where no confusion is possible.
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then the last step selects nodes of any kind that are among the descendants of the top
element “book” and have a “citation” child element. Previous examples are all abso-
lute XPath expressions (since they involve a leading “/”). The general meaning of an
expression is defined relatively to a context node in the tree. Starting from a particu-
lar context node in the tree, every other nodes can be reached. This is because XPath
defines powerful navigational capabilities, including a full set of axes, as captured on
figure 1. For more informal details on the complete XPath language, the reader can refer
to the specification [6].
self
an
ces
tor
descendant
p
re
ce
d
in
g
fo
llo
w
in
g
following-sibling
preceding-sibling
child
parent
Fig. 1. Axes: partitions of document nodes from a particular context node.
Abstract syntax: a compositional fragment. For the remaining part of the paper, we
focus on a restricted but significant fragment of XPath, composed of all XPath axes.
The abstract syntax of the fragment is given on figure 2. In order to make the XPath
syntax fully compositional, two variants are included: the void path ⊥ and the explicit
root node ∧ (respectively proposed in [18] and [19]). An other extension concerning
qualifiers is the inclusion constraint p1 " p2 over set of nodes selected by p1 and p2.
First defined in [19], the authors believe that this feature brings useful expressive power
without increasing cost of formal treatment (however this will be verified along our on-
going work on path containment). Note that it turns the construct p1[p2] into a syntactic
sugar for p1[not (p2 " ⊥)]. Although the XPath fragment we consider already covers
a significant range of real world use cases, our intent is to extend it to cover the XPath
standard as much as possible.
Figure 38. XPath axis (from [103])
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(more precisely that have node children with the same label):
/child::conference/descendant::paper/child::author[child::node()
=
2 /child::conference/child::member/child::node()]
In addition to the strict axis plus node test notation, XPath uses also an
abbreviated syntax where child axis may be omitted, descendant is (roughly)
abbreviated by // etc. In the following, we only use the full syntax. We
also limit ourselves to the core feature of XPath as discussed here and
thus present a view of XPath similar to Navigational XPath of [112] and
[22]. Due to [170], we also limit ourselves to forward axes such as child and
following, rewriting expressions with reverse axes such as parent, ancestor, or
preceding where necessary.
8.2.1 syntax and semantics
XML tree as
relational
structure
Following [22], we dene the semantics of XPath over a relational structure
as introduced in Section 5.6.1: An XML-tree is considered a relational
structure T over the schema ((Labλ)λ∈Σ,Rchild,Rnest-sibling, relRoot). ¿e
nodes of this tree are labeled using the symbols from σ which are queried
usingLλ (note, that λ is a single label not a label set as in the graph relations
of Chapter 5).¿e parent-child relations are represented by Rchild.¿e order
between siblings is represented by Rnest-sibling. ¿e root node of the tree is
identied by root. It is easy to see that this view of XML trees (which is
as in [22] or [144]), makes an XML-tree a specic instance of a CIQLog
data graph, cf. Chapter 5. ¿ere are some additional derived relations,
viz. Rdescendant, the transitive, Rdescendant-or-self the transitive reexive closure
of Rchild, Rfollowing-sibling, the transitive closure of Rnext-sibling, Rself relating each
node to itself, and Rfollowing the composition of R−1descendant-or-self ○Rfollowing-sibling ○
Rdescendant-or-self. Finally, we can compare nodes based on their label using ≅
which contains all pairs of nodes with same label.
Syntax of
navigational
XPath
¿e syntax of navigational XPath is dened as follows (again following
[112] and [22]):⟨path⟩ ::= ⟨step⟩ | ⟨step⟩ ‘/’ ⟨path⟩ | ⟨path⟩ ‘∪’⟨path⟩ | ‘/’ ⟨path⟩⟨step⟩ ::= ⟨axis⟩ ‘::’ ⟨node-test⟩ | ⟨step⟩‘[’⟨qualier⟩‘]’⟨axis⟩ ::= ‘child’ | ‘descendant’ | ‘descendant-or-self’
| ‘next-sibling’ | ‘following-sibling’ | ‘following’⟨node-test⟩ ::= ⟨label⟩ | ‘node()’⟨qualier⟩ ::= ⟨path⟩ | ⟨path⟩ ‘∧’⟨path⟩ | ⟨path⟩ ‘∨’⟨path⟩ | ‘¬’⟨path⟩
| ‘lab()’ ‘=’ ‘λ’
| ⟨path⟩ ‘=’ ⟨path⟩
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~ axis Nodes (n) = {(n′ ∶ Raxis(n,n′)}
λ

Nodes (n) = {(n′ ∶ Labλ(n′)}
~ node() Nodes (n) = Nodes(T)
axis::nt[qual]

Nodes (n) = {n′ ∶ n′ ∈ ~ axis Nodes ∧ n′ ∈ ~nt Nodes ∧  qual Bool (n′)}
step/path

Nodes (n) = {n′′ ∶ n′ ∈  step Nodes (n) ∧ n′′ ∈  path Nodes (n′)}
path1 ∪ path2 Nodes (n) =  path1 Nodes (n) ∪  path2 Nodes (n)

path

Bool (n) =  path Nodes (n) ≠ ∅
path1 ∧ path2 Bool (n) =  path1 Bool (n) ∧  path2 Bool (n)
path1 ∨ path2 Bool (n) =  path1 Bool (n) ∨  path2 Bool (n)¬path Bool (n) = ¬  path Bool (n)
lab() = λBool (n) = Labλ(n)
path1 = path2 Bool (n) = ∃n′,n′′ ∶ n′ ∈  path1 Nodes (n) ∧ n′′ ∈  path2 Nodes (n)∧ ≅ (n′,n′′)
Table 27. Semantics for navigational XPath (following [22])
Semantics of
navigational
XPath
¿e semantics of a navigational XPath expression over a relational struc-
ture T representing an XML tree (as dened above) is dened in Table 27
bymeans of ~ Nodes (n)where n is a node, called context node. ~ Nodes (n)
associates each XPath expression and context node with a set of nodes that
constitutes the semantics of that expression if evaluated with the given
context node. It uses ~ Bool (n) for the semantics of qualiers under a
context node n.
For details on the semantics as well as dierences to full XPath see [22].
8.2.2 translation
Translation
examples
Consider again the above examples.¿erst (/descendant::paper/child::author)
is translated to the following CIQLog rule:
ans(v3) ←Ð root(v1) ∧ child+(v1,v2) ∧ L(v2,paper) ∧
2 child(v2,v3) ∧ L(v3,author)
We use ans as the canonical answer predicate containing the (single) an-
swer variable whose bindings represent the results of an XPath expression.
Just as the original expression, the body of the CIQLog rule selects descen-
dants of the root with label paper and of those the author children. ¿e
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latter are propagated to the head of the rule.
¿e second example is as follows
/child::conference/descendant::paper/child::author[child::node()
=
2 /child::conference/child::member/child::node()]
and translated similarly but illustrates qualiers and nested queries:
ans(v4) ←Ð root(v1) ∧ child(v1,v2) ∧ L(v2,conference) ∧
2 child+(v2,v3) ∧ L(v3,paper) ∧ child(v3,v4) ∧ L(v4,author) ∧
child(v4,v5) ∧ ≅(v5,w4) ∧ root(w1) ∧ child(w1,w2) ∧
4 L(w2,conference) ∧ child(w2,w3) ∧ L(w3, member) ∧ child(w3,w4)
Translation
function
In general, we translate a navigational XPath expression using the trXPath
specied in Table 29. trXPath returns a CIQLog formula that realizes the
given XPath expression as well as an answer variable. We wrap (Q,w) =
trXPath(,) where  is an arbitrary variable into a CIQLog rule ans(w) ←Ð
Q.
¿e translation in Table 29 is fairly straightforward. In a slight abuse
of notation, we allow the direct use trXPath in a formula. In this case we
ignore the second return value (i.e., the answer variable). ¿e transla-
tion is parametrized by the parent variable v and the current variable v′.
Axis are mapped to corresponding relations using the helper function
relation(axis)), as are label node-steps (cases 1–3). relation(axis) is dened
in the obvious way:
relation(child) = child relation(descendant) = child+
relation(descendant-or-self) = child∗ relation(next-sibling) =≪child
relation(following-sibling) =≪child+ relation(following) = ◂child+
Steps are translated by translating axis, node-test, and qualier separately.
For the translation of the qualier a new variable is created and the qualier
is translated with the old current variable as parent and the new variable
as current variable. Notice, how we ignore the answer variable returned
by the qualier. ¿is small dierence to the translation of a path outside a
qualier implements the existential semantics of XPath qualiers. Together
with the path operator / (cases 5–6), the qualier is the only context-
changing expression where we move from one query variable to the next
one. ¿e inner path operator (case 5) translates the le most step and then
continues with the translation of the remainder of the path using a new
current variable. Absolute XPath expressions (expressions starting with
/) are translated in case 7 where we use fresh variables rather than v and
v′. ¿us, the only possible link between nested absolute expressions is
the answer variable (which is used, e.g., for unions or joins). In unions,
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function XPath expression CIQLog expression
trXPath(v,v′)⟨axis⟩ = (relation(axis)(v,v′),v′)
trXPath(v,v′)⟨λ⟩ = (L(v′, λ),v′)
trXPath(v,v′)⟨node()⟩ = (⊺,v′)
trXPath(v,v′)⟨axis::node-test[qualifier]⟩ = (trXPath(v,v′)⟨axis⟩ ∧ trXPath(v,v′)⟨node-test⟩ ∧ trXPath(v′,v′′)⟨qualifier⟩,v′)
where v′′ is a new variable
trXPath(v,v′)⟨step/path⟩ = (trXPath(v,v′)⟨step⟩∧F,w) where v′′ is a new variable(F,w) = trXPath(v′,v′′)⟨path⟩
trXPath(v,v′)⟨/path⟩ = (root(v′′)∧F,w) where v′′,v′′′ are new variables(F,w) = trXPath(v′′,v′′′)⟨path⟩
trXPath(v,v′)⟨path1 ∪ path2⟩ = ((F1 ∨ F2) ∧ (w ≐ w1 ∨w ≐ w1),w)
wherew is a new variable(F1,w1) = trXPath(v,v′)⟨path1⟩ (F2,w2) = trXPath(v,v′)⟨path2⟩
trXPath(v,v′)⟨path1 ∨ path2⟩ = ((F1∨F2),w1) where (F1,w1) = trXPath(v,v′)⟨path1⟩(F2,w2) = trXPath(v,v′)⟨path2⟩
trXPath(v,v′)⟨path1 ∧ path2⟩ = (F1∧F2,w1) where (F1,w1) = trXPath(v,v′)⟨path1⟩(F2,w2) = trXPath(v,v′)⟨path2⟩
trXPath(v,v′)⟨¬path⟩ = (¬(F),w) where (F,w) = trXPath(v,v′)⟨¬path⟩
trXPath(v,v′)⟨lab() = λ⟩ = (L(v, λ),v)
trXPath(v,v′)⟨path1 = path2⟩ = (F1 ∧ F2 ∧w1 ≅ w2,w1)
where (F1,w1) = trXPath(v,v′)⟨path1⟩ (F2,w2) = trXPath(v,v′)⟨path2⟩
Table 29. Translating navigational XPath
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conjunctions, disjunctions, and joins (cases 7–9, 12) we translate each
operand separately but combine the result dierently, most notably for
conjunction, disjunction, and join (cases 8, 9, 12) we do not care about
the answer variable (they only occur in qualiers where, as described
above, we drop answer variables anyway). Finally, label equality (case 11) is
translated just like a labeled node test (case 2), but on the parent variable
instead of the current variable due to the “context” switch of the qualier.
¿eorem 8.1. Let P be a navigational XPath expression and (Q,w) =
trXPath(,)⟨P⟩.¿en the relation ans dened by ans(w) ←Ð Q is ~P Nodes
and the size of Q is linear in the size of P.
Proof (Sketch). First, consider only path expression without qualiers. It
is easy to see that, given appropriate base relations, the resulting CIQLog
expressions express the same query as the XPath expressions. Note, that
the answer variable is by translation the variable for the last step, as in
XPath. With qualiers, the same observation holds (as answer variables
returned by paths in qualiers are ignored by denition, see case 4). Note
that the join in case 12 is a label join (as in the semantics of navigational
XPath). In full XPath = is a join on the string value of a node, which is a
notion covered neither in navigational XPath as dened in [22] nor by the
CIQLog translation.
It is easy to see from Table 29, that the resulting CIQLog expression: each
case translates at least one construct in P and in no case is the result of a
sub-translation duplicated. 
8.3 FROM XPATH TO COMPOSIT ION-FREE XQUERY
Turning from XPath to a larger fragment of XQuery that is amenable to
translation into CIQLog, we choose non-compositional XQuery as dened
in [144] (though we follow more closely the variant in [21]).
8.3.1 composition-free xquery in 1000 words
¿ough not nearly as common as XPath, XQuery has nevertheless achieved
the status of predominant XML query language, at least as far as database
products and research are concerned (in total, XSLT [72] is probably still
more widely supported and used). XQuery is essentially an extension of
XPath (though some of its axis are only optional in XQuery), but most
of XPath becomes syntactic sugar in XQuery. ¿is is particularly true for
XPath qualiers which can be reduced to where or if clauses in XQuery.
Indeed, the XQuery standard is accompanied [89] by a normalization of
XQuery to a core dialect of the language.
Introducing
composition-
free
XQuery
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Here, we consider rst an important, if somewhat academic fragment
of XQuery, viz. composition-free XQuery as dened in [144] and [21].
It is slightly academic as we restrict the syntax far more than necessary
to minimize the constructs to be consider for the formal semantics of
composition-free XQuery as well as for the translation to CIQLog. However,
many of the restrictions to the syntax can be dropped (e.g., we could inte-
grate full navigational XPath as discussed in Section 8.2) without aecting
expressiveness and complexity, see also [21]. ¿e only real restriction of
composition-free XQuery in comparison to full XQuery is that it disal-
lows any querying of constructed nodes, i.e., the domain of all relations is
limited to the input nodes. ¿is limitation clearly does not hold for full
XQuery (even if we do not consider user-dened functions) and its eect
on expressiveness and complexity is discussed in detail in [144].
Example(Composition-free) XQuery is built around controlled iterations over
nodes of the input tree, expressed using for expressions. Controlled itera-
tion is important for XQuery as it founded on sequences of nodes rather
than sets of nodes (as XPath 1.0 and CIQLog). In this respect it is more
similar to languages such as DAPLEX [192] or OQL [67] than to XPath or
Xcerpt. (For) loops use XPath expressions for navigation and XML-look-a-
likes for element construction all of which can be, essentially, freely nested.
¿e following query gives an example of XQuery expressions. It creates a
paperlist containing one author element for each author in the input XML
tree (bound here and in the following to the canonical input variable $inp).
For each such author, the nested for loop creates a list of all its papers. ¿e
latter expression can be more elegantly expressed in full XQuery using
XPath qualiers or where clauses but here it is shown in the “normalized”
syntax of composition-free XQuery a er [144].
<paperlist>
2 for $a in $inp/descendant::author return
<author> for $p in $inp/descendant::paper return
4 if some $x in $p/child::author satisfies deep-equal($x, $a)
then $p
6 </author>
</paperlist>
8.3.2 syntax
A full denition of the syntax of composition-free XQuery as used here
is given in Table 30. It deviates only marginally from [144] and [21]. In
addition to the specication in Table 30, the usual semantic restrictions
apply, e.g., the label of the start and end tags must be the same, variables
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⟨query⟩ ::= ⟨query⟩ ⟨query⟩ | ⟨element⟩ | ⟨variable⟩
| ⟨step⟩ | ⟨iteration⟩ | ⟨conditional⟩⟨element⟩ ::= ‘<’ ⟨label⟩ ‘>’ ⟨query⟩ ‘<’ ⟨/label⟩ ‘>’
| ‘<’ ‘lab(’ ⟨variable⟩ ’)>’ ⟨query⟩ ‘</’ ‘lab(’ ⟨variable⟩
‘)>’⟨step⟩ ::= ⟨variable⟩ ‘/’ ⟨axis⟩ ‘::’ ⟨node-test⟩⟨iteration⟩ ::= ‘for’ ⟨variable⟩ ‘in’ ⟨step⟩ ‘return’ ⟨query⟩⟨conditional⟩ ::= ‘if’ ⟨condition⟩ ‘then’ ⟨query⟩⟨condition⟩ ::= ⟨variable⟩ ‘=’ ⟨variable⟩ | ⟨variable⟩ ‘=’ ‘<’ ⟨label⟩ ‘/>’ |
‘true’
| ‘some’ ⟨variable⟩ ‘in’ ⟨step⟩ ‘satisfies’ ⟨condition⟩
| ⟨condition⟩ ‘and’ ⟨condition⟩ | ⟨condition⟩ ‘or’⟨condition⟩ | ‘not’ ⟨condition⟩⟨axis⟩ ::= ‘child’ | ‘descendant’ | ‘descendant-or-self’
| ‘next-sibling’ | ‘following-sibling’ | ‘following’⟨node-test⟩ ::= ⟨label⟩ | ‘node()’⟨variable⟩ ::= ‘$’⟨identier⟩
Table 30. Syntax of composition-free XQuery
must be dened (using for) before use, etc. As stated, there is one exception
from the latter, viz. the canonical input variable $inpwhich is always bound
to the input XML tree.
Three forms of
equality
In Table 30, we use a general equality. XQuery provides in fact three
kinds of equality, viz. node, atomic (or value), and deep equality which
correspond roughly to ≐, ≅, and ≗bij of CIQLog data graphs. For all forms of
equality the productions of Table 30 apply.
Restrictions Again, compared to full XQuery the principle omission is the ability to
query constructed nodes or values. In the syntax, this leads most promi-
nently to the restriction of expressions following in in a for, i.e., expres-
sions that provide bindings for variables, to XPath steps with variables.
¿is way variables are always bound only to nodes from the input tree (any-
thing reachable from $inp using XPath expressions). Another important
omission is the absence of let clauses, which provide set-valued variables
to XQuery. Conditional expressions are normalized to if clauses, where
XQuery oers XPath qualiers, where clauses, and if clauses.
¿ough order-by clauses are omitted, the result of an XQuery expres-
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sion is always an ordered tree and the order of node construction must
be precisely preserved (as given by the iteration of the for clauses which
iterated over their respective node sequences mostly in document order).
8.3.3 semantics
XML trees as
relational
structures
¿e formal semantics for composition-free XQuery is, for the most part,
closely aligned with the one for XPath discussed above. Again we con-
sidered an XML tree a relational structure T over the schema ((Labλ)λ∈Σ,
Rchild, Rnest-sibling, root). ¿e nodes of this tree are labeled using the symbols
from σ which are queried using Lλ (note, that λ is a single label not a
label set as in the graph relations of Chapter 5). ¿e parent-child rela-
tions are represented by Rchild. ¿e order between siblings is represented by
Rnest-sibling. ¿e root node of the tree is identied by root. It is easy to see that
this view of XML trees (which is as in [22] or [144]), makes an XML-tree
a specic instance of a CIQLog data graph, cf. Chapter 5. ¿ere are some
additional derived relations, viz. Rdescendant, the transitive, Rdescendant-or-self the
transitive reexive closure of Rchild, Rfollowing-sibling, the transitive closure of
Rnext-sibling, Rself relating each node to itself, and Rfollowing the composition of
R−1descendant-or-self ○Rfollowing-sibling ○Rdescendant-or-self. Finally, we can compare nodes
based on their label using ≅ which contains all pairs of nodes with same
label. In addition to the XPath relations, XQuery also considers two more
forms of equality: one based on node identity, =nodes which relates each
node to itself, and deep equality =deep which holds for two nodes if there
exists an isomorphism between their respective sub-trees.
For example, the XML document <a>1 <b/>2 <c>3<c/>4</c> </a> (de-
noting node id’s by integer subscripts) is represented as T = (Laba ={1}, Labb = {2}, Labc = {3,4},Rchild = {(1,2),(1, 3),(3,4)},Rnest-sibling ={(2, 3)}, root = {1}) over the label alphabet {a,b, c}. All other relations
can be derived from this denition, see also Chapter 6.
Semantics of
composition-
free
XQuery
In the following, we also allow unions of such structures, i.e., XML
“forests”. ¿e semantics of a composition-free XQuery expression is then
dened, following [21], using ~  over a given such forest and a list of
nodes from that forest e⃗ = [e1, . . . , en] that represent bindings for variables
x1, . . . ,xn. For that, we assume that all variables are rst renamed to xi
such that i is the number of variables in whose scope xi is declared and
assuming that $inp is scoped over the entire query. E.g., the query
for $x in $inp/child::a return
2 for $y in $x/child::b return $x
for $z in $inp/child::c return
4 for $v in $inp/child::d return $v
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becomes
for $2 in $1/child::a return
2 for $3 in $2/child::b return $2
for $2 in $1/child::c return
4 for $3 in $1/child::d return $3
In the following, we assume that queries are in the latter form.
Table 31 species the semantics of composition-free XQuery on an XML
forest F and a binding vector e⃗ = [e1, . . . , en] which is initially of length 1
containing bindings for $inp, i.e., usually one (or more, if querying XML
collections) root node(s).
¿e semantics uses three auxiliary notions. (1) ⊎ is the union on pairs of
XML forests and binding vectors such that (F1, e⃗1)⊎(F2, e⃗2) = (F1∪F2, e⃗1○
e⃗2) where ○ is list (or vector) concatenation and the union of XML forests
is dened component by component. (2) ? is the intersection on pairs of
XML forests and binding vectors such that (F1, e⃗1) ? (F2, e⃗2) = (F1, [ei ∈
e⃗1 ∶ ei ∈ e⃗2]). Note, that we only preserve F1 (and thus ? is not associative).
However, for the purpose of the semantics the choice of the XML forest is
arbitrary as ? is only used for the semantics of conditions for which only
the existence or non existence (and not their actual value) of bindings is rel-
evant for the semantics of the full query. (3) construct(l,(F, [w1, . . . ,wn]))
denotes construction of a new tree where l is a label, F is an XML forest and[w1, . . . ,wn] is a vector of nodes in F. It returns a pair (F∪T′, [root(T′)])
where T′ is a tree over a new set of nodes whose root root(T′) is labeled
with l and with the i-th subtree of root(T′) isomorphic to the sub-tree
rooted at wi in F. Furthermore construct is assumed to return a tree with
a distinct set of nodes each time it is called. ¿is corresponds to value
invention in CIQLog.
Using these denitions, the semantics is fairly straightforward. In [21],
Benedikt and Koch point out that most of the condition expressions (cases
10, 12–16) can be reduced to other XQuery expressions and thus do not
need to be addressed in the semantics. We choose to give their denitions
directly as the resulting expressions are no longer in composition-free
XQuery.
Explaining the
semantics
¿ecrucial parts of the semantics are cases 2 and 3, that illustrate element
construction, case 7 that illustrates iteration, and case 8, the semantics of
conditionals. ¿e other cases are very similar to XPath and mostly just
return appropriate binding vectors but leave F unchanged. Element con-
struction (case 2 and 3) is achieved using the aforementioned construct
function and returns a forest containing the newly constructed tree and
bindings pointing to that tree’s root node. Iteration using for has almost
exactly the same semantics as the path separator / in XPath: the return
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~ ()  (F, e⃗) = (F, [])
<l> q </l>
 (F, e⃗) = construct(l, q  (F, e⃗))
<lab($xi)> q </lab($xi>
 (F, [e1, . . . , en])
= construct(lab(ei), q  (F, [e1, . . . , en]))
~ $xi  (F, [e1, . . . , en]) = (F, [ei])
$xi/axis::l
 (F, [e1, . . . , en]) = (F, [d ∶ Raxis(ei,d) ∧ Labl(d)]
q1 q2
 (F, e⃗) =  query1  (F, e⃗) ⊎  query1  (F, e⃗)
for $xi in s return q
 (F, e⃗) =⊎
l∈ l⃗

q
 (F, e⃗ ⋅ l) where (F, l⃗) = ~ s  (F, e⃗)

if cond then q
 (F, e⃗) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

query
 (F, e⃗) if pi2(~ cond  (F, e⃗)) ≠ [](F, []) otherwise
~ $xi/axis::node()  (F, [e1, . . . , en]) = (F, [d ∶ Raxis(ei,d)])
~ some $xi in s satisfies c  (F, e⃗) = ~ for $xi in s return c  (F, e⃗)

$xi = $xj
 (F, [e1, . . . , en]) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(F, [ei]) if ei = ej(F, []) otherwise

$xi = <l/>
 (F, [e1, . . . , en]) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(F, [ei]) if = atomic equal and Labl(ei)(F, [ei]) if = deep equal, Labl(ei),
and /∃ d ∶ Rchild(ei,d)(F, []) otherwise
~ c1 or c2  (F, e⃗) = ~ c1  (F, e⃗) ⊎ ~ c2  (F, e⃗)
~ c1 and c2  (F, e⃗) = ~ c1  (F, e⃗) ? ~ c2  (F, e⃗)
~ not c  (F, e⃗) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(F, [root(F)]) if (F′, []) = ~ c  (F, E⃗)
(F, []) otherwise
~ true  (F, e⃗) = (F, [root(F)])
Table 31. Semantics for composition-free XQuery (following [21])
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expression is evaluated in the context of the in part, just like the subordi-
nate path is evaluated in the context of the superordinate one. Indeed, the
XQuery normalization transforms path expressions consisting of multiple
steps to for loops as in composition-free XQuery. ¿e dierence is, of
course, that the semantics of the returnmay be nodes from a newly con-
structed tree. It is crucial that this is the case only for the semantics of the
return expression, not for that of the in expression which never modies
the given XML forest. In full XQuery, this does not hold, the in is followed
by an arbitrary expression. Finally, conditionals are (again reminiscent
of qualiers in XPath) translated using a non-empty test on the bindings
returned by the condition.
Note that the relations of the input forest are never changed. Wemay add
new forests, but those do not have any relations to the input forest.
It is worth noting, that the semantics is uniform for boolean-valued
conditions and for node-valued expressions (in contrast to the XPath case
in Section 8.2). ¿is follows [21] and allows a more compact denition of
the semantics, at the cost of slightly surprising denitions for boolean op-
erations and true in the latter part of the semantics. In the translation, we
separate boolean-valued conditions from other expressions by a separate
translation function as in the XPath case.
8.3.4 translation
For the translation of composition-free XQuery, the main challenge lies in
the “constructive” part of composition-free XQuery not in the selection
part. In fact, compared to XPath, the selection part is enriched by only
three signicant features: the ability to use variables and thus to refer back
to previously established bindings, the presence of deep-equal, and the
ability to sequence expressions and thus their results. Moreover, the latter
is the only feature that is challenging for the translation as it requires
somewhat more sophisticated management of sibling order than in the
translation for XPath. In a sense, this is already part of the constructive
part, i.e., element construction and the translation of the results of queries
contained in element construction. ¿is is what ends up in the head of a
CIQLog rule (which in the XPath case above is always a single atom over the
unary answer variable).
Example Consider again the XQuery example from above:
<paperlist>
2 for $a in $inp/descendant::author return
<author> for $p in $inp/descendant::paper return
4 if some $x in $p/child::author satisfies deep-equal($x, $a)
then $p
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6 </author>
</paperlist>
What is the result of this query, if there is no author in the document?
What if there is an author with no paper? In XPath, if any part of a path
(disregarding or for the moment) has no match the entire query has no
match. In XQuery, this is not the case. ¿e above example always yields
at least a paperlist element. It may be empty, if there are no authors in the
document but it may never be absent. ¿e some for the inner loop: ¿e
author element is constructed and included in the result for any author
in the input even if there is no paper for an author. Of course, we change
this behavior by placing additional if clauses. But in general, an XQuery
expression may always return an empty set of nodes, but never causes
other expressions not contained in it to fail.
translation example. Continuing with this example, how can
we express the same query as a CIQLog (in fact, CIQLogNR) rule?¿e following
CIQLog rule shows the answer to that question:
1 root(id1(i)) ∧ O(id1(i),child) ∧
child(id1(i),id2(i),order(⊺,0)) ∧ L(id2(i),paperlist) ∧ O
(id2(i),child) ∧
3 if v1 ≠ nil then (
child(id2(i),id3(i,v1),order(order(⊺,0),0,v1)) ∧ L(id3(i,v1),
author) ∧
5 if v2 ≠ nil then (
if v3 ≠ nil then (
7 child(id3(i,v1), id4(i,v1,v2),order(order(⊺,0),0,v2)) ∧
deep-copy(id4(i,v1,v2),v2) ) ) )
9 ←Ð root(i) ∧ (child+(i, v1) ∧ L(v1, author) ∧
(child+(i, v2) ∧ L(v2, paper) ∧
11 (child(v2, v3) ∧ L(v3, author) ∧ v3 ≗bij v1∨ v3 = nil)
13 ∨ v2 = nil)∨ v1 = nil)
Abbreviating
construction
¿e same abbreviations of head formulas as in the translation of Xcerpt
in Chapter 7 are used:
child(id1(x⃗1),id2(x⃗2),o)
abstracts the edge construction necessary in CIQLog and thus is an abbreva-
tion for
1 (id1(x⃗1),idN(x⃗2)) ∧ (id2(x⃗2),idN(x⃗2)) ∧ pos(idN(x⃗2),order(⊺,0))
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We also implicitly omit the document order ≺ as parameter for all order
terms. ¿at is, two binding vectors for the same query variables are or-
dered by looking at the bindings of the query variables in sequence and
considering their relative position in document order ≺ (which is provided,
e.g., by child+(n,n′) ∨ ◂child+ (n,n′), i.e., n is before n′ if it is a ancestor
of n′ or before n′ in ◂child+ .
Conditional
construction
¿emost notable dierence to the translations for XPath or even Xcerpt
is the extraordinary amount of conditional construction (and correspond-
ing ∨v = nil for some variable v). As discussed above, this is due to the
nature of XQuery expressions where non matching sub-expression o en
do not aect the matching of their superordinate expressions. Each of the
conditionals “guards” one sub-expression and ensures that it is omitted
from the result if there are no bindings for the guard variable (but without
aecting the remainder of the head construction).
Order terms ¿e other striking feature of the translation are the unusually (and at
rst glance, unnecessarily) complex order terms (e.g., line 4 and line 7).
¿ey are necessary to allow arbitrary occurrences of for loops (and thus
arbitrarily long sequences of constructed elements) to occur in arbitrary
positions in sequences of XQuery expressions within the same element
constructor. First, notice, that the order terms in line 4 and 7 are the same.
¿is is possibly since order is only relevant between edges with the same
source and these order terms are on edges with dierent source. In the
translation below this is reected by “resetting” the nesting of order terms
at any element construction (cases 2, 3 in Table 34).
Adding outside
the outer loop
To further illustrate the need for nested order terms, let’s add another
XQuery expression before the outer for loop but within the paperlist ele-
ment:
1 <paperlist>
<abc>()</abc>
3 for $a in $inp/descendant::author return
<author> for $p in $inp/descendant::paper return
5 if some $x in $p/child::author satisfies deep-equal($x, $a)
then $p
7 </author>
</paperlist>
¿e body of the resulting CIQLog rule is unchanged, but in the head we have
to construct the new element, but also to adapt the order terms (omitting
the unchanged body):
root(id1(i)) ∧ O(id1(i),child) ∧
2 child(id1(i),id2(i),order(⊺,0)) ∧ L(id2(i),paperlist) ∧ O
(id2(i),child) ∧
child(id2(i),idn(i),order(⊺,0)) ∧ L(idn(i),abc) ∧ O(idn(i),child) ∧
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4 if v1 ≠ nil then (
child(id2(i),id3(i,v1),order(order(⊺,1),0,v1)) ∧ L(id3(i,v1),
author) ∧
6 if v2 ≠ nil then (
if v3 ≠ nil then (
8 child(id3(i,v1), id4(i,v1,v2),order(order(⊺,0),0,v2)) ∧
deep-copy(id4(i,v1,v2),v2) ) ) )
In line 5, we no longer use oset 0 but oset 1. ¿at is t1 = order(⊺,0),
the order term for the new abc, is always smaller (wrt. the order on order
invention terms dened in Section 6.2.1) than t2 = order(order(⊺, 1),0,v1))
regardless of the binding for v1. Here, that is the case as the parent order
term of t2 is the same as t1 up to the oset which is higher and thus t1 < t2.
Similar changes occur if the added element is at the end or a for loop (in
which case the parent order terms of the elements created by the original
and by the new for loop are the same, except for the oset).
Adding inside
the outer loop
Instead of adding abc before the loop, we might also want to add it
within the loop:
1 <paperlist>
for $a in $inp/descendant::author return
3 <abc>()</abc>
<author> for $p in $inp/descendant::paper return
5 if some $x in $p/child::author satisfies deep-equal($x, $a)
then $p
7 </author>
</paperlist>
Again, this can be addressed by adapting the order terms, in this case the
new element shares the same order term as the author element contained
in the loop, but with a smaller oset:
root(id1(i)) ∧ O(id1(i),child) ∧
2 child(id1(i),id2(i),order(⊺,0)) ∧ L(id2(i),paperlist) ∧ O
(id2(i),child) ∧
if v1 ≠ nil then (
4 child(id2(i),idn(i,v1),order(order(⊺,0),0,v1)) ∧ L(idn(i,v1),abc) ∧
O(idn(i,v1),child) ∧
6 child(id2(i),id3(i,v1),order(order(⊺,0),1,v1)) ∧ L(id3(i,v1),
author) ∧
if v2 ≠ nil then (
8 if v3 ≠ nil then (
child(id3(i,v1), id4(i,v1,v2),order(order(⊺,0),0,v2)) ∧
10 deep-copy(id4(i,v1,v2),v2) ) ) )
Eliminating
intermediary
element
construction
¿enesting level of order terms increases only if for loops are contained
within each other without intermediate element construction as in the
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nal example (where we delete the author around the inner loop).
<paperlist>
2 for $a in $inp/descendant::author return
<abc>()</abc>
4 for $p in $inp/descendant::paper return
if some $x in $p/child::author satisfies deep-equal($x, $a)
6 then $p
</paperlist>
Now the order terms for the elements created by the inner loop depend
on the order terms for the outer loop. It is still ensured, that the order term
for the abc is before the order terms of all the elements in the inner loop
since it is the same as their parent order term except for the oset which
is smaller.
1 root(id1(i)) ∧ O(id1(i),child) ∧
child(id1(i),id2(i),order(⊺,0)) ∧ L(id2(i),paperlist) ∧ O
(id2(i),child) ∧
3 if v1 ≠ nil then (
child(id2(i),idn(i,v1),order(order(⊺,0),0,v1)) ∧ L
(idn(i,v1),abc) ∧ O(idn(i,v1),child) ∧
5 if v2 ≠ nil then (
if v3 ≠ nil then (
7 child(id2(i), id3(i,v1,v2)
,order(order(order(⊺,0),1,v1),0,v2)) ∧
deep-copy(id3(i,v1,v2),v2) ) ) )
translation function. ¿etranslation of composition-freeXQuery
expressions to CIQLog is specied by trXQuery. As for the translation of Xcerpt,
we use an environment E containing mappings from XQuery variables
to CIQLog variables and the list of current iteration variables. In addition,
we useO to hold information about the current order term.O is a triple⟨g ∶ term,o ∶ oset, i ∶ order vars⟩where g is the current parent order term,
o the current oset, and i the list of order variables. We useO.g,O.o, andO.i to refer to each of the components. If there is no parent order term,
we use the canonical empty order term ⊺ from Section 6.2.1. Finally, we
write order(O) as abbreviation for order(O.g,O.o,O.i).
Given an XQuery expression P, trXQuery computes a corresponding CIQLog
expression as follows:
trXQuery⟨P⟩ = root(rc) ∧OCHILD(rc) ∧ C ←Ð root(rq) ∧Q
where rq be a new variable, rc = id(rq) with id a new identifier(C,Q) = trXQuery(E ,(⊺,0, []), rc)⟨P⟩ with(inp, rq) ∈ E and E .iter = [rq].
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As for Xcerpt, this is mainly a wrapper adding root restrictions and root
construction around the result of the actual translation which is computed
by trXQuery with a new environment initialized to contain a mapping for the
canonical XQuery input variable $inp to the root of the XML document
and an iteration sequence containing only the CIQLog variable correspond-
ing to $inp. ¿us, for each root node of the input document (of which
there is exactly one, if the input is an XML tree, but may be several if we
allow XML forests) a (distinct) result for P is computed. ¿e order envi-
ronmentO is initialized with (⊺,0, []), i.e., the empty order term, oset
0, and no iteration variables. Finally, we also pass rc the parent construct
variable to trXQuery
function XQuery CIQLog expression
trXQuery(E ,O, p)⟨()⟩ = (⊺,⊺)
trXQuery(E ,O, p)⟨<l> q </l>⟩ = (L(v, l) ∧ CHILD(p,v, order(O)) ∧OCHILD(v) ∧ C,Q)
where v = id(E .iter) and id a new identifier(C,Q) = trXQuery(E ,(⊺,0, []), p)⟨q⟩
trXQuery(E ,O, p)⟨<lab($xi)> q </lab($xi>⟩ = (≅ (E(xi),v) ∧ CHILD(p,v, order(O)) ∧OCHILD(v) ∧ C,Q)
where v = id(E .iter) and id a new identifier(C,Q) = trXQuery(E ,(⊺,0, []), p)⟨q⟩
trXQuery(E ,O, p)⟨$xi⟩ = (deep-copy(E(xi),v) ∧ CHILD(p,v,order(O)),⊺)
where v = id(E .iter) and id a new identifier
trXQuery(E ,O, p)⟨$xi/step⟩ = (if r ≠ nilthendeep-copy(r,v)∧ CHILD(p,v,order(O)),(Qs∨ r = nil))
where (Qs, r) = tqc(E ′)⟨$xi/step⟩ with E ′ = E but E ′.iter = E .iter ○ r
v = id(E .iter ○ r) and id a new identifier
trXQuery(E ,O, p)⟨q1 q2⟩ = (C1∧C2,Q1∧Q2) where (C1,Q1) = trXQuery(E ,O, p)⟨q1⟩(C2,Q2) = trXQuery(E ,(O.g,O.o+ 1,O.i), p)⟨q2⟩
query sequence is left-associative, i.e., q1 no sequence
trXQuery(E ,O, p)⟨for $xi in s return q⟩ = ( if r ≠ nil then C,(Qs ∧Q ∨ r = nil))
where (Qs, r) = tqc(E)⟨s⟩ with E ′ = E but E ′.iter = E .iter ○ r(C,Q) = trXQuery(E ′ ++ (xi, r),(order(O),0, r), p)⟨q⟩
trXQuery(E ,O, p)⟨if cond then q⟩ = ( if r ≠ nil then C,(Qc ∧Q ∨ r = nil))
where (Qc, r) = tqc(E)⟨cond⟩(C,Q) = trXQuery(E ,O, p)⟨q⟩
Table 34. Translating composition-free XQuery
¿e trXQuery(E ,O, p) is specied in full in Table 34. As stated, it takes an
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environment E , an order environmentO, a parent construct variable, and,
of course, the XQuery expression as parameter. It returns a pair (C,Q) of
CIQLog formulas, C a conjunction of head atoms, Q a body formula. ¿e
intuitive semantics of trXQuery is that the result of C applied to the bindings
provided by Q (i.e., C ←Ð Q) is isomorphic to the result of the XQuery
expression under the given E ,O, and parent construct variable (resp. its
XQuery counterpart).
Understanding
the translation
function
¿e translation uses a helper function tqc for the translation of XQuery
conditions which is given in Table 36. Before turning to tqc, note the struc-
tural similarities between trXQuery and the above semantics for composition-
free XQuery (which is due to [144, 21]). In contrast to that semantics,
however, the translation has to split up the XQuery expression into a spec-
ication of the construction (for the CIQLog rule head) and a CIQLog query
expressing relations on the nodes of the input tree. ¿is split makes the
nature of XQuery expressions, whether they are mainly about querying
the input nodes or about creating output, eminently visible in trXQuery. E.g.,
element construction (cases 2–3) does not aect the query (theQ part), but
only the construction. On the other hand, all the conditions (in Table 36)
used, e.g., for the in expression of for loops (case 7) only result in query
formula and have inuence on the construction. Regarding, the order
environment O and its management, it is worth pointing out, that ele-
ment construction resets that environment (cases 2–3) by using a (⊺,0, [])
for the translation of contained expressions. In contrast, iteration (case
7) adds to the nesting depth of order terms of contained expressions by
using (order(order(O),o, r) as order environment for the translation of
nested expressions. Finally, a sequence of queries (case 6) translates the
rst query with the given order environment, but increases the oset for
each following query. For case 6, we assume that query sequence opera-
tor is le -associative, i.e., q1 does not consist in a sequence of two other
queries.
Translating
conditions
As stated, conditions are translated using tqc specied in Table 36, which
also takes an environment E in addition to the condition to be translated
and returns pairs of CIQLog body formulas and query variables.¿e returned
query variable identies a newly created variable, if there is any. It uses
the same helper function relation(axis) as the translation of XPath, see
Section 8.2.2.
Copy semantics In one aspect, we deviate slightly from XQuery and the above semantics
for composition-free XQuery: we always construct new forest whereas
XQuery expressions may return simply lists of bindings into the existing
data. In other words, we implicitly assume a root element around any
XQuery expression to be translated. Without this assumption the result
computed by our translation is only correct up to node identity wrt. the
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function XQuery CIQLog expression
tqc(E)⟨$xi/axis::l⟩ = (relation(axis)(E(xi),v) ∧ L(v, l),v)
where v = id(E .iter) and id new identifier
tqc(E)⟨$xi/axis::node()⟩ = (relation(axis)(E(xi),v) where v = id(E .iter) and id a new identifier
tqc(E)⟨$xi = $xj⟩ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(E(xi) ≐ E(xj),E(xi)) if = is node equal(E(xi) ≅ E(xj),E(xi)) if = is atomic equal(E(xi) ≗bij E(xj),E(xi)) if = is deep equal
tqc(E)⟨$xi = <l/>⟩ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(false, r) if = is node equal and r new var.
(L(E(xi), l),E(xi)) if = is atomic equal(L(E(xi), l) ∧ outdeg(E(xi),0),E(xi)) if = is deep equal
tqc(E)⟨q1 and q2⟩ = (Q1 ∧Q2 ∧ r = (r1 ≠ nil ∧ r2 ≠ nil), r)
where r is a new variable(Q1, r1) = tqc(E)⟨q1⟩(Q2, r2) = tqc(E)⟨q2⟩
tqc(E)⟨q1 or q2⟩ = ((Q1 ∨Q2) ∧ r = (r1 ≠ nil ∨ r2 ≠ nil), r)
where r is a new variable(Q1, r1) = tqc(E)⟨q1⟩(Q2, r2) = tqc(E)⟨q2⟩
tqc(E)⟨not q⟩ = (¬(Q), r) where (Q, r) = tqc(E)⟨q⟩
tqc(E)⟨true⟩ = (r = true, r) where r is a new variable (true arbitrary not-nil value)
tqc(E)⟨some $xi in s satisfies c⟩ = ((Qs ∧Q ∨ r = nil), r′)
where (Qs, r) = tqc(E)⟨s⟩ with E ′ = E but E ′.iter = E .iter ○ r(Q, r′) = tqc(E ′ ++ (xi, r))⟨c⟩
Table 36. Translating composition-free XQuery: conditions
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above semantics. ¿is can be addressed by distinguishing between expres-
sions within (at least one) element constructors and those outside of any
element constructors. For the latter, we use, instead of deep-copy, direct
references to variables and their bindings in the head.
order example. We conclude with a further illustration of the role
of order terms in XQuery. Consider the following XQuery program that
generates a list of a, b,c, and d tags under a common root r, but the or-
der and number of those tags depends on the number of bindings for
$inp/descendant::*:
<r>
2 for $x in $inp/descendant::* return
<a>()</a>
4 for $y in $inp/descendant::* return
for $z in $inp/descendant::* return
6 <b>()</b> <c>()</c>
<d>()</d>
8 </r>
Assuming, for instance, that $inp/descendant::*: matches exactly two
nodes in the input, the resulting XML document looks as follows:
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<r>
2 <a />
<b /> <c /> <b /> <c /> <b /> <c /> <b /> <c />
4 <d />
<a />
6 <b /> <c /> <b /> <c /> <b /> <c /> <b /> <c />
<d />
8 </r>
¿e query returns as many sequences of a and d elements surrounding se-
quences of b and c elements as there arematches for $inp/descendant::*.¿e
inner sequence of b’s and c’s is also repeated once for each match. In CIQLog,
we use node invention terms with appropriate grouping variables to obtain
as many new nodes as there are matches, and order (invention) terms to
ensure that their order is correct. Applying trXQuery to the above program
yields:
root(id1(i)) ∧ O(id1(i),child) ∧
2 child(id1(i),id2(i),order(⊺,0)) ∧ L(id2(i),r) ∧ O(id2(i),child) ∧
if v1 ≠ nil then (
4 child(id2(i),id3(i,v1),order(order(⊺,0),0,v1)) ∧ L(id3(i,v1), a) ∧
if v2 ≠ nil then ( if v3 ≠ nil then (
6 child
(id2(i),id4(i,v1,v2,v3),order(order(order(⊺,0),1,v1),0,v2,v3)) ∧
L(id4(i,v1,v2), b) ∧
8 child
(id2(i),id5(i,v1,v2,v3),order(order(order(⊺,0),1,v1),1,v2,v3)) ∧
L(id5(i,v1,v2), c) ) ) ∧
10 child(id2(i),id6(i,v1),order(order(⊺,0),2,v1)) ∧ L(id6(i,v1), d) )←Ð root(i) ∧ (child+(i, v1) ∧
12 (child+(i, v2) ∧
(child(v2, v3) ∧
14 ∨ v3 = nil)∨ v2 = nil)
16 ∨ v1 = nil)
Notice, how the order terms for the construction of b and c elements have
the same parent order term which in turn is between the order term of
the a and of the d children of r.
With this example, we conclude the illustration of the translation func-
tion for composition-free XQuery expressions to CIQLog. Before a brief
outlook on an extension of that translation to a larger fragment of XQuery,
the next section discusses the equivalence between the translation function
and the above semantics for composition-free XQuery from [21].
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8.3.5 equivalence
To establish equivalence between the semantics of composition-freeXQuery
a er [21] given in Table 31 and the semantic of a CIQLog rule generated by
trXQuery for a given composition-free XQuery expression P, rst consider
that XML forests as used in the semantics are merely a special case of
CIQLog data graphs (under the mapping from axis to data graph relations
given by relation in Section 8.2.2.
¿us, we have to establish that the data graph constructed by the CIQLog
rule resulting from a translation of P is isomorphic to the XML forest F
returned by Table 31 on P if restricted to the sub-trees rooted at the binding
nodes e⃗.
For simplicity, we assume in the following that P is wrapped in some
root element root. ¿is avoids having to consider multiple binding nodes
(and thus forests instead of trees). It also addresses that above remark,
that the CIQLog semantics is always a new tree, whereas Table 31 allows
fragments of an original tree to be returned. However, up to node identity
the two forms are equivalent.
¿eorem 8.2. ¿e semantics of the CIQLog expression Q returned by trXQuery
for a given XQuery expression P is equivalent to the semantics of P under
Table 31 up to node identity. Furthermore, the size of Q is linear in the size
of P.
Proof (Sketch). ¿e proof is by structural induction over the shape of an
XQuery expression.
For case 1 (()), both semantics do not change the bindings of any vari-
ables and do not add any construction. In particular, if <root>()</root>
is the entire program both semantics are obviously equivalent (both return
a tree with single, empty node root (cf. the trXcerpt wrapper above and case 2
in both semantics).
For case 2 and 3, element construction, add a root node with given label
around the bindings returned by the evaluation of their child expressions.
¿e iteration is on bindings in e⃗, resp. iteration variables in E .iterwhich are
in all cases unchanged from the call of the semantics function to nested
calls except for the iteration case (case 7), where they are extended in both
semantics in the same way, see below.
For case 4, observe that both semantics construct a tree isomorphic
to the one rooted at a binding ei for xi. However, ~  returns directly(F, [ei]), whereas trXQuery returns a deep-copy of the subtree rooted at ei.
If we disregard node identity, however, the two subtrees are equivalent.
For case 5, the same observation holds. In addition to case 4, both
semantics add restrictions to the returned bindings, as expressed by the
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path expression. In the case of trXQuery this is achieved by the call to tqc. For
~  we also need to consider case 9.
For case 6, the sequence of two queries, both semantics delegate the
translation to recursive calls on the operands and combine the result using
union resp. conjunction. Note, that the involved order terms of trXQuery
are covered in ~  simply by concatenating the bindings returned by the
second query a er the end of the bindings of the rst query (see denition
of ⊎ in Section 8.3.3.
For case 7, we observe that both semantics delegate the translation,
though trXQuery uses tqc for the in expression. ¿is is nevertheless equiva-
lent, as an in expression in composition-free XQuery may only contain
a step. ¿is is not true of XQuery where exactly this case can not always
be translated to a single CIQLog rule. ¿e iteration variables are in both
cases extended in the same way (by the single variable bound in the in
expression).
Analog observations hold for case 8.
If one remembers that cases 10–15 of ~  handle expressions that only
occur in conditions (but not in general query contexts), it is easy to verify
that they are equivalent to the corresponding cases of tqc.
Again it is easy to see that the size of Q is linear in the size of P by
considering that each case translates at least one construct from Q (or
defers entirely to another translation function) and no duplication of sub-
results is introduced in any case. 
8.4 BEYOND COMPOSIT ION-FREE XQUERY
In the previous sections, we have considered two important fragments
of XQuery, viz. navigational XPath and composition-free XQuery, and
shown ho to translate them into CIQLogNR.
We have chosen composition-free XQuery as it limits all relations to
nodes of the input tree, just like in CIQLogNR. However, in full CIQLog we can
also query invented nodes resulting from a previous rule application. We
can exploit this to translate a larger fragment of query, viz. XQuery without
user-dened functions. Intuitively, each expression is partitioned into a
sequence of rules such that a following rule depends only on preceding
ones. Whenever we construct data, that is then queried, we introduce a
new rule.
Incidentally, this approach is used and described in more detail in [148]
where a translation from XQuery to Xcerpt is dened. In fact, we can
use that translation to rst create an Xcerpt program for a given XQuery
expression and then translate that Xcerpt program to CIQLog as described
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in Section 8.
In both cases, the resulting CIQLog program is non-recursive since each
rule depends only on rules generated from nested XQuery expressions.
¿is coincides with results from [144] where it is shown that XQuery
without user-dened functions and deep-equal has NEXPTIME-complete
query complexity, just as non-recursive CIQLog (recall that non-recursive
CIQLog has the same complexity as non-recursive logic programming).
Finally, for full XQuery we have to consider user-dened, possibly re-
cursive functions and the full operator library of XQuery [149]. ¿e prior
can be translated by the same scheme as above, but now a rule may depend
also on the results of itself or rules generated from superordinate expres-
sions. ¿e latter can be provided as predened relations or, where possible,
implemented as CIQLog rules, and does not add to the expressiveness of full
CIQLog.
8.5 CONCLUS ION
CIQLog is designed as an abstraction of the core aspects of Web query
languages. Its non-recursive fragment CIQLogNR is well-suited to specify and
implement diverse query languages without query composition. In this
chapter, we show how navigational XPath and a large fragment of XQuery,
composition-free XQuery as dened in [144], can be translated to CIQLog
while preserving the standard semantics.
¿e translation also highlights one of the core dierences betweenXPath
(and, to some extent, Xcerpt) and XQuery: Where we can consider naviga-
tional XPath without caring about the precise iteration order and consider
the semantics of XPath-expressions as sets of nodes, XQuery provides a
much greater control over the iteration order on binding nodes and the
order of constructed elements in the result. ¿ough this certainly is bene-
cial in some cases, there are many queries for which such precise control
is pointless. ¿is has been recognized in the design of XQuery through
the addition of the unordered operator which, essentially, switches from
sequence- to (multi-) set-based semantics. Xcerpt takes the dual approach:
We assume that in most cases the query author is not all that much con-
cerned about the order of result elements. If that is not the case, a grouping
expressionmay be adorned by an explicit order-by clause. Another reason
for the more involved order terms in the translation of XQuery compared
to Xcerpt is that we specically disallow lists of terms in Xcerpt grouping
expressions in Chapter 7, though Xcerpt 2.0 provides these expressions. If
we allow such expressions as in, e.g., r[a, all(b, c)group-by(var X), d],
we arrive at similarly involved order terms as in the translation of XQuery
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presented here.
Together with the CIQCAG algebra the above translation gives as an e-
cient and in many cases optimal evaluation of composition-free XQuery
(and navigational XPath). For composition-free XQuery on tree, forest, or
even cig data, we obtainO(q ⋅ n) time and space bounds if the query is
tree shaped andO(nqg +q ⋅n)where q is the size of the query, n the size of
the data and qg the number of answer variables or variables with non-tree
edges in the query. On XML data, the space bound is even O(q ⋅ d), cf.
Section 12.9. ¿e detailed complexities of CIQCAG are discussed in Part IV.
¿e translation from CIQLog to CIQCAG in Chapter 13.
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9.1 INTRODUCT ION
Compared with XML query languages, the eld of RDF query languages is
less mature and has not received asmuch attention from research. Recently,
the W3C has started to derive a standard RDF query language, called
SPARQL [183], that is, visibly inuenced by languages such as RDQL [163],
RQL[138], and SeRQL[46], aiming to create a stable foundation for use,
implementation, and research on RDF databases and query languages.
Fundamentally, SPARQL is a fairly simple query language in the spirit of
basic subsets of SQL or OQL. However, the specics of RDF have lead to a
number of unusual features that, arguably, make SPARQL more suited to
RDF querying than previous approaches such as RDQL [163]. However,
the price is a more involved semantics complemented by a tendency in
[183] to redene or ignore established notions from relational and XML
query languages rather than build upon them.
Nevertheless, SPARQL is expected to become the “lingua franca” of
RDF querying and thus well worth further investigation. In the following
sections, we rst briey introduce into SPARQL and its semantics (based
on [179] and [181] but extended to full SPARQL queries rather than only
patterns). From the discussion of the semantics, we turn to the translation
from SPARQL to CIQLogNR which turns out to be closely aligned with the
semantics of [179]. ¿e translation is also the rst purely logical semantics
for SPARQL which hints at how to integrate SPARQL with rule-based
reasoning approaches prolic on the Semantic Web. We briey discuss
along one such approach, viz. RDFLog, the eects of extending SPARQL
with rules on the translation to CIQLog.
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Figure 39. Exemplary Data Graph: RDF Conference Data (simplication of Fig-
ure 26 omitting the sequence container and edge positions)
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example. In Section 5.4, we introduceRDF and its datamodel together
with a mapping to CIQLog data graphs. Recall, the sample data used there,
which is depicted again in Figure 39 and represents articles in a given
conference and their authors.
¿e following SPARQL query selects from that graph all articles created
by someone with the full-name “M. T. Cicero” and returns a new graph
where the dc:creator relation of the original graph is inverted tomy:published.1
CONSTRUCT { ?p my:published ?a }
2 WHERE { ?a rdf:type bib:Article AND ?a dc:creator ?p
AND ?p vcard:FN ‘M. T. Cicero’ }
¿e query illustrates SPARQLs fundamental query construct: a pattern(s, p,o) for RDF triples (whose components are usually thought of as
subject, predicate, object). Any RDF triple is also a triple pattern, but triple
patterns allow variables for each component. Furthermore, SPARQL also
allows literals in subject position, anticipating the same change also in RDF
1 Here, and in the following we use namespace prexes to abbreviate IRIs. ¿e usual IRIs
are assumed for rdf, rdfs, dc (dublin core), foaf (friend-of-a-friend), vcard vocabularies. my is a
prex bound to an arbitrary IRI.
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itself. We use the variant syntax for SPARQL discussed in [179] to ease the
denition of syntax and semantics of the language. For instance, standard
SPARQL, uses . instead of AND for triple conjunction. We consider two
forms of SPARQL queries, viz. SELECT queries that return list of variable
bindings and CONSTRUCT queries that return new RDF graphs. Triple pat-
terns contained in a CONSTRUCT clause (or “template”) are instantiated with
the variable bindings provided by the evaluation of the triple pattern in
the WHERE clause. We omit named graphs and assume that all queries are
on the single input graph. An extension of the discussion to named graphs
is easy (and partially demonstrated in [181]) but only distracts from the
salient points of the discussion.
¿e full grammar of SPARQL queries as considered here (extending
[179] by CONSTRUCT queries) is as follows:⟨query⟩ ::= ‘CONSTRUCT’ ⟨template⟩ ‘WHERE’ ⟨pattern⟩
| ‘SELECT’ ⟨variable⟩+ ‘WHERE’ ⟨pattern⟩⟨template⟩ ::= ⟨triple⟩ | ⟨template⟩ ‘AND’ ⟨template⟩ | ‘{’ template ‘}’⟨triple⟩ ::= ⟨resource⟩‘,’ ⟨predicate⟩‘,’ ⟨resource⟩⟨resource⟩ ::= ⟨iri⟩ | ⟨variable⟩ | ⟨literal⟩ | ⟨blank⟩⟨predicate⟩ ::= ⟨iri⟩ | ⟨variable⟩⟨variable⟩ ::= ‘?’ ⟨identier⟩⟨pattern⟩ ::= ⟨triple⟩ | ‘{’ ⟨pattern⟩ ‘}’
| ⟨pattern⟩ ‘FILTER’ ‘(’ ⟨condition⟩ ‘)’ |
| ⟨pattern⟩ ‘AND’ ⟨pattern⟩ | ⟨pattern⟩ ‘UNION’ ⟨pattern⟩
| ⟨pattern⟩ ‘MINUS’ ⟨pattern⟩ | ⟨pattern⟩ ‘OPT’ ⟨pattern⟩⟨condition⟩ ::= ⟨variable⟩ ‘=’ ⟨variable⟩ | ⟨variable⟩ ‘=’ (⟨literal⟩|⟨iri⟩)
| ‘BOUND(’ ⟨variable⟩ ‘)’ | ‘isBLANK(’ ⟨variable⟩ ‘)’
| ‘isLITERAL(’ ⟨variable⟩ ‘)’ | ‘isIRI(’ ⟨variable⟩ ‘)’
| ⟨negation⟩ | ⟨conjunction⟩ | ⟨disjunction⟩⟨negation⟩ ::= ‘¬’⟨condition⟩⟨conjunction⟩ ::= ⟨condition⟩ ‘∧’ ⟨condition⟩⟨disjunction⟩ ::= ⟨condition⟩ ‘∨’ ⟨condition⟩
We pose some additional syntactic restrictions: SPARQL queries are
range-restricted, i.e., all variables in the “head” (CONSTRUCT or SELECT
clause) also occurs in the “body” (WHERE clause) of the query. We assume
error-free SPARQL expressions (in contrast to [179] and [181]), i.e., for each
FILTER expression all variables occurring in the (right-hand) condition
must also occur in the (le -hand) pattern. ¿e rst limitation is as in stan-
dard SPARQL, the second is allowed in standard SPARQL but can easily
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recognized a-priori and rewritten to the canonical false FILTER expression
(as FILTER expressions with unbound variables raise errors which, in turn,
are treated as a false lter, see “eective boolean value” in [183].
Finally, we allow only valid RDF constructions in CONSTRUCT clauses, i.e.,
no literal may occur as a subject, all variables occurring in subject position
are never bound to literals, and all variables occurring in predicate position
are only ever bound to IRIs (but not to literals or blank nodes). ¿e rst
condition can be enforced statically, the others by adding appropriate
isIRI or negated isLITERAL lters to the query body.
Following [181], we dene the semantics of SPARQL queries based on
substitutions. A substitution θ = ⟨v1,n1, . . . ,vk ∶ nk⟩ with vi ∈ Vars(Q) ∧
ni ∈ nodes(D)} for a queryQ over a data graphD (as in Section 5.4) maps
some variables from Q to nodes in D. For a substitution θ we denote with
dom(θ) the variables mapped by θ. Given a triple pattern t = (s, p,o), we
denote with tθ the application of θ to t replacing all occurrences of vari-
ables mapped in θ by their mapping in t. For a triple (s, p,o) containing
no variables, we say (s, p,o) ∈ D if there is a p labeled edge between s and
o labeled nodes in D.
On sets of substitutions the usual relational operations &, ∪, and ∖ apply.
We dene the (le ) semi-join R X S = (R & S) ∪ (R ∖ S).
Finally, given a template t, i.e., a conjunction of triple patterns, std(t)
returns t but replacing each blank node identier (i.e., strings of the form
_:identier) with a new blank node identier not occurring in D and
not created by a prior application of std. Intuitively, std(t) creates a new
instance of t such that the blank nodes of two instances (and any instance
with the input graph) do not overlap.
Using these denitions, Table 37 gives the semantics of SPARQL SELECT
and CONSTRUCT queries by means of ~ D. ~ D translates the WHERE clause
using ~ DSubst and a CONSTRUCT clause, if present, using ~ 
D
Graph. For a SELECT
query, we project the set of substitutions returned by ~ DSubst to the set of
answer variables V. For a CONSTRUCT query we apply each substitution
θ ∈ ~P DSubst to a new instance of the template t contained in the CONSTRUCT
clause created using std. Applying a substitutions is straightforward except
that triples containing one or more variables that bound to nil by θ are
omitted entirely.
¿e semantics of a SPARQL pattern P contained in the WHERE clause is
given by ~P D and produces a set of substitutions (or bindings) for vari-
ables inP. Triple patterns t (case 1) are evaluated to the set of substitutions θ
such that the tθ contains nomore variables and falls inD. Pattern composi-
tions AND, UNION, MINUS, and OPT are reduced to the appropriate operations
on sets of substitutions (cases 2–4). FILTER expressions (case 5) are again
evaluated straightforwardly, as restrictions on the substitutions returned
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 (s, p,o) DSubst = {θ ∶ dom(θ) = Vars((s, p,o)) ∧ tθ ∈ D}
pattern1 AND pattern2
D
Subst
=

pattern1
D
Subst
&  pattern2 DSubst
pattern1 UNION pattern2
D
Subst
=

pattern1
D
Subst
∪  pattern2 DSubst
pattern1 MINUS pattern2
D
Subst
=

pattern1
D
Subst
∖  pattern2 DSubst
pattern1 OPT pattern2
D
Subst
=

pattern1
D
Subst
X

pattern2
D
Subst
pattern FILTER condition
D
Subst = {θ ∈  pattern DSubst ∶ Vars(condition) ⊂ dom(θ)∧ ~ condition DBool (θ)}
~ condition1 ∧ condition2 DBool (θ) = ~ condition1 DBool (θ) ∧ ~ condition2 DBool (θ)
~ condition1 ∨ condition2 DBool (θ) = ~ condition1 DBool (θ) ∨ ~ condition2 DBool (θ)
~¬condition DBool (θ) = ¬ ~ condition DBool (θ)
BOUND(?v) DBool (θ) = vθ ≠ nil
isLITERAL(?v) DBool (θ) = vθ ∈ L
isIRI(?v) DBool (θ) = vθ ∈ I
isBLANK(?v) DBool (θ) = vθ ∈ B
~ ?v = literal DBool (θ) = vθ = literal
~ ?u = ?v DBool (θ) = uθ = vθ ∧ uθ ≠ nil

triple
D
Graph (θ) = tripleθ if ∀v ∈ Vars(triple) ∶ vθ ≠ nil, ⊺ otherwise
template1 AND template2
D
Graph
(θ) =  template1 DGraph (θ) ∪  template2 DGraph (θ)
CONSTRUCT t WHERE p
D =⋃θ∈~ P D
Subst

std(t) DGraph (θ)
SELECTV WHERE p
D = piV(~P DSubst)
Table 37. Semantics for SPARQL
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by the (le -hand) pattern with the boolean formula that is provided by
~ DBool for the condition of the lter expression. Vars(condition) ⊂ dom(θ)
is not strictly necessary as itmerely restates that we only consider error-free
SPARQL queries.
9.3 TRANSLAT ING SPARQL QUER IES
Translating SPARQL to CIQLog is, for the most part, a direct mirror of the
semantics in Table 37. ¿e main dierence is when translating CONSTRUCT
clauses. Here, we create value invention terms for each resource in the
template that depend on all variables in the CONSTRUCT clause. ¿is imple-
ments std in the above semantics, i.e., the instantiation of the blank nodes
for each substitution (i.e., binding tuple). ¿is implies, however, that the
result is not the data graph representation of an RDF graph in the sense
of Section 5.4 since it may contain several nodes with the same (IRI or
literal) label. he translation of WHERE clauses, though, does not use repeated
variable occurrences in the body but separate variables for each subject,
predicate, or object and label variables for common occurrences of the
same SPARQL variable. ¿us it can not distinguish between a graph with
several nodes with the same label (each carrying some but not all proper-
ties of the named resource) and one where all these nodes are collapsed.
Nevertheless, we may want to create a proper data graph representation
by collapsing all such nodes. ¿is can be achieved in CIQLog by a simple
graph transformation on all nodes with the same label that exploits that
value invention in CIQLog can be parametrized with an equivalence rela-
tion. Usually, we assume node equality ≐, but in this case we employ label
equality ≅ and thus create only one node in the transformed graph per
unique node or edge label in the input graph.
translation examples. To illustrate this point and the general
translation more closely, consider again the above SPARQL example:
1 CONSTRUCT { ?p my:published ?a }
WHERE { ?a rdf:type bib:Article AND ?a dc:creator ?p
3 AND ?p vcard:FN ‘M. T. Cicero’ }
In CIQLog, we can express the same query constructing a new graph with
two nodes and one edge per binding tuple for p and a. Here and in the
following examples we omit conditionals if all variables are non-optional
and use prex abbreviations also for CIQLog labels:
1 L(id1(A),vp) ∧ (id1(A),id2(A)) ∧ L(id2(A),my:published) ∧
(id3(A),id2(A)) ∧ L(id3(A),va)
3 ←Ð L(s1,va) ∧ (s1,p1) ∧ L(p1,rdf:type) ∧
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(o1, p1) ∧ L(o1,bib:Article) ∧
5 L(s2,va) ∧ (s2,p2) ∧ L(p2,dc:creator) ∧ (o2, p2) ∧ L
(o2,vp) ∧
L(s3,vp) ∧ (s3,p3) ∧ L(p3,vcard:FN) ∧ (o3,p3) ∧
7 L(o3,‘M. T. Cicero’)
¿e above CIQLog rule illustrates the general translation scheme: each triple
pattern in the body is separately translated using new variables for subject,
predicate, and object. If any of those is a SPARQL variable, we add a
label restriction on the respective variable and a label variable that is the
associated CIQLog variable of that SPARQL variable. In the head, triple
patterns are also translated independently, but now label restrictions are
established with query variables (line 2). All node value expressions in the
head are over all variables in the CONSTRUCT clause (abbreviated above asA = [va,vp]). ¿is includes possible optional variables (see next example).
As equivalence relation we use here equality on labels, not node identity.
In contrast to Xcerpt, XPath, and XQuery, we do not include root rela-
tions though if desired appropriate relations (e.g., to each named resource)
can be easily added.
¿e second example focuses on the eect of OPT clauses and blank nodes
in the head:
1 CONSTRUCT { _:group my:member ?a AND ?a my:otherAuthor ?p2 }
WHERE { ?a rdf:type bib:Article AND ?a dc:creator ?p
3 AND ?p vcard:FN ‘M. T. Cicero’
OPT { ?a dc:creator ?p2 FILTER (¬ ?p = ?p2) } }
We select in addition any further creators of a paper authored byCicero.We
return a graph over the article and the optional further creator. _:group is
a blank node (with local identier group. In CIQLogwe obtain the following
rule for this SPARQL query (withA = [va,vp,vp2])
L(id1(A), _:id1(A)) ∧ (id1(A),id2(A)) ∧ L(id2(A),my:member) ∧
2 (id3(A),id2(A)) ∧ L(id3(A),va) ∧
if vp ≠ nil ∧ p2 ≠ nil then
4 L(id4(A),va) ∧ (id4(A),id5(A)) ∧ L
(id5(A),my:otherAuthor) ∧
(id6(A),id5(A)) ∧ L(id6(A),vp2) ←Ð
6 L(s1,va) ∧ (s1,p1) ∧ L(p1,rdf:type) ∧ (o1, p1) ∧ L
(o1,bib:Article) ∧
L(s2,va) ∧ (s2,p2) ∧ L(p2,dc:creator) ∧ (o2,p2) ∧ L(o2,vp) ∧
8 L(s3,vp) ∧ (s3,p3) ∧ L(p3,vcard:FN) ∧ (o3,p3) ∧ L
(o3,‘M.T.Cicero’) ∧
(L(s4,va) ∧ (s4,p4) ∧ L(p4,dc:creator) ∧ (o4,p4) ∧
10 L(o4,vp2) ∧ ¬(vp ≠ vp2) ∨ s4 = nil ∧
p4 = nil ∧ o4 = nil ∧ vp2 = nil)
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First, in the body the optional is realized by an disjunction where the
second part sets all newly introduced variables of the sub-expression to
nil, thus ensuring that the query never fails due to the optional part (but
the variables are nil in case of failure). In the head, we add a conditional
around all triple pattern containing optional variables. Notice, how we use
value invention to instantiate a new blank node for each binding pair in
line 1.
function SPARQL expression CIQLog expression
trSPARQL⟨CONSTRUCT template WHERE pattern⟩ = C ←Ð Q where (C,v) = tsh(E ′)⟨template⟩(E ,Q) = tsp(∅)⟨pattern⟩E ′ = E with E ′.iter = Vars(template)
trSPARQL⟨SELECT v1, . . . ,vn WHERE pattern⟩ = ans(E(v1), . . . ,E(vn))←Ð Q
where (E ,Q) = tsp(∅)⟨pattern⟩
tsh(E)⟨literal⟩ = (L(v, ‘literal’),v) where v = id(E .iter) with id new identifier
tsh(E)⟨iri⟩ = (L(v, iri),v) where v = id(E .iter) with id new identifier
tsh(E)⟨?vid⟩ = (L(v,E(vid)),v) where v = id(E .iter) with id new identifier
tsh(E)⟨(s, p,o)⟩ = ( if C then Fs ∧ Fp∧ Fo ∧ (vs,vp) ∧ (vo,vp),vs)
whereC = (v1 ≠ nil ∧ . . .∧ vk ≠ nil) where {v1, . . . ,vk} = Vars((s, p,o))(Fs,vs) = tsh(E)⟨s⟩ (Fp,vp) = tsh(E)⟨p⟩(Fo,vo) = tsh(E)⟨o⟩
tsh(E)⟨t1 AND t2⟩ = (F1∧F2,v2) where (F1,v1) = tsh(E)⟨t1⟩(F2,v2) = tsh(E)⟨t2⟩
Table 39. Translating SPARQL queries and CONSTRUCT clauses
translation function. Guided by these examples, we can turn
to the translation function for SPARQL, trSPARQL, as specied in Table 39. It
employs two helper functions, tsh for translating CONSTRUCT clauses and tsp
for translating WHERE clauses. As for the translation of Xcerpt and XQuery
we use an environment containing mapping from SPARQL variables to
those of CIQLog and a list of iteration variables that is always the set of all
variables occurring in the CONSTRUCT clause (case 1 in Table 39). Notice
the use of NewVars in the translation of OPT that retrieves all variables
introduced in the sub-pattern under a OPT (i.e., variables not retrieved
from the environment). ¿ese variables are then used in the second part
of the disjunction.
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function SPARQL expression CIQLog expression
tsr(E)⟨literal⟩ = (E ,L(v, ‘literal’),v) where v is a new variable
tsr(E)⟨iri⟩ = (E ,L(v, iri),v) where v is a new variable
tsr(E)⟨?vid⟩ = (E ++ {(vid, l)},L(v, l),v)
where v is a new variable and l = E(vid) if defined, otherwise a new variable
tsp(E)⟨(s, p,o)⟩ = (Eo,Fs ∧ Fp∧ Fo ∧ (vs,vp) ∧ (vo,vp))
where (Es,Fs,vs) = tsr(E)⟨s⟩ (Ep,Fp,vp) = tsr(Es)⟨p⟩(Eo,Fo,vo) = tsr(Ep)⟨o⟩
tsp(E)⟨p1 AND p2⟩ = (E2,F1∧F2) where (E1,F1) = tsp(E)⟨p1⟩(E2,F2) = tsp(E1)⟨p2⟩
tsp(E)⟨p1 UNION p2⟩ = (E2,F1∨F2) where (E1,F1) = tsp(E)⟨p1⟩(E2,F2) = tsp(E1)⟨p2⟩
tsp(E)⟨p1 MINUS p2⟩ = (E2,F1∧¬(F2)) where (E1,F1) = tsp(E)⟨p1⟩(E2,F2) = tsp(E1)⟨p2⟩
tsp(E)⟨p1 OPT p2⟩ = (E2,F1∧(F2∨F3) where (E1,F1) = tsp(E)⟨p1⟩(E2,F2) = tsp(E1)⟨p2⟩
F3 = ⋁v∈NewVars(F1)∪NewVars(F2)(v = nil)
tsp(E)⟨p1 FILTER p2⟩ = (E1,F1∧tsc(E1)⟨p2⟩) where (E1,F1) = tsp(E)⟨p1⟩
tsc(E)⟨c1 ∧ c2⟩ = tsc(E)⟨c1⟩ ∧ tsc(E)⟨c2⟩
tsc(E)⟨c1 ∨ c2⟩ = tsc(E)⟨c1⟩ ∨ tsc(E)⟨c2⟩
tsc(E)⟨¬c⟩ = ¬(tsc(E)⟨c⟩)
tsc(E)⟨?vid1 = ?vid2⟩ = E(vid1) = E(vid2)
tsc(E)⟨?vid = literal⟩ = E(vid1) = ‘literal’
tsc(E)⟨?vid = iri⟩ = E(vid) = iri
tsc(E)⟨BOUND(?vid)⟩ = E(vid) ≠ nil
tsc(E)⟨isBLANK(?vid)⟩ = E(vid) = _:⟨identifier⟩
tsc(E)⟨isLITERAL(?vid)⟩ = E(vid) = ‘⟨string⟩’
tsc(E)⟨isIRI(?vid)⟩ = ¬(tsc(E)⟨isLITERAL(?vid)⟩ ∨ tsc(E)⟨isBLANK(?vid)⟩)
Table 41. Translating SPARQL patterns and conditions
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¿e translation of SPARQL construct patterns is fairly unremarkable.
Notice that variables are translated by retrieving the related label variable
from the environment.
SPARQL patterns are translated using tsp, specied in Table 41, and its
helpers tsr (for resources) and tsc (for conditions). Subjects, predicates, and
objects are translated by always creating new variables and placing label
restrictions on those variables. When translating SPARQL variables, we
establish label restrictions with the associated label variable of CIQLog (l in
case 3 of Table 41). Otherwise the translation is fairly straightforward.
We conclude the translation of SPARQL with the conjecture that the
graph constructed by trSPARQLP contains (in the sense dened above), up to
consistent renaming of blank nodes, the same triples as ~P D.
Conjecture 9.1. For a given SPARQL CONSTRUCT query P there is amapping
f on literals, IRIs, and blank nodes, that is the identity on literals and IRIs,
such a triple (s, p,o) ∈ T if and only if (f(s), f(p), f(o)) ∈ ~P D where
T is in the graph obtained from the evaluation of trSPARQLP.
9.4 FROM SPARQL TO RULES : RDFLOG
SPARQL queries can be considered as non-recursive, single-rule expres-
sions. ¿ere have been some approaches to extending SPARQL with rules,
e.g., [181], or to embed SPARQL queries in a rule-based query language.
¿e above translation yields a single CIQLog rule for each SPARQL query.
Obviously, we can allow a program to contain many such rules which then
can provide input to each other.
However, there are a number of challenges when adding rules to an RDF
query language that are better addressed in RDFLog [63]. Most notably,
SPARQL’s heads always group over all answer variables which limits the
kind of queries that can be expressed signicantly (at no gain in complexity
as shown in [63].
With the same observation as for the previous languages, it is easy to
see from the translation functions that the following result holds
¿eorem 9.1. ¿e size of the CIQLog expression Q returned by trSPARQL for a
given SPARQL query P is linear in the size of P.
9.5 CONCLUS ION
Compared with the translations for XQuery and Xcerpt, SPARQL is an
easy target for translation to CIQLog. ¿e main diculty lies in the graph
construction not in the query patterns. We have employed a translation
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scheme using label variables above. ¿is emphasizes that SPARQL’s do-
main is better thought of as IRIs, literals, and blank node identiers. ¿is
deviates from the common view of the domain of an RDF graph as nodes,
as the suggested in the RDF model theory. However, it coincides with
the perspective on RDF in [179] and [181]. For the most part, we could
nevertheless also employ a node-based translation scheme but then the
result construction becomes far more involved.
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10.1 INTRODUCT ION
Structure is a
central feature
of data
We assign meaning to things by enumerating their features (or properties
or attributes) and placing them in relation with other things. ¿is enables
us to distinguish, classify, and, eventually, act upon such things. ¿e same
applies to digital data items: to nd, analyse, classify, and, eventually, use
as basis for actions we need to place data items in relation to other data
items: A book to its author, a bank transaction to the bank, the source and
the target of the transaction, a patient to its treatment history, its doctor,
etc.
How we describe these relations between data items (as well as their
features) is the purview of data models. Recently the relational data model,
tailored to relations of arbitrary shape, has been complemented by semi-
structured data models tailored to Web data. What sets these data models
apart from relational data is an even greater focus on relations or links
while delegating features or attributes to second-class citizens or dropping
them entirely, as in RDF. At the same time most of these data models share
a strong hierarchical bias: XML is most o en considered tree data.1 RDF
1 ¿ough ID-links justify a more graph-like view of XML.
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and other ontology languages allow arbitrary graphs but ontologies o en
have dominantly hierarchical “backbones”, formed, e.g., by subclass or
part-of relations. To summarize, structure is a central property of data and
data models determine what shape those structures may take.
Structure is also
a central
feature of
queries
When we want to actually do something with the data represented in
any of these data models, we use queries. Again, exploiting the relations
among sought-for data items is essential: to nd all authors of books
on a given topic, to nd the bank with the highest transaction count, to
identify an illness by analysing patterns in a patient’s health records. ¿us
queries mirror the structure of the sought-for data, though o en with a
richer vocabulary, allowing, e.g., for recursive relation traversal or don’t-
care parts: a patient is chronically ill if there is some illness (we don’t
care which illness) that recurs regularly in that patient’s health records.
Queries may contain additional derived (i.e.., not explicitly represented
or “extensional”) relations—such as equalities or order between the value
of data items. ¿e shape of a query is, thus, not limited to the shape of
the data but may contain additional relations. Only if we limit a query to
extensional relations must the shape of the query mirror (a substructure)
of the shape of the data. For instance, when querying tree data queries may
take the only the shape of trees, if we allow only extensional relations2, but
may have arbitrary shape if we allow derived relations. To summarize, as
for data, structure is a central feature of queries and mirrors the structure
of the sought-for data. However, the structure of a query is linked to the
structure of the query only if we consider exclusively extensional relations
in the query.
Limits are good ¿e reason we should care about the shape of the data or queriesis a
growing canon of approaches that obtain better complexity and perfor-
mance for query evaluation if certain limits are imposed on the shape of
data, queries, or both.
If we consider arbitrary data, we have little reliable means for compact-
ing relation information. On ordered tree data, in contrast, we can use
any number of encodings, e.g., interval encodings [86, 85], hierarchical
or path-based labeling [173], or schemes based on structural summaries
[200]. In essence, these encodings exploit that structural relations in trees
follow certain rules, e.g., each node has a unique parent, the descendants
of each node are among the descendants of all its ancestors, each node
2 Even allowing transitive closure on extensional relations allows already for queries where
there are, e.g., two paths between two query nodes. However, as shown in [170] for XPath
and in [167] for the general case of tree queries, such graph shaped queries can always be
reduced to sets of tree-shaped queries—though potentially for the cost of an exponential
increase in query size.
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has a unique following and preceeding sibling, etc. Interval encodings on
trees, e.g., allow us to compact closure relations quadratic in the tree size
into a linear size interval encoding.
For queries, we can make a similar observation: if we allow arbitrary
“links” in a query, we need to manage relations between bindings for all
nodes in the query at once. However, the relations between the nodes may
be limited, e.g., if the query is tree shaped, bindings for each node are
directly related only to bindings of its “parent”. In fact, if we consider the
answers to a query as a relationwith the nodes as columns, answers of a tree-
shaped query always exhibit multivalued dependencies [91]: In fact, we can
normalize or decompose such a relation for a query with n nodes into n− 1
separate relations that together faithfully represent the original relation
(lossless-join decomposition to binary relations over each pair of adjacent
variables in the query). ¿is allows us to compact an otherwise potentially
exponential answer (in the data size) into a polynomial representation.
Neither observation is particularly new: acyclic or tree queries on rela-
tional data as interesting polynomial-time subclass have been studied, e.g.,
in [203] and [110]. More recently, the increasing popularity of Web data
such as XML triggered renewed interest and reinvestigation of tree data
and tree queries as interesting restrictions of general relational structures
and queries. Several novel techniques tailored to XML data and XPath or
similar tree queries have shown the benet of exploiting the hierarchical
nature of the data for ecient query evaluation: polynomial twig joins
[48]; XPath evaluation [113]; polynomial evaluation of tree queries against
XML streams [9, 171, 168], linear tree labeling schemes [119, 200] allowing
constant time access to structural closure relations such as descendant or
following; and path indices [71] enabling constant time evaluation of path
queries.
Beyond trees
. . .
As stated, these techniques have received considerable attention when
data and queries are tree shaped. However, data o en contains some non-
tree aspects, even if the tree aspects are dominant, e.g., id-links in XML
or many ontologies (such as the GeneOntology [87]). Practical queries
(such as XQuery or Xcerpt) o en go beyond tree queries, e.g., to express
value or identity joins, even if they contain a majority of structural con-
ditions. Driven by such considerations, interest in adapting above tech-
niques beyond trees is growing (e.g., labeling and reachability for graph
data [199, 195] or hypertree decomposition for polynomial queries beyond
trees [108]).
¿erefore, we explore in this work means of building on the above
mentioned techniques but pushing them beyond trees. We orient this
exploration along the following two questions:
(1) Can we nd an interesting and practically relevant class of (data)
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graphs that is a proper superset of trees, yet to which algorithms such as
twig joins [48], so far limited to trees or DAGs (directed acyclic graphs)
[70], can be extended without aecting (time and space) complexity?
(2) Second, we observe that data and, particularly, queries are o en
mostly trees with only limited non-tree parts. However, any non-tree part
makes most of the techniques discussed above for tree queries inapplicable.
Can we integrate the above technologies in the processing of general graph
queries in such a way that (o en signicant) hierarchical components can
be evaluated using polynomial algorithms, limiting the degradation of
query complexity to non-tree parts of the query?
Our solution:
CIQCAG algebra
build around a
novel
characterization
of compactable
graphs and a
novel data
structure for
representing
intermediate
query results
In the following, we answer both questions essentially positively by in-
troducing a novel algebra, called CIQCAG, the compositional, interval-based
query and composition algebra for graphs. CIQCAG is a fully algebraic ap-
proach to queryingWeb data (be it in XML, RDF, or other semi-structured
shape) that is build around two central contributions:
(1) a novel characterization of (data) graphs admissible to interval-based
compaction. For this new class of data, called continuous-image
graphs (or cigs for short), we can provide linear-space and almost
linear-time algorithms for evaluating tree queries rivaling the best
known algorithms for tree data.
(2) An algebra for a two-phase evaluation of queries separating a tree
core of the query from the remaining non-tree constraints. ¿e op-
erations of the algebra closely mirror relational algebra (and can, in
fact, be implemented in standard SQL), but (a) a novel data struc-
ture inuenced by Xcerpt’s memoization matrix [187, 52] and the
complete answer aggregates approach [161] allows for exponentially
more succinct storage of intermediate results for the tree core of
a query. Together with a set of operators on this data structure,
called sequence map, this enables CIQCAG to (b) evaluate almost-
tree queries with nearly polynomial time limiting the degradation
in performance to non-tree parts of the query. (c) Finally, the alge-
bra is tailored to be agnostic of the actual realization of the used
relations. ¿is makes it particularly easy to integrate approaches
for arbitrary derived relations and indices in addition to extensional
relations, reachability indices such as interval labeling [116] for tree
data or [195] for graph data and path indices such as DataGuides
[107] or [71] for tree data.
Expressiveness In the following chapters, we focus on the basic query and construc-
tion algebra which covers non-recursive, single-rule Xcerpt as well as
non-compositional XQuery (as dened in [144]), see Part III. However,
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in Section 13.4 we briey discuss an extension of this algebra with an iter-
ation operator. ¿is extension allows the evaluation of full Xcerpt and a
considerably larger fragment of XQuery than otherwise covered.
OverviewBefore we begin the formal introduction of algebra in Chapters 11 and 12,
the remainder of this chapter serves to give a rst intuition of the CIQCAG
algebra. First, we briey (Section 10.2) introduce continuous-image graphs
as a class of graph data where the proposed algebra performs as well as the
best approaches for tree data.¿is is achieved using the sequence map data
structure, a novel representation of intermediary results of tree queries (or
tree cores of graph queries), introduced in Section 10.3. ¿is data structure
is embedded into the CIQCAG algebra in Section 10.4 where we give a rst
glance at the structure of the algebra and its evaluation phases. We wrap
up this introduction with a brief overview of complexity results for the
discussed algebra, as well as a rst comparison with existing approaches
in Section 10.5.
10.2 DATA BEYOND TREES : CONT INUOUS - IMAGE GRAPHS
Tree data, as argued above, allows us to represent relations on that data
more compactly, e.g., using various interval-based labeling schemes. Here,
we introduce a new class of graphs, called continuous-image graphs (or cigs
for short), that generalize features of tree data in such a way that we can
evaluate (tree) queries on cigs with the same time and space complexity
as techniques such as twig joins [48] which are limited to tree data only.
Characterization
of continuous
image graph
Continuous-image graphs are a proper superset of (ordered) trees. On
trees we require that each node has at most one parent. For continuous-
image graphs, however, we only ask that we can nd a single order on all
nodes of the graph such that the children of each parent form a continuous
interval in that order. Formally, we dene a continuous-image graph by
means of the image interval property (a generalization of corresponding
properties of tree-shaped relations or closure relations of tree-shaped base
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Figure 40. Sharing: On the Limits of Continuous-image Graphs
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Figure 41. Sharing: On the Limits of Continuous-image Graphs
relations, as discussed in Section 11.3). Recall that we denote with R(n)
for a node n ∈ N and a binary relation R over the domain N the set{n′ ∈ N ∶ (n,n′) ∈ R}.
Denition 10.1 (Continuous-image Graph). Let R be a binary relation
over a domain (of nodes) N. ¿en R is a continuous-image graph, short
cig, if it carries the image interval property: there is a total order <i on
N with the induced sequence S over N such that for all nodes n ∈ N,
R(n) = ∅ or R(n) = {S[s], . . . ,S[e] ∶ s ≤ e ∈ N}.
¿e denition of continuous image graphs allows graphs where some
or all children of two parents are “shared” (in contrast to trees where this
is never allowed). However, it limits the degree of sharing: Figure 41 shows
two minimal graphs that are not cigs. Incidentally, both graphs are acyclic
and, if we take away any one edge in either graph, the resulting graph
becomes a cig. ¿e second graph is actually the smallest (w.r.t. the number
of nodes and edges) graph that is not a cig. ¿e rst is only edge minimal
but illustrates an easy to grasp sucient but not necessary condition for
violating the image interval property: if a node has at least three parents
and each of the parents has at least one (other) child not shared by the
others then the graph can not be a cig.
On continuous-image graphs we can exploit similar techniques for
compacting structural relations as on trees, most notably representing the
nodes related to a given node as a single, continuous interval and thus
with constant space. ¿is applies also for derived relations such as closure
(XPath’s descendant) or order relations (XPath’s following-sibling) on cigs.
Testing for
CIGs:
consecutive
ones property
Moreover, whether a given graph is a cig (and in what order its node
must be sorted to arrive at continuous intervals for each parent’s children)
is just another way of saying that its adjacency matrix carries the consecu-
tive ones property [97]. For the consecutive-ones problem [40] gives the
rst linear time (in the size of the matrix) algorithm based on so called PQ-
trees, a compact representation for permutations of rows in a matrix. More
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recent renements in [120] and [130] show that simpler algorithms, e.g.,
based on the PC-tree [129], can be achieved. We adapt these algorithms
to obtain a linear time (in the size of the adjacency matrix) algorithm for
deciding whether a graph is a cig and computing a cig-order.
Practical CIGsFrom a practical perspective, cigs are actually quite common, in partic-
ular, where time-related or hierarchical data is involved: If relations, e.g.,
between Germany and kings, are time-related, it is quite likely that there
will be some overlapping, e.g., for periods where two persons were king
of Germany at the same time. Similarly, hierarchical data o en has some
limited anomalies that make a modelling as strict tree data impossible.
Figure 42 shows actual data3 on relations between the family (red nodes,
non-ruling member 1 , co-emperor or heir designate 10 , emperors 2 )
of the Roman emperors in the time of the “Five Good Emperors” (Edward
Gibbon) in the 2nd century. It also shows, for actual emperors, which of
the four new provinces ( I ) added to the roman empire in this period
each emperor ruled (the other provinces remained mostly unchanged
and are therefore omitted). Arrows between family members indicate,
natural or adoptive, fathership4. Arrows between emperors and provinces
show rulership, dierent colors are used to distinguish dierent emperors.
Despite the rather complicated shape of the relations (they are obviously
not tree-shaped and there is considerable overlapping, in particular w.r.t.
province rulership).
¿e previous example also highlights the intuition behind continuous-
image graphs: we allow some overlapping between among the children of
dierent nodes, but only in such a way that the images can still be repre-
sented (over some order on the nodes) as continuous intervals. Figure 43
illustrates the intervals on the Roman provinces for representing the ruled
provinces of each emperor: With the given order on the provinces, each
image is a single interval (e.g., Trajan I–III and Septimus Severus II–IV)
even though the data is clearly not tree-shaped (or a closure relation of a
tree-shaped relation).
How continuous-image graphs dier from tree-shaped data (or closure
relations over tree-shaped data) is further detailed in Figure 44: Tree data
carries the image disjointness property as, under the order on the nodes
induced by a breadth-rst traversal, the nodes in the image of any parent
node in the tree form a continuous, non-overlapping interval. Closure
3 ¿ename and status of the province between the wall of Hadrian and the wall of Antonius
Pius in northern Britain is controversial. For simplicity, we refer to it as “Caledonia”, though
that actually denotes all land north of Hadrian’s wall.
4 Note that all emperors of the Nervan-Antonian dynasty except Nerva and Commodus
were adopted by their predecessor and are therefore o en referred to as “Adoptive Emperors”.
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Figure 42. “¿e Five Good Emperors” (a er Edward Gibbon), their relations, and
provinces.
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emperors, which of the four new provinces ( I ) added to the roman empire in
this period each emperor ruled (the other provinces remainedmostly unchanged
and are therefore omitted). Arrows between family members indicate, natural or
adoptive, fathership4. Arrows between emperors and provinces show rulership,
di%erent colors are used to distinguish di%erent emperors. Despite the rather
complicated shape of the relations (they are obviously not tree-shaped and there
is considerable overlapping, in particular w.r.t. province rulership).
10.3 SEQUENCE MAP : STRUCTURE -AWARE STORAGE OF TREE
CORE RESULTS
Locality of
dependencies in tree
queries
When we evaluate tree queries, we can observe that for determining matches for
a given query node only the match for its parent and child in the query tree are
relevant. Intuitively, this “locality” property holds as in a tree there is at most
one path between two nodes. To illustrate, consider, e.g., the XPath query //a//b//c
selecting c descendants of b descendants of a’s. Say there are n a’s in the data
nested into each other withm b’s nested inside the a’s and !nally inside the b’s
4 Note that all emperors of the Nervan-Antonian dynasty except Nerva and Commodus were
adopted by their predecessor and are therefore o$en referred to as “Adoptive Emperors”.
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Figur 43. Overlapping of province children in the “¿e Five Good Emperors”
example, Figure 40
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Figure 44. Overlapping of images in trees, closure relations over trees, and
continuous-image graphs
relations over tree data (i.e., relations such as XPath’s descendant) carry the
image containment property as, e.g., under the order on the nodes induced
by a depth-rst traversal, again the nodes in the image of any parent node
form a continuous interval and overlapping is limited: either two such
intervals do not overlap at all or one is contained within the other.
Continuous-image graphs (as shown in the right of Figure 44) carry, as
stated above, the image interval property, i.e., there is some order on the
nodes such that the nodes in the image of each parent form a continuous
interval. Here, the intervals may overlap arbitrarily as illustrated in Fig-
ure 44. However, in contrast to the tree or closure relation over tree case
the required order on the nodes is no longer known a-priori but must be
determined for each graph using, e.g., the above described algorithms.
10.3 SEQUENCE MAP : STRUCTURE -AWARE STORAGE
OF TREE CORE RESULTS
Locality of
dependencies in
tree queries
When we evaluate tree queries, we can observe that for determining
matches for a given query node only the match for its parent and child in
the query tree are relevant. Intuitively, this “locality” property holds as in
a tree there is at most one path between two nodes. To illustrate, consider,
e.g., the XPath query //a//b//c selecting c descendants of b descendants of
a’s. Say there are n a’s in the data nested into each other with m b’s nested
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Figure 45. Selecting sons, type, name, and ruled provinces for all members of the
imperial family in the data of Figure 42.
inside the a’s and nally inside the b’s (again nested in each other) l c’s.
¿en a naive evaluation of the above query considers all triples (a,b, c) in
the data, i.e., n×m× l triples. However, whether a c is a descendant of a b is
independent of whether a b is a descendant of an a. If a b is a descendant of
several a’s makes no dierence for determining its c descendants. It suces
to determine in at most n ×m time and space all b’s that are descendants
of a, followed by a separate determination of all c’s that are descendants of
such b’s in at mostm × l time and space.
Multivalue
dependencies
Indeed, if we consider the answer relation for a tree query, i.e., the
relation with the complete bindings as rows and the query’s nodes as
columns, this relation always exhibits multivalue dependencies [91]: We
can normalize or decompose such a relation for a query with n nodes
into n − 1 separate relations that together faithfully represent the original
relation (and from which the original relation can be reconstructed using
n− 1 joins).¿is allows us to compact an otherwise potentially exponential
answer (in the data size) into a polynomial representation.
Full
decomposition
like column
store
¿is is the rst principle of the sequencemap: decompose the query into
separate binding sequences for each query node with “links” or pointers
relating bindings of dierent nodes. We thus obtain an exponentially more
succinct data structure for (intermediary) answers of tree queries than if
using standard (at) relational algebra. In this sense, a sequence map can
be considered a fully decomposed column store for the answer relation.
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Imp-ID Type Name Son-ID Ruled-ID Ruled-Name
1 non-ruling Marcus Ulpius Traianus 4 – –
2 augustus Nerva 4 – –
3 non-ruling P. Aurelius Hadrianus Afer 6 – –
4 augustus Trajan 6 I Mesopotamia
4 augustus Trajan 6 II Arabia Petraea
4 augustus Trajan 6 III Dacia
5 non-ruling Titus Aurelius Fulvus 9 – –
6 augustus Hadrian 9 II Arabia Petraea
6 augustus Hadrian 10 II Arabia Petraea
6 augustus Hadrian 9 III Dacia
6 augustus Hadrian 10 III Dacia
7 non-ruling L. Ceionius Commodus Verus 10 – –
8 non-ruling M. Annius Verus 11 – –
9 augustus Antonius Pius 11 II Arabia Petraea
9 augustus Antonius Pius 12 II Arabia Petraea
9 augustus Antonius Pius 11 IIi Dacia
9 augustus Antonius Pius 12 III Dacia
9 augustus Antonius Pius 11 IV Caledonia
9 augustus Antonius Pius 12 IV Caledonia
10 caesar Lucius Aelius 12 – –
11 augustus Marcus Aurelius 13 II Arabia Petraea
11 augustus Marcus Aurelius 13 III Dacia
12 caesar Lucius Verus – – –
13 augustus Commodus – II Arabia Petraea
13 augustus Commodus – III Dacia
14 augustus Septimus Severus – II Arabia
14 augustus Septimus Severus – III Arabia
14 augustus Septimus Severus – IV Caledonia
Figure 46. Answers for query from Figure 45, single, at relation.
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Imp-ID Type Name
1 non-ruling Marcus Ulpius Traianus
2 augustus Nerva
3 non-ruling P. Aurelius Hadrianus Afer
4 augustus Trajan
5 non-ruling Titus Aurelius Fulvus
6 augustus Hadrian
7 non-ruling L. Ceionius Commodus Verus
8 non-ruling M. Annius Verus
9 augustus Antonius Pius
10 caesar Lucius Aelius
11 augustus Marcus Aurelius
12 caesar Lucius Verus
13 augustus Commodus
14 augustus Septimus Severus
Imp-ID Son-ID
1 4
2 4
3 6
4 6
5 9
6 9
6 10
7 10
8 11
9 11
9 12
10 12
11 13
Imp-ID Prov-ID
4 I
4 II
4 III
6 II
6 III
9 II
9 III
9 IV
13 II
13 III
14 II
14 III
14 IV
Prov-ID Name
I Mesopotamia
II Arabia Petraea
III Dacia
IV Caledonia
Figure 47. Answers for query from Figure 45, multiple relations, normalized, no
multivalue dependencies.
Example
decomposition
To illustrate this, consider the query in Figure 45 on the data of Figure 42.
¿e query selects sons and ruled provinces of members of the imperial
family. We also record type and name of the family member and name
of the province to easier talk about the retrieved data. ¿e answers for
such a query, if expressed, e.g., in relational algebra or any language using
standard, at relations to represent n-ary answers, against the data from
Figure 42 yields the at relation represented in Figure 46. As argued above,
we can detect multivalue dependencies and thus redundancies, e.g., from
emperor to province, from province to province name, from emperor
(Imp-ID) to type and name.
To avoid these redundancies, we rst decompose or normalize this rela-
tion along the multivalue dependencies as in Figure 47. For the sequence
map, we use always a full decomposition, i.e., we would also partition type
and name into separate tables as in a column store.
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Imp-ID Son Range
1 4
2 4
3 6
4 6
5 9
6 9–10
7 10
8 11
9 11–12
10 12
11 13
Imp-ID Prov Range
4 I–III
6 II–III
9 II–IV
13 II–III
14 II–IV
Figure 48. Answers for query from Figure 45, multiple relations, interval pointers.
¿e rst table from Figure 47 remains unchanged.
10.3.1 sequence map for trees and continuous-image graphs
Interval pointers Once we have partitioned the answer relation into what subsumes to only
link tables as in column stores, we can observe even more regularities
(and thus possibilities for compaction) if the underlying data is a tree
or continuous-image graph. Look again at the data in Figure 42 and the
resulting answer representation in Figure 47: Most emperors have not
only ruled one of the new provinces Mesopotamia, Arabia Petraea, Dacia,
and Caledonia but several. However, since the data is a continuous-image
graph there is an order (indeed, the order of the province IDs if interpreted
as roman numerals) on the provinces such that the provinces ruled by
each emperor form a continuous interval w.r.t. that order. ¿us we can
actually represent the same information much more compactly using
interval pointers or links as in Figure 48 where we do the same also for
the father-son relation (although there is far less gain since most emperors
already have only a single son).
Instead of a single relation spanning 28 rows and 6 columns (168 cells),
we have thus reduced the information to 5 ⋅ 2 + 11 ⋅ 2 + 14 ⋅ 3 = 74 cells.
¿is compaction increases exponentially if there are longer paths in a tree
query (e.g., if the provinces would be connected to further information
not related to the emperors). It increases quadratically with the increasing
size of the tables, e.g., if we added the remaining n provinces of the Roman
empire ruled by all emperors in our data we would end up with 7 ⋅ n
additional rows of 6 columns in the rst case (each of the 7 emperors in
our data ruled all these provinces), but only n ⋅ 2 additional cells when
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Figure 49. Sequence Map: Example. For a query selecting roman emperors together with
their name and ruled provinces on the data of Figure 42.
usingmultiple relations and interval pointers. A detailed study of the space
complexity of sequence maps is given in Section 11.4 and summarized
below in Section 10.5.
Formally, we introduce the sequence map sm
D,Q
on a relational structure
D and a query Q in Chapter 11 as a mapping from a set of query nodes V
to sequences of matches for that query node. Amatch for query node v in
itself is the actual data node or edge v is matched with and a set of pairs
of child nodes of v to start and end positions. Intuitively, it connects the
match for v to matches of its child nodes in the tree query. We obtain in
this way a data structure as shown in Figure 49 for a query selecting roman
emperors with their names and ruled provinces on the data of Figure 42.
Note, that we allow for each child node of v multiple intervals. If the
data is a cig, it is guaranteed that only a single interval is needed and thus
the overall space complexity of a sequence map is linear in the data size.
However, we can also employ a sequence map for non-cig graphs. In this
case, we o en still benet from the interval pointers, but in worst-case we
might need ∣N ∪ E∣ many interval pointers to relate to all bindings of a
child variable. Overall, a sequence map for non-cig graphs thus may use
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up to quadratic space in the data size.
10.3.2 sequence maps for diamond-free dag queries
Beyond tree queries, the sequence map data structure can also be used,
with a slight modication, for diamond-free DAG queries. Diamond-free
DAG queries are queries in the shape of a DAG where there are no two
distinct paths between two nodes (and thus no diamond-shaped sub-
graph). Diamond-freeDAGqueries are also used in [171, 169] (there named
single-join DAG queries).
Diamond-free
DAG queries:
multiple order
numbers per
query node
If we consider diamond-free DAG queries, there may be nodes in the
query that have multiple parents. However, as for tree queries only the
parent and child nodes are relevant to decide whether a data item is a
match for a query node. ¿e multiple parents, however, may be connected
using dierent relations, e.g., XPath’s child, descendant, and following rela-
tions. Above, we only demand that for each relation the continuous-image
property of the data graph holds. If we have DAG queries this might lead
to dierent, possibly incompatible orders for the image relations (e.g., child
needs a breadth-rst order to obtain continuous-images vs. depth-rst
order for descendant). However, we do not need to “strengthen” the cig
property for diamond-free DAG queries. Rather, a node with multiple
parents carries a separate “order” number for each dierent incoming
relation with incompatible orders and interval pointers are resolved as
range queries over the appropriate order number. ¿ough this increases
the space need this is justied by the accompanying increase in query size.
For details, see Section 10.3.2.
10.3.3 representing intermediary results: a comparison
Data structure
for intermediary
results
As stated above, the sequence map is heavily inuenced by previous data
structures for representing intermediary answers of tree queries. Figure 50
shows themost relevant inuences. Complexity and supported data shapes
are compared in Section 10.5 below a er discussing the actual evaluation
of tree queries using the sequence map data structure. Here, we illustrate
that the above discussed choices when designing a data structure for in-
termediary answers of tree queries are actually present in many related
systems: We can nd systems such as Xcerpt 1.0 [187], many early XPath
processors (according to [112]), and tree algebras such as TAX [135] that
use exponential size for storing all combinations of matches for each query
node explicitly. [112] shows that XPath queries can in fact be evaluated in
polynomial time and space, which is independently veried in SPEX [168],
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Figure 50. Data structures for intermediary results (of a tree query)
the rst streaming processor for navigational XPath with all structural
axes. Like SPEX and CIQCAG, complete answer aggregates [160] use interval
compaction for relating matches between dierent nodes in a tree query.
CAAs are also most closely related to CIQCAG w.r.t. the decomposition of
the answer relation: fully decomposed without multivalue dependencies.
In contrast, Pathnder [39] uses standard relational algebra but for the
evaluation of structural joins a novel staircase join [118] is employed that
exploits the same interval principles used in CAAs and CIQCAG.
Streams and
skipping or
pruning
Streaming or cursor-based approaches such as twig join approaches
[48, 70] consider the data in a certain order rather than all at once. In
such a model, it is possible and desirable to skip irrelevant portions of
the input stream (or relations) and to prune partial answers as soon as it
is clear that we can not complete such answers. Recent versions of SPEX
[57, 168] contain as most twig join approaches, mechanisms to skip over
parts of the stream (at least for some query nodes) if there can not be a
match (e.g., because there is no match for a parent node and we know
that matches for parent nodes must come before matches for child nodes).
Both twig joins and SPEX also prune results as soon as possible. However,
twig joins are limited to vertical relations (child and descendant) whereas
SPEX and CIQCAG can evaluate all XPath axes, though only on tree data. In
Section 12.9 we discuss briey a cursor interface for the CIQCAG algebra that
iterates over the basic relations in order (of storage or cig property). In
general graphs, however, skipping and pruning is impossible, since we can
never be sure that there are no more related matches. ¿e cig property is
also too weak to ensure that we can skip and prune as match as on tree
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data. However, in Section 12.9.1 we give a condition on the cig-order of
parent and child nodes in a tree query that, if it holds, ensures that these
orders are “compatible” enough to allow as much skipping and pruning
as in twig join approaches. ¿is condition is more general than basic tree
data, but more restrictive than the cig property discussed above.
To summarize, though CIQCAG’s sequence map is similar in its principles
to several of the related approaches in Figure 50, it combines ecient
intermediary answer storage as in CAAs with fully algebraic processing as
in Pathnder and ecient skipping and pruning as in twig joins.
Furthermore, where most of the related approaches are limited to tree
data (with the notable exception of Xcerpt), CIQCAG allows processing of
many graphs, viz. cigs, as ecient as previous approaches allow for trees.
¿e sequence map data structure is exploited in the CIQCAG algebra for
processing both tree and arbitrary graph queries. CIQCAG takes advantage
of sequence maps to store intermediary results for the entire or for the
tree core of a query as described in the following section.
10.4 QUER IE S BEYOND TREES : GRAPHS WITH TREE
CORE
¿e sequence map enables us to store (intermediary) answers to tree que-
ries eciently, in particular if the data is cig-shaped. However, what if the
query is not of tree shape?
Our answer to that question is the CIQCAG algebra. Instead of treating only
tree queries (like the above mentioned approaches for XML) or entirely
dropping the advantages tree queries oers (as standard relational algebra
does), CIQCAG separates query processing in two phases: in the rst phase
we exploit ecient algorithms for tree queries evaluating a tree core of the
original query. Any remaining parts of the query, if any, are evaluated on
top of the resulting sequence map from the tree core evaluation.
Principles of
CIQCAG
CIQCAG is (1) designed around the sequence map data structure and, if
used in conjunction with a sequence map, achieves the same or better time
and space complexity for cig data graphs as the best known approaches
for tree data. (2) immediately familiar to anyone with knowledge on the
standard relational algebra. In fact, the semantics of all CIQCAG operators
is purely relational (can be expressed in terms of standard relational al-
gebra5). Using the sequence map and its associated algorithms provides
an equivalent yet more ecient implementation of the CIQCAG operators.
5 With value invention, grouping, and ordering, if construction of new graphs is also
considered.
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Figure 51. CIQCAG Architecture
(3) able to process tree and graph queries eciently by means of a three-
stage evaluation: in themap construction stage a tree core of the query is
computed and specic operators allow the ecient evaluation of that tree
core. In themap expansion stage the remaining non-tree relations are con-
sidered. Finally, there is a set of result construction operators that allow the
construction of new data graphs (where the previous two stages operate
exclusively on the input data). (4) for most of the presentation, limited
to composition-free queries (in the sense of [144]), but in Section 13.4 we
discuss the addition of iteration and recursion on top of the three stage
processing described here. (5) able to be combined withmost approaches
for indexingWeb data such as reachability indices [116, 195] or path indices
[107, 71] as well as other “computed” or derived relations such as computed
closure relations, complex binary path expressions [31], etc. ¿is allows a
great exibility in choosing how a relation is actually realized: extensional,
using some index or labeling scheme, computed ad-hoc, etc. (6) accompa-
nied by a rich set of algebraic laws, many familiar from relational algebra,
but with some additions to handle new operators and the specicity of the
multi-stage evaluation.
RealizationBased on these principles, however, there are still a number of trade-os
when realizing the CIQCAG algebra, cf. Section 12.1 for details. Most are
related to how the “links” between the decomposed relations in a sequence
map are realized. In the purely relational variant we use table with order
numbers and range queries. ¿ough theoretically only slightly more costly
than the other variants (O(logn) instead ofO(1) for decidingwhether two
matches for parent-child query nodes are related), practical performance
of range queries is o en disappointing in current relational databases (cf.
[119]). In [52], we proposed a representation of the links by nesting (and
sharing) of matches for child nodes within parent nodes (similar to nested
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relational data but with sharing to avoid duplication). ¿ough this yields
better lookup time, we pay with quadratic space in worst-case even for tree
and cig data.¿e third variant uses ordered relations (like SQL tables) and
random access to rows in these ordered relations. ¿is allows for constant
lookup time and (in case of tree or cig data) linear space, but comes at the
cost of slightly more involved reorganization, cf. Section 12.
CIQCAG for
actual Web
query
languages
¿e above principles also make CIQCAG eminently suitable for imple-
menting practical Web query languages. Indeed, in Part III, we show how
to translate (large subsets of) XQuery, Xcerpt, and SPARQL into CIQLog, a
high-level calculus for CIQCAG, which is then translated into CIQCAG expres-
sions as detailed in Section 13 and illustrated in Figure 51. CIQCAG is exible
enough to evaluate programs in any of these languages and to actually mix
them within the same query. It is worth noting, that both the translation
from (composition-free) XQuery to CIQLog and the equivalence of calculus
and algebra are accompanied by formal proofs. CIQCAG is, thus, one of the
few formally correct algebras for (composition-free) XQuery.
10.4.1 operator overview
Overview of
CIQCAG
operators
¿emain operators of the CIQCAG algebra are immediately familiar from
relational algebra. However, CIQCAG operator’s dier in a few noteworthy
points (the full details as well as the operators’ implementation on top of
the sequence map are explained in Chapter 12): (1)¿ere are three sets of
operators, as shown in Table 50, one for each stage of the query evalua-
tion. Mostly identical to their relational counterpart are the operators for
map expansion (renaming ρ, join &, union ∪, dierence −, projection pi,
and duplicate elimination δ). However, we add an operator for accessing
specic columns from a sequence map computed in the previous stage as
at relation (). (2) Formap construction, we also introduce a new access
operator µ that creates a sequence map from a given relation R. ¿e other
operators closely mirror relational operators and thus the operators of
the map expansion phase, but there is one more addition: the propaga-
tion operator. (3)When we restrict the values for a given column in a
classical, at relation (e.g., by selection or join), we can omit tuples with
values violating the selection or join criterion in a single pass over the
table. However, the sequence maps store the (so far) computed answers
like a column store. ¿ough this allows more ecient storage in face of
multivalue dependencies as in tree queries, eliminating values in a sin-
gle column no longer immediately aects other columns. Rather when
a value is eliminated in one column we have to propagate this fact to all
related columns (and from there on recursively). CIQCAG provides for this
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access join (conjunction) union difference
...µv,v′(D,Q), ...µv(D,Q,R) ...&(☇)∩ , ...&(☇), ...X(☇)(S,S′) ...∪(S,S′) ...∖(S,S′)
projection, rename selection propagation expansion
...piV(S), ...ρv1→v2(S) ...σ(☇)c (S) ...ϖv(S), ...ϖv(S) V(S)
Table 50. Overview of sequence map operators in CIQCAG (all operators return a
single sequence map S except  which returns a (standard) relation)
propagation an explicit operator, the up- and down propagation operators...
ϖ and
...
ϖ . ¿is allows us to perform several value restrictions on the
same column before propagation all eliminated values at once, rather than
propagation a er each restriction. ¿e price is that a sequence map may,
a er a restriction and before the corresponding propagation, be in an in-
consistent state, where values in one column link to no longer valid values
of another one. However, this price is clearly oset by the gain in com-
plexity and performance: Implicit propagation at each restriction raises
the worst-case complexity of query evaluation by amultiplicative factor q
(query size). Using explicit separate propagation, it suces to propagate
each column’s values to its parent columns once at the end of the map
construction leading to an additive factor of q× n. ¿is is ensured by the
translation of CIQLog to CIQCAG (to ensure correct answers) as described in
Chapter 13. For more details on explicit propagation see Section 12. (4) Fi-
nally, result construction is similar to other complex value algebras (cf.
[119, 144] with operators for value invention ν, ordering (ω), conditional
construction, and graph construction.
Query exampleTo illustrate, how these operators play together to implement a typical
Web query consider the query in Figure 52 ( 4 indicates a answer node, all
other nodes are existentially quantied; ≠id indicates a anti-join based on
node identity). ¿is is a graph query, but a spanning tree covers almost the
entire query. ¿e query is realized in CIQCAG by the following expression
(we decide to treat the son edge from 2 to 4 as only non-tree edge6):
6 ¿e tree core of a query is not unique at all: We could also have chosen to consider also
the ≠id as non-tree or to duplicate node 4 and introduce a identity join between the original
and the duplicated node in the map expansion phase.
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Figure 52. Selecting all sons of Roman emperors that have a double claim to the
throne (two (distinct) fathers that where both emperors).
v2 ,v4( (...µv1 ,v4(D,Q) ...&∩ ...piv1(...µv1 ,v3(D,Q) ...&∩ ...µv3(D,Q, ‘Emperor’)))
...&∩ ...µv1 ,v2(D,Q) ...&∩ ...piv2(...µv2 ,v5(D,Q) ...&∩ ...µv5(D,Q, ‘Emperor’)) )
Within the atten operator, we nd the expression responsible for eval-
uating the tree part of the query: we join sequence maps for type and
son edges as well as label restrictions for nodes 3 and 5. Since we are not
interested in the actual matches for 3 and 5 we use semi-joins instead of
full joins. In the non-tree part we grab v2 and v4 from the sequence map
(v1 is not needed any more) and join them with the son relation between
v2 and v4. ¿e result is projected to v4 as this is the only answer node.
10.4.2 tree cores and hypertrees
Tree
cores—how to
compute them
As seen in the previous example, we have considerable leeway how to
choose the tree core of a graph query. We discuss choosing a good tree
core very briey in Chapter 13. In addition to usual considerations about
selectivity and size of the involved relations, we have in our case an addi-
tional guide: if at all possible the chosen relations should carry the cig
property, i.e., exhibit an order on the data nodes such that the image of a
node forms a continuous interval.
Hypertree
decompositions
For relational queries, it has been shown that acyclic or tree queries
are not the largest class of polynomial time queries. Rather queries with
bounded tree- or hypertree-width [108] can still be evaluated in poly-
nomial time. Nevertheless, we choose a tree decomposition. Hypertree
decompositions yield groups of query nodes (variables) that are strongly
connected in a query, but loosely connected with the rest of the query. If
there is a bound on the size of these groups, we can evaluate each group
separately and only expose the few connection points to the rest of the
query. In contrast, for tree queries the groups are always single query nodes.
For our purpose, however, hypertree decompositions seem less attractive
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than for standard relational queries for two reasons: (1) to treat multiple
incoming edges (even if there number is bound by some constant) the
sequencemap data structure needs to be extended considerably and (2) the
cig property also needs to be adapted to guarantee one order among all
relations involved in a hypertree node. In addition, the integration of tech-
niques such as path indices and twig joins that have been developed for
tree queries with CIQCAG is almost free if we consider tree cores, but is less
than obvious if we consider hypertree decompositions.
However, for future work a closer inspection of hypertree decomposi-
tions (and, in particular, their eect on the cig property) would be strongly
desirable, see also Chapter 15.1.
10.5 COMPLEX IT Y AND CONTR IBUT IONS
With a rst intuition on the data structures and operations that form the
CIQCAG algebra, we can turn to investigate some of its properties. For a de-
tailed analysis of the space complexity of the sequencemap see Section 11.4,
the complexity of query evaluation with CIQCAG is analysed in Chapter 12.
Space and time
complexity of
CIQCAG query
evaluation
Table 52 summarizes the complexity results for query evaluation with
the CIQCAG algebra (using the sequence map as data structure). It is worth
highlighting data and query space complexity are both linear for tree
and cig data and tree queries. Also note, that there is no penalty at all
to going from tree data to cig data, but arbitrary graph data does incur
a linear penalty (both in space and time). ¿e logarithmic factor in the
time complexity can be discarded, if we assume that all relations can be
accessed in cig order. ¿is is possible, since the cig property is a static
property of the data and does not depend on the query. Otherwise, we
need to sort relations to add them to the sequence map. For Table 52, we
assume the latter.
Membership
test
One factor in the time complexity of CIQCAG is the cost of the member-
ship test in a relation. For extensional relations this is constant. However,
as argued above, CIQCAG is also well suited to handle derived relations such
as descendant with out without index. In this cases m may in fact have
signicant inuence on the query evaluation. For the evaluation of the
Web query languages discussed in Part III (Xcerpt, XQuery, SPARQL),
extensional relations and structural closure relations (XPath’s descendant,
following, etc.) suce. As discussed in Section 6.5.1, for tree data, mem-
bership in closure relations can be tested in constant or almost constant
time (e.g., using interval encodings [86] or other labeling schemes such as
[200]). However, for graph data this is not so obvious. Fortunately, there
has been considerable research on reachability or closure relations and
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data
queries
path queries tree queries graph queries
tree T = O(q ⋅ n) T = O(q ⋅ n) O(nqg + Ttree)
S = O(q ⋅ n) S = O(q ⋅ n) O(nqg + Stree)
CIG T = O(q ⋅ n) T = O(q ⋅ n) O(nqg + Ttree)
S = O(q ⋅ n) S = O(q ⋅ n) O(nqg + Stree)
graph T = O(q ⋅ n2 ⋅m) T = O(q ⋅ n2 ⋅m) O(nqg + Ttree)
S = O(q ⋅ n2) S = O(q ⋅ n2) O(nqg + Stree)
Table 52. Complexity of query evaluation with CIQCAG algebra (q query size, n
data size, m complexity of membership test—assumed constant for all
tree, forest, or cig shaped relations, qg: number of “graph” variables, i.e.,
variables with multiple incoming query edges)
their indexing in arbitrary graph data in recent years. Table 54 summarizes
the most relevant approaches for our work. ¿eoretically, we can obtain
constant time for the membership test if we store the full transitive closure
matrix. However, for large graphs this is clearly infeasible. ¿erefore, two
classes of approaches have been developed that allow with signicantly
lower space to obtain sub-linear time for membership test.
¿e rst class are based on the idea of a 2-hop cover [76]: Instead of
storing a full transitive closure, we allow that reachable nodes are reached
via at most one other node (i.e., in two “hops”). More precisely, each node
n is labeled with two connection sets, in(n) and out(n). in(n) contains a
set of nodes that can reach n, out(n) a set of nodes that are reachable from
n. Both sets are assigned in such a way, that a nodem is reachable from
n i out(n) ∪ in(m) ≠ ∅. Unfortunately, computing the optimal 2-hop
cover is NP-hard and even improved approximation algorithms [189] have
still rather high complexity.
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approach characteristics query time index time index size
Shortest path [174] no index O(n + e) – –
Transitive closure full reachability matrix O(1) O(n3) O(n2)
2-Hop [76] 2-hop covera O(√e) ≤ O(n) O(n4) O(n ⋅ √e)
HOPI [189] 2-hop cover, improved approximation al-
gorithm
O(√e) ≤ O(n) O(n3) O(n ⋅ √e)
Graph labeling [5] interval-based tree labeling and propaga-
tion of intervals of non-tree descendants.
O(n)b O(n3) O(n2)c
SSPI [70] interval-based tree labeling and recursive
traversal of non-tree edges
O(e − n) O(n + e) O(n + e)
Dual labeling [199] interval-based tree labeling and transitive
closure over non-tree edges
O(1)d O(n + e + e3g) O(n + e2g)
GRIPP [195] interval-based tree labeling plus additional
interval labels for edges with incoming
non-tree edges
O(e − n) O(n + e) O(n + e)
a Index time for approximation algorithm in [76].
b More precisely, the number of intervals per node. E.g., in a bipartite graph this can be up to n, but in most
(sparse) graphs this is likely considerably lower than n.
c More precisely, the total number of interval labels.
d [199] introduces also a variant of dual labeling withO(log eg) query time using a, in practical cases, considerably
smaller index. However, worst case index size remains unchanged.
Table 54. Cost of Membership Test for Closure Relations. n, e: number of nodes, edges
in the data, eg: number of non-tree edges, i.e., if T(D) is a spanning tree for D
with edges ET(D), then eg = ∣ED ∖ ET(D)∣.
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A dierent approach [5, 70, 199, 195] is to use interval encoding for label-
ing a tree core and treating the remaining non-tree edges separately. ¿is
allows for sublinear or even constant membership test, though constant
membership test incurs lower but still considerable indexing cost, e.g., in
Dual Labeling [199] where a full transitive closure over the non-tree edges
is build. GRIPP [195] and SSPI [70] use a dierent trade-o by attaching
additional interval labels to non-tree edges. ¿is leads to linear index size
and time at the cost of increased query time.
For CIQCAG we can choose any of the approaches. For the following, we
assume constant time membership, since that is easily achieved on trees
and feasible with approaches such as Dual Labeling even for graphs.
Comparison
with existing
approaches for
Web query
evaluation
With this understanding about the complexity of query evaluation with
CIQCAG, we can move to compare CIQCAG with representative approaches for
Web querying developed in recent years (mostly for XML data). Table 56
summarizes this comparison: It shows that CIQCAG rivals the best known
approaches for tree data (twig joins and SPEX), but in contrast to those
approaches extends the same complexity to cig data and can also, albeit
at a cost, handle graph queries (like structural joins used in most other
XML or RDF algebras). Note, that in all cases we consider pointers of
constant size (as done in [48], [168], and [160]). In fact, all approaches
need an additional lognmultiplicative factor if pointer size is taken into
consideration.
Contributions To summarize, CIQCAG is a novel algebra for Web queries that
– is based on a novel data structure for ecient storage of intermediary
results of tree queries that is exponentially more succinct than purely
relational approaches.
– extends previous approaches for querying tree data to a larger class
of data graphs, called continous-image graphs. ¿e cig property can
be tested in polynomial time and is independent of the query.
– rivals the best known approaches for tree query evaluation on tree
data yet extends their properties (complexity and skipping, cf. Sec-
tion 12.9.1) to cig data.
– gracefully degrades with the increasing “graphness” of data and que-
ries .
– allows for easy integration of derived relations and indices such as
interval labeling, graph reachability indices, path indices, etc.
– provides a provable correct evaluation for large, relevant fragments
of practical query languages, viz. XQuery, Xcerpt, and SPARQL.
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query type time space
Structural Joins
decompose query; test each structural con-
strain individually; join the results;
path queries path index:
(DataGuide [107], IndexFabric [78], [71])aO(mpath) ∼ O(d) O(n);O(d ⋅ n) index
no path index, standard join [7, 116,
112]) O(nqa + q ⋅ n ⋅ log n ⋅m)b O(nqa + q ⋅ n2)
no path index, structure-aware join, ([39];
tree data only)O(nqa + q ⋅ n) O(nqa + q ⋅ n2)
tree queries with path index (tree/DAG data only)O(nqa+b⋅n⋅log n⋅mpath)) O(nqa + b ⋅ n2)
no path indexO(nqa + q ⋅ n ⋅ log n ⋅m) O(nqa + q ⋅ n2)
graph queries O(nq) O(nq)
Twig or Stack Joins
holistic (single operator) [48]; partial an-
swers in q stacks; parent pointers connect
stack entries;
tree data O(q ⋅ n)c O(q ⋅ n + n ⋅ d)d
limited to only child/descendant relations
in trees and DAGs [70]; “longer” skip dis-
tance when using indices [Jiang];
graph data O(q ⋅ n2 + e)e O(q ⋅ n + e)f
SPEX (and similar streaming engines)
[171, 168]; similar to twig join but with
a single input stream and pointers real-
ized as conditions; additionally supports
horizontal axes; skipping added in [57];
O(q ⋅ n2)g O(q ⋅ n ⋅ d)h
Complete Answer Aggregates
[160]; manages all answers as CIQCAG;
limited to tree data and structural relations
(e.g., no value joins); similar to twig join
without stack management
w/o closure axes
O(q ⋅ n ⋅ log n ⋅ d)O(q ⋅ n ⋅ log n) O(q ⋅ n ⋅ d)O(q ⋅ n)
CIQCAG
sequence map variant; skipping may
tree queries O(q ⋅ n)iO(q ⋅ n2 ⋅m) O(q ⋅ n)iO(q ⋅ n2)
reduce average case graph queries O(nqg + q ⋅ n)iO(nqg + q ⋅ n2 ⋅m) O(nqg + q ⋅ n)iO(nqg + q ⋅ n2)
a limited to unary path queries with only child/descendant relations against trees
b skipping reduces average case by using indices such as [116], XR-Tree [136], BIRD [200]
c More precisely,O(q ⋅max(bi,d)) where bi is the average of bindings per query variable. Both bi and d are, in worst case, n. bi ≪ n
only if the selectivity of the node tests in the query is high.
d Answers are progressively generated.
e More precisely,O(q ⋅max(bi,d)2) where bi is the average of bindings per query variable. Both bi and d are, in worst case, n.
f Answers are progressively generated.
g Lower complexity for limited fragments, e.g.,O(q ⋅ n ⋅ d) if only vertical axes are present.
h In some fringe cases, complexity degenerates toO(q ⋅ n ⋅ d + n2), for details see [168]. Answers are progressively generated.
i For tree and continuous-image graphs.
Table 56. Comparison of Related Approaches. n: number of nodes in the data, d: depth,
resp. diameter of data; e: number of edges; q: size of query, qa: number of result
or answer variables; qg: number of “graph” variables, i.e., variables with multiple
incoming query edges; mmaximum time complexity for relation membership
test;mpath time complexity for path index access.
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Overview In the following three chapters, we illustrate CIQCAG and its properties
in more details. Chapter 11 presents the sequence map data structure, its
formal denition, and properties (including space complexity). Chapter 12
introduces the operators of the CIQCAG algebra together with purely rela-
tional semantics, algorithms based for a realization using the sequence
map data structure, and their complexity. We conclude the presentation
of the algebra in Chapter 13 by showing the equivalence with the CIQLog
calculus (see Chapter 6), how to compute the tree core of a graph query,
and proong a number of algebraic equivalences for optimizing CIQCAG
expressions.
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11.1 INTRODUCT ION
As discussed in the previous section, the sequence map data structure
stands at the core of the CIQCAG algebra: It allows us the polynomial, in
many cases even linear, storage of (intermediary) answers to a tree core of
a query. For tree queries all evaluation is done directly on the sequence
map, for graph queries we must evaluate the remaining non-tree relations
separately, but still prot in most cases greatly by reducing the size of the
non-tree answers.
Let us briey recall, from the previous section, the main motivations
for designing a new data structure:
(1) When we evaluate tree queries, we can observe that for determining
matches for a given query node only the match for its parent and
child in the query tree are relevant.
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(2) Indeed, if we consider the answer relation for a tree query, i.e., the
relation with the complete bindings as rows and the query’s nodes
as columns, this relation always exhibits multivalued dependencies
[91].
(3) To avoid these dependencies, we fully decompose the answer rela-
tion as in a column store: binding sequences for each query node
with “links” or pointers relating bindings of dierent nodes. ¿is
gives us an exponentially more succinct storage than a at relation.
(4) Once we have partitioned the answer relation into what subsumes to
only link tables as in column stores, we can observe even more regu-
larities (and thus possibilities for compaction) if the underlying data
is a tree or continuous-image graph. ¿ese regularities allow us to
represent the image of a node under as a single, continuous interval
and thus yield an even smaller representation of the intermediary
answers.
In the remainder of this section, we illustrate how these principles and
observations are exploited in the denition of the sequence map data
structure to obtain a space optimal data structure for tree queries on tree,
forest, and cig data (linear space data complexity).¿e same data structure
can also be used on arbitrary graph data where it is more compact, for most
cases, than a decomposed relation without interval pointers, though its
worst-case space complexity is the same. We start this illustration with the
formal denition of the sequence map in Section 11.2, continue it by taking
a closer look at the eect of data shape on the interval representation of
related answers in sequence maps (cf. Section 11.3, and conclude with a
study of the space complexity of the sequence map in Section 11.4. We also
briey glance at some variations of the basic sequence map that allow us
to cover a slightly larger fragment of queries albeit at a slight increase in
the time complexity of most operations on the sequence map (which are
discussed in the next chapter).
11.2 SEQUENCE MAP : A DATA- STRUCTURE FOR THE
DECOMPOSED REPRESENTAT ION OF INTERMEDI-
ARY ANSWERS TO TREE QUER IES
To hold intermediary results of tree cores of queries, we dene a com-
pact data structure, called sequence map. As sketched above, this data
structure holds (intermediary) results of n-ary tree queries while avoiding
the multivalued dependencies that occur if at relations are employed for
this purpose. By avoiding these dependencies and storing the results fully
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decomposed, we obtain an exponentially more succinct data structure
than a at relation.
Additionally, we exploit the properties of the queried data: Where the
data permits (as in the case of trees and cigs), we compact the pointers
(sometimes also called “links”, references, or foreign keys) between the
decomposed representations for bindings of dierent variables into inter-
vals. For this, we store bindings of each variable as a single sequence with
interval points to related child variables associated to each binding.
Data: binary
relational
structures
Formally, we dene a sequence map over the queried data and the (tree)
query to be evaluated. As data, we consider a (slightly extended)1 relational
structureD.D is dened over a relational schemaΣ = (R1[U1], . . . ,Rk[Uk])
and a nite domain N of nodes (or objects or elements or records) in the
data. Each Ri[Ui] is a relation schema consisting in a relation name and
a nonempty set of attribute names. We assume an equality relation =
on the nodes that relates each node to itself only (identity). D is a tuple(RD1 , . . . ,RDk ,O). Each RDi is a nite, unary or binary relation over N with
name Ri. For a relation R, ar(R) denotes its arity. We extend D with an
order mapping O that associates with each (binary) Ri a total order on
N such that all n ∈ rngRi are before all n′ ∈ N ∖ rngRi. We denote with
O(D) = {o ∶ ∃Ri ∈ D ∶ O(Ri) = o} the set of orders to which the relations
in D are mapped. ¿ese orders serve to represent the image of each node
in a relation as one or more continuous intervals over the order associated
with that relation. Choosing an appropriate order for a relation is discussed
in Sections 11.3.1 (for tree data) and 11.3.2 (for cig data).
Derived
relations
Note, thatwe donot assume that all relations inD are extensional. Rather
somemight be derived (e.g., as closure) from other relations. See Chapter 5
for a discussion on relations to represent XML and RDF documents and
how to use these relations to translate XQuery and Xcerpt queries into
CIQCAG expressions.
For the example data in Figure 42, appropriate relations are the son-
relation between members of the imperial family, the ruled-relation be-
tween emperors and (newly constituted) provinces. For both relation the
node IDs in Figure 42 give a suitable associated order that allows the repre-
sentation of the relation with a single interval pointer per parent node as
described in Section 11.3.1. We use unary relations to classify nodes by type.
In this case, we use type relations for imperial family members, emperors,
co-emperors, and provinces each. Furthermore, we explicitly represent
names of provinces and family members attached by a name relation.
Queries: trees
1 ¿e deviation lies in the addition of order for each relation. Furthermore, we restrict
ourselves to binary relations.
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1
2
na
me
3
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Emperor
Figure 53. Selecting all Roman emperors together with their name and ruled
provinces.
A sequence map is used to store intermediate results for one specic
tree query. A tree query, in our context, is any tree over a set of variables (or
query nodes or attributes of the result relation). Each node is a query vari-
able, each edge is labeled with a relation that must hold between bindings
for the query variables connected by the edge. Formally, a query Q, over a
relational schemaΣusing the relation namesR1 for unary relations and the
relation namesR2 for binary relations, is a tree2 (V ,LV ,E = V×V , r,LE).
¿e set of variables V serve as nodes of the tree with the root r and are
labeled with (sets of) relation names byLV ∶ V → 2R1 . Edges in E connect
pairs of variables and are labeled with the labeling function L ∶ E →R2
connects each edge in Q with a relation name.
Denition 11.1 (Children, Parent, and Relation in Queries). For each
variable (or node) v in Q, we denote with
(1) children(v) = {v′ ∈ V ∶ (v,v′) ∈ E} the child variables of v;
(2) parent(v) = v′ where (v′,v) ∈ E, the parent variable of v or  if v is
the root.
(3) rel(v) = L((parent(v),v)) the name of the relation between the
parent variable and v or  if v is the root.
In the following, we assume that all relations used in a query Q are also
dened in the relational structure D the query is evaluated against.
Figure 53 illustrates an example query tree with the nodes {1,2, 3}, the
edges {(1,2),(1, 3)}, the root 1, the edge labeling {(1,2)→ ruled,(1, 3)→
name}, and the node labeling {1→ Emperor}.
Sequences Bindings for variables are stored in the sequence map fully decomposed,
one sequence per variable.
Denition 11.2 (Sequence). A sequence S from some (nite) set N
is a nite sequence on N, or more formally a bijective function from
2 In fact, sequence maps can be used for forest an diamond-free DAG queries, see Sec-
tion 11.5.2. For clarity of presentation, we limit ourselves here to tree queries.
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{1, . . . , ∣N∣} to N. For a sequence S, the ith element of the sequence is S(i)
and is sometimes denoted as S[i] to emphasize that S is a sequence. i is
referred to as index of S[i] in S.
Note, that we allow only duplicate free sequences in this denition, i.e.,
a n ∈ N occurs at most once in a sequence S. ¿erefore, we can denote
with S−1(n) the index of n in S.
For a nite setN, we dene the set of all subsequences, denoted SubSeq(N),
as the set {S ∶ {1, . . . , k}→ N′ ∶ N′ ⊂ N ∧ k = ∣N′∣ ∧ S bijective}.
We call a sequence S ∈ SubSeq(N) consistent with an order <N overN if
for all n1,n2 ∈ N it holds that, if there are i, jwith S[i] = n1 and S[j] = n2,
then n1 <N n2 implies i < j. If <N is total, n1 <N n2 i i < j.
Finally, any total order on N is naturally represented by a sequence over
N and vice versa:
Denition 11.3 (Induced sequence). Let < be a total order over some
domain N. ¿en S< is called the induced sequence for < over N if S<[i] =
n ∈ N with ∣{n′ ∈ N ∶ n′ < n}∣ = i. S< is, by denition, consistent with <.
Obviously, computing the induced sequence is the same as sorting N
w.r.t. < and thus has Ω(n logn) time complexity.
Sequence Map:
formal
definition
Denition 11.4 (SequenceMap). A sequence map sm
D,Q
on an (extended)
relational structure D and a (tree) query Q over D is a mapping from the
set of variables Vars(Q) to sequences of bindings for these variables to
nodes in D. For each variable binding, we also record a set of intervals of
related bindings for each child variable.¿is way, a binding b for a variable
v (at index i) is associated with a set of triples (v′, s, e) that indicates that
all bindings b′ with index s ≤ j≤ e for the child variable v′ ∈ children(v)
are related to b.
Let Intervals = {(i, j) ∈ N2 ∶ i ≤ j} be the set of all intervals of integers.
¿en, we obtain the following signature for a sequence map:
sm
D,Q ∶ Vars(Q)→ SubSeq(Nodes(D)→ 2Vars(Q)×Intervals)
Note, that in each sub-sequence each n ∈ Nodes(D) occurs at most once
and is associated to a single set of pairs of variables and intervals.
For any v ∈ V, we write smD,Q(v) to indicate the sequence of bindings for
v. With binding(smD,Q(v)[i]) we denote the actual binding node in the i-th
entry for v (or some distinct value  with  > n for all n ∈ Nodes(D) if
i > ∣smD,Q(v)∣), with intervalsv′(smD,Q(v)[i]) the set of intervals associated with
v′ in the i-the entry for v in the sequence map (or∅ if i > ∣smD,Q(v)∣). Finally,
we write Nodesv′(smD,Q(v)[i]) to indicate the set of bindings for v′ covered
by an interval in intervalsv′(smD,Q(v)[i]).
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In addition to the above signature, we place three further restrictions
on any sequence map sm
D,Q
:
(1) For each variablev and index i, the set of intervals intervalsv′(smD,Q(v)[i])
is non-overlapping. A set M of intervals is non-overlapping if, for
each pair of intervals (s1, e1),(s2, e2) ∈ M, it holds that s1 ≤ s2 i
e1 ≤ s2.
(2) For each variable v, child variable v′ of v, and index i, all inter-
vals in intervalsv′(smD,Q(v)[i]) are grounded in smD,Q. An interval (s, e) ∈
intervalsv′(smD,Q(v)[i]) is grounded in smD,Q if s ≤ e ≤ ∣smD,Q(v′)∣.
(3) For each v ≠ root(Q), the sequence smD,Q(v) is consistent with the
order associated with rel(v)D in D.
(4) Finally, we record for each sequence map, the set of edges in Q
covered by that sequence map. ¿is set of edges is denoted by
edgeCover(smD,Q) ⊂ (dom smD,Q)2 ∩ Edges(Q) ⊂ Vars(Q)2. A sequence
map may only contain references between bindings for variable
pairs contained in its edge cover: For each pair of variables v,v′ ∈
Vars(Q) with binding indices i ≤ ∣smD,Q(v)∣ , i′ ≤ ∣smD,Q(v′)∣ such that
sm
D,Q(v′)[i′] ∈ Nodesv′(smD,Q(v)[i]), itmust hold that (v,v′) ∈ edgeCover(smD,Q).
Together the above restrictions guarantee that, with each binding of a
variable v, there are at most associated ∣N∣ intervals over the bindings for
v′ ∈ children(v) in a sequence map: ¿e set of associated intervals does not
contain duplicate intervals (since it is a set), each interval covers at least
one index, no two intervals overlap, and all intervals are grounded. ¿us
we can, at most, have ∣smD,Q(v′)∣ ≤ ∣N∣ intervals each covering one of the
bindings of v′ in the sequence map.
To illustrate the notion of sequence map consider again the query in
Figure 53.¿e sequence map representing all answers to that query against
the data in Figure 42 is illustrated in Figure 54: From bindings for “Emper-
ors” (i.e., members of the unary type relation Emperor) we reference related
bindings for name and province (where we use the name of the province
instead of the ID for ease of presentation). ¿e relations are expressed as
intervals associated with the abbreviated query variable (N for name, P for
province). Observe, that since the data is cig shaped and the bindings are
ordered accordingly we need always only single intervals. We abbreviate
single element intervals as standard pointers.
It is worth emphasizing that we allowmultiple intervals to represent the
related bindings for a child variable. ¿is is necessary to represent answers
to queries on arbitrary graphs. As discussed in Sections 11.3.1 and 11.3.2,
we can guarantee a single continuous interval for more restrictive shapes
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Trajan
Hadrian
Antonius P.
M. Aurelius
Commodus
Septimus S.
Name
4N
point1 P sta
rt 1 end 3
6N
point2 P sta
rt 2 end 3
9N
point3 P sta
rt 2 end 4
11N
point4 P sta
rt 2 end 3
13N
point5 P sta
rt 2 end 3
14N
point6 P sta
rt 2 end 4
Emperor
Mesopotamia
Arabia
Dacia
Caledonia
Province
Figure 54. SequenceMap: Example. For the query from Figure 53 on the data of Figure 42.
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of data, viz. trees, forest, and cigs. Even for arbitrary graphs the use of
interval pointers is benecial in many cases, cf. Section 11.3.3.
A sequence map serves as a compact representation of an answer rela-
tion. ¿is relation can be retrieved from a sequence map as follows:
Denition 11.5 (Induced relation). Let sm
D,Q
be a sequence map with associ-
ated edge cover ec. Let U = dom smD,Q = {v1, . . . ,vk} = {v ∈ Vars(Q) ∶ ∃n ∈
Nodes(D) ∶ n ∈ smD,Q(v)}. ¿en smD,Q induces a relation RsmD,Q such that
Rsm
D,Q ={(b1, . . . ,bk) ∈ Nodes(D)k ∶ ∃k ∈ N ∶ smD,Q(vi)[k] = bi∧((vi,vj) ∈ ec Ô⇒ bj ∈ Nodesvj(smD,Q(vi)[k]))}
Note, that this implies that for pairs of variables that are not in the edge
cover of the sequence map all combinations of bindings are included in
the induced relation.
In Section 12.7, we introduce the sequence map extraction that allows
to extract bindings of one or more variables from a sequence map in form
of a relation. If bindings for all variables in S are extracted, this operation
yields exactly the induced relation.
¿e empty relation is induced by the empty sequence map, denoted by
sm
D,Q∅. It is also induced by a sequence map where some of the “links” im-
posed by the query are missing, e.g., if for some child variable all bindings
of its parent variable include no interval pointers to bindings of the child
variable. In this sense, such a sequence map and the empty sequence map
can be considered equivalent:
Denition 11.6 (Equivalent sequence maps). Let sm
D,Q
1 and sm
D,Q
2 be two
sequence maps. We call sm
D,Q
1 and sm
D,Q
2 equivalent, if they induce the same
relation. However, they may dier, e.g., in the chosen order of elements,
the intervals used, etc.
Note, that a sequence map does not need to map all variables in Vars(Q).
If some variables are not mapped, the resulting answer is incomplete w.r.t.
any constraints inQ involving themissing variables. In other words, absent
variables are ignored when considering the induced relation of a sequence
map. In the following section, we dene a class of sequence maps, called
complete sequence maps, that represents an answer relation to a full query
rather than to only a part of a query.
11.2.1 consistent and inconsistent sequence maps
Sequence maps store (intermediary) answers to tree queries decomposed.
¿ey are an exponentially more succinct store than at relations. On at
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relations, if we restrict bindings of one variable we implicitly aect bindings
for all variables since each tuple in the answer relation represents one
particular assignment of bindings to query variables. Assume, e.g., we
drop all tuples where the binding of v has a value ≤ 10. A binding b′ for
some other variable v′ may, however, only occur together with bindings
for v that have value ≤ 10. ¿us dropping the above tuples also drops all
occurrences of b′.
Explicit
propagation
and temporary
inconsistency
On sequence maps, however, bindings are stored per variable (or col-
umn of the at relation). ¿us, when we modify bindings for one variable,
bindings for other variables are not implicitly aected, rather these changes
must be explicitly propagated. Details of this propagation are discussed
later in Section 12. Intuitively, in the above case b′ remains among the
bindings of v′ still pointing (assuming, for simplicity, that v′ is the parent
variable of v) to the now dropped bindings for v. However, b′ could be
dropped without loosing any proper answer (there is no way to extend b′
bindings for v′ to full answers). In a sense, such a sequence map is incon-
sistent as there are bindings for v′ that refer to invalidated (or “bombed”)
bindings for v. We can address this in two ways: (1) Immediate propa-
gation: All operations on a sequence map that restrict variable bindings
for one variable (or column) ensure before the conclusion of the opera-
tion that those restrictions are propagated to all possibly aected variables.
(2) Separate propagation from (local) restriction:Operations on a sequence
map may restrict bindings of one or more variables without immediately
propagating the eect to other connected variables. ¿e advantage is that
we can perform a series of restrictions on one or even a subset of the query
variables and only at the end of that series propagate all changes at once.
¿e disadvantage is that we have to mark temporary inconsistencies and
must ensure that they are propagated at some point. However, we can
simulate the rst case by following each operation on the sequence map
immediately by a propagation to all related variables.
Inconsistent
sequence map
In the following, we adopt the second approach since it is more exible
and requires, for many queries, signicantly less propagation operation. To
support this approach we introduce the concept of inconsistent sequence
map, i.e., sequence maps where some restrictions on variable bindings
have not yet been fully propagated.
To distinguish invalidated variable bindings, we mark each invalidated
variable binding with a failure marker ☇ from a (nite) set of failure mark-
ers B3 with ∣B∣ ≤ ∣Nodes(D)∣. Furthermore, we extend the signature of a
3 For consistency, we use a set of failure markers to be able to continue to consider a
sequence as duplicate free.
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sequence map to include failure markers:
sm
D,Q ∶ Vars(Q)→ SubSeq((Nodes(D)→ 2Vars(Q)×Intervals) ∪ B)
We limit the number of failure markers by the number of nodes in
D, since failed bindings only result from invalidating existing bindings
and a sequence map can, for a single variable, contain at most ∣Nodes(D)∣
bindings. Note also, that we do not need to record related bindings (for
child variables) if a binding is “bombed”. Also, by denition of the induced
relation of a sequence map, failure markers do not aect the induced
relation as all bindings in a induced relation must be nodes from D.
Failure markers address the invalidation of entire bindings for a variable
(e.g., due to additional unary constraints). Another formof local restriction,
however, is the removal of references to bindings of a child variable in the
bindings of a parent variable. E.g., the province of Mesopotamia in the
sequence map of Figure 54 is related only to emperor Trajan. If we remove
the reference from Trajan to Mesopotamia, i.e., change the P interval
of the emperor with ID 4 to 2 − 3 instead of 1 − 3. (or “bomb” Trajan),
Mesopotamia is not any more part of any full answer to the query and
could thus be dropped. So, again, the sequence map retains information
that, if we propagate immediately, could be dropped. We call bindings
such as Mesopotamia dangling bindings. A dangling binding n is direct,
if there is no binding for the immediate parent variable with an interval
pointer covering n. Otherwise it is indirect.
Denition 11.7 (Consistent and inconsistent sequence maps). A sequence
map sm
D,Q
is called inconsistent, if (1) it contains any “failed” bindings ☇ ∈ B,
or (2) it contains any “dangling” binding, i.e., a binding b ∈ smD,Q(v) for some
variable v such that v′ = parent(v), v′ ∈ dom smD,Q, and there is no i ∈ N such
that b ∈ Nodesv(smD,Q(v′)[i]). Otherwise it is called consistent.
¿e notion of equivalent sequence maps immediately extends to incon-
sistent sequence maps (note that the bindings in the induced relation are
from Nodes(Q) excluding ☇). In Section 12.5.3 we introduce an algorithm
for eciently propagating changes in a sequencemap. Using this algorithm,
we obtain the following result:
¿eorem 11.1. Let sm
D,Q
be an inconsistent sequence map. ¿en there is a
consistent sequence map sm
D,Q′ equivalent to smD,Q. ¿is sequence map can be
computed in O(q˜ ⋅ n ⋅ i) where q˜ = ∣dom smD,Q∣, n = ∣Nodes(D)∣, and i the
maximum number of intervals per binding in sm
D,Q
. For tree, forest, and cig
data i = 1.
Proof. See Section 12.5.3. 
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Figure 55 illustrates a more complex sequence map than the one from
Figure 54. It is inconsistent since there are some failure markers and bind-
ing d12 for variable v3 is dangling. Furthermore, if the failure markers are
propagated d3 for v1 is also dropped (there are no proper related bindings
for v2 which in consequence makes also d11 in v3 dangling.
Even if we consider only consistent sequence maps, there are multiple
sequence maps with the same induced relation: ¿ey contain the same
bindings for each variable, but the interval pointers between bindings may
vary as long as they cover the same set of bindings. E.g., in one sequence
map a binding may contain {(v, 1, 3)} to point to bindings of v, in another{(v, 1, 1),(v,2,2),(v, 3, 3)}, and in yet another {(v, 1,2),(v, 3, 3)}. How-
ever, there is a unique minimal interval representation for the interval
pointers of each binding (here the one of the rst sequence map):
Denition 11.8 (Interval-minimal sequence map). A sequence map sm
D,Q
is
called interval-minimal, if the set of interval pointers for any binding in
sm
D,Q
is minimal, i.e., there is no smaller set of interval pointers that covers
the same bindings for each child variable.
¿eorem 11.2. A interval-minimal, consistent sequence map is uniquely
identied by its induced relation, i.e., there is no other interval-minimal,
consistent sequence map with the same induced relation.
Proof. Let R be the induced relation of a given sequence map S. ¿en,
(1) we can not add or remove a binding for any variable v ∈ dom S: If
we add a binding for a single variable, the binding is dangling and the
resulting sequence map is not consistent. If we add a binding and reference
if from some interval pointer of some binding for the parent variable,
the induced relation is no longer the same but contains additional tuples.
(2) we can not extend or shrink, collapse or divide an interval pointer for
a binding n of v ∈ dom S. If we extend an interval pointer i and the added
indices (which are adjacent to i) are covered in the old interval set, then
the original set of intervals is not minimal (as we could collapse i with
the interval pointer covering the adjacent indices). If the added indices
are not covered in the old interval set, we introduce new tuples into the
induced relation. Analog for shrinking, we remove tuples in the induced
relation. For collapsing and dividing, either the original interval set is not
minimal (if we can collapse) or the resulting interval set is not minimal (if
we divide). 
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Figure 55. Inconsistent Sequence Map.
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11.2.2 answers: consistent and complete sequence maps
Sequence maps may be only a partial mapping of query variables to bind-
ings and thus contain only partial or intermediary answers to a query,
many of which may actually not contribute to any complete answer of the
query.
Denition 11.9 (Complete sequence map). For a tree query Q a sequence
map sm
D,Q
is called complete if (1) all variables of Q are covered by the se-
quence map: dom sm
D,Q = Vars(Q); (2) all relations of Q are covered in all
bindings for the involved variables: for all v,v′ ∈ Vars(Q) it holds that
v = parent(v′) if and only if, for all i ≤ ∣smD,Q(v)∣, intervalsv′(smD,Q(v)[i]) ≠ ∅;
(3) all relations in the sequence map are covered by the query: for all v,v′ ∈
Vars(Q) it holds that if there is a i ∈ N such that intervalsv′(smD,Q(v)[i]) ≠ ∅,
then v = parent(v′).
Complete sequence maps can still be inconsistent, though failure mark-
ers can only occur for leaf variables (for inner variables, they violate con-
dition (2) of the denition as there are no related bindings to a failure
marker by denition). “Dangling” bindings may occur for any variable.
In Chapters 13, we show how to translate a tree query Q into sequence
map operations in such a way, that the resulting sequence map represent
the correct answers to Q if evaluated against D. ¿e resulting sequence
maps are always both consistent and complete.
However, before we can compile queries into sequence map operations,
we rst need to dene those operations in Chapter 12. Before we can dene
the operations, we establish a number of properties for sequence maps
on dierent shapes of data in Section 11.3. With these properties, we can
establish, in Section 11.4 bounds for the space needed to represent (inter-
mediary) results of a tree query in a sequencemap for the dierent kinds of
data. ¿ese results are used, nally, to dene operations on sequence maps
such as creation of sequence maps, projection, join, union, subtraction,
and propagation to remove inconsistencies, cf. Section 12. We conclude
with a number of variants of the sequence map, in particular, a purely
relational sequence map.
11.3 ON THE INFLUENCE OF DATA SHAPE
Sequence maps are capable of representing (intermediary) answers to tree
queries on any relational structure as dened above. However, when we
pose certain restrictions on the shape of the relations involved, we can
place bounds on the number of intervals required to represent relations
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between bindings of adjacent query nodes and thus on the size of the
sequence map.
11.3.1 exploiting tree-shape of data: single interval point-
ers
Tree data exhibits a number of regularities that have been exploited by
most previous approaches to querying structural relations on tree data:
labeling schemes such as pre-/post-encoding [86, 116]allow constant time,
constant space membership test of tree-shaped relations as well as their
closure (descendant or ancestor in XPath); similarly, twig join approaches
[48] exploit the fact that in tree shaped data, their is at most one parent for
each node in the data and at most d related nodes, with d depth of the tree,
if the closure relation is considered, i.e., at most d ancestor nodes; like twig
joins, we exploit limits on the number of parents and ancestors of a node
in SPEX. Additionally, we observe that, for horizontal closure relations,
the bounds are less favorable, e.g., breadth of tree for following-sibling and
size of tree for following. But also for horizontal relations we observe that
the images for nodes follow certain patterns (e.g., the followings of a node
are a subset of the followings of all its pre-order predecessors).
In the following, we give alternative characterisations of tree-shaped
relations and their transitive closures that allow us to identify in what way
we can order the domain to allow a linear representation of the related
nodes in the given relation. Furthermore, we use these characterisations
to show in Section 11.3.2 how to go beyond tree data and still maintain the
linear representation.
Direct structural
relations in
trees: image
disjointness
To start with, let us consider relations that directly form trees, i.e., direct
structural relations such as child, next-sibling, and next (in the sense of [112]).
If we look at how the images of nodes are shaped under these relations,
we can note that the images of two dierent nodes never overlap. We call
this property image disjointness:
Denition 11.10 (Image Disjointness Property). Let R be a binary relation
over some domain N. ¿en R is said to carry the image disjointness
property, if and only if, for any two nodes n1 ≠ n2 ∈ N, it holds that
R(n1) ∩ R(n2) = ∅.4
We choose this formulation of image disjointness as it immediately
induces a set of orders on N that guarantee that the image of a node n ∈ N
can be represented as a single interval: keep each R(n) together (with
4 Recall, the we denote with R(n) = {n′ ∈ N ∶ (n,n′) ∈ R′}.
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arbitrary “internal” order) but choose an arbitrary order among the R(n).
More formally, Let <arbitrary be some arbitrary total order onN, <dom some
total order on domR, and <n a total order on each R(n) for n ∈ domR.
¿en ≺ is a total order on N with
≺= {(n,n′) ∈ (rngR)2 ∶ n ∈ R(m)∧n′ ∈ R(m′)∧⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
n <m n′ ifm = m′
m <dom m′ ifm ≠ m′ }
All n /∈ rngR either follow or precede the n ∈ rngR.
It is easy to see that a sequence over N consistent with any such order
allows the representation of the images of any node n under R as a single
interval.
In terms of orders on the tree, any breadth-rst traversal induces such
an order. Whether the traversal is top-down or bottom-up, le -to-right,
or right-to-le is immaterial. In fact, the order in which the nodes of the
tree are visited is entirely arbitrary as long as the children of each node are
visited together.
¿e image disjointness property captures exactly all tree- and forest-
shaped relations:
¿eorem11.3. LetRbe a binary relation over some domainN.¿en (N,R)
is a forest i R carries the image disjointness property.
Proof. Recall, that a (directed rooted) tree is a rooted connected simple
graph with a unique simple path between the root and any other node. A
forest is a disjoint union of trees, i.e., we all multiple roots but each node
is part of exactly one tree. In other words, there is only one root per node
fromwhich that node is reachable and, as in a tree, there is a unique simple
path between that root and the node.
If (N,R) is a forest and n1 ≠ n2 ∈ N, then R(n1)∩R(n2) = ∅: any node
n′ ∈ R(n1) ∩ R(n2) violates the forest property as it is either, if n1’s root is
dierent from n2, reachable from multiple roots (i.e., (N,R) is no disjoint
union of trees) or, if n1 and n2 have the same root, there are two unique
simple paths between the root and n′ by appending n′ to the path from
the root to n1 and to n2.
If R has the image disjointness property, then let roots(R) = {n ∈ N ∶/∃
n′ ∈ N ∶ (n′,n) ∈ R}. (1) Each node n ∈ N is reachable from at most one
root r ∈ roots(R): If n is directly reachable (a child) from r then it can not
be directly reachable from any other n′ ∈ N including any r ∈ roots(R)
due to the image interval property and as r is not reachable from any node
in n by denition of roots(R). If n is indirectly reachable from r the same
argument can be made recursively for the nodes in the path from r to n.
(2) For each node n ∈ N, there is a unique path from its root r to n. If
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there are two distinct paths from r to n then either n or some node on the
path from r to n lies in the image of two distinct nodes in violation of the
image interval property. 
Structural
closure
relations in
trees: image
containment
However, on tree data also closure relations can be represented and
tested in linear time and space, e.g., the descendants of a node. In fact, for
any of the structural closure relations such as descendant, ancestor, following,
following-sibling, etc. we can observe the same. However, the images of two
distinct nodes are clearly not distinct in these cases. E.g., the descendants
of a child are always a subset of the descendants of its parent. For all these
relations, the images of two dierent nodes can overlap, but on tree data
only in a “disciplined” manner: either they do not overlap at all or one is
entirely contained in the other. We formalize this property as follows:
Denition 11.11 (Image Containment Property). LetR be a binary relation
over some domain N. ¿en R is said to carry the image containment
property, if and only if, for any two nodes n1 ≠ n2 ∈ N, it holds that
R(n1) ∩ R(n2) ≠ ∅ implies that R(n1) ⊂ R(n2) ∨ R(n2) ⊂ R(n1).
Again, given this property we can readily dene an order over N such
that the images of each node can be represented as a single, continuous
interval: the containment of images constitute a hierarchy on the domain
of R. As long as that hierarchy is respected by the order, the images of a
node can be represented as a single, continuous interval on a sequence
over N consistent with that order.
More formally, let <n be some order on R(n) for each n ∈ domR. Let
direct(n) for some n ∈ rngR be the n′ ∈ domR such that n ∈ R(n′) and
there is no n′′ ∈ domR such that n ∈ R(n′′) and R(n′′) ⊂ R(n′). Finally,
let <dom be an arbitrary order on domR and <incl= {(n,n′) ∈ (domR)2 ∶
R(n) ⊂ R(n′)∨ (R(n)∩R(n′) = ∅∧ n <dom n′)}. ¿en ≺ is a total order
on N with
≺ = {(n,n′) ∈ (rngR)2 ∶ m = direct(n)∧m′ = direct(n′)∧⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
n <m n′ ifm = m′
m <incl m′ ifm ≠ m′
All n /∈ rngR either follow or precede the n ∈ rngR.
¿e image containment property captures exactly closure relations over
forest-shaped base relations:
¿eorem 11.4. Let R be a binary relation over N. ¿en R carries the image
containment property if and only if there is a forest-shaped base relation R′
such that R is the transitive closure of R′.
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Proof. If R is the transitive closure of a forest-shaped relation R′ and
m ∈ R(n),m ∈ R(n′). ¿en either n is an ancestor of n′ or the other way
round as R′ is a forest, i.e., R(n) ⊂ R(n′) or vice versa.
If R carries the image containment property, let R′ = {(n,n′) ∈ N2 ∶
R(n′) ≠ ∅∧R(n′) ⊂ R(n)∧ /∃ m ∈ N ∶ R(n′) ⊂ R(m)∧R(m) ⊂ R(n)}∪{(n,n′) ∈ N2 ∶ n′ ∈ R(n)∧ /∃ m ∈ N ∶ n′ ∈ R(m) ∧ R(m) ⊂ R(n)}. ¿e
rst set represents the hierarchy of the inner nodes, the second set the leaf
nodes. ¿en (N,R′) is a forest, since (1) leaf nodes l have by denition a
single parent: if there are two n ≠ n′ ∈ N with l ∈ R(n) and l ∈ R(n′) but
neither R(n) ⊂ R(n′) nor R(n′) ⊂ R(n) (otherwise n or n′ do not fulll
the condition for parents of lead nodes), thenR(n)∩R(n′) ≠ ∅ but neither
is subset of the other in violation of the image containment property of
R. (2) inner nodes i have also a single parent: if there are two nodes n,n′
with i ⊂ R(n) and i ⊂ R(n′) but no m,m′ ∈ N with i ⊂ R(m) ⊂ R(n)
and i ⊂ R(m′) ⊂ R(n′), then R(n) ∩ R(n′) ≠ ∅, yet neither is a subset of
the other. ¿us, the image containment property is violated. 
11.3.2 beyond trees: consecutive ones property
Tree data, as argued above, allows us to represent relations on that data
more compact, e.g., using various interval-based labeling schemes. Here,
we introduce a new class of graphs, called continuous-image graphs (or cigs
for short), that generalize features of tree data in such a way that we can
evaluate (tree) queries on cigs with the same time and space complexity
as techniques such as twig joins [48] which are limited to tree data only.
Moreover, we show that even skipping and pruning techniques used for
tree data carry over to continuous-image graphs (cf. Section 12.9.1).
Characterization
of continuous
image graph
Recall from the previous chapter that continuous-image graphs are a
proper superset of (ordered) trees. On trees we require that each node
has at most one parent. For continuous-image graphs, however, we only
ask that we can nd a single order on all nodes of the graph such that the
children of each parent form a continuous interval in that order.
cigs: Image
interval
property
Formally, we dene a cig (in Section 10.2) as an arbitrary relation (or
graph) that carries the following property:
Denition 11.12 (Image interval property). Let R be a binary relation
over some domain N. ¿en R is said to carry the image interval
property, if and only if there exists a total order <i on N with its induced
sequence S over N such that for all nodes n ∈ N, R(n) = ∅ or R(n) ={S[s], . . . ,S[e] ∶ s ≤ e ∈ N}.
¿is property merely formalizes the above observation that one means
of compacting a binary relation on N (for linear space storage with linear
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time membership test) is through the use of intervals. Here, we demand
that there is an order and thus a sequence over N that allows us such an
interval representation.
¿e image interval property is a generalization of both image disjoint-
ness and image containment but characterizes a strictly larger class of
relations.
¿eorem 11.5. Let R be a binary relation over some domain N. If R carries
the image disjointness (image containment) property, thenR also carries the
image interval property.
Proof. For relationwith image disjointness or image containment property,
we choose an order over N as described when dening the two properties.
Together with any such order, R fulls the denition of image interval
property. 
¿eorem 11.6. ¿e image interval property covers a strictly larger class of
relations than either the image disjointness or the image containment prop-
erty.
Proof. Figure 42 as well as Figure 56 show relations that carry the image
interval property but do not carry either image disjointness or image
containment. In general, cigs allow more freedom in overlapping than
relations with image containment property: two nodes may share some
but not all nodes in their image. However, as discussed above, cf. Figure 41,
they still pose a limit on the sharing. 
Deciding the
image interval
property
It is easy to see, that the weakest of the three properties, image dis-
jointness, can be tested in quadratic time over the size of the domain.
Surprisingly, the same holds for the image interval property: For that we
observe that it is merely another formulation of to the consecutive-ones
property introduced for {0, 1}matrices in [97]. A {0, 1}matrix is said to
exhibit the consecutive-ones property if its rows may be permuted in such
a way as to make the ones in each column consecutive.
¿eorem 11.7. Let R be a binary relation over some domainN.¿en R car-
ries the image interval property i its adjacencymatrix carries the consecutive-
ones property.
Proof. Recall, that the adjacency matrix of a binary relation R ⊂ N2 is a
quadratic {0, 1} matrix M where rows and columns correspond to the
nodes in N andM(i, j) = 1 i the nodes corresponding to the ith row and
jth column stand in relation R. LetMR be a corresponding matrix for a
relation R.MR exhibits the consecutive-ones property if and only if the
image interval property holds for R: Each column represents the images of
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a node. A permutation of the rows is merely a specic order of the nodes
in N. ¿us, if a permutation of the rows exists such that the ones in each
column are consecutive, then an order on the nodes in N exists such that
the images of each node form a single continuous interval on the sequence
of nodes represented by the row permutation. 
For the consecutive-ones problem [40] gives the rst linear time (in
the size of the matrix) algorithm based on so called PQ-trees, a compact
representation for permutations of rows (or columns) in amatrix. Consider
the relation represented in Figure 56 as an adjacency matrix. It is neither
forest-shaped (e.g., 1 has many parents: (A, 1), (A,2), . . . ) nor does it carry
the image containment property (2 is in image of both Aand B but neither
image is a subset of the other).
However, we can compute a PQ-tree for this relation that represents all
permutations of column orders such that the 1s are consecutive in each
row. ¿is PQ-tree is shown in Figure 57. A PQ-tree contains, as the name
suggests, two kinds of inner nodes: Q nodes and P nodes. P nodes indicate
that any permutation of its children guarantees consecutive 1s in each row.
Q nodes indicate that its children must be traversed in order or in the
inverse order. For Figure 57 this means, that the PQ-tree represents the
permutations 4271356, 4271536, 4217356, 4217536, 6357124, 6351724, 6537124,
6531724.
Figure (b) shows one such permutation where, indeed, the 1s are con-
secutive in all rows. It is also easy to see that we can ip 7 and 1, as well as
3 and 5 arbitrarily (they are each identical). And, of course, we can invert
the order of the columns without violating the consecutive ones property.
¿e PQ-tree algorithm gives us a quadratic decision algorithm whether
any given relation carries the image interval property (details cf. [40]).
¿eorem 11.8. Let R be a binary relation over some domain N. ¿en de-
ciding whether R carries the image interval property and computing a cor-
responding order <i has space and time complexityO(∣N∣2)
More recent renements of the PQ-tree, viz. the PC-tree described in
[129, 131], give a slightly simpler test for the consecutive-ones property
(albeit with the same complexity). Figure 58 shows the PC-tree for the
relation in Figure 56. In a PC-tree, we have again two kinds of inner nodes:
P nodes where we can freely permute the children and C (or cyclic) nodes
where we can only traverse the children either in clockwise or in counter-
clockwise order.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
A 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
B 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
C 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
(a) Adjacency matrix representation of a
sample relation
4 2 7 1 3 5 6
A 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
B 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
C 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
(b) Consecutive-ones permutation of rela-
tion from (a)
Figure 56. Relation with (1-) interval property
Q
4 2 P
7 1
P
3 5
6
Figure 57. PQ-Tree for Relation in Figure 56
C
4 2
P
7
1
P
3
5
Figure 58. PC-Tree for Relation in Figure 56
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11.3.3 open questions: beyond single intervals
With the image interval property, we now have a characterisation of a large
class of graphs that contains all forest-shaped relations and their closures,
yet covers a substantially larger class of graphs.¿is characterisation allows
us, as for forest-shaped relations, to use a single interval to represent the
related nodes of any node in a relation carrying the property. Moreover,
deciding whether a relation carries that property is decidable in quadratic
time and gives, as a by-product, an appropriate order. Note, that the deci-
sion is entirely independent of the query and can thus be computed when
storing the relation rather than an query evaluation time.
Bounded Intervals: k-Interval Property
¿e image interval property ensures that we need at most one interval to
represent the image of a node under a relation. Linear time representation
and linear time membership test, however, can also be achieved if we relax
that a bit more: If there is a (preferably small) k ∈ N independent of ∣N∣ that
represents an upper limit to the number of intervals needed to represent
the image of a node, that still gives us a linear space representation and
linear time membership test.
¿us, even for a relation R that carries the k-interval property for a
small k ∈ N we can still prot from the sequence map representation over
a plain relational representation:
Denition 11.13 (Image k-interval property). Let R be a binary relation
over some domain N and k ∈ N. ¿en R is said to carry the k-image
interval property, if and only if there exists a total order <i on N with
its induced sequence S over N such that for all nodes n ∈ N, R(n) = ∅ or
R(n) = {S[s1], . . . ,S[e1],S[s2], . . . ,S[e2], . . . ,S[sl], . . .S[el] ∶ si ≤ ei∧l ≤ k}.
If we modify the relation as in Figure 59 by adding 4 to the image of
A and 6 to the image of C, the resulting relation does no longer carry
the consecutive-ones property (and thus has no associated PQ-tree). It
carries, however, the 2-interval property as illustrated by the permutation
in Figure 59. Furthermore, it also has a corresponding PC-tree (in fact, the
same as the original relation). ¿is is due to the fact that PC-trees actually
test for the circular-ones property circular-ones property, as dened in
[131]. ¿e circular ones property of a {0, 1}-matrix indicates that there is a
permutation of the rows such that either the 0s or the 1s are consecutive
in each column. It is called “circular ones” as, the 1s are still consecutive
in all columns if we consider the matrix circular, i.e., a er the last row we
continue with the rst row.
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Whether there is a polynomial decision algorithm for the general k-
interval property, remains an open question though the test for “circular
ones” points towards a decision algorithm for k = 2. In the following, we
use only the 1-interval property characterising cig data.
Arbitrary, but Optimal Intervals for Arbitrary Graphs
Even on arbitrary graphs, where we can no longer guarantee liner space
representation and linear time membership test, we nevertheless can o en
prot from selecting a suitable order on the nodes of N: for most graph
the number of intervals needed to represent the images of a node is o en
much lower than the worst case ofO(∣N∣).
To characterise such an order, we rst dene the (minimal) interval
representation for a relation R:
Denition 11.14 (Minimal interval representation of a relation). Let R ⊂
N2 be a (nite) binary relation and < a total order over N. Let S< be the
induced sequence over N for <. ¿en I ∶ domR → 2Intervals} is called
the minimal interval representation of R over < if (s, e) ∈ I(n) for any
n ∈ domR i for all s < i < e: (n,S[i]) ∈ R (all elements in the interval
are in R(n)), s = 1 or (n,S[s − 1]) /∈ R and e = ∣S<∣ or (n,S[e + 1]) /∈ R
(there is no larger interval over S< that also fulls the rst condition and
includes (s, e)).
Note, that the intervals in I(n) are non-overlapping and cover R(n)
for each n ∈ domR. ¿ey are non-overlapping, as (s1, e1),(s2, e2) ∈ I(n)
with s1 < s2 < e1 either e2 ≤ e1 which means (s2, e2) violates the second
condition of the denition or e2 > e1 which means both violate the second
condition and (s1, e2)must be included in I(n) by denition.
Using the notion of interval representation, we can now dene the
minimal interval representation and thus the cost of representing a relation
by intervals over some given order <.
Denition 11.15 (Interval cost of a relation). Let I ∈ I<(R) be theminimal
interval representation of a relation R under <. ¿en we call IN<(R) =∑n∈N ∣I(n)∣ the size of I and the interval cost for R under <.
¿is gives us the cost of representing a relation R under an order on N.
What we would like to nd, is an order on N with the lowest cost for the
representation:
Denition 11.16 (Interval-optimal order). Let R ⊂ N2 be a (nite) binary
relation and O the set of all total orders over N. ¿en an order < ∈ O is
called interval optimal if its associated interval cost IN<(R) is minimal
among the interval costs of all orders over R.
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Obviously, we can nd the interval-optimal order by trying each per-
mutation of the nodes in N. As for the k-interval property, it is an open
question whether there is a polynomial decision algorithm for the optimal
interval order.
For a given order <, however, we can compute a minimal interval repre-
sentation in polynomial time by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Compute interval representation from relation
input : Relation R total order < over rngR.
output: Interval representation I of R.
S ← induced sequence for < over rngR;1
I ← ∅;2
foreach n ∈ domR do3
Intervals← ∅;4
start← ;5
for i ← 1 to ∣S∣ do6
if (n,S[i]) ∈ R and start =  then7
start← i ;8
if (n,S[i]) /∈ R and start ≠  then9
Intervals← Intervals ∪ {(start, i − 1)} ;10
start←  ;11
if start ≠  then12
Intervals← Intervals ∪ {(start, ∣S∣)} ;13
I ← I ∪ {(n, Intervals)};14
return I15
¿eorem 11.9. Algorithm 1 computes the minimal interval representation
of the input relationRunder the order< in timeO(n2)where n = ∣Nodes(R)∣.
Proof. Let I be the result of Algorithm 1 for a given R under the order< and S< the induced sequence over rngR for <. ¿en I is the minimal
interval representation of R under < as (1) there is an interval (s, e) ∈ I(n)
for each n′ ∈ R(n) such that s ≤ S−1(n′) ≤ e (as at each n′ ∈ R(n) either a
new interval is started, l. 7–8, or an open interval is continued); (2) for all
intervals (s, e) ∈ I(n) and s < i < e, S<[i] ∈ R(n) (as if S<[i] /∈ R(n) the
previous interval is closed at i − 1, l. 9–11, or start = ); (3) for all intervals(s, e) ∈ I(n) either s = 1 or S<[s− 1] /∈ R(n) (if S<[s− 1] ∈ R(n) then s can
not be the start of an interval as the interval either starts at s − 1, l. 7–9, or
before); (4) for all intervals (s, e) ∈ I(n) either e = ∣S<∣ or S<[e+1] /∈ R(n)
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(only if S<[e+ 1] /∈ R(n) or we are at the end of the sequence is an interval
added with the current interval position as end index).
Algorithm 1 runs in ∣domR∣ ⋅ ∣rngR∣ = O(∣Nodes(R)∣): the induced
sequence can be computed inO(n logn). ¿e main loop (l. 3–14) iterates
over all elements in domR, the inner loop over the elements of S which
are all elements in rngR. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
A 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
B 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
C 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
(a) Adjacency matrix representation of a
sample relation with 2-interval property
4 2 7 1 3 5 6
A 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
B 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
C 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
(b) Permutation of relation from (a) illustrat-
ing the circular-ones property
Figure 59. Relation with 2-interval property
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11.4 SPACE BOUNDS FOR SEQUENCE MAPS
With the above properties of data represented in sequence maps, we can
now give precise characterisations of the space used by a sequence map
sm
D,Q
over a relational structure D and a query Q.
¿eorem 11.10. Let sm
D,Q
be a sequence map over a relational structure D
and a query Q. ¿en the size of sm
D,Q
is bounded byO(q ⋅ n ⋅ i) ≤ O(q ⋅ n2)
where n = ∣Nodes(D)∣ ,q = ∣Vars(Q)∣, and i is the maximum number of
intervals needed to represent the image of a node n ∈ N under any query
relation R and the order O(R) associated with R in D.
For trees and cigs, this result immediately gives linear space complexity
for the sequence map as shown in the following Section 11.4.1.
Proof. Recall, the signature of a sequence map from Section 11.2:
sm
D,Q ∶ Vars(Q)→ SubSeq(Nodes(D)→ 2Vars(Q)×Intervals)
Each of the q variables in Vars(Q) is mapped to a sub-sequence over
Nodes(D) each of which is associated with a subset of Vars(Q) × Intervals.
Since sequences are by denition (see Section 11.2) duplicate-free, the size
of each sub-sequence over Nodes(D) is bounded by n = ∣Nodes(D)∣. ¿us,
we have at most q ⋅ n bindings represented in a sequence map. However,
each binding is associated with a sub-set over Vars(Q) × Intervals the size
of which is bounded by q ⋅ i where i is the maximum number of intervals
needed to represent the image of a node n ∈ N under any query relation
R and its associated order O(R).
¿is indicates a bound of q ⋅ n ⋅ q ⋅ i. However, for each variable v, its
bindings are referenced only from bindings of its parent variable v′, but
not from the bindings of any other variable. ¿us, for each variable, we
have at most n ⋅ i intervals referencing bindings of that variable and the
total size of the associated interval sets is limited by q ⋅ n ⋅ i.
In total, we arrive at a bound of q⋅n for the bindings and a bound of q⋅n⋅i
for the interval sets and thus at an overall bound of q⋅n+q⋅n⋅ i = O(q⋅n⋅ i).
Note, that i ≤ n, as all intervals are, by denition of a sequence map,
non-overlapping and grounded: Since they are grounded, the largest index
covered by any interval is bounded by n (the maximum length of the
sequence of child variable bindings). Since they are non-overlapping, there
are at most n intervals to cover a sequence from 1 to n, viz. n intervals of
size 1.
¿e edge cover associated with a sequence map does not aect the space
complexity: since Q is a tree query, there are at most q− 1 edges in Q and
thus in the edge cover of a sequence map for Q. 
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Note, that the above result holds for arbitrary relations and tree queries.
It shows that the sequencemap provides a polynomial storage for (interme-
diary) answers of tree queries on arbitrary relations, i.e., an exponentially
more succinct storage than at relations.
11.4.1 linear space bounds for trees and cigs
Together with the results from the previous sections we can immediately
infer a number of conditions when the sequence map provides linear data
complexity for answer storage:
Corollary 11.1. Let sm
D,Q
be a sequence map over a relational structure D
and a query Q. Let all query relations carry the image disjointness, image
containment, or image interval property together with their associated order
O(R) inD.¿en the size of smD,Q is bounded byO(q⋅n)where n = ∣Nodes(D)∣
and q = ∣Vars(Q)∣.
Proof. For relations that fulll one of these properties, i = 1 since the R(n)
can be represented as a single interval for each n ∈ Nodes(D) over the
induced sequence for O(R). 
Since image disjointness, containment and interval are precise charac-
terisations of tree/forest-shaped relations, closure relations over tree/forest-
shaped relations, or cig-shaped relations resp., we can also state this result
as follows:
Corollary 11.2. Let sm
D,Q
be a sequencemap over a relational structureD and
a queryQ. Let all query relations be tree- or forest-shaped, closure relations
over tree- or forest-shaped relations, or cig-shaped. ¿en the size of sm
D,Q
is
bounded byO(q ⋅ n) where n = ∣Nodes(D)∣ and q = ∣Vars(Q)∣.
Note, if all variables in Q are answer variables (in other words, if we
evaluate Q by pattern matching in the classication of [190]), this bound
becomes tight if we ensure that only nodes from N are retained in the
sequence map that are actual matches for the full query, cf. Section 12.9
for details and conditions on the data needed to ensure that property.
Analogously, for relations with k-interval property we have at most k
intervals needed to represent the image of each node an thusO(q ⋅ n ⋅ k)
space bound.
Corollary 11.3. Let sm
D,Q
be a sequencemap over a relational structureD and
a query Q. Let all query relations carry the k-image interval property to-
gether with their associated orderO(R) inD.¿en the size of smD,Q is bounded
byO(q ⋅ n ⋅ k) where n = ∣Nodes(D)∣ and q = ∣Vars(Q)∣.
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Finally, note that these results hold also for inconsistent sequence maps
as the number of failure markers is bounded by ∣N∣ as well as the number
of “dangling” bindings (since the latter are nodes from N).
¿e space bounds for sequence maps established in this section form
the foundation for the time complexity of the sequence map operations
discussed in Section 12. Before, we turn to the sequence map operations
and thus the CIQCAG algebra proper, we nish our discussion of the sequence
map data structure by a brief outlook on variants of the sequence map: a
purely relational variant of the sequence map and a variant of the sequence
map supporting not only tree queries but also some graph queries, viz.
diamond-free DAG queries.
11.5 SEQUENCE MAP VAR IAT IONS
11.5.1 purely relational sequence map
As dened above, the sequence map uses sequences to represent bindings
and associates with each binding a set of variable-interval pairs. Both
are features that are not provided by pure relational databases (though
sequences and order, e.g., are provided in SQL and most practical DBS).
Denition 11.17 (Purely relational sequence map). A purely relational
sequence map, denoted sm
D,Q∗, over a relational structureD and a queryQ is
a set of relations: For each variable v inQ, there is a relation Rv ∈ smD,Q∗with
schema ⟨index ∈ N,binding ∈ Nodes(D), child variable ∈ children(v), start index ∈
N, end index ∈ N⟩. Each tuple in Rv stores a node binding together with
its index and one interval of related nodes for one child variable.
In contrast to the denition of a sequence map in Section 11.2, we du-
plicate the index and binding node information for each related child
variable interval. To obtain the related bindings of some child variable v′
for a given binding of the parent variable v, we evaluate a range query on
RV′ for all tuples with index between start index and end index.
¿ough general range queries require O(n logn) time to iterate all
nodes in a given interval, we can exploit in this case the fact that the index
column can be stored as a sequence or ordered relation allowing indexed
access andO(n) time iteration. In this sense, the sequence map as dened
in Section 10.3 can be seen as a specic realisation of the purely relational
sequence map with linear time iteration for related bindings of a given
node.
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11.5.2 multi-order sequence map for diamond-free g que-
ries
¿e above denitions of a sequence map allow only tree queries (or tree
cores of arbitrary queries). However, we can in fact extend the sequence
map approach also to forest queries and even certain classes of DAG
queries. In fact, the above denitions are also amenable to forest queries.
Beyond forest queries, we can still use the sequence map for diamond-free
DAG queries, albeit with a slight modication. Diamond-free DAG queries
are queries in the shape of a DAG where there are no two distinct paths
between two nodes (and thus no diamond-shaped sub-graph). Diamond-
free DAG queries are also used, e.g., in [171, 169] (there named single-join
DAG queries).
If we consider diamond-free DAG queries, there may be nodes in the
query that have multiple parents. However, as for tree queries only the
parent and child nodes are relevant to decidewhether a data item is amatch
for a query node. ¿e multiple parents, however, may be connected using
dierent relations, e.g., XPath’s child, descendant, and following relations. In
the above denitions, we only demand that for each relation the continuous-
image property of the data holds. If we have DAG queries this might lead
to dierent, possibly incompatible orders for the image relations (e.g.,
child needs a breadth-rst order to obtain continuous-images vs. depth-
rst order for descendant). However, we do not need to “strengthen” the
cig property for diamond-free DAG queries. Rather, we use the purely
relational variant of the sequence map but add in Rv one separate index
column for each dierent incoming relation of v with incompatible orders
and interval pointers are resolved as range queries over the appropriate
order number.
¿e downside of this adaptation is that we can now no longer use the
index for ordered storage of the relation as there are several index columns.
¿erefore, we have to fall back to general, O(n logn) time range que-
ries rather than indexed access. For most of the operations discussed in
Section 12, this increases the time complexity with a logarithmic factor.
Moreover, range queries are in most practical SQL database systems not
very ecient, cf. [119], if compared with indexed access.
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12.1 INTRODUCT ION AND OVERVIEW
In this chapter, we concentrate on the rst set of operators in the CIQCAG
algebra, the operators for constructing and manipulating a sequence map.
¿e remaining operators are discussed in Chapter 13. ¿e sequence map
operators, summarized in Table 58, roughly fall into three groups: initial-
ization or access operators (Section 12.3) create a sequence map from a
given relation, combination operators (Section 12.4) such as join, union,
and dierence combine two sequence maps, and reduction operators (Sec-
tion 12.5) such as projection, selection, or propagation drop some of the
bindings contained in a sequence map. ¿e role of the “odd men out” is
played by the extraction operator (Section 12.7) that returns parts of the
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access join (conjunction) union difference
...µv,v′(D,Q), ...µv(D,Q,R) ...&(☇)∩ , ...&(☇), ...X(☇)(S,S′) ...∪(S,S′) ...∖(S,S′)
projection, rename selection propagation expansion
...piV(S), ...ρv1→v2(S) ...σ(☇)c (S) ...ϖv(S), ...ϖv(S) V(S)
Table 58. Overview of sequence map operators in CIQCAG (all operators return a
single sequence map S except  which returns a (standard) relation)
induced relation of its input sequence map and plays the bridge between
sequence maps, used in the evaluation of the tree core of a query, and
relations, used in the evaluation of the remaining query, if there is any.
¿e sequence map operators closely mirror their relational counter-
parts, where such exists. In general, they are dened by reduction to the
relational counterpart on the induced relation(s) of the input sequence
map(s). In contrast to relations, however, sequence maps are, in general,
not closed under union, dierence, or even projection, see Section 12.4.
¿is is addressed by placing certain restrictions on the input sequence
maps for each of these operators.
¿e three most unusual operators are the sequence map join, propaga-
tion, and extraction. For the two latter operators, the reason is mostly that
there are no relational counterparts. For the sequence map join the main
reason is that we present a number of variants for the sequence map join
with dierent characteristics. Most notably, we introduce (as we also do
for selection and initialization) both consistent and inconsistent variants
(marked with a ☇ as superscript) of the join: ¿e former ensures that a
resulting sequence map is consistent if the input sequence maps are, the
latter allows and in many cases introduces inconsistencies. However, as
discussed in Section 12.4.1, the use of the inconsistent variant actually
yields, in general, an evaluation plan with lower complexity. ¿is is the
case, as we propagate inconsistencies once per query variable rather than
at each join.
Query example To illustrate, how these operators play together to implement a typical
Web query consider again the query in Figure 52 and the spanning tree for
that query shown in Figure 60. Note, that we mark also v2 as answer node
(i.e., with a red rectangle ).¿is is necessary as both v2 and v4 are used in
the non-tree part of the query. We can evaluate this (spanning) tree query
using sequence maps with many dierent sequence map expressions (see
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type
≠
id
Imperial Family Member
‘Emperor’ Imperial Family Member
Imperial Family Member
‘Emperor’
Figure 60. Spanning tree for the query from Figure 52
Section 12.8 for equivalences between CIQCAG expressions formed from
sequence map operators).
One approach is to use the, in most cases more ecient, inconsistent
variants of the operators where possible, at the price of additional propa-
gation operations at the end of the query:
v2 ,v4(...ϖv2(...ϖv4((...µ☇v1 ,v4(D,Q) ...X☇ ...piv1(...µ☇v1 ,v3(D,Q) ...X☇ ...µv3(D,Q, ‘Emperor’)))
...&☇ ...µ☇v1 ,v2(D,Q) ...X☇ ...piv2(...µ☇v2 ,v5(D,Q) ...X☇ ...µv5(D,Q, ‘Emperor’)) )
Instead of the semi-join operators we could also choose (inconsistent)
join operators. However, we could not replace the inconsistent joins with
consistent ones without adapting also the contained expressions as consis-
tent join operators require that the input sequence maps are consistent.
A variant using only consistent operators is, nevertheless, also possible
and, as expected, even more compact:
v2 ,v4( (...µv1 ,v4(D,Q) ...&∩ ...piv1(...µv1 ,v3(D,Q) ...&∩ ...µv3(D,Q, ‘Emperor’)))
...&∩ ...µv1 ,v2(D,Q) ...&∩ ...piv2(...µv2 ,v5(D,Q) ...&∩ ...µv5(D,Q, ‘Emperor’)) )
Here, we use a join variant (denoted by a ∩ subscript) that allows only
input sequencemaps with disjoint edge covers and is slightly more ecient
than the general join, ...&, which could be employed here as well.
For more examples, see Section 12.8 and 12.9.
Sequence-at-a-
time vs. iterator
scheme
¿e sequence map operators are introduced as sequence-at-a-time oper-
ators, i.e., given one or more input sequence maps they compute all their
results at once. In Section 12.9, we show how to obtain a iterator-based
evaluation where results are generated tuple-at-a-time. ¿e disadvantage
of that scheme is that we are no longer free to rearrange the expression
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of the CIQCAG expression, but rather cluster all expressions modifying val-
ues for a certain variable. Also, for general graph or even cig queries the
benet of a tuple-at-a-time evaluation is fairly low as there are no bounds
on the number of nodes related to a single node under a given relation
and thus all previously computed answers may still be related to nodes
(matching with their parent variable) that come “later” in the processing.
On tree or forest data, however, there are such bounds: Namely, the
number of parents of a node is limited by 1 for direct tree relations, i.e.,
relations with image disjointness property, and by d for closure relations,
i.e., relations with image containment property, where d is the depth of
the base relation. However, the presence of closure relations still prevents
eective pruning of already considered bindings in a sequence map unless
we assume that the orders associated with the incoming relations of all
pairs of parent-child variables are consistent, i.e., if a node n1 is before
another node n2 in the parent order, all the nodes in n1’s image are before
or the same as the nodes in n2’s image. An example of such relations are
child and descendant from XPath and, actually, all pairs of base relation and
corresponding closure relation. For queries containing only such order-
compatible relations, we can prune already considered bindings earlier
than in the general case and arrive at a tighter bound for the space used
by their evaluation, viz.O(q ⋅ d) which coincides with the lower bound
for such queries shown in [190].
12.2 INTERVAL ACCES S TO A RELAT IONAL STRUCTURE
Before we turn to the actual operators, we briey outline the physical
storage for a relational structure:
In Section 11.2, we dene a relational structureD as a tuple (RD1 , . . . ,RDk ,OD)
over some relational schema (R1[U1], . . . ,Rk[Uk]). OD associates with
each binary relation RDi a total order on the (nite) domain.
For the description of the CIQCAG operators, we assume a specic way of
accessing a given relational structure (which provides the logical descrip-
tion of the queried data):
(1) For each order <N∈ rngOD, we access the nodes ofD in the induced
sequence of <N over Nodes(D). Recall, that <N is a total order and thus has
a unique induced sequence that faithfully represents that order. Intuitively,
instead of querying pairs of nodes (n1,n2) with n1 <N n2 we iterate over
all nodes of D such that a node n is accessed at index in where n1 <N n2
i in1 < in2 .
For each induced sequence of an order <R= OD(R) we also store the
“ip” index flip<R ∈ N such that, for all i ≤ flip<R , S<R[i] ∈ rngR and, for
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all j > flip<R , S<R[j] /∈ rngR. Recall, from the denition of a relational
structure in Section 11.2, that in the associated order <R of each relation
R all nodes in rngR precede all nodes not in rngR. ¿us, each induced
sequence has a (unique) ip index.
(2) Each binary relation R is accessed through its minimal interval rep-
resentation I(R) over its associated order OD(R). Recall, that a minimal
interval representation maps each node in n ∈ domR to the minimal set of
intervals needed to represent R(n) over the induced sequence of OD(R).
From ¿eorem 11.9 and the fact that the induced sequence of a total
order can be computed inO(n logn), we conclude that, even if we store
the relations and orders in D as sets of pairs (or tables), we can provide
the above access in polynomial time:
Corollary 12.1. Let D = (RD1 , . . . ,RDk ,O) be a relational structure and m
be the maximum cost of membership test for RD1 , . . . ,RDk . ¿en its physical
storage can be computed inO(k ⋅ ∣Nodes(D)∣2 ⋅m).
If all relations inD are extensional, we assumem to be constant and thusO(k ⋅ ∣Nodes(D)∣2) as bound for the computation of the physical storage.
In the following, we assume that the iteration over the induced se-
quences is inO(n), membership test is constant, and the iteration over
the interval representations I(n) of a single node is inO(∣I(n)∣).
¿ese time bounds can be achieved for arbitrary relations with associ-
ated order < by storing the induced sequence for each order (at the same
cost as storing the orders itself) and storing for each binary relation its
minimal interval representation. ¿e minimal interval representation I<
can be stored in O(∣I<∣) ≤ O(n ⋅max{∣I(n)∣ ∶ n ∈ domR} ⋅ logn) space
(if we assume constant pointer size, we can drop the logarithmic factor).
For tree, forest, and cig data, this yields linear space in the number of
nodes in D, for arbitrary relations the same or less space than storing the
relation as a table of pairs.
It should also be noted, that the above time and space bounds can be
achieved for structural relations over tree or forest data using an interval la-
beling of the elements in the tree, e.g., pre/post-encoding [86, 116] or BIRD
[200]: Given two nodes, we can determine in constant time whether they
are child, parent, descendant, ancestor, following, preceding, following-
sibling, preceding-sibling, etc. just from looking at the node labels. We
can also iterate over all, e.g., descendants of a node by a single range query
on the pre- and post-values. ¿e advantage of such labeling schemes is
that they encode an entire set of structural relations using only n ⋅ l where
l is the size of a label space. For most of these encodings, l is in the same
order as the size of a pointer to a sequence over n, i.e., l ≤ logn.
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In the following, we record bindings for all query variables in the order
associated with the relation the incoming edge of the variable is labeled
with in the query. For root variables we use some xed, but arbitrary order≺std.1 ¿us, in a query Q against a relational structure D, we can associate
with each query variable v ∈ Vars(Q) an order ≺v such that
≺v= ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
≺std if v root variable
OD(rel(v1)D) otherwise
12.2.1 storing and managing interval sets
Bindings in a sequence map may be associated with a set of intervals and
their associated child variables, i.e., a relation over Vars(Q) ×N ×N. For
each binding and child variable, the intervals are non-overlapping. We
assume that this set is stored partitioned by child variable and, for each
such variable, the non-overlapping intervals are in order of their start
index.
For the sequence map operations, we introduce four algorithms on
such interval sets (or, where convenient, on interval sets for a single child
variable): Adapt, Algorithm 8, slides and/or shrinks a set of intervals with
the help of a change set, that maps indices of the sequence those intervals
reference to a indices of a subsequence of that sentence such that the same
binding is at the position of the index in the original sequence as at the po-
sition of its image in the subsequence. For details, see Section 12.4.1. JoinInts,
Algorithm 9, computes the minimal interval sets representing the join (or
intersection) of the two interval sets. DifferenceInts, Algorithm 14, computes
the minimal interval set representing the dierence of two interval sets.
UnionInts, Algorithm 25, computes the minimal interval set representing
the union of two interval sets. All three algorithms construct the new
interval set ordered by increasing start index.
Note, that all these algorithms are linear in the size of the input sets as
they can exploit (1) that the interval sets are stored in order of their start
index and (2) that the intervals in each set are non-overlapping. ¿e or-
dered storage allows us to avoid sorting the intervals. ¿us, the complexity
for these algorithm does not contradict results on interval merge or union,
e.g., in [128].
1 ¿e xed order ensures that over several constraints for the same root variable bindings
are recorded in the same order. ¿is is exploited in the (merge) join algorithm discussed in
Section 12.4.1.
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12.3 IN IT IAL IZE ( FROM RELAT ION)
¿e basic operation when constructing a sequence map representing the
answers of a tree query is the initialization of a sequence map from a single
given relation such that the resulting sequence map represents the given
relation. ¿ere are two variants of the initialization operation, one for
unary relations and one for binary relations. ¿ese are separate as for
binary relations we need to store not only bindings for the two query
variables involved but also interval pointers between those relations.
Initialization of
unary relations
Initializing a sequence map with a unary relation is essentially the same
as turning a unary relation into a sequence over the order associated with
its query variable. ¿e result is a consistent sequence map such that its
induced relation represents the given unary relation:
Denition 12.1 (Initialization of unary relations). Let D be a relational
structure, Q a tree query, v ∈ Vars(Q), and R a relation with relation name
in LDV(v). ¿en, ...µv(D,Q,R) returns a consistent sequence map smQ,D such
that
(1) R is the induced relation of sm
Q,D
(represents the unary relation on v)
and
(2) sm
Q,D∣v = smQ,D (contains bindings only for v).
¿e edge cover associated with
...µv(D,Q,R) is empty.
Algorithm 2 computes such a sequence map for a given input relation.
¿e resulting sequence map is consistent as there are no failure markers
(the algorithm does not introduce any and the nodes in S are distinct from
any failure marker) and no dangling bindings (as there are bindings in the
sequence map only for v and, thus, the parent of v, if there is any, is not in
the sequence map’s domain).
Dropping
consistency
At rst glance, asking for a consistent sequence map is the obvious
choice for this operator. However, e.g., when the selectivity for a unary
relation is very low, we can actually prot from an inconsistent sequence
map containing an entry for all nodes inD but failure markers where those
entries are not in the given unary relation as this slightly simplies, e.g.,
the join algorithm (cf. Section 12.4.1). As with all inconsistent versions of
the CIQCAG algebra, the price is that to obtain correct answers, we need
to add specic propagation operators (at the end of the processing), see
Section 12.5.3.
We denote with
...µ☇v(D,Q,R) the sequence map initialization where
we allow also inconsistent sequence maps and realize this operation by
replacing lines 1–7 as follows:
S ← induced sequence for ≺v over Nodes(D) ;
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Algorithm 2:
...µv(D,Q,R)
input : Relational structure D, tree query Q, variable v ∈ Vars(Q),
unary relation R with relation name in LDV(v).
output: Consistent sequence map representation of R and associated
edge cover.
S ← induced sequence for ≺v over Nodes(D) ;1
S′ ← ∅ ;2
j ← 1 ;3
for i ← 1 to ∣S∣ do4
if S[i] ∈ R then5
S′[j]← S[i];6
j← j+ 1 ;7
return {(v,S′)}, ∅8
foreach i ← 1 to ∣S∣ do
if S[i] /∈ R then
S[i]← ☇
return {(v,S)}
Here, we employ in-place editing of the sequence S and merely “bomb”
entries not in the given relation with a failure marker.
¿eorem 12.1. Both,
...µv(D,Q,R) and ...µ☇v(D,Q,R), can be computed inO(n ⋅m) where n = ∣Nodes(D)∣ and m is the cost for the membership test
in R.
Proof. Algorithm 2 computes
...µv(D,Q,R). It loops over ∣S∣ = ∣Nodes(D)∣
elements of S. For each element, the membership in R is tested. ¿e same
reasoning applies to the modied version of Algorithm 2 for computing
...µ☇v(D,Q,R). 
Initialization of
binary relations
For a binary relation, we not only need to record bindings for two
variables, the relations parent and child variable, but also the interval
pointers referencing related bindings from bindings of the parent variable
to bindings of the child variable. Again, we require that the resulting
sequence map is consistent.
Denition 12.2 (Initialization of binary relations). Let D be a relational
structure, Q a tree query, and v1,v2 ∈ Vars(Q). ¿en ...µv1 ,v2(D,Q) returns
a consistent sequence map sm
Q,D
such that
(1) rel(v2)D is the induced relation of smQ,D (represents the relation be-
tween v1 and v2) and
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(2) sm
Q,D∣v1 ,v2 = smQ,D (contains bindings only for v1 and v2).
¿e associated edge cover for
...µv1 ,v2(D,Q) is {(v1,v2)}.
Recall, that by the denition of a sequence map (part (3)), the bind-
ings of v1 in
...µv1 ,v2(D,Q) are ordered by O(rel(v1)D) and those of v2 by
O(rel(v2)D).
Algorithm 3 computes such a sequence map in linear time:
Algorithm 3:
...µv1 ,v2(D,Q)
input : Relational structure D, tree query Q, variables
v1,v2 ∈ Vars(Q).
output: Consistent sequence map representation of rel(v2)D.
I ←minimal interval representation of rel(v2)D ;1
S1 ← induced sequence for ≺v1 over Nodes(D) ;2
S′1 ← ∅ ;3
j← 1 ;4
for i ← 1 to ∣S1∣ do5
if I(S1[i]) ≠ ∅ then6
S′1[j]← (S1[i], I(S1[i])) ;7
j← j+ 1 ;8
S2 ← induced sequence for ≺v2 over Nodes(D) ;9
return {(v1,S′1),(v2,S2∣{1,...,flip<2})}, {(v1,v2)}10
¿eorem 12.2.
...µv1 ,v2(D,Q) can be computed in O(n ⋅ mI) where n =∣Nodes(D)∣ andmI is the cost for accessing I(n) for any node n ∈ Nodes(D).
Proof. Algorithm 3 computes a consistent sequence map with the induced
relation rel(v2)D: ¿e sequence map is consistent as there are no failure
markers (the algorithm does not introduce failure markers and the entries
in S1 and S2 are nodes from D, not failure markers) and no dangling
bindings (the parent variable of v1, if there is any, is not mapped; for v2,
each binding has a corresponding binding of v1 by denition of flip<2). ¿e
induced relation of the sequence map is rel(v2)D: For each pair (n1,n2) ∈
rel(v2)D, n1 is in smD,Q(v1) by the construction of S′1 in line 3–7; n2 is in
sm
D,Q(v2) as all n2 ∈ rng rel(v2)D are associated with an index ≤ flip<2 by
denition. Finally, since I is an interval representation of rel(v2)D there
is an interval in I(n1) and thus in smD,Q(v1) such that the index associated
with n2 in sm
D,Q(v2) is in that interval.
Given an interval representation of rel(v2)D andmI time access to I(n)
for each n ∈ Nodes(D), Algorithm 3 runs in timeO(n ⋅mI): it loops over
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at most n elements of S1, for each obtaining I(n). ¿e restriction of S2 to
elements before flip<2 can be done inO(∣S2∣) ≤ O(n) time. 
Dropping
consistency
As for the unary initialization, we can dene a variant of the binary
initialization that drops the consistency requirement from the above deni-
tion.We denoted this variant as
...µ☇v1 ,v2(D,Q). Algorithm 4marks bindings
for v1 with no related bindings for v2 with a failure marker (instead of drop-
ping them) and does not limit S2 to only those elements in rng rel(v2)D. It
has obviously the same time complexity as the one computing a consis-
tent sequence map, but operates in-place, i.e., without building a second
sequence for bindings of v1.
Algorithm 4:
...µ☇v1 ,v2(D,Q)
input : Relational structure D, tree query Q, variables
v1,v2 ∈ Vars(Q).
output: Sequence map representation of rel(v2)D.
I ←minimal interval representation of rel(v2)D ;1
S1 ← induced sequence for ≺v1 over Nodes(D) ;2
for i ← 1 to ∣S1∣ do3
if I(S1[i]) ≠ ∅ then4
S1[i]← (S1[i], I(S1[i])) ;5
else6
S1[i]← ☇ ;7
S2 ← induced sequence for ≺v2 over Nodes(D) ;8
return {(v1,S′1),(v2,S2)}, {(v1,v2)}9
12.4 COMBINE
Once a sequence map is initialized by a single unary or binary relation,
we need to be able to combine multiple sequence maps to evaluate a tree
query containing more than one relation.
¿e essential operation for combining sequence maps is the join in
analogy to a natural join on relations: take two sequence maps and, for
all shared variables, retain bindings contained in both sequence maps, for
variables occurring only in one sequence map, retain the bindings in those
sequence map. In fact, this corresponds to a join of the induced relations
of the two sequence maps and yields an important property of sequence
maps: ¿ey are closed under join, i.e., the join of the induced relations of
two sequencemaps can be represented as a sequencemap, cf.¿eorem 12.9.
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S1:
d1 v2 poin
t
1
v1
d3 v3 poin
t
1
v2
d4
v3
S2:
d2 v2 poin
t
1
v1
d3 v3 poin
t
1
v2
d5
v3
S3:
d1 v2 poin
t
1
d2 v2 poin
t
1
v1
d3 v3 star
t 1 end 2
v2
d4
d5
v3
Figure 61. Sequence maps for illustrating “separate union” problem
¿ere is no direct analog to the relational cross product, since a sequence
map, in contrast to a relation, may not contain more than one sequence
of bindings for a variable/attribute. If we join two sequence maps with
disjoint domains, the result is, as in the relational case, the cross product
(of the induced relations).
For the evaluation of proper tree queries, join is the only combine oper-
ation needed. However, we also investigate two more combine operations,
union and dierence with similar semantics to those for relations. ¿ese
allow also queries where some parts are negated or alternatives to other
parts to be evaluated in a sequence map (rather than on the level of at
relations, cf. Chapter 13). Intersection is omitted as it can be expressed
through union and dierence and, moreover, as the natural join yields
intersection if the domain and edge covers of the input sequence maps are
the same.
As for the corresponding operations on relations, we place certain re-
strictions on the shape of the sequence maps allowed in these operations:
At least the involved sequence maps must map the same variables (i.e., the
same nodes of the underlying query are covered) and edge cover (i.e., the
same edges of the underlying query are covered). However, it turns out
that this restriction does not suce for combining sequence maps with
union or dierence:
Consider the sequencemaps S1 and S2 in Figure 61 (S1 = {v1 ↦ {(1,d1 ↦{(v2, 1, 1)})},v2 ↦ {(1,d3 ↦ {(v3, 1, 1)})},v3 ↦ {(1,d4 ↦ ∅)}}, S2 ={v1 ↦ {(1,d2 ↦ {(v2, 1, 1)})},v2 ↦ {(1,d3 ↦ {(v3, 1, 1)})},v3 ↦ {(1,d5 ↦∅)}}).¿e induced relations areR1 = {(d1,d3,d4)} andR2 = {(d2,d3,d5)}
and R1 ∪ R2 = {(d1,d3,d4),(d2,d3,d5)}. ¿is is (1) dierent from the
induced relation {(d1,d3,d4),(d1,d3,d5),(d2,d3,d4),(d2,d3,d5)} of se-
quence map S3 which is the result if we “union” the bindings for adjacent
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pairs of variables independently (as we can do for the join). Nevertheless,
S3 is the smallest sequence map whose induced relation contains R1 ∪ R2.
(2) a relation that can not be represented by any sequence map as it does
not exhibit a lossless-join decomposition into binary relations over each
pair of adjacent variables. In fact, there are nomultivalue dependencies
in R1 ∪ R2. Similar observations apply for dierence, thus yielding the
following result:
¿eorem 12.3. ¿e union (dierence) of the induced relations of two se-
quence maps is, in general, not an induced relation of any sequence map.
Toobtain a union and dierence operation on sequencemaps that is well-
dened and intuitive w.r.t. the induced relations of the involved sequence
maps, we restrict union and dierence to single-variable or single-edge
sequence maps: A single-variable sequence map contains bindings for a
single query variable only (and, thus, has an empty edge cover). A single-
edge sequence map contains bindings for two adjacent query variables v
and v′ and has an associated edge cover {(v,v′}.
On single-variable (single-edge) sequence maps, we can dene union
and dierence operations such that the result is a single-variable (single-
edge) sequence map and such that the union or dierence of the induced
relations of two single-variable (single-edge) sequencemaps is the induced
relation of the resulting sequence map.
12.4.1 join
¿erst combination operator for sequencemaps, ...&☇∩(smD,Q1, smD,Q2), joins two
sequence maps into one, such that the resulting sequence map represents
the natural join of the two induced relations of the two input sequence
maps. We rst introduce a more restrictive variant of the general join that
limits the overlapping between the edges covered by two sequence map.
¿is allows us to carry over the interval pointers from the input sequence
maps unchanged or only slightly adapted.
Denition 12.3 (Sequence map join (disjoint edge covers)). Let D be a
relational structure, Q a tree query, and S1,S2 two sequence maps for D
over Q such that their associated edge covers are disjoint. ¿en ...&☇∩(S1,S2)
returns a sequence map sm
D,Q
3 such that
(1) the induced relation of sm
D,Q
3 is the natural join of the induced relations
of S1 and S2, i.e., RsmD Q3 = RS1 & RS2 .
(2) sm
D,Q
3∣dom S1∪dom S2 = smD,Q3 (contains bindings only for variablesmapped
either in S1 or in S2).
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¿e associated edge cover for ...&☇∩(S1,S2) is the union of the edge covers
associated with S1 and S2.
Note that this denition yields a sequence map that leaves bindings for
non-shared variables unchanged from either sequence map (correspond
to attributes of their induced relations that occur only in one of the two re-
lations, for these attributes the relational join subsumes to a cross product
and thus retains any combination of the bindings). For shared variables,
only those bindings are retained that occur in both sequence maps. ¿is
also applies to the (interval pointer) references from bindings of a parent
variable v to a child variable v′ of v: ¿ey are contained only in one of
the sequence maps (due to the edge cover restriction), for the other se-
quence map the induced relation records any combination of bindings by
denition (cf. Section 11.2).
Edge covers:
disjoint
¿e restriction on the edge covers on S1 and S2 is imposed to ensure
that for any pair of variables v,v′ only one of the sequence maps may
contain interval pointers from v to v′, though sequence maps may contain
bindings for v and v′. In other words, each edge of the query is enforced
by at most one of the two sequence maps.
For a given CIQCAG expression, the edge cover of each sequence map
(created as result of any sub-expression) can be determined statically,
without knowledge about the data the expression is to be evaluated against:
For each CIQCAG operation, we dene here either how the edge cover is
computed from its input (for combine and reduce operations) or the edge
cover is independent from the input data (initialization).¿us, we can also
statically determine whether a CIQCAG join expression is valid or violates
the edge cover restriction dened above.
Computing
sequence map
join with
disjoint edge
cover
¿e above denition does not demand that the resulting sequence map
is consistent. ¿erefore, Algorithm 5 computes a sequence map that repre-
sents the join of the induced relations as demanded in the denition of
...&☇∩(), but may be inconsistent: It “bombs” bindings not contained in both
sequence maps rather than dropping them entirely. ¿is has the eect that
interval points can remain unchanged (but no reference an interval con-
taining possibly bombed entries). Note, that interval pointers to bindings
of a variable occur only in one of the two sequence maps as the incoming
edge of each variable is unique (since the query is tree-shaped) and the
edge covers are disjoint (and thus the unique incoming edge is only cov-
ered by one of the two sequencemaps).¿is allows line 16 where we simply
throw together intervals from both sequence maps. Finally, observe that
by the denition of the initialization of a sequence map, bindings for the
same query variable occur in the same order in all sequence maps for that
query. ¿us the bindings of a variable shared between the two sequence
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Algorithm 5: ...&☇∩(S1,S2)
input : Sequence maps S1 and S2 with disjoint edge covers
output: Sequence map res representing the join of the induced
relations of the input maps
ec1 ← edgeCover(S1); ec2 ← edgeCover(S2);1
AllVars← dom S1 ∪ dom S2;2
SharedVars← dom S1 ∩ dom S2;3
res← ∅ ;4
foreach v ∈ AllVars do5
if v /∈ dom S2 then res← res ∪ {(v,S1(v))} ;6
else if v /∈ dom S1 then res← res ∪ {(v,S2(v))};7
else // v is in both8
// 1 is the primary (fallback if v is in neither edge cover)
iter← S1(v); alt← S2(v) ;9
if (v′,v) ∈ ec2 for some v′ then10
// v is sink in ec2, thus the order and number of entries
must be as in 2 (it can not be sink in ec1 as Q tree query
and edge covers disjoint)
iter← S2(v); alt← S1(v);11
S ← ∅; i, j, k← 1 ;12
while i ≤ ∣iter∣ do13 (n1, i)← nextBinding(S1(v), i);14 (n2, j)← nextBinding(S2(v), j); if n1 = n2 then // Retain
binding if same
S[k] = (n1, intervals(iter[i]) ∪ intervals(alt[j])) ;15
i++; j++; k++;16
else if n1 < n2 then // “bomb” if in iter but not in alt17
S[k] = ☇;18
i++; k++;19
else // skip binding if in alt but not in iter20
j++;21
22
res← res ∪ {(v,S)} ;23
24
return res25
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maps to be joined are ordered the same.
¿ese observations are exploited in Algorithm 5 to give a merge-join
[102] style algorithm for the join of two sequence maps with disjoint edge
cover that has linear time complexity in the (combined) size of the input
sequence maps. Since the bindings are already in the same order, we can
omit the sort phase of the merge join and immediately merge the two
binding sequences. However, we need to ensure that not only the order but
also the number of bindings (and the position of eventual failure markers,
cf. lines 18–20) reects that for the same variable v in the sequence map
where v’s incoming edge is in the edge cover (lines 9–11).
Algorithm 6: NextBinding(S, i)
input : Sequence S containing, possibly, failure markers and start
index i
output: ¿e next element in S at or a er i that is not a failure marker
and its index or (∞,∞) if no such binding exists
for j← i to ∣S∣ do1
if S[j] is not a failure marker then break;2
if j= ∣S∣ and S[j] failure marker then return (∞,∞) ;3
return (S[j], j)4
¿eorem 12.4. Algorithm 5 computes ...&☇∩(S1,S2) for sequence maps with
disjoint edge cover and set of shared variables Shared in O(btotalShared ⋅ i) ≤O(∣Shared∣ ⋅ n ⋅ i) time where btotalShared is the total number of bindings associ-
ated in either sequence map with a variable in Shared and i is the maximum
number of intervals associated with any such binding. For tree, forest, and
cig data i = 1, for arbitrary graph data i ≤ n.
Proof. Algorithm 5 computes S = ...&☇∩(S1,S2): For any variable v, if a
binding for v occurs in the induced relation of both sequence maps, it
occurs also in S due to lines 15–17. If v’s incoming edge is in the edge cover
of one of the sequence maps S′, lines 9–11 ensure that the sequence of
bindings for v is the same (except that some bindings are “bombed”) in S
as in S′. For the parent v′ of v, if a binding is retained the set of intervals
from both sequence maps are copied en block. ¿ere are only intervals
in S′ (as (v′,v) is not in the edge cover of the other sequence map) and
thus only those relations between bindings of v and v′ as in the induced
relation of S′ are retained. ¿is is proper as in the induced relation of
the other sequence map all bindings of v are related to all bindings of
v′ by denition of the induced relation. Both input sequences may be
inconsistent: ¿e presence of failure markers in either sequence does not
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aect the correctness of the algorithm: failure markers in alt are skipped,
failure markers in iter are retained (lines 15–17) as intended. Dangling
bindings do not aect the algorithm.
Algorithm 5 loops over all shared variables of S1 and S2 and for each
such variable it iterates over all bindings in the primary sequence map iter
and corresponding bindings in alt, skipping, if necessary, bindings in alt
not in iter. In the loop lines 13–22 i or j is incremented (possibly multiple
times, if failure markers are skipped in NextBinding) until either i > ∣iter∣.
If j ever becomes > ∣alt∣ subsequent calls of binding(()alt[j]) return, by
denition, a value larger than all n ∈ Nodes(D).
¿us the algorithm touches, for each shared variable, each entry in either
sequence map at most once (and touches one proper (not a failure mark)
entry in each step of the loop 13–22). ¿us it runs inO(btotalShared ⋅ i) where
btotalShared is the total number of bindings in both sequence maps for a shared
variable and i is the maximum number of intervals per binding. ¿is is
bound by O(∣Shared∣ ⋅ n ⋅ i) for any sequence map (including sequence
maps for arbitrary graphs) as shown in Section 11.4. 
It is worth pointing out, that in a CIQCAG expression for a tree query
any variable is shared at most once for each in- or outgoing edge and for
each unary relation associated with the variable. ¿us, even if there areO(q) joins in the expression, the accumulated number of shared variables
among all those joins is also onlyO(q) an thus the complexity for only
those joins is bounded byO(q ⋅ n ⋅ i).
Consistent Join
Consistent
sequence map
In contrast to the map initialization, joining two sequence maps becomes
considerably more complicated if we modify the denition to require that
the resulting sequence map is consistent.
Denition 12.4 (Consistent sequence map join (disjoint edge covers)).
Let D be a relational structure, Q a tree query, and S1,S2 two consistent
sequence maps for D over Q such that their associated edge covers are
disjoint. ¿en ...&∩(S1,S2) returns a consistent sequence map smD,Q3 that also
fullls all the conditions for ...&☇∩(S1,S2).
When computing the consistent join sequence map, we have to adapt
the interval referencing from one binding to a sequence of bindings of one
of its child variables. ¿is is necessary even if both input sequence maps
are consistent, as some bindings may occur in one but not in the other
sequence map and thus intervals shrink or even collapse.
We can use the previous algorithm for the possibly inconsistent variant
as a starting point. However, we process now all variables that are either
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shared or from which a shared variable is reachable by edges covered by
the union of the edge covers of the input sequence map. ¿is is necessary,
as changes to one variable v have to be propagated to its parent v′, as some
of the parents bindings may reference only bindings for v that are dropped.
Such bindings for v′must be dropped and, accordingly,may aect bindings
for the parent of v′ and so on. ¿ese variables are processed in inverse
topological order w.r.t. the edges in the edge covers of the two sequence
maps, i.e., child variables before parent variables. For each variable, we
record how the indices of bindings have changed: Let i be an index for
a binding n of variable v in one of the sequence map. ¿en, (1) if n also
occurs in the other sequence map, we retain n and log (v,↓, i, k) where k
is the new index for n and ↓ is the type of the log entry, here a mapping
for a retained binding. (2) if n does not occur in the other sequence map,
we drop it and log both the index (in the original sequence of bindings
for v) of the next retained entry (with type↪) and of the last preceding
retained entry (with type↩).
With these change logs we can then adapt the intervals referring to
bindings of v when we process the parent variable for v later (it comes
a er v in inverse topological order).
Algorithm 7 gives the computation of the consistent join for sequence
maps with disjoint edge covers and reects these modications from Al-
gorithm 5. Note, that for each variable and index there is either a ↓ entry
in the change log or both a↩ and a↪.
Adapt intervalsWe use an additional helper function Adapt that is detailed in Algo-
rithm 8 and actually applies a “change log” to a set of intervals: For each
interval, we look at the start index. If it has a↪ entry (and thus the refer-
enced binding is not retained) we set s to the index in that entry, i.e., the
index (in the original sequence of bindings) of the next retained binding.
¿e same we do for the end index, but with its ↩ entry, if there is any.
A er these adaptations, the start and end index might actually overlap
if all bindings in the original interval have been dropped. Note, that the
border cases are covered as we use∞ to indicate that the start index is no
“outside” the sequence and 0 to indicate that the end index is “outside”, cf.
line 21 and 24 in Algorithm 7 if the rst element is bombed its↩ becomes
0 and line 26 if the last (or last few) element is bombed.
If that is not the case, the new start and end indices are retained and we
can retrieve their ↓ entries with the indices in the new sequence. Finally, we
ensure that intervals separated in the original sequence by entries dropped
in the new sequence collapse (lines 9–12). ¿is guarantees that the new set
of intervals is actually minimal.
It is worth pointing out, that Adapt requires that the intervals are non-
overlapping (as is guaranteed if they come from a sequence map, by de-
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Algorithm 7: ...&∩(S1,S2)
input : Consistent S1 and S2 with disjoint edge covers
output: Consistent sequence map representing the join of the input maps
ec1 ← edgeCover(S1); ec2 ← edgeCover(S2); Shared← dom S1 ∩ dom S2;1
PendingVars← {v ∈ Vars(Q) ∶ v ∈2
Shared ∨ ∃ path from v to v′ in ec1 ∪ ec2 with v′ ∈ Shared};
res← ∅; AdaptedVars← ∅; Log← {(S1,∅),(S2,∅)};3
while PendingVars ≠ ∅ do4
// Select some variable v without children
v ∈ {v′ ∈ PendingVars ∶/∃ v′′ ∈ PendingVars ∶ parent(v′′) = v′} ;5
// last records the start of the current interval of dropped bindings,∞ indicates that
there is no such interval
lastI ← lastA←∞; iter← S1; alt← S2; S ← ∅; i, j, k← 1 ;6
if v /∈ dom S1 then iter← S2; alt← ;7
if v /∈ dom S2 then alt← ;8
while i ≤ ∣iter(v)∣ do9
I ← ∅; n1 ← binding(iter(v)[i]);10
n2 ← binding(alt(v)[j]) or n1 if alt = ;11
// Compute the adapted intervals (if necessary) and “bomb” entry if all
intervals dropped
if (v,v′) ∈ ec1 ∪ ec2 for some variable v′ then12
I1 ← intervals(iter(v)[i]); I2 ← intervals(alt(v)[j]) or ∅ if alt = ;13
I ← Adapt(I1, Log(iter)) ∪ Adapt(I2, Log(alt));14
if I = ∅ then n1 ← 015
if n1 = n2 then // retain binding if same16
S[k]← (n1, I);17
// Log: i changes to k; i next good binding for all “bombed” bindings
directly before i (if there are none lasti =∞)
Log(iter)← Log(iter) ∪ {(v,↓, i, k)} ∪ {(v,↪, l, i) ∶ lastI ≤ l < i}18
Log(alt)← Log(alt) ∪ {(v,↓, j, k)} ∪ {(v,↪, l, j) ∶ lastA ≤ l < j} i++;
j++; k++; lastI ← lastA←∞; // incr. counters; reset last
else if n1 < n2 then // skip binding if in iter but not in alt19
lastI ← min(lastI, i); // start of current interval of only “bombs”20
// Record the last “good” binding before i
Log(iter)← Log(iter) ∪ {(v,↩, i, lastI − 1)}; i++;21
else // skip binding if in alt but not in iter22
lastA← min(lastA, j) ;23
Log(alt)← Log(alt) ∪ {(v,↩, j, lastA − 1)}; j++;24
25
set next “good” binding for open “bombed” intervals to∞ in Log;26
PendingVars← PendingVars ∖ {v}; AdaptedVars← AdaptedVars ∪ {v};27
res← res ∪ {(v, S)};28
copy bindings for variables not in AdaptedVars to res29
return res30
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nition of a sequence map). ¿e generated intervals are again overlapping
for log entries resulting from Algorithm 7.
For example for the interval set {(v, 3, 5),(v,7,7),(v, 10, 12)} over a
sequence from 1 to 12 and the log entries {(v,↪, 3,4),(v,↩, 3,0),(v,↓
,4,2),(c,↪, 5,7),(v,↩, 5,4),(v,↓,7, 3),(v,↪,8,9),(v,↩,8,7),(v,↓,9,4),(v,↪
,∞),(v,↩, 10,9),(v,↪, 12,∞),(v,↩, 12,9), . . .} (the log is larger but
the remaining entries are not of interest). From the log, we can conclude
that only the bindings for 4,7,9 are retained. ¿e interval [3, 5] collapses
to the interval [1, 1] (the old 4 is now the 1st binding) and then collapses
with [7,7] that is now [2,2]. ¿e interval [10, 12] is dropped entirely. ¿us
the adapted set of intervals is {[1,2]} (note that 9, now 3, is not covered
by the intervals in this set).
¿eorem12.5. Algorithm8 computes the adapted set of intervals for a given
set of intervals I and a change log L inO(∣I∣) time assuming constant mem-
bership test in L.
Proof. Note, that L contains for each pair (v, i) either one ↓ or one ↩
and one↪ entry. ¿us L’s size is bounded byO(q ⋅ n) where for a given
sequence map sm
D,Q
and constant membership test can be realized by an
array over variables and indices, each cell containing either the ↓ or the↩
and↪ entry, with the same space bound.
¿e iteration over the intervals in order of start indices (line 4) is linear,
since the intervals are stored ordered, cf. Section 12.2.1.
¿e algorithm iterates over all intervals in I and for each interval per-
forms a series of membership tests in L or simply copies the interval if
there are no change entries for the involved variable. 
Comparison of
the two
approaches
¿e advantage of ...&∩() vs. ...&☇∩() is quite obvious: we get a consistent
and thus in most cases smaller resulting sequence map. ¿e sequence
map computed by ...&☇∩(), on the other hand, most likely contains some
redundancies. ¿is eect is all the more pronounced the more selective
the involved sequence maps are.
However, the computation of ...&∩() is also signicantly more involved
than that of ...&☇∩(). It requiresO(∣V ∣ ⋅ n) additional space for the change
log. V is the set of variables that are either shared or from which a shared
variable is reachable by edges in the union of the edge covers of the input
sequence maps (PendingVars in line 3). Where ...&☇∩() ignores non-shared
variables (and can copy all intervals en-block), ...&∩()must touch all shared
variables and their ancestors. For each of these, it iterates over all its asso-
ciated intervals to adapt their start and end index. ¿us, the total number
of intervals associated to any binding for a variable in V forms a lower
bound for ...&∩(). Algorithm 7 runs inO(btotalV ⋅ i) where btotalV is the total
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Algorithm 8: Adapt(Ints, Log)
input : Non-overlapping set of intervals Ints and set of “log” entries
Log as generated from Algorithm 7
output: Set of intervals modied according to Log
NewInts← ∅ ;1
// For variables with entries in the “Log”: adapt
foreach v ∈ pi1(Log) do2
lastStart←∞; lastEnd←∞;3
foreach (v, s,∈ Ints in order of start index do4
if (v,↪, s,next) ∈ Log then s← next;5
if (v,↩, e,prev) ∈ Log then e ← prev;6
if s > e then continue;7
// Now theremust be ↓ entries for s and e, as↪ and↩ entries
always reference “good” entries or∞ or 0 which are
excluded above(v,↓, s, snew),(v,↓, e, enew) ∈ Log ;8
// If we cannot extend the last interval, add it . . .
if lastEnd ≠ snew + 1 then9
NewInts← NewInts ∪ {(v, lastStart, lastEnd)};10
lastStart = snew ;11
// . . . otherwise lastStart remains unchanged
lastEnd← enew ;12
// Collect remaining interval
if lastStart ≠∞ then NewInts← NewInts ∪ {(v, lastStart, lastEnd)};13
// For variables without entries in the “Log”: copy
foreach (v, s, e) ∈ Ints with v /∈ pi1(Log) do14
NewInts← {(v, s, e)};15
return NewInts16
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number of bindings for all variables in V in both sequence maps and i the
maximal number of intervals per binding. ¿is is bounded byO(q ⋅ n ⋅ i)
where i is the maximal number of intervals per binding. For tree, forest,
and cig queries i = 1, for arbitrary queries i ≤ n, cf. Section 11.4.
¿eorem 12.6. Algorithm 7 computes ...&∩(S1,S2) for sequence maps with
disjoint edge cover inO(btotalV ⋅ i) ≤ O(q ⋅n ⋅ i) time where i is the maximal
number of intervals per binding and btotalV is the total number of bindings
for shared variables or variables from which shared variables are reachable
by edges in the union of the edge covers of the two sequence maps, n =∣Nodes(D)∣ and q = ∣Vars(Q)∣. It requires O(∣V∣ ⋅ n) additional space for
the change log.
Proof. Algorithm 7 computes S = ...&∩(S1,S2): A tuple t ∈ RS1 & RS2 , i
for all variables v with t[v] = n (1) n occurs among the bindings of v in
both sequence maps and thus among the bindings of v in the resulting
sequence map (lines 16–18) and, (2) for all variables v′ with (v′,v) in the
edge cover of either sequence map, the interval pointer in all bindings for
v′ are adapted using the change log (note that only one of sequence maps
contains bindings for v′ with interval pointers to v since the edge covers
are disjoint. ¿e change log contains a mapping from each index i of S1
to an index k in the result sequence map, if the binding with index i is
retained. Otherwise, it references back and forward to the last previous and
next following index of a binding that is not dropped. Adapt adapts the old
intervals to the new indices. If all bindings in an interval are dropped, the
interval is removed. If all bindings for v in all intervals for a binding n of v′
are dropped (and thus, one of the sequence maps contains no tuples with
bindings for v in any of the intervals for n and thus no tuple containing
n), n is eliminated (cf. line 15 and 19–21).
¿e result of Algorithm 7 is consistent: ¿ere are no failure markers
as the algorithm does not introduce any (and the input sequence maps
are consistent). If there are no dangling bindings in the original sequence
maps, then there are no dangling bindings in the resulting sequence map,
as any binding that is retained and is covered in the original sequence
map is also covered in the new sequence map by the construction of the
adapted intervals (lines 17–18 and lines 21 and 24).
¿e algorithm loops over the variables in AllVars, each iteration removing
one variable until AllVars is empty. For the inner loop reasoning analog to
Algorithm 5 applies except if the binding is retained: ¿en we also call
Adapt which requires time linear in the size of the intervals.
As Algorithm 5, the algorithm touches each entry in either sequence
map at most once (and touches one such entry in each step of the loop
13–25), but for each entry it can not copy all intervals en block, but needs
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to adapt each interval. ¿us it runs inO((bS1 + bS2) ⋅ i) where bsmD,Q is the
total number of bindings in a sequence map and i the maximal number of
intervals per binding. ¿is is bound byO(q ⋅ n ⋅ i) for any sequence map
(including sequence maps for arbitrary graphs) as shown in Section 11.4.
Regarding the space bound, see AdaptIntervals and the proof of ¿eo-
rem 12.5. 
Note that the algorithm actually handles and even corrects failure mark-
ers in the input sequence maps, but does not allow dangling bindings if
the result is expected to be consistent. In other words, we could weaken
the requirement that both input sequence maps are consistent to only that
they do not contain dangling bindings.
¿ough, at the rst glance, the time bounds for the two algorithms are
similar, the above observation that variables in CIQCAG expressions for tree
queries are shared at most once per edge and at most once per associated
unary relation, does not hold. Rather, variables with many descendants
in the query are likely to be considered in many joins, in particular if the
constraints of a query a enforced in bottom-up fashion. In general, this
means that for a CIQCAG expression with q joins evaluating a tree query we
incur a total cost ofO(q ⋅ q ⋅ n ⋅ i) for the processing of all joins. ¿is is an
increase by a multiplicative factor q compared to the use of ...&☇∩().
If we compare this result with the combination of the possibly inconsis-
tent ...&☇∩() with the propagate operator (cf. Section 12.5.3) we can observe
the essential advantage of allowing (temporarily) inconsistent sequence
maps: If we use explicit propagate we can touch and adapt the intervals of
each variable once (a er all restrictions for that variable and its descen-
dant variables have been evaluated). With implicit propagate, we have to
potentially “touch” them in each join and thus introduce an additional
multiplicative factor in the order of the size of the query. For details, see
Section 12.5.3.
For the join, as for many of the operators dened in the following, there
is a variant for consistent and a variant for inconsistent variants, the prior re-
quiring consistent sequencemaps and returning consistent sequencemaps,
the latter allowing any sequence map and returning sequence maps with
possible inconsistencies. All operators for consistent sequence preserve
interval-minimality, i.e., if given interval-minimal, consistent sequence
maps as input, they produce interval minimal consistent sequence maps.
¿e propagation operator actually ensure that the resulting sequence map
is interval-minimal.
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v1 v2 v3
d1 d3 d4
v1 v2 v3
d1 d3 d5
d2 d3 d4
Figure 62. Relations R1 and R2 where join on decomposed relations seems insu-
cient
General Join
Relaxing the
edge cover
restriction
¿e second variation of the sequence map join revolves around the restric-
tion to sequence maps with disjoint edge covers. What is the eect if we
allow the edge covers to overlap?
If we relax the edge cover restriction, we allow that both sequence maps
represent some subset of the possible combinations of bindings for, e.g., the
three variables v1, v2, v3. At rst glance, this seems to make it impossible
to join such sequence maps and represent the result as a sequence map
(rather than a relation where we track combinations of all variables rather
than only references from v1 to v2 and, separately, from v2 to v3). Figure 62
shows two such relations where we can not join separately: If we consider
only references from v1 to v2, we retain the pair (d1,d3). If we consider
only references from v2 to v3, we retain the pair (d3,d4) since both pairs
occur in each relation. ¿us the resulting sequence map represents the
relation {(d1,d3,d4)} which is dierent from R1 & R2.
However, the reason for this behavior is that R2 from Figure 62 can actu-
ally not be represented as a sequencemap (it does not exhibit a lossless-join
decomposition into binary relations over the pairs of adjacent attributes):
Should we reference d4, d5, or both from d3’s binding for v2? In contrast
to R2, all relations representable as a sequence map actually ensure that if
there is any tuple with (n,n′) as bindings for v2,v3 then, for any combina-
tion of values for the remaining variables (here v1), there must be a tuple
with (n,n′) as bindings for v2,v3, cf. Section 11.2. In our example R2 must
be extended with the tuples (d1,d3,d4) and (d2,d3,d5) to be amenable
for representation as sequence map.
¿is property is whatmakes it possible to dene a variant of the sequence
map join that allows overlapping edge cover yet still computes the join for
each adjacent pair of variables separately. ¿us we can dene the general
sequence map join as follows:
Computing the
general
sequence map
join
Denition 12.5 (General sequence map join). Let D be a relational struc-
ture, Q a tree query, and S1,S2 two arbitrary (consistent) sequence maps
for D over Q. ¿en ...&☇(S1,S2) (...&(S1,S2)returns a (consistent) sequence
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map sm
D,Q
3 that also fullls all the conditions for
...&☇∩(S1,S2).
Algorithms for this join variant can be fairly easily derived from the
Algorithms for ...&☇∩ and ...&∩: ¿e previous algorithms for a sequence map
join use a union (line 16 in Algorithm 5, line 17 in Algorithm 7) to combine
intervals from both sequence maps, since we know that one of the two sets
of intervals is always empty (otherwise the edge covers overlap) and thus
no further “joining” is necessary. For the general sequence map join, both
sequence maps may contain interval pointers for the same edge and we
have to ensure that only those references are retained for that an interval
pointer exists in both input sequence maps.
Joining intervals To compute ...&(S1,S2), we modify line 14 in Algorithm 7 to use a new
function JoinInts, instead of ∪ to combine the two adapted sets of intervals.
¿is function is dened in Algorithm 9. First, for variables covered in both
interval sets, we iterate (lines 3–16) in parallel over the two sets of intervals
(that are non-overlapping and thus can be ordered, e.g., by start index).
For each interval, we look obtain the next intervals of the other set as long
as there is an overlapping or the interval is entirely to the right. In the latter
case, we take another interval from the rst set etc. For variables covered
only in one interval set, we simply retain the existing intervals. With this
adaptation, we obtain an algorithm for ...&().
Note, that JoinInts is surprisingly simple as both sets contain non-overlapping
intervals. ¿us a simple traversal in the order of the start (or, equivalently,
end) indices is possible. An alternative is the use of an interval tree or, since
our intervals are non-overlapping, even of B-trees indexing start and end
intervals. ¿ough interval trees are, in general, very ecient (logarithmic)
at answering point or stab queries (where we give an index and retrieve all
intervals containing that index), we can exploit here that we are interested
in the full interval cover instead of a single point query. Realizing JoinInts
as a sequence of point queries (for all covered indices of a child relation)
is possible, but comes at a higher complexity (by the logarithmic look-up
time factor) than the above algorithm.
¿e algorithm touches each interval in both sets A and B exactly once.
Each interval in Amay be compared to several intervals of B, though all
but the last of these are not compared to any other from interval from A.
In total, this gives a bound ofO(∣A∣ + ∣B∣). We assume that the access to
the intervals in order of the start indices (lines 4–5) is constant for each
interval and linear for the entire set. In other words, we assume that the
intervals are stored ordered by the start index (cf. Section 12.2.1).
¿eorem12.7. Algorithm9 computes the join over the set of non-overlapping
intervals I1 and I2 inO(∣I1∣ + ∣I2∣) time.
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Algorithm 9: JoinInts(Intervals1, Intervals2)
input : Two sets Intervals1, Intervals2 of non-overlapping intervals with
associated variables
output: Minimal, non-overlapping set of intervals covering all indices
contained in intervals of both sets
NewIntervals← ∅ ;1
start←  ;2
foreach v ∈ pi1(Intervals1) ∩ pi1(Intervals2) do3 (v, s1, e1)← interval in Intervals1 with minimal start index s1;4 (v, s2, e2)← interval in Intervals2 with minimal start index s2;5
while true do6
while e2 < s1 do7
// Current (s2, e2) do not overlap, get the next
Intervals2 ← Intervals2 ∖ {(v, s2, e2)};8
if Intervals2 = ∅ then break 2 (line 6);9 (v, s2, e2)← interval in Intervals2 with minimal start index10
s2;
// ¿ere is some overlapping
if s2 ≤ e1 then11
NewIntervals←12
NewIntervals ∪ {(v,max(s1, s2),min(e1, e2)};
if e1 ≤ e2 or s2 > e1 then13
// Current (s1, e1) do not overlap (any further), get the
next
Intervals1 ← Intervals1 ∖ {(v, s1, e1)};14
if Intervals1 = ∅ then break (line 6);15 (v, s1, e1)← interval in Intervals1 with minimal start index16
s1;
foreach v ∈ pi1(Intervals1) ∖ pi1(Intervals2) do17
NewIntervals← NewIntervals ∪ {(v, s, e) ∈ Intervals1};18
foreach v ∈ pi1(Intervals2) ∖ pi1(Intervals1) do19
NewIntervals← NewIntervals ∪ {(v, s, e) ∈ Intervals2};20
return NewIntervals ;21
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¿us, the use of join interval does not signicantly aect the complexity
of Algorithm 7:
¿eorem 12.8. Algorithm 7 with JoinInts instead of ∪ in line 14, computes
...&∩(S1,S2) for sequence maps with disjoint edge cover in O(btotalV ⋅ i) ≤O(q ⋅ n ⋅ i) time where i is the maximal number of intervals per binding
and btotalV is the total number of bindings for shared variables or variables
from which shared variables are reachable by edges in the union of the edge
covers of the two sequence maps, n = ∣Nodes(D)∣ and q = ∣Vars(Q)∣. It
requiresO(∣V∣ ⋅ n) additional space for the change log.
Proof. ¿emodied algorithm ensures that the resulting sequence map
contains a reference from a binding n for variable v to a binding n′ for a
variable v′ if and only if both input sequencemaps contain such a reference.
In addition to the argument ...&∩, we can observe one more case: a pair
of variables v,v′ is in the edge cover of both sequence maps. In this case,
any tuple t in the induced relation of either sequence map with t[v] = n
and t[v′] = n′ implies that there is an interval pointer in the set associated
with n among the bindings for v that covers the index of n′ in the bindings
of v′. If t is in both sequence maps, such pointers exists in both of them
and t is also in the join of the two induced relations. ¿en JoinInts ensures
that there is an interval pointers in the new sequence map from n to an
interval containing the index of n′ among the bindings for v′. With the
observation that the same holds for every pair of variables, we obtain that
t is in the induced relation of the resulting sequence map.
¿e complexity follows from¿eorems 12.6 and 12.7. 
Inconsistent
general join
For the variant that accepts possibly inconsistent sequence maps as
result, denoted with ...&☇(S1,S2), the modications are a bit more extensive
and move the inconsistent variant closer to the consistent one: we need to
introduce change tracking for the secondary sequence (alt in Algorithm 5)
and use those changes to adapt the intervals in alt so that we can join them
with the intervals from iter (that, as before, do not need to be adapted).
However, as for Algorithm 5 and in contrast to the consistent case, only
intervals of shared variables and their direct parents, but not of other
ancestor variables, must be adopted. ¿e the move from union to JoinInts
does not aect the cost for a single variable, however, we also need to cover
direct parent variables. Since each shared variable has a unique parent
(if any), this, nevertheless, increases the required time only a constant
multiplicative factor.
Since we are now able to compute the join of two arbitrary sequence
maps such that the induced relation of the resulting sequence map is the
Sequence maps
are closed
under join
natural join of the induced relation of the input sequence maps, we can
conclude the following theorem:
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¿eorem 12.9. For any two sequence maps S1,S2, the join of their induced
relations can be represented as a sequence map.
As discussed above, the reason this statement holds is that the induced
relations of the input sequence maps themselves can be represented in
a sequence map and thus have lossless-join decompositions to binary
relations over each pair of adjacent variables. ¿erefore, either a particular
binding pair for two adjacent variables is eliminated from all binding
tuples (if it is only in one of the sequence maps) or from none. In both
cases, the resulting relation still is fully decomposable and thus can be
represented by a sequence map.
Semi-Join
As a convenience, we also introduce a specic (le ) semi-join operator
...
X☇(S1,S2). ¿e denitions and algorithms can be easily derived from the
join operator and are only sketched here. First we adopt the (possibly
inconsistent) denition of ...&∩():
Denition 12.6 (Sequence map semi-join (disjoint edge covers)). Let D
be a relational structure, Q a tree query, and S1,S2 two sequence maps
for D over Q such that their associated edge covers are disjoint and S2 is a
single-variable sequence map. ¿en ...X☇(S1,S2) returns a sequence map
sm
D,Q
3 such that
(1) the induced relation of sm
D,Q
3 is the le semi-join of the induced rela-
tions of S1 and S2, i.e., RsmD Q3 = RS1 X RS2 .
(2) sm
D,Q
3∣dom S1∪dom S2 = smD,Q3 (contains bindings only for variablesmapped
either in S1 or in S2).
¿e associated edge cover for ...X☇(S1,S2) is the edge covers associated with
S1.
We limit the second sequence map to a single-variable sequence map to
avoid cases, where the resulting relation no longer exhibits a full join de-
composition and can thus not be represented in a sequence map.¿us, the
semi-join operators is o en combined with a projection (see Section 12.5.1)
to a single variable.
We can compute ...X☇ by a slightly modied version of Algorithm 5: We
drop line 7 and thus do not retain bindings for variables only in the second
sequence map. Furthermore, in line 15 we only retain intervals from iter not
from alt (i.e., we drop the second operand from the union). ¿e resulting
algorithm computes ...X☇ with the same complexity as Algorithm 5.
An analog modication for Algorithm 7 yields a consistent sequence
map (we copy only bindings from the rst sequence map in line 26 and
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drop I2 and all its references in lines 12–15. Again, the change does not
aect signicantly the complexity of the algorithm.
12.4.2 union
Where the sequence map join requires that only bindings of shared vari-
ables that are contained in both input sequence maps are retained, the
sequencemap union, denoted by ...∪(), accepts bindings contained in either
sequence map.
Union sequence
maps
¿e union (and dierence) of sequence maps is dened in the follow-
ing only for single-variable or single-edge sequence maps. A sequence
map sm
D,Q
over a relational structure D and a tree query Q is called single-
variable, i ∣dom SM∣ = 1. It is called single-edge, i dom smD,Q = {v,v′} and
edgeCover(smD,Q) = {(v,v′)}, i.e., if there is a single edge in the edge cover
of sm
D,Q
and the only variables mapped by sm
D,Q
are that edge’s source and sink.
¿is restriction allows that union is well-dened and closed over such
sequence maps and in accordance to the union over the induced relations
of their input sequence maps.
Denition 12.7 (Sequence map union). Let D be a relational structure, Q
a tree query, and S1,S2 two single-variable sequence maps or two single-
edge sequence maps for D over Q with dom S1 = dom S2 and the same
associated edge cover (empty if single-variable, the same single edge if
single-edge). ¿en ...∪(S1,S2) returns a (single-variable or single-edge)
sequence map sm
D,Q
3 such that
(1) the induced relation RsmD Q3 of sm
D,Q
3 is RsmD Q3 = RS1 ∪ RS2 , i.e., the union
of the induced relations of S1 and S2.
(2) sm
D,Q
3∣dom S1∪dom S2 = smD,Q3 (contains bindings only for variablesmapped
either in S1 or in S2).
¿e associated edge cover for ...∪(S1,S2) is the edge cover associated with S1
and S2, i.e., either empty if both input sequence maps are single-variable
or the single edge in their edge cover.
¿e limitation to single-variable and single-edge sequencemapsmirrors
the restrictions for relational union (same schema for both relations).
However, the limitation is necessarily stronger, as discussed above.
Algorithm 10 gives an implementation of this operator. Notice, the
similarity and dierences to Algorithm 7: ¿ough the main skeleton is
similar, we actually retain bindings in each of the cases in lines 11–22, only
failure markers are skipped (line 10). We also only record ↓mappings from
old indices to new ones, but no↩ and↪mappings.
If both input maps are single-edge, the child variable is processed rst
(by means of line 5) and, for each index of any binding (except for failure
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Algorithm 10: ...∪(S1,S2)
input : Single-variable or single-edge Sequence maps S1 and S2 as in
Denition 12.7
output: Sequence map res representing the union of the induced
relations of the input maps
SharedVars← dom S1(= dom S1 ∩ dom S2) ;1
ec← edgeCover(S1)(= edgeCover(S2));2
Log← {(S1 ↦ ∅),(S2 ↦ ∅)}; res← ∅;3
while SharedVars ≠ ∅ do4
v ∈ {v′ ∈ SharedVars ∶/∃ v′′ ∈ SharedVars ∶ (v′′,v′) ∈ ec} ;5
S ← ∅; i, j, k← 1;6
while i ≤ ∣S1(v)∣ or j≤ ∣S2(v)∣ do7
// bindings returns∞ for index out of bound
n1 ← binding(S1(v)[i]); n2 ← binding(S2(v)[j]);8
// intervals returns ∅ for index out of bound
I ←9
RecreateInts(S, intervals(S1(v)[j]), intervals(S2(v)[j]), Log);
if n1 = ☇ then i++ else if n2 = ☇ then j++10
else if n1 = n2 then11
Log(S1)← Log(S1) ∪ {(v,↓, i, k)};12
Log(S2)← Log(S2) ∪ {(v,↓, j, k)};13
i++; j++; k++;14
else if n1 < n2 then15
S[k]← (n1, I);16
Log(S1)← Log(S1) ∪ {(v,↓, i, k)};17
i++; k++;18
else if then19
S[k]← (n2, I);20
Log(S2)← Log(S2) ∪ {(v,↓, j, k)};21
j++; k++;22
res← res ∪ {(v,S)};23
SharedVars← SharedVars ∖ {v};24
return res25
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markers) for both sequencemaps amapping to the new index is established.
Note, that all interval sets are empty and thus line 9 has no eect. Second,
the parent variable is processed using the change log for the child variable.
Now, there are interval sets pointing to bindings of the child variable
and these intervals are adapted to the new indices in line 9 by means
of RecreateInts. Algorithm 11 shows how RecreateInts is realized: For each
variable covered by the passed interval sets (if called from Algorithm 10,
there is always only a single such variable), we recreate the intervals. We
can not simply adapt the intervals as in Adapt, Algorithm 8 (which is
limited by the number of intervals in the input set), since within the range
of an interval additional bindings (from the “opposite” sequence map)
are introduce that are not actually mapped to that parent binding. ¿is is
impossible in the case of join and dierence, where we only restrict but do
not extent the bindings contained in each of the input sequence maps.
Algorithm 11: RecreateInts(S, I1, I2, Log)
input : Sequence map S, non-overlapping interval sets I1, I2, and
change log Log
output: Set of intervals modied according to Log
NewInts← ∅ ;1
// For variables with entries in either interval set . . .
foreach v ∈ pi1(I1) ∪ pi1(I2) do2
i ← j← k← 1; start←∞;3
for k← 1 to ∣S(v)∣ do4
n← S(v)[k];5 (v,↓, idx1, k) ∈ Log or idx1 ← 0;6 (v,↓, idx2, k) ∈ Log or idx2 ← 0;7
covered← false;8
if FallsIn(idx1,pi2,3(I1)) then9
I1 ← FallsIn(idx1,pi2,3(I1)); covered← true;10
if FallsIn(idx2,pi2,3(I2)) then11
I2 ← FallsIn(idx2,pi2,3(I2)); covered← true;12
if covered = true and start =∞ then start← k;13
else if covered = false and start ≠∞ then14
NewInts← NewInts ∪ {(v, start, k − 1)};15
start←∞;16
// Collect remaining interval
if start ≠∞ then NewInts← NewInts ∪ {(v, start, ∣S(v)∣)};17
return NewInts18
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Algorithm 12: FallsIn(index, I)
input : Index idx and non-overlapping interval set I
output: ¿e interval set I′ containing only those intervals from I that
cover or follow idx, or false if idx not covered by I
foreach (s, e) ∈ I in increasing order on start index s do1
if idx < s then break;2
if idx ≤ e then return I ;3
I ← I ∪ {(s, e)} ;4
// idx is not covered by any interval in I
return false;5
Depending on whether the input sequence maps are consistent (contain
dangling bindings), we obtain the following result:
¿eorem 12.10. Algorithm 11 recreates a minimal set of non-overlapping
interval pointers to bindings in a given sequencemap S such that the index of
each binding covered by an interval in that set is mapped by a given change
log Log to an index covered in the set of intervals I1 or the set of intervals I2.
It computes this set inO(btotalV + ∣I1∣ + ∣I2∣) where btotalV is the total number
of bindings for variables occurring in I1 or I2, if the input sequence maps
contain no dangling bindings,O(btotalV ⋅ (∣I1∣ + ∣I2∣)) otherwise.
Proof. ¿e set of generated intervals is minimal and non-overlapping as
the next index a er any end index is either out-of-bound (line 15) or not
covered by any interval (line 12–14) and the previous index before any start
index is either out-of-bound or not covered by any interval (an interval
starts only in line 11 and only if start is∞ which is only the case at the
beginning of the loop, line 3, or if the preceding index is not covered,
line 12–14). ¿us, we can expand neither interval. Also all intervals are by
construction non-overlapping.
For each index k that lies in an interval, there is an old index idx1 (or
idx2) such that the old index lies in one of the intervals of I1 (or I2), line
9–11. Otherwise, it is not covered by an interval, line 12–14.
For the complexity, consider the loop 4–15 over the bindings for any
variable in pi1(I1) ∪ pi2(I2). For each iteration, we call FallsIn which returns
either the interval covering the index (and removes all previous intervals)
or false.
If the underlying sequence map contains no dangling bindings each
binding is covered by some index and the total run-time is bound byO(btotalV + ∣I1∣ + ∣I2∣) as each call to FallsIn runs in amortised constant time.
If there are dangling bindings, however, for those bindings there is an
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associated old index, but this old index is not covered by any interval.
¿us, in worst case, FallsIn runs in ∣I∣ for each call. 
If both input maps are single-variable, we can actually eliminate the
change log and all references to it. We can also eliminate line 9 entirely,
though RecreateInts anyway returns immediately in this case as the interval
sets are always empty.
With this observation the following corollary follows directly from
¿eorem 12.4 and¿eorem 12.10:
Corollary 12.2. Algorithm 10 computes ...∪(S1,S2) for consistent single-variable
or single-edge sequence maps with shared domain Shared and edge cover inO(bShared ⋅bShared) ≤ O(∣Shared∣⋅n2) timewhere bShared is themaximumnum-
ber of bindings associated in either sequence map with a variable in Shared.
If either input map is inconsistent O(bShared ⋅ bShared + bdangleShared ⋅ bdangleShared ⋅ i) ≤O(∣Shared∣ ⋅ n2 ⋅ i) where bdangleShared is the maximum number of dangling bind-
ings associated in either sequence map with a variable in Shared, i is the
maximum number of intervals associated with any such binding. For tree,
forest, and cig data i = 1, for arbitrary graph data i ≤ n.
¿ere is no specic version that generates consistent sequence maps,
as the above algorithm ensure that the resulting sequence map contains
no failure markers if neither input sequence maps contained any (for
shared variables, failure markers are actually removed due to NextBinding,
for others the existing bindings are copied in line 3–4). Furthermore, if
neither input sequencemaps contains dangling bindings, no such bindings
are introduced (all interval pointers remain untouched as do the binding
sequences they reference due to the second condition imposed on the
input sequence maps in Denition 12.7.
12.4.3 difference
¿e nal combination operation for the sequence map removes bindings
from a given sequence map if they are also contained in another sequence
map.We pose much the same restrictions as on the sequence maps serving
as input for the union operator.
Denition 12.8 (Sequencemap dierence). LetD be a relational structure,
Q a tree query, and S1,S2 two single-variable sequence maps or two single-
edge sequence maps for D over Q with dom S1 = dom S2 and the same
associated edge cover (empty if single-variable, the same single edge if
single-edge). ¿en ...∖(S1,S2) returns a (single-variable or single-edge)
sequence map sm
D,Q
3 such that
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(1) the induced relation RsmD Q3 of sm
D,Q
3 is RsmD Q3 = RS1 ∖ RS2 , i.e., the dier-
ence of the induced relations of S1 and S2.
(2) sm
D,Q
3∣dom S1∪dom S2 = smD,Q3 (contains bindings only for variablesmapped
either in S1 or in S2).
¿e associated edge cover for ...∖(S1,S2) is the edge cover associated with S1
and S2, i.e., either empty if both input sequence maps are single-variable
or the single edge in their edge cover.
...∖ can be computed by an algorithm similar to the one for inconsistent
sequence map join with the same time and space properties, cf. Algo-
rithm 13.
It uses a helper function DifferenceInts that computes the dierence be-
tween two given sets of intervals. Algorithm 13 computes a possibly incon-
sistent sequence map. Since the input is either single-variable or single-
edge we refrain from dening a consistent version as it can be achieved
with the same complexity by a
...
ϖv followed by
...
ϖ
v where v is either the
single variable covered by the two sequence maps or the child variable in
the edge cover.
Since we only consider single-edge sequence maps, the disadvantages
of the join with overlapping edge sets (in contrast to the one with disjoint
edge sets) are not exhibited by the sequence map dierence.
¿eorem 12.11. Algorithm 14 computes a minimal, non-overlapping se-
quence of intervals representing the union of two sequences of intervals I1
and I2 inO(∣I1∣ + ∣I2∣) time and constant additional space.
Proof. Algorithm 14 computes minimal, non-overlapping intervals by the
same observation as for Algorithm 8: an interval is added only, if it is
clear that the next binding a er its end index is covered also in the second
sequence map and thus should not be included in the result (line 7 and 11).
¿e result of Algorithm 14 is the dierence of the intervals in the input
sequences: if a binding is covered by an interval in I1 but not in I2, then
it is either entirely before any interval in I2 (lines 6–8) or it is partially
overlapping (lines 10–13) in which case we split, if some prex of it is not
covered in I2 (line 11) and continue with any sux (if there is any).
¿e algorithm relies on the fact that the interval sets are ordered by
increasing start index and non-overlapping. ¿is allows us to infer that, if
an interval from I1 lies before the rst (remaining) interval from I2, then
it lies before all intervals of I2 and vice versa. ¿us deciding overlapping
becomes amortised constant rather than linear in the size of the intervals.
Algorithm 14 runs inO(∣I1∣ + ∣I2∣) as in each iteration of the loop 3–14
either i or jor both are incremented. Getting the next interval from I1 and
I2 (line 4–5) is by assumption constant, as is adding an interval at the end
of NexIntervals (lines 7, 11). 
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Algorithm 13: ...∖(S1,S2)
input : Single-variable or single-edge Sequence maps S1 and S2 as in
Denition 12.8
output: Sequence map res representing the dierence of the induced
relations of the input maps
SharedVars← dom S1(= dom S1 ∩ dom S2); res← S1;1
if ∣SharedVars∣ = 1 then2
// Single-variable sequence maps
let v be the single variable in SharedVars;3
res(v)← ∅;4
while i ≤ ∣S1(v)∣ do5
// bindings returns∞ for index out of bound
n1 ← binding(S1(v)[i]); n2 ← binding(S2(v)[j]);6
if n1 = n2 then i++; j++;7
else if n1 < n2 then8
res(v)[k]← (n1, I);9
i++; k++;10
else if n1 = ☇ then i++;11
else j++;12
else13
// Single-edge sequence maps
let c be the child, p the parent variable in SharedVars;14
i, j, k← 1;15
while i ≤ ∣S1(p)∣ do16
// bindings returns∞ for index out of bound
n1 ← binding(S1(v)[i]); n2 ← binding(S2(v)[j]);17
// intervals returns ∅ for index out of bound
if n1 = n2 then18
I ← DifferenceInts(pi2,3(intervals(S1(v)[i])),19
pi2,3(intervals(S2(v)[j])));
if I = ∅ then n1 ← ☇ else res(v)[k]← (n1, I); k++;20
i++; j++;21
else if n1 < n2 or n1 = ☇ then22
res(v)[k]← (n1, I);23
i++; k++;24
else j++;25
return res26
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Algorithm 14: DierenceInts(Intervals1, Intervals2)
input : Two sequences Intervals1, Intervals2 of non-overlapping
intervals (without associated variables) in order of start index
output: Minimal, non-overlapping sequence of intervals covering all
indices contained in intervals of the rst input sequence, but
not in the second
NewIntervals← ∅ ;1
i, j, k← 1;2
while i ≤ ∣Intervals1∣ or j≤ ∣Intervals2∣ do3 (v, s1, e1)← Intervals1[i] or∞ if i > ∣Intervals1∣;4 (v, s2, e2)← Intervals2[i] or∞ if j> ∣Intervals2∣;5
if e1 < s2 then // (s1, e1) before (s2, e2)6
NewIntervals[k]← (s1, e1); k++;7
i++;8
else if e2 < s1 then j++ ; // (s2, e2) before (s1, e1)9
else // (s1, e1) overlaps (s2, e2)10
if s1 < s2 then NewIntervals[k]← (s1, s2 − 1); k++;11
if e2 < e1 then Intervals1[i]← (e2 + 1, e1);12
j++;13
else i++;14
15
return NewIntervals ;16
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12.5 REDUCE
Given a single input map, we can perform several operations on that
sequence map in isolation that drop certain variables (projection), certain
bindings (selection), or propagate changes from bindings of one variable
to those for another (propagate) removing any inconsistencies w.r.t. the
propagated pair.
Sequence maps are closed under projection and propagation, but under
selection only if we allow only conditions that refer only to one variable or
to two variables adjacent in the edge cover of the sequence map.
12.5.1 project
Projection is dened analogous to relational projection: We retain only
bindings for variables specied in the projection, bindings for other vari-
ables are dropped (including interval pointers to those bindings). Formally,
we dene the sequence map projection as follows:
Denition 12.9 (Sequencemapprojection). LetDbe a relational structure,
Q a tree query, S a sequence maps for D over Q, and V ⊂ dom S a sub-set
of variables in Q such that for each pair (v,v′) ∈ V2 either v,v′ have no
least common ancestor, lca(v,v′), in the edge cover of S or all variables
on the path from lca(v,v′) to v and v′, respectively, are also in V.
¿en,
...piV(S) returns a sequence map smD,Q3 such that
(1) the induced relation RsmD Q3 of sm
D,Q
3 is RsmD Q3 = piV(RS), i.e., the projec-
tion to V of the induced relations of S.
(2) sm
D,Q
3∣dom S = smD,Q3(= smD,Q3∣V) (contains bindings only for variables
mapped in S).
¿e associated edge cover for
...piV(S) is edgeCover(S) ∩V2.
¿e restriction on the shape of V ensures, that there is no variable
with parent in dom S ∖V but ancestor in V w.r.t. the edge cover of S. In
that case, the parent must be removed, however, it is needed to represent
which bindings for the ancestor relate to which bindings of the descendant.
Simply dropping the parent’s bindings yields a cross product between the
bindings of ancestor and descendant and thus more tuples than allows
by the denition. ¿e alternative to the restriction is that the resulting
sequencemap is no longer overD andQ but over a queryQ′ and relational
structure D′ such that (1) the variables of Q′ are as in Q and the edges are
Edges(Q)∖(V×dom S∪dom S×V)∪Edges(Q)∩V2∪E with E{(v1,vk) ∈
V ∶ ∃v2, . . . ,vk−1 ∈ dom S ∖V ∶ (v1,v2), . . . ,(vk−1,vk) ∈ EdgesQ}. (2) For
each such edge (v1,vk) ∈ E , there is a new relation name R in the relational
schema for D′ that is the label of that edge in Q′ and relation instance
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RD
′
in D′ such that RD′ = pi1,k(R1 &2=1 R2 &2=1 . . . &2=1 Rk−1) if Ri is the
relation name of the edge between vi and vi+1. In the following, we only
present the rst approach.
¿e above denition allows both consistent and inconsistent sequence
maps as result of
...pi . However, Algorithm 15 ensures that, if the input
sequence map is consistent, the result is consistent. If the input sequence
map is inconsistent, the result is only consistent, if the inconsistencies are
limited to bindings of variables not contained in the projection set.
Algorithm 15 gives a straightforward implementation for the sequence
map projection: For all variables in the projection set V ⊂ dom S we either
copy the bindings of the variable unchanged, if none of its children (in the
edge cover of the input sequencemap) are dropped, or copy them retaining
only interval pointers to variables in V (line 7 σ1∈V selects those tuples
from intervals(S(v)[i]) that have a variable from V as rst component).
Algorithm 15:
...piV(S)
input : Sequence map S over a query Q and set of variables
V ⊂ dom S
output: Sequence map res representing the projection of S to the
variables in V
res← ∅; // All variables with a covered edge to a dropped child1
DropParent← {v ∈ V ∶ ∃v′ ∈ dom S ∖V ∶ (v,v′) ∈ edgeCover(S)};2
foreach v ∈ V do3
if v ∈ DropParent then4
res(v)← ∅;5
foreach i ← 1 to ∣S(v)∣ do6
res(v)[i]← (binding(S(v)[i]),σ1∈V(intervals(S(v)[i])));7
else res(v)← S(v);8
return res9
¿eorem 12.12. Algorithm 15 computes
...piV(S) for a sequence map S and
a projection set V ⊂ dom S in O(btotalDropParent ⋅ i + ∣V∣) ≤ O(q ⋅ n ⋅ i) time
and constant additional space where i is the maximal number of intervals
per binding and btotalDropParent is the total number of bindings for variables with
children in dom S ∖V.
Proof. ¿e resulting sequence map for Algorithm 15 retains bindings (line
3) and interval pointers (line 7) only for variables from V. For variables
from V neither the bindings nor the interval pointers are touched. To-
gether with the edge cover {(v,v′) ∈ edgeCover(S) ∶ v,v′ ∈ V} as in
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Denition 12.9, this yields an induced relation that is the projection to V
of the induced relation of the input sequence map.
¿e Algorithm loops over all variables in V and either copies the bind-
ings unchanged (line 8) or touches each binding and modies it by drop-
ping the non-V interval pointers (line 4–7), thus touching each (of maxi-
mum i) intervals associated with that binding.
If the data is tree, forest, or cig shaped, i = 1. 
Note, that each variable has a unique parent, if any, in a tree query.¿us,
even if a CIQCAG expression for evaluating a given tree query drops all
but one variable, whether in a single project operation, or in a sequence
of q − 1 projections, at most q − 1 variables become “drop parents”, i.e.,
variables with dropped child variable, over the whole expression and, thus,
the overall complexity for the projections is also bounded byO(q ⋅ n ⋅ i).
Obviously, the result of a projection is a sequence map and
...piV can be
applied to any sequence map S with V ⊂ dom S.
12.5.2 select
Sequence map selection we also based on relational selection: We retain
only bindings that fulll a given selection condition. However, in contrast
to relational selection, conditions may not relate multiple variables. Rather
each condition may only reference a single variable from the query. ¿is
restriction is necessary to ensure the tree query property, where only
relations between variables adjacent in the tree query are allowed. Consider,
e.g., the sequence map S shown in Figure 63: A selection on the induced
relation of Swith a condition v1 = v2 (reading = as node identity) yields the
relation {(d1,d3,d1),(d2,d3,d2)}. ¿is relation can not be represented
as a sequence map, since it can no longer be decomposed into binary
relations over the pairs of adjacent variables without loss: only the d1 (not
the d2) binding for v1 remains related to the d1 binding for v2. However,
both remain related to d3 (as (d2,d3,d2) remains in the relation). ¿us,
either we allow also (d2,d3,d1) (and (d1,d3,d2) by retaining an interval
pointer 1–2 in d3 or we drop all references from d3 to bindings for v3, thus
yielding a sequence map representing the empty relation.
¿us we dene the sequence map selection as follows:
Denition 12.10 (Sequencemap selection). LetD be a relational structure,
Q a tree query, S a sequence maps for D over Q, and c a single atom
containing (possibly multiple) references to a single variable. ¿en
...σ☇c(S)
returns a sequence map sm
D,Q
3 such that
(1) the induced relation RsmD Q3 of sm
D,Q
3 is RsmD Q3 = σc(RS), i.e., the selection
on c over the induced relations of S.
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S:
d1 v2 poin
t
1
d2 v2 poin
t
1
v1
d3 v3 star
t 1 end 3
v2
d1
d2
d4
v3
Figure 63. Sequence maps for illustrating the single-variable condition restriction
for
...σ
(2) sm
D,Q
3∣dom S = smD,Q3 (contains bindings only for variables mapped in S).
¿e associated edge cover for
...σ☇V(S) is the same as for S.
We allow in the denition only a single atom, since conjunctions, dis-
junctions, and quantication can be achieved by combining selection with
union, join, or dierence. As a convenience, we can easily extend c to con-
junctions and/or disjunctions of atoms, all over the same single variable,
without changes to the algorithms and results.
Algorithm 16 gives a straightforward implementation for the inconsis-
tent case: Here, we merely “bomb” all bindings where c does not hold if
we replace v with its binding in c (line 3). Since the number and order of
bindings is untouched, the interval pointers can remain unchanged (but
now possibly point to some or all failure markers).
Algorithm 16:
...σ☇c(S)
input : Sequence map S over a query Q and condition c on variable
v ∈ dom S
output: Possibly inconsistent sequence map res representing the
selection of only bindings for v from Smatching c
res← S;1
foreach i ← 1 to ∣res(v)∣ do2
if ¬c{v/res(v)[i]} then res(v)[i]← ☇;3
return res4
¿eorem 12.13. Algorithm 16 computes
...σ☇V(S) for a sequence map S and
a condition c over a single variable v inO(bv ⋅mc) ≤ O(n ⋅mc) time and
constant additional space where mc is the maximum time for evaluating c
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if all references to v are replaced by a binding for v in S and bv the number
of bindings for v in S. For most conditions, mc is constant.
Proof. Algorithm 16 computes
...σ☇V(S): No v binding for that c does not
hold is retained (line 2–3). All bindings for other variables are untouched
(line 1).
It is obviously bounded by the number of bindings for v in S (line 2),
for each of which c is evaluated in line 3. 
Consistent
sequence map
selection
Denition 12.10 allows the input to be inconsistent and a inconsistent
sequencemaps as result of
...σ☇. As formost other operators, we can drop this
restrictions and require consistent sequence maps as input and result. We
denote the resulting operation with
...σ . ¿e required changes are similar to
the case of the sequencemap join (cf. Section 12.4.1):We introduce a change
log for the changes applied to the variable v involved in c and use this
change log to adapt the intervals of the parent variable of v. Since we may
also drop bindings for the parent variable (where all related bindings for v
are dropped), we need to propagate such changes upwards in the query to
all ancestors to v. ¿e corresponding algorithm is given in Algorithm 17
and shows roughly the same relation to the above Algorithm for
...σ☇ as
Algorithm 7 to Algorithm 5.
¿eorem 12.14. Algorithm 17 computes
...σV(S) for a consistent sequence
map S and a condition c over a single variable v inO(btotalV ⋅(max(i,mc)) ≤O(q⋅n⋅max(i,mc)) time andO(n) additional space wheremc is themax-
imum time for evaluating c if all references to v are replaced by a binding for
v in S, i themaximumnumber of associated intervals for a binding in S, and
btotalV the total number of bindings for all variables in V = {v′ ∈ dom S ∶ ∃
path from v′ to v in edgeCover(S)}.
12.5.3 propagate
As discussed above, in particular for the sequencemap join in Section 12.4.1,
many of the previous operators are easier to implement with better com-
plexity if we allow the results to be inconsistent. ¿ough this advantage
may, to some extent, be oset by the increase in result size, if the involved
operations are selective, we can still prot in many cases from inconsis-
tent sequence maps: Instead of propagating changes from a o en small
subset of variables involved in an operation to all variables a er each oper-
ation, we propagate these changes once at the end of an entire sequence of
operations.
For some operations, however, a consistent sequence map is either re-
quired or benecial. ¿is is particularly true for , which extracts bindings
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Algorithm 17:
...σ c(S)
input : Consistent sequence map S over a query Q and condition c
on variable v ∈ dom S
output: Consistent sequence map res representing the selection of
only bindings for v from S for which c holds
ec← edgeCover(S);1
res← S;2
// Process the selection variable
res(v)← ∅; k← 1; Log← ∅; last←∞;3
for i ← 1 to ∣S(v)∣ do4
if c{v/S(v)[i]} then5
res(v)[k]← S(v)[i];6
Log← Log ∪ {(v,↓, i, k)} ∪ {(v,↪, l, i) ∶ last ≤ l < i};7
k++; last←∞;8
else9
last← min(last, i); Log← Log ∪ {(v,↩, i, last − 1)};10
if last ≠∞ then11
Log← Log ∪ {(v,↪, l,∞) ∶ last ≤ l ≤ ∣S(v)∣}12
// Process the ancestors of the selection variable
Ancestors← {v′ ∈ dom S ∶ ∃ path from v′ to v in ec}13
foreach v′ ∈ Ancestors in topological order w.r.t. ec do14
NoDrop← true;15
res(v′)← ∅; k← 1; last←∞;16
for i ← 1 to ∣S(v′)∣ do17
I ← Adapt(intervals(S(v′)[i]), Log);18
if I = ∅ then19
last← min(last, i);20
Log← Log ∪ {(v′,↩, i, last − 1)};21
NoDrop← false;22
else23
res(v′)[i]← (binding(S(v′)[i]), I);24
Log← Log ∪ {(v′,↓, i, k)} ∪ {(v,↪, l, i) ∶ last ≤ l < i};25
k++; last←∞;26
if NoDrop then break;27
if last ≠∞ then28
Log← Log ∪ {(v′,↪, l,∞) ∶ last ≤ l ≤ ∣S(v)∣}29
return res30
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for some variables from a sequence map. Consider, e.g., that we are in-
terested only in the bindings of a single variable v. If the given sequence
S map is consistent, it suces to return the bindings in S(v), without
even considering the other variables or the relation of them to v. ¿is
is possible, since every binding n ∈ S(v) occurs in at least one tuple of
the induced relation of S (i.e., can be extended to a full answer if S is
complete). If, however, Smay be inconsistent, a binding n ∈ S(v) (or, for
that matter, its parents or their parents . . . ) may be dangling in which case
there is no binding for v’s parent and n does not contribute to a tuple in
the induced relation. If n is a failure marker, it does not contribute to the
induced relation by denition and, worse, bindings for v’s parent may only
be related to failure markers among the binding for v and thus, in fact,
also not contribute to the induced relation.
To enable this mode of processing, we require explicit propagation
operators, that, progressively, ensure that a resulting sequence map is
consistent. For the two types of inconsistency, two dierent operators are
provided:
(1)
...
ϖv(S) removes all failure markers from the bindings of v and, if
there is a parent v′ of v covered by S, adopts the interval pointers of v
accordingly.¿is may lead to some bindings of v′ without related bindings
for v. ¿ese bindings can no longer contribute to a tuple in the induced
relation of S and are thus “bombed”. ¿is way we move the consistency up
one level in the (tree) query, from v to its unique parent v′. Since v′ is the
only variable whose bindings have interval pointers to bindings of v, no
other variable is directly aected. However, to remove all failure markers
from S, we need to perform
...
ϖv(S) for all variables covered by S in inverse
topological order (i.e., child before parent).
(2)
...
ϖ
v(S) discovers and removes all “dangling” bindings of v. Note,
that this may aect the interval pointers from v′ = parent(v) to v: ¿ey
may “slide” to the le , as “dangling” bindings for v are removed from the
beginning of the binding sequence S(v), and merge with the previous
interval(s), if all the intermediary bindings are dangling. ¿e number of
related bindings of v, however, remains unchanged for each binding of
v′. ¿erefore, the sequence of bindings for v′ remains the same, only the
interval pointers change. To remove all “dangling” bindings from S, we
need to perform
...
ϖ
v for all non-root variables covered by S in topological
order (i.e., parent before child).
If we perform rst
...
ϖv(S) for all variables by S in inverse topological order,
then
...
ϖ
v(S) in the inverse order, the resulting sequence map is consistent,
see ¿eorem 12.17.
Formally, we dene the up-propagation operator as follows:
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Denition 12.11 (Sequence map propagation). Let D be a relational struc-
ture, Q a tree query, S a sequence maps for D over Q, and v ∈ dom S a
variable covered by S. ¿en
...
ϖv(S) (...ϖv(S)) returns a sequence map smD,Q3
such that:
(1) the induced relation RsmD Q3 of sm
D,Q
3 is unchanged, i.e., RsmD Q3 = RS.
(2) sm
D,Q
3∣dom S = smD,Q3 (contains bindings only for variables mapped in S).
For
...
ϖ
v(S) in addition to 1 and 2 it also holds that
(3a) there are no failure markers in sm
D,Q
3(v) (among the bindings for v).
For
...
ϖ
v(S) in addition to 1 and 2 it also holds that
(3b) there are no direct dangling bindings in sm
D,Q
3(v), i.e., no bindings of
v that are not covered by some interval pointer of a binding for v’s
parent in the edge cover of S, if there is such a parent.
¿e associated edge cover for
...
ϖv(S) (...ϖv(S)) is the edge cover of the input
sequence map.
Note that, for of
...
ϖ
v(S), if v is a root node inQ or v′ = parent(v) inQ but(v′,v) /∈ edgeCover(S), the above condition (3b) implies that no binding
of v is dangling.
We require that w.r.t. v (and only v) the result of
...
ϖv(S) (...ϖv(S)) is
consistent wrt. failuremarkers (direct dangling bindings) even if S contains
failure markers (direct dangling bindings) for v. However, for all other
variables there may still be (direct) dangling bindings or failure markers.
In fact, to remove failure markers from the bindings of v we need, in
general, to adapt the bindings of any variable with an edge to v in the edge
cover. Since Q is a tree query, there is a single such variable, v′. When
we adapt the interval pointers referring from bindings of v′ to bindings
of v, we may end up with bindings for v′ with no corresponding binding
for v. ¿ose bindings are then “bombed”. ¿us, we may actually introduce
failure markers for v′. ¿ose failure markers may, e.g., be propagated and
removed by a later
...
ϖv′(S′) where S′ is the result of ...ϖv(S).
Algorithm 18 shows in detail, how to compute
...
ϖ . It is, basically, the
“consistency” component of Algorithm 7 for a single variable. It is divided
in two phases, one for v and one for its parent, if there is any: (1) In lines 2–
9, we remove all failure markers from S(v) and store the result in S′. ¿is
yields a change log mapping indices for bindings in S(v) to indices in S′.
¿e change log is shaped exactly the same as the change log for Algorithm 7:
For each retained binding a ↓ entry associating the old index to the index
in S′. For each dropped binding (i.e., failure marker), a↩ and a↪ entry
referencing the index of the last preceding and next following retained
binding. (2)¿is change log is used in the second phase, lines 10–16, to
adapt each of the interval pointers from bindings for v′ to bindings for v.
At the end of phase 2 all intervals reference now indices in S′ rather than in
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S(v). Note, that, if all interval pointers of a binding are dropped (because
they pointed only to failure markers), that binding is itself “bomb”ed (line
13).
Algorithm 18:
...
ϖv(S)
input : Sequence map S over a query Q and variable v ∈ dom S
output: Sequence map res representing the induced relation for S
with no failure markers among the bindings of v
ec← edgeCover(S); res← S;1
// 1—Child Phase: For v, remove failure markers
S′ ← ∅; k← 1; Log← ∅; last←∞;2
for i ← 1 to ∣S(v)∣ do3
if S(v) = ☇ then last← min(last, i);4
Log← Log ∪ {(v,↩, i, last − 1)};
else5
S′[k]← S(v)[i];6
Log← Log ∪ {(v,↓, i, k)} ∪ {(v,↪, l, i) ∶ last ≤ l < i};7
k++; last←∞;8
if last ≠∞ then Log← Log ∪ {(v,↪, l,∞) ∶ last ≤ l ≤ ∣S(v)∣}9
// 2—Parent Phase: For parent v′, shrink intervals
if (v′,v) ∈ ec for a v′ ∈ dom S then10
take that v′ (there is at most one);11
res(v′)← ∅;12
for i ← 1 to ∣S(v′)∣ do13
I ← Adapt(intervals(S(v′)[i]), Log);14
if I = ∅ then res(v′)[i]← ☇; // We introduce a failure15
marker!
else res(v′)[i]← (binding(S(v′)[i]), I);16
return res17
¿eorem 12.15. Algorithm 18 computes
...
ϖv(S) for a sequence map S and
variable v ∈ dom S O(bv + bv′ ⋅ i) ≤ O(n ⋅ i) time and O(bv) ≤ O(n)
additional space where i is the maximum number of associated intervals
pointing to v for any binding in S, and bv (bv′ ) the number of bindings for
v (v′ if v′ ∈ dom S with (v′,v) ∈ edgeCover(S) or 0 otherwise) in S.
Proof. Algorithm 18 computes a sequence map S′ such that S′(v) contains
no failure markers. It contains no failure markers due to line 4.
S′ has the same induced relation as the input sequence map, as only
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failure markers are dropped which do not contribute to a tuple contained
in the induced relation by Denition 11.5.
Phase 1 of the algorithm runs inO(bv) time as it iterates over all bind-
ings for v in S. For each such binding, the entry is copied to the new
sequence map and the change log is updated (in constant time).
Phase 2 runs in constant time if there is no parent in ec, otherwise inO(bv′ ⋅ i) time, as it iterate over the bindings for v′ in S. For each such
binding, they call Adapt which runes, by ¿eorem 12.5 in time i where i is
the maximum number of intervals pointing to v associated with a binding
of v′ (which are the only bindings pointing to v). 
For
...
ϖ , we obtain a similar algorithm 19 with three phases: In the rst
phase, the skip index for the parent v′ of v (if there is any) is created: It
contains for each index i of a binding of v the maximum end index of
any interval pointer starting at i and associated with a binding of v′. ¿e
second phase uses the skip index nd all dangling bindings in a single
pass over the bindings of v. In a third phase, the interval pointers from
v′ to v are slided (and, possibly, merged) to adapt to the new sequence
of bindings for v. In detail: (1) In the rst parent phase, we build a skip
index Skip that initially points to 0 for all indices in S′. Whenever we nd
an (adapted, i.e., already pointing to S′) interval that starts at an index s,
we set the skip index for s to the maximum of its current value and the
end index e of the interval.
At the end of phase 2 the skip index records, for each index i, the
maximum end index of any interval that starts at i (or 0 if there is none).
(2)¿e skip index is used in the second phase, lines 17–25, for a second
pass over the bindings of the child variable. Here, we consider for each
binding, if it lies within a interval of one of the bindings for the parent
variable. ¿is is recognized using the skip index: maxEnd always points to
the highest end point of any interval whose start index we have already
passed. If maxEnd is smaller than the current index and the current index
is not a start index (Skip(i) = 0), we have found a dangling binding that
must be eliminated. Otherwise, we copy the binding and update maxEnd
(with the maximum end index of an interval that starts at the current
index, if it is larger than maxEnd). (3) Finally, in a third phase we slide the
intervals of all bindings for the parent variable to adapt to the changes to
the sequence of bindings for the child variable in the previous step. Note,
that this step does not introduce any new dangling bindings, as intervals
do not shrink in this phase, but only slide since the bindings associated
with start and end indices can not have been dropped in the previous
phase (they are, a er all, covered by at least the current interval). ¿us,
there are ↓ entries in the change log for them (line 24) and the interval
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is simply slided according to those entries and possibly collapsed with a
previous interval (if the only bindings between the two intervals have been
dangling bindings and thus dropped in the previous phase.
Algorithm 19:
...
ϖ
v(S)
input : Sequence map S over a query Q and variable v ∈ dom S
output: Sequence map res representing the induced relation for S
with no direct dangling bindings among the bindings of v
ec← edgeCover(S); res← S;1
if (v′,v) ∈ ec then2
take that unique v′;3
// 1—Parent Phase: Compute skip index
Skip← {(i,0) ∶ 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣S′∣}; res(v′)← ∅;4
foreach (n, I) ∈ S(v′) do5
foreach (s, e) ∈ I do Skip(s)← max(Skip(s), e);6
// 2—Child Phase: For v, drop dangling bindings
// maxEnd maximum end point of any “open” interval
maxEnd← 0; res(v)← ∅; k← 1; Log← ∅; last←∞; i ← 1;7
for i ← 1 to ∣S′∣ do8
if maxEnd < i and Skip(i) = 0 then9
last← min(last, i); maxEnd← 0;10
else11
res(v)[k]← S(v)[i];12
Log← Log ∪ {(v,↓, i, k)};13
k++; last←∞; maxEnd← max(maxEnd, Skip(i));14
// 3—Parent Phase: For v′, slide intervals
for i ← 1 to ∣res(v′)∣ do15
if res(v′) = ☇ then continue;16
I ← Adapt(intervals(res(v′)[i]), Log);17
res(v′)[i]← (binding(res(v′)[i]), I);18
return res19
¿eorem 12.16. Algorithm 19 computes
...
ϖ
v(S) for a sequence map S and
variable v ∈ dom S O(bv + bv′ ⋅ i) ≤ O(n ⋅ i) time and O(bv) ≤ O(n)
additional space where i is the maximum number of associated intervals
pointing to v for any binding in S, and bv (bv′ ) the number of bindings for
v (v′ if v′ ∈ dom S with (v′,v) ∈ edgeCover(S) or 0 otherwise) in S.
Proof. Algorithm 19 computes a sequence map S′ such that S′(v) contains
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no direct dangling bindings. Due to lines 17–25, it contains no direct
dangling binding, since, for each direct dangling binding nwith index i,
Skip(i) = 0 (there can be no interval with i as start index otherwise n is
not dangling) and there is no previous index j≤ i that is the start index
of an interval that cover i (i.e., with end index ≥ i). ¿us maxEnd < i, all
conditions of line 19 are fullled, and the binding is dropped.
S′ has the same induced relation as the input sequence map, as only dan-
gling bindings are dropped which do not contribute to a tuple contained
in the induced relation by Denition 11.5.
Phase 1 and 3 of the algorithm run in O(bv′ ⋅ i) time, as they both
iterate over the bindings for v′ in S. For each such binding, phase 1 iterates
over all its i intervals and updates the skip index (single comparison and
assignment). Phase 3 calls Adapt which runs, by ¿eorem 12.5, in time i
where i is the maximum number of intervals pointing to v associated with
a binding of v′.
Phase 2 of the algorithm runs inO(bv) time as they both iterate at most
over all bindings for v in S (phase 3 already skips failure markers). For
each such binding, the entry is copied to the new sequence map and the
change log is updated (in constant time). 
From these results, we can immediately conclude the following result:
¿eorem 12.17. Let sm
D,Q
be an inconsistent sequence map. ¿en there is a
consistent sequence map sm
D,Q′ equivalent to smD,Q. ¿is sequence map can be
computed in O(q˜ ⋅ n ⋅ i) where q˜ = ∣dom smD,Q∣, n = ∣Nodes(D)∣, and i the
maximum number of intervals per binding in S. For tree, forest, and cig
data i = 1.
Proof. To compute the consistent sequence map S′ from the inconsistent
input sequence map S, we use a CIQCAG-expression using
...
ϖ and
...
ϖ . Let
dom S = {v1, . . . ,vk} such that, for any vi,vjwith vi < vjwrt. the topologi-
cal order on dom S induced by edgeCover(S) (i.e., v < v′ if ∃ path from v′ to
v in edgeCover(S)), it holds that i < j.¿en the following CIQCAG-expression
computes a consistent sequence map that is equivalent to S:
...
ϖ
v1(...ϖv2(. . . ...ϖvk(...ϖvk(...ϖvk−1(. . .(...ϖv1(S)) . . .))) . . .))
¿e resulting sequence map is consistent, as it contains: (1) no failure
markers for any vi, as there is a
...
ϖvi(Ei) for each vi and only ...ϖvj(Ej) with
j < i may create failure markers for vi (viz. ...ϖv(Ev) for all children v of
vi), all of which are contained in Ei. (2) no direct dangling bindings for
any vi, as there is a
...
ϖ
vi(Ei) only ...ϖ ’s and ...ϖvj(Ej) with j> i inuence the
bindings of the parent of vi and all these are contained in E . (3) no indirect
dangling bindings as there are no direct dangling bindings.
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¿e CIQCAG-expression has a size of 2 ⋅ ∣dom S∣ and consists only of ...ϖ
and
...
ϖ expressions, all of which operate on S or a sequence map smaller
than S. ¿us, all of them are bound byO(n ⋅ i) where i is the maximum
number of intervals per binding in S.
Overall, the computation is thus bound byO(∣dom S∣ ⋅ n ⋅ i). 
In the rest of this work, we use o en sequences v1, . . . ,vn of variables
instead of a single variable as index for
...
ϖ (
...
ϖ ).¿is notation is a shorthand
for a sequence of n nested
...
ϖ (
...
ϖ ) expressions each for one variable in the
order of the variables in the index sequence.
12.6 RENAME
For convenience, we briey discuss an analog to the rename operator on
(named) relational algebra, though it is not used in Chapter 13.
Denition 12.12 (Sequence map renaming). Let D be a relational struc-
ture, Q a tree query, S a sequence maps for D over Q, and v1 ∈ dom S,v2 ∈
Vars(Q) ∖ dom S. ¿en ...ρv1→v2(S) returns a sequence map smD,Q′ such that
(1) the induced relation RsmD Q′ of smD,Q′ is RsmD Q′ = ρv1→v2(RS), i.e., the in-
duced relation of the input sequence map with attribute v1 renamed
to v2.
(2) sm
D,Q′∣dom S = smD,Q′ (contains bindings only for variables mapped in S).
¿e associated edge cover for
...ρv1→v2(S) is the edge cover of the input
sequence map with all occurrences for v1 replaced by v2.
Note, that
...ρv1→v2 can be applied only, if v2 is not covered by S and if
v2 has at least the same in- and outgoing edges in Q as v1 has in the edge
cover of S. ¿is limits the applicability compared to the relational case.
Algorithm 20 shows how to compute the sequence map rename oper-
ation. Note, that only bindings for the parent of v1, if there is any in the
edge cover of S, are processed.
¿eorem 12.18. Algorithm 20 computes
...ρv1→v2(S) for a sequence map S
and variables and v1 ∈ dom S,v2 ∈ Vars(Q) ∖ dom S in O(bparent(v1) ⋅ i) ≤O(n⋅i) time and constant additional space where bparent(v1) is the number of
bindings for the parent of v1 in S and i the maximum number of associated
intervals associated with such a binding.
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Algorithm 20:
...ρv1→v2(S)
input : Sequence map S over a query Q two variables v1 ∈ dom S,
v2 ∈ Vars(Q) ∖ dom S
output: Sequence map res representing the induced relation of S with
v1 renamed to v2
res← S;1
// All variables with a covered edge to v1
ParentVars← {v ∈ dom S ∶ (v,v1) ∈ edgeCover(S)};2
foreach v ∈ ParentVars do3
res(v)← ∅;4
foreach i ← 1 to ∣S(v)∣ do5
I ← σ1≠v1(intervals(S(v)[i])) ∪ {v2} ×6
pi2,3(σ1=v1(intervals(S(v)[i])));
res(v)[i]← (binding(S(v)[i]), I);7
res(v2)← res(v1);8
res← res ∖ {(v1, res(v1))};9
return res10
12.7 BACK TO RELAT IONS : EXTRACT
Fittingly, we conclude the introduction and denition of the sequence
map operators in CIQCAG with the sequence map extraction, where we
obtain the variable bindings for a subset V of a sequence maps variables
as a relation. A tuple t = ⟨v1 ∶ n1, . . . ,vk ∶ nk⟩ is contained in that rela-
tion, if V = {v1, . . . ,vk} and t is in the projection to V of the induced
relation of the sequence map S. ¿us, for each vi ∶ ni there is an index
l such that binding(S(vi)[l]) = ni and, if (v,v′) ∈ edgeCover(I), then
v ∶ n ∈ t and v′ ∶ n′ ∈ t if there are indices l, l′ such that S(v)[l] = (n, I),
binding(S(v′)[l′]) = n′ and l′ is covered by some interval in I. If the data
is tree, forest, or cig shaped, ∣I∣ ≤ 1 and l′ must lie within the boundaries
of the single interval in I.
Formally, we dene the sequence map extract operator as follows:
Denition 12.13 (Sequence map extraction). Let D be a relational struc-
ture, Q a tree query, S a sequence maps for D over Q with the induced
relation RS, and V = {v1, . . . ,vk} ⊂ dom S. ¿en V(S) returns a relation
R = piV(RS).
By denition, dom SS returns exactly the induced relation of S, yielding
an algorithm for computing the induced relation.
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Algorithm 21: V(S)
input : Sequence map S and variables V = {v1, . . . ,vk} ⊂ dom S
output: piv1 ,...,vk(RS)
res← {};1
RootVars← {v ∈ dom S ∶/∃ v′ ∶ (v,v′) ∈ edgeCover(S)};2
foreach v ∈ RootVars do3
res← res × Relation(S,v, 1, ∣S(v)∣);4
return piv1 ,...,vk(res) or ∅ if res = {⟨⟩}5
First, we present a naive version of  that always computes the induced
relation and simply applies a relational projection to the computed relation.
It is presented in Algorithm 21 and uses Algorithm 22 to compute the
induced relation for each connected component.
¿eorem 12.19. Algorithm 21 computes V(S) for a sequence map S and a
set of variables V ⊂ dom S in O(b∣dom S∣+ ) ≤ O(nq) where b+ is the maxi-
mum number of “good” bindings (neither failure markers nor dangling) for
a variable in S.
Proof. ¿e result of Algorithm 21 is the projection to V of the induced
relation of S: Relation computes the induced relation for each connected
component of the edge cover ec of S rooted at one of the root vars. ¿is
is extended to the full induced relation in line 4 (note that there are no
covered edges between variables from dierent connected components
and thus a mere cross product suces.
Algorithm 22 computes the induced relation for each connected compo-
nent of the edge cover: it combines each binding for the root variable (line
5) with all bindings generated for each of its children (w.r.t. the edge cover
of S), line 6–9. If all bindings for v are either failure markers or dangling,∅ is returned (and, if this is the only all to Relation for v, the entire induced
relation becomes ∅.
Algorithm22 performs, for each root variable (lines 3–4 inAlgorithm21),
the expansion of the induced relation over all descendant variables. ¿e
outer loop (lines 2–6) iterates over all elements of the given interval. ¿ere
are at most bint ≤ b ≤ n such elements. For each such element, it iterates
(lines 4–5) over all its associated intervals of which there are at most
i ≤ n per child variable of which there are at most bec where bec is the
maximum degree of a variable in the edge cover associated with S. For
each such interval, a recursive call to Relation with an interval of maximum
size bint ≤ b ≤ n (line 5). ¿e recursive calls return, if a leaf variable in
the edge cover of S is found, at a recursion depth of at most dec where
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dec is the maximum depth of the edge cover associated with S. Overall,
Algorithm 22 runs in O((bec ⋅ bint ⋅ i)dec + o) where o is the size of the
result relation.
¿e result relation is bound by b+(q˜)∣q˜∣ where q˜ is the number of de-
scendant variables of a node v in ec and b+(q˜) is the maximum number
of “good” bindings for any variable in q˜.
In Algorithm 21, we always compute the full induced relation (lines 3–4)
only to drop bindings for variables not in V in line 5. ¿e complexity of
Algorithm 21 is dominated by the time and space for construction and
storing the induced relation and thus byO(b∣dom S∣+ ). 
Algorithm 22: Relation(S,v, start, end)
input : Sequence map S, variable v ∈ dom S, start and end index
output: Relation containing one tuple for each combination of
bindings for v and each of its children represented in S
ChildVars← {v′ ∈ dom S ∶ (v,v′) ∈ edgeCover(S)}; res← {⟨⟩};1
for i ← start tomin(end, ∣S(v)∣) do2 (n, I)← S(v)[i];3
if n = ☇ then continue;4
R← {⟨v ∶ n⟩};5
foreach v′ ∈ ChildVars ∩ pi1(I) do6
R′ ← R; R← ∅;7
foreach (v′, start′, end′) ∈ I do8
R← R ∪ (R′ × Relation(S,v′, start′, end′));9
res← res ∪ R;10
return res11
In most cases, we are not interested to compute the full induced relation,
but only in a few of the variables covered by a sequence map. It is also
not sucient to use
...pi to remove all the variables we are not interested
in as
...pi is limited w.r.t. the shape of the variable sets allowed (no variable
with parent outside the projection set but ancestor within is allowed). ¿e
above algorithm, however, always computes the entire induced relation
even for parts of the query not relevant for the variables we are actually
interested in and that are specied in V.
¿erefore, we present a second algorithm Algorithm 23 that tries to
minimize the amount of unnecessary expansion of the sequence map
under the assumption that the input sequencemap is consistent. Recall that
using the two propagation operators we can obtain a consistent sequence
map inO(b ⋅ ∣dom S∣ ⋅ i) time.
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Algorithm 23: V(S)
input : Sequence map S and variables V = {v1, . . . ,vk} ⊂ dom S
output: piv1 ,...,vk(RS)
res← {⟨⟩};1
AncestorVars← CurrentVars← V;2
// Compute all ancestors
while CurrentVars ≠ ∅ do3
v ∈ CurrentVars;4
if ∃ ∶ v′ ∈ dom S ∖ AncestorVars ∶ (v′,v) ∈ EC then5
AncestorVars← AncestorVars ∪ {v′};6
CurrentVars← CurrentVars ∪ {v′};7
CurrentVars← CurrentVars ∩ {v};8
// Take all root variables that are ancestors
RootVars← {v ∈ dom S ∶/∃ v′ ∈ dom S ∶ (v,v′) ∈ edgeCover(S)};9
foreach v ∈ RootVars do10
res← res × ProjectedRelationAncestorVarsV (S,v,{1→ (1, ∣S(v)∣)});11
return res12
Intuitively, by assuming a consistent sequence map, we can avoid even
looking at bindings for variables that do not lead to (i.e., are ancestors of)
variables in V. Furthermore, even, for variables that lead to variables in
V, we do not really care about actual bindings, but only that it is related
to bindings of a child variable that leads to a variable in V. If a variable
has more than one child variable that is an ancestor of a variable in V
(we call such a variable a branch variable in Algorithm 23), only then, it
is necessary to ensure that only combinations of bindings contributed by
each of the child variables are accepted that have a common binding for
the parent.
¿is intuition is realized in Algorithm 23 by rst marking (by inclusion
in AncestorVars) in lines 2–8 all ancestors of a variable in V.
¿is set of ancestors is used in lines 9–11 to compute the projected
relation of any connected component rooted (w.r.t. the edge cover) at a
variable that is in V or ancestor of a variable in V.
For each such variable, we call Algorithm 24 with a sequence of intervals
containing one single interval over all bindings for that variable in S.
Algorithm 24 computes the projection toV of the induced relation of the
component rooted at v. However, it avoids, where possible, to compute the
induced relation for the variables not inV. For this, the central observation
is that, if a variable is neither part of V nor the least common ancestor of
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Algorithm 24: ProjectedRelationAV(S,v,I , inLCA)
input : Sequence map S, set of variables V ⊂ dom S, variable
v ∈ dom S, sequence I of non-overlapping sets of intervals in
order of start index
output: Projection of the induced relation of S to V
ChildVars← {v′ ∶ (v,v′) ∈ edgeCover(S)};1
if v ∈ V then2
// Result variable: we need to return bindings for the variable in
the result.
res← ∅;3
foreach (s, e) ∈ do4
for i ← s to e do5 (n, I)← S(v)[i]; R← {⟨v ∶ n⟩};6
foreach v′ ∈ pi1(I) ∩ ChildVars do7
R←8
R × ProjectedRelationV(S,v′,pi2(σ1=v(I)), true);
res← res ∪ R;9
else if ∣ChildVars∣ > 1 then10
// Branch variable: we need to ensure that bindings from two
branches are connected to the same binding of the branch
variable before combining
res← ∅;11
foreach (s, e) ∈ do12
for i ← s to e do13 (n, I)← S(v)[i]; R← {⟨⟩};14
foreach v′ ∈ pi1(I) ∩ ChildVars do15
R←16
R × ProjectedRelationV(S,v′,pi2(σ1=v(I)), true);
res← res ∪ R;17
else if ∣ChildVars∣ = 1 then18
// Skip variable: we can “skip” to the next variable.
v′ ∈ ChildVars;19
if inLCA = true then20
// We care that only bindings covered by any of the intervals inI are considered
CurrentInts← ∅;21
foreach (s, e) ∈ do22
for i ← s to e do23
CurrentInts←24
UnionInts(CurrentInts, intervalsv′(S(v)[i]));
res← ProjectedRelationV(S,v′,CurrentInts, inLCA);25
else res← ProjectedRelationV(S,v′,{(1, ∣S(v′)∣)}, inLCA);26
return res27
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two variables in V, it has only a single child that is ancestor of a variable in
V (otherwise it would be least common ancestor of all pairs of variables in
V where one is contained in the sub-trees rooted at one of the children and
the other in the sub-tree of the other child). For computing the projection
to V of the induced relation, it matters in this case not which binding of
the parent is connected to which binding of the child. It only matters that
a bindings of the child variable is related to any binding of the parent (and
even that only matters if we are in a sub-tree rooted at the least-common
ancestor of at least one pair of variables in V, otherwise we just go to the
next variable, line 24). ¿is is exploited in line 23 by computing the union
over the intervals of all parent bindings. Observe, that the union of non-
overlapping intervals, as computed by Algorithm 25, is still a (minimal)
sequence of non-overlapping intervals and can be computed eciently
(in linear time over the two sequences of intervals). We can then continue
with that single sequence of intervals. In comparison, at a branch variable
(with more than one child in the ancestors Aof a variable in V) we call
ProjectedRelation for each binding. In the worst case, the intervals associated
with each binding overlap entirely and ProjectedRelation is called for each
binding with an interval set that covers as many bindings of the child as
the single interval set computed for a skip variable (lines 18–25).
To compute that single interval we use UnionInts, the last of the operations
on sets of intervals, as shown in Algorithm 25.
¿eorem 12.20. Algorithm 25 computes a minimal, non-overlapping se-
quence of intervals representing the union of two sequences of intervals I1
and I2 inO(∣I1∣ + ∣I2∣) time and constant additional space.
Proof. Algorithm 25 computes minimal, non-overlapping intervals by the
same observation as for Algorithm 8: an interval is added only, if it is clear
that the next binding a er its end index is not covered (line 18) or if the
end of the sequence is reached (line 23).
¿e result of Algorithm 25 are the union of the intervals in the input
sequences: if a binding is covered by either interval in I1 or I2, then either
that interval overlaps with some interval in the other sequence (line 13–16)
and we extend the currently active interval by all bindings covered in these
overlapping intervals (lines 20–22) or start a new interval covering these
bindings (line 17–19). If it does not overlap (lines 7–12), we also either
extend or create a new interval, but only for the bindings covered by the
interval itself.
¿e algorithm relies on the fact that the interval sets are ordered by
increasing start index and non-overlapping. ¿is allows us to infer that, if
an interval from I1 lies before the rst (remaining) interval from I2, then
it lies before all intervals of I2 and vice versa. ¿us deciding overlapping
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Algorithm 25: UnionInts(Intervals1, Intervals2)
input : Two sequences Intervals1, Intervals2 of non-overlapping
intervals (without associated variables) in order of start index
output: Minimal, non-overlapping sequence of intervals covering all
indices contained in intervals of either input sequence, in
order of start index
NewIntervals← ∅ ;1
start←∞; end← 0;2
i, j, k← 1;3
while i ≤ ∣Intervals1∣ or j≤ ∣Intervals2∣ do4 (v, s1, e1)← Intervals1[i] or∞ if i > ∣Intervals1∣;5 (v, s2, e2)← Intervals2[i] or∞ if j> ∣Intervals2∣;6
if e1 < s2 then // (s1, e1) before (s2, e2)7
s← s1; e ← e1;8
i++;9
else if e2 < s1 then // (s2, e2) before (s1, e1)10
s← s2; e ← e2;11
j++;12
else // (s1, e1) overlaps (s2, e2)13
s← min(s1, s2);14
e ← max(e1, e2);15
i++; j++;16
if end < s then17
if start ≠∞ then NewIntervals[k]← (start, end); k++;18
start← s; end← e;19
else20
start← min(start, s); // only for illustration, always start ≤ s21
end← max(end, e);22
if start ≠∞ then NewIntervals[k]← (start, end); k++;23
return NewIntervals ;24
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becomes amortised constant rather than linear in the size of the intervals.
Algorithm 25 runs inO(∣I1∣ + ∣I2∣) as in each iteration of the loop 4–22
either i or jor both are incremented. Getting the next interval from I1 and
I2 (line 5–6) is by assumption constant, as is adding an interval at the end
of NexIntervals (line 18). 
From this result, we can derive the following properties of  depending
on the number of variables in V, the number of least common ancestors
of (pairs of) variables in V, and the size of the sub-tree rooted at such least
common ancestors.
¿eorem 12.21. Algorithm 21 computes V(S) for a sequence map S and a
set of variablesV ⊂ dom S inO(b∣V ∣V ⋅b2W +b2W + ∣dom S∣) ≤ O(n2+n∣V ∣+∣dom S∣) where V = V ∪ {v ∈ dom S ∶ ∃v′ ≠ v′′ ∈ V ∶ lcaec(v′,v′′) = v}
is the set of all variables in V and their least common ancestors in ec =
edgeCover(S),W = {v ∈ dom S ∶ ∃ path from v′ ∈ V to v} ∖ V is the set of
all variables in a sub-tree rooted at a variable in V except V , and bN is the
maximum number of bindings for a variable in a set of variables N or 1 if
N = ∅.
Proof. In Algorithm 21, computing the ancestors of any variable in V
is bound byO(∣dom S∣) time by stopping the mark process whenever a
previously marked ancestor is found (line 5). ¿is means, at worst each
variable in dom S is marked once by lines 5–7.
Algorithm 24 is called for each root of a connected component contain-
ing with variables in V (determined by looking at AncestorVars).
If Algorithm 24 is called with a skip node and is in inLCA mode, it
rst computes a single sequence of intervals from the sequences for each
bindings. ¿is is done in O(b ⋅ (i + b)) = O(b2) as the size of a non-
overlapping sequence of intervals and thus the size of CurrentInts is bound
by b and we compute the union of the intervals of each of the b bindings
with CurrentInts. ¿en it calls itself once with a single sequence of intervals
for the child variable of v. If it is not in inLCA mode, we just skip to the next
variable (constant time).
On a tree, forest, or cig data, the second interval sequence of UnionInts
is always a single interval. In this case, storing the current intervals in an
interval tree and querying and modifying that interval tree with each of
the single intervals associated with a binding can be done inO(b ⋅ log(b))
time rather than O(b2) as the unmodied Algorithm 25. However, in
the general case, an interval tree based algorithm performs worse, as the
interval sequence associated with each binding is already of size i ≤ b and
thus the overall time isO(b2 ⋅ log(b)).
If Algorithm 24 is called with a branch or result variable, it calls itself
once for each child variable and interval set associated with a binding of v.
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Each such interval set is bound by b and the number of calls are bound by
b × bec where bec is the maximum degree of the edge cover of S.
Overall, there are ∣V ∣ branch and result nodes and thus the overall run
time is bound byO(b∣V ∣V ⋅ b2W + b2W). 
If V = {v} for some variable v, then we can omit the computation of
the ancestors and the call to project relation and directly return the set of
all binding(S(v)[i]) for i ≤ ∣S(v)∣. ¿is yields an algorithm linear in the
number of bindings for v.
For ∣V∣ > 1, however, the algorithm needs to know the lca’s of each pair
of variables in V and the path from these lca’s to a variable in V. ¿ere
is a wealth of well-established approaches for nding the least common
ancestor [121, 8] that, at a linear pre-processing cost for the tree (here the
query), allow constant look-up of the least common ancestor. However,
since we also need the path between lca(v,v′) and v, v′, the gains by
adopting such an approach are limited.
With  the set of operators on sequence maps is complete.¿e following
sections conclude the discussion of the operators by highlighting some of
their properties.
12.8 ALGEBRA IC EQUIVALENCES
¿e sequence map operations dened above as part of the CIQCAG algebra
mirror, where possible, closely relational algebra expressions. ¿is is re-
ected not only in the denitions throughout the previous sections which
reduce most of the operations to operations on the induced relations of the
involved sequence maps, but also in the algebraic properties that govern
these operations. In the following, we briey summarize and compare the
most important algebraic laws that govern the the sequence map opera-
tions. Particularly, we consider the eect of consistent and inconsistent
operator variants and the propagation operators.
In the following, we denote with ec(S) the edge cover of a sequencemap
S, sm(R) a sequence map with the induced relation R, and S∅ = sm(∅) a
sequence map with induced relation RS∅ = ∅. For brevity, when there are
both consistent and inconsistent variants of an operator that exhibit the
same laws, we denote that with (☇). Note, however, that either all, or none
of the operators in each formula are of the consistent variant.
neutral and absorbing element laws. For ...∪ and ...∖, any
single-variable or single-edge sequence map with induced relation ∅ is a
the neutral element. Note, that there are, as for most other relations, many
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(N1) S ...∪ S∅ ↔ S* (N2) S ...∪ S↔ S(N3) S ...∖ S∅ ↔ S*(N4) S θ S∅ ↔ S∅† (N5) S θ S↔ S
* Precondition: ec(S∅) = ec(S), both single-variable or both single-edge
† Precondition: ec(S∅) ∩ ec(S) = ∅
Table 61. Neutral and absorbing elements for combination operators (θ ∈{...&(☇)∩ , ...&(☇), ...X(☇)})
sequencemaps that represent∅ as long as we allow inconsistent (where fail-
ure markers alone give Nodes(D)dom S variations of a consistent sequence
map that represent the same induced sequence) or not interval-minimal
(where non minimal interval sets give up to 2Nodes(D) variants) sequence
maps. For ...&☇∩, S∅ forms is an absorbing element. Table 61 summarizes the
laws for neutral and absorbing elements. We can also observe, that ...&(☇)
and ...∪ return the unmodied input sequence map if it is combined with
itself.
commutative, associative, and distributive laws. Fig-
ure 62 summarizes commutative, associative, distributive, and de-Morgan
laws for sequence map combination operators: ...∪ and all join variants are
commutative and associative as is easy to see from their denition (C1–C3,
A1–A3). Moreover, a variation (DM1–DM2) of de-Morgan laws hold for ...∖,
...∪, and ...&(☇) (which takes the place of ∩ in usual set-theoretic formulations
of de-Morgan laws), but only if all involved sequence maps are either all
single-variable or all single-edge and have the same edge cover. ¿is is,
in fact, the precondition for all laws involving ...∖ or ...∪. Recall, that in this
case ...&(☇) is equivalent to intersection as all variables and edges are shared.
...&(☇)∩ can not be used, here, as it prohibits overlapping edge covers (which
are required by ...∪ and ...∖). For the same reason, only ...&(☇) and ...∪ distribute
over each other (D1–D2) on all single-edge or all single-variable sequence
maps, but not ...&(☇)∩ . Finally, distribution between the two join types ...&(☇)∩
and ...&(☇) is limited, ...&(☇)∩ distributes over ...&(☇) (D3), but, in general, not
the other way around.
Table 62. ¿e commutative and associative laws are easy to verify in the
respective denition. For the de-Morgan laws, consider that a tuple is in
the induced relation of S1
...∖ (S2 ...∪ S3) if it is in RS1 but neither in RS2 nor
inRS3 . It is in (S1 ...∖ S2) ...&(☇) (S1 ...∖ S3) if it is both inRS1 but not inRS2 and
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(C1) S1 ...∪ S2↔ S2 ...∪ S1*(C2) S1 ...&(☇)∩ S2↔ S2 ...&(☇)∩ S1†(C3) S1 ...&(☇) S2↔ S2 ...&(☇) S1(A1) (S1 ...∪ S2) ...∪ S3↔ S1 ...∪ (S2 ...∪ S3)*(A2) (S1 ...&(☇)∩ S2) ...&(☇)∩ S3↔ S1 ...&(☇)∩ (S2 ...&(☇)∩ S3)†(A3) (S1 ...&(☇) S2) ...&(☇) S3↔ S1 ...&(☇) (S2 ...&(☇) S3)(DM1) S1 ...∖ (S2 ...∪ S3)↔ (S1 ...∖ S2) ...&(☇) (S1 ...∖ S3)*(DM2) S1 ...∖ (S2 ...&(☇) S3)↔ (S1 ...∖ S2) ...∪ (S1 ...∖ S3)*(D1) S1 ...∪ (S2 ...&(☇) S3)↔ (S1 ...∪ S2) ...&(☇) (S1 ...∪ S3)*(D2) S1 ...&(☇) (S2 ...∪ S3)↔ (S1 ...&(☇) S2) ...∪ (S1 ...&(☇) S3)*(D3) S1 ...&(☇)∩ (S2 ...&(☇) S3)↔ (S1 ...&(☇)∩ S2) ...&(☇) (S1 ...&(☇)∩ S3)‡(D4) S1 ...X(☇) (S2 θ S3)↔ (S1 ...X(☇) S2) θ (S1 ...X(☇) S3)‡
* Precondition: ec(S1) = ec(S2) = ec(S3), S1, S2, S3 all single-variable or all single-edge
† Precondition: ec(S1) ∩ ec(S2) = ∅, ec(S1) ∩ ec(S3) = ∅, ec(S2) ∩ ec(S3) = ∅
‡ Precondition: ec(S1) ∩ ec(S2) = ∅, ec(S1) ∩ ec(S3) = ∅
Table 62. Commutative, associative, distributive, de Morgan laws (θ ∈{...&(☇)∩ , ...&(☇)})
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(S1) ...σ(☇)c (...σ(☇)c (S))↔ ...σ(☇)c (S)(S2) ...σ(☇)c (S1 θ S2)↔ ...σ(☇)c (S1) θ ...σ(☇)c (S2)* (S2a) ...σ(☇)c (S1 ϕ S2)↔ ...σ c(S1) ϕ ...σ c(S2)*(S3) ...σ(☇)c (S1 θ S2)↔ ...σ(☇)c (S1) θ S2† (S3a) ...σ(☇)c (S1 ϕ S2)↔ ...σ c(S1) ϕ S2†(S4) ...σ(☇)c (S1 θ S2)↔ S1 θ ...σ(☇)c (S2)‡ (S4a) ...σ(☇)c (S1 ϕ S2)↔ S1 ϕ ...σ c(S2)‡
* Precondition: Vars(c) ∈ dom S1 ∩ dom S2
† Precondition: Vars(c) ∈ dom S1 ∖ dom S2
‡ Precondition: Vars(c) ∈ dom S2 ∖ dom S1
Table 63. Selection laws (θ ∈ {...∪, ...&☇∩, ...&☇, ...X(☇), ...∖}, ϕ ∈ {...&∩, ...&})
in RS1 but not in RS3 . ¿is is the case due to the precondition that the edge
covers of all three sequence maps are the same.¿us, RS1 &RS2 = RS1 ∩RS2 .
Analog for DM2.
For the distributive laws D1 and D2, the core observation is again that
all involved sequence maps have the same edge cover. ¿us the induced
relation of ...&(☇) is the intersection of the induced relations of its input
sequence maps.
For D3, consider that S1
...&(☇)∩ (S2 ...&(☇) S3) is a valid expression only
if ec(S2 ...&(☇) S3) ∩ ec(S1) = ec(S2) ∪ ec(S3) ∩ ec(S1) = ∅. ¿us it is
valid if ec(S1) ∩ ec(S3) = ∅ and ec(S2) ∩ ec(S3) = ∅, in which case also(S1 ...&(☇)∩ S2) ...&(☇) (S1 ...&(☇)∩ S3) is valid. 
selection. Selection is generally a good candidate for optimization,
pushing selections (a fast but possibly fairly selective operation) inside of an
expression thus limiting the size of intermediary results. Also selection can
generally be propagated “down” into an expression: Selection distributes
over ...∪, ...&☇∩, ...&☇ and ...∖, see Table 63. For ...&∩ and ...&, we need to ensure that
the consistency of the input sequence maps is retained and thus can only
push
...σ inside (regardless of the outer selection variant), cf. (S2a, S3a, S4a).
For ...∖ and ...X(☇), we can actually drop the selection around S2 in (S2), since
we only retain tuples from the rst input sequence map.
projection. In contrast to selection, we can only propagate selec-
tion “down” in an expression to the point where the projection condition
that V ⊂ dom S and, for all pairs v,v′ ∈ V all variables on the path from
lca(v,v′) to each variable are in V still hold in the sub-expressions. Con-
versely, an expression might benet from introducing additional projec-
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(P1) ...piV(...piV′(S))↔ ...piV∪V′(S)* (P2) ...piV(...σ(☇)c (S))↔ ...σ(☇)c (...piV(S))†(P3) ...piV(S1 θ S2)↔ ...piV1(S1) θ ...piV2(S2)‡ (P4) ...piV(S1 ...X(☇) S2)↔ ...piV1(S1) ...X(☇) S2‡
* Precondition: the projection condition holds for V ,V′ and no pair of variables from
v ∈ V and v′ ∈ V′ has a common ancestor in the edge cover of S
† Precondition: Vars(c) /∈ V
‡ Precondition: V1 ∪ V2 = V, V1 (V2) fullls the projection condition for S1 (S2) with
dom S1 ∩ V ∖ V1 = ∅ (dom S2 ∩ V ∖ V2 = ∅)
Table 64. Projection laws (θ ∈ {...&(☇)∩ , ...&(☇)})
(ϖ1) ...ϖv(S)↔ S* (ϖ2) ...ϖv(S)↔ S†(ϖ3) ...ϖ(S1 θ S2)↔ S1 θ S2‡ (ϖ4) ...ϖ(...σ c(S))↔ ...σ c(S)§(ϖ5) ...ϖ(...µv(D,Q,R))↔ ...µR(D,Q)v (ϖ6) ...ϖ(...µv1 ,v2(D,Q))↔ ...µv1 ,v2(D,Q)
* Precondition: v ∈ dom S equivalence does not preserve consistency
† Precondition: v ∈ dom S equivalence does not preserve consistency
‡ Precondition: S1, S2 consistent
§ Precondition: S consistent
Table 65. Propagation laws (
...
ϖ ∈ {...ϖv, ...ϖv}, θ ∈ {...∖, ...&∩, ...&, ...X})
tions to get rid of attributes not used in the remainder of an expression as
early as possible, viz. immediately a er the innermost expression referenc-
ing them.
Given two sets of variables V and V′ such that the projection condition
on S holds for both sets and no pair v ∈ V ,v′ ∈ V′ has a common ancestor
in the edge cover of S, we can combine a sequence of projections for these
two sets into a single projection for V ∪V′ (P1). Projection and selection
can be arbitrarily ordered as long as Vars(c) /∈ V (P2). Finally, ...pi distributes
over ...&(☇)∩ , ...&(☇), ...X(☇) if there are subsets V1,V2 of V such that each subset
aects one of the input sequence maps but not the other. For ...X(☇), we can
omit the projection on S2 since only bindings from S1 are retained.
propagation. Both propagation operators do not aect the induced
sequence only the consistency state. ¿us, as long as we are only interested
in the induced sequence, we can add or remove propagation operators arbi-
trarily (ϖ1–ϖ2). Finally, for each of the consistent sequence map operators
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(such as ...&∩ or ...∖) we can drop any surrounding propagation operators if
the input sequence maps are consistent itself (ϖ3–ϖ6).
extract. Extract returns a relation rather than a sequence map. ¿us
it can not be distributed over any of the sequencemap operations. However,
it may interact with relational expressions as discussed in Chapter 13.
¿is concludes the brief overview of the most important algebraic laws
for sequence map operators in CIQCAG. Before we extend the sequence
map operators that are limited to the evaluation of tree queries, to the full
CIQCAG algebra with (standard relational) operators for the evaluation of
non-tree parts of an arbitrary query and operators for construction and
iteration, we briey outline in the following section an iterator model for
the physical realisation of the sequence map operators.
12.9 I TERATOR IMPLEMENTAT ION
Iterator or stream model has proved essential for the scalable evaluation
of relational queries, see, e.g., [114]. Here, we briey outline how CIQCAG’s
sequence map operators can be implemented in an iterator model that
reduces the space complexity of the evaluation compared to the sequence-
at-a-time model discussed above. ¿is holds in particular on tree or forest
data and if the number of variables that are either part of the answer or used
in the non-tree part of the query (i.e., the number of variables extracted
by ) is small compared to the full number of variables in the query.
Let V(E) be a CIQCAG expression such that E contains only join, semi-
join, selection and initialization operators. We limit the operators to keep
the discussion brief, but we can extend the approach to allow also projec-
tion, union, and dierence. Note, that we can order E in such a way that
all unary conditions (i.e., the unary initialization operators and joins to
connect them) for each query variable v are clustered and the result of all
these unary conditions is connected by a single join to the expressions
representing the conditions on each child variable of v. We denote withL(v) the unary conditions relating to v and with E(v) the full expression
for v including the expressions for its children.
Consider the query in Figure 64. It can be realized by the CIQCAG expres-
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Figure 64. Example query for iterator approach
sion v7(E) where
E(v1)
E(v2)
E(v5)
E = L(v1)ucurlyleftudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlymidudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymoducurlyright...µv1(D,Q, Label‘a′) ...& ...µv1 ,v2(D,Q) ...& ...µv1 ,v5(D,Q)
...& ...µv2(D,Q, Label‘a′)
...& ...µv2 ,v3(D,Q)
...& ...µv2 ,v4(D,Q)...µv4(D,Q, Label‘c′)
...& ...µv5(D,Q, Label‘c′) ...X ...µv5(D,Q,Arity=1)
...& ...µv5 ,v6(D,Q) ...& ...µv6(D,Q, Label‘d′)
...& ...µv6 ,v7(D,Q)
¿is is an example of the general shape of an expression such that it
is amenable to the iterator approach discussed in this section. Figure 65
illustrates this shape in detail: blue colored parts of the query together
with their root represent the part of the query rooted at the correspond-
ing variable v, i.e., E(v). ¿e yellow colored parts represent the unary
conditions for each variable, i.e., L(v). For each query variable v, there
is a representing node (indicated by and labeled with the variable in
Figure 64). Under this node we nd, in general, two children: one forL(v)
and one join node grouping all of v’s children (we use here amulti-way join
instead of a sequence of binary joins to simplify the presentation). For each
child variable v′ of v, this node has a connection node ...µv,v′(D,Q) and the
representative join node for v′. Some variables have no unary restrictions,
some no children in which case the respective parts are omitted (see v4). If
a variable has neither, we use the connection node as representative node
for that variable (see v3,v7).
Based on this ordering of the CIQCAG expression, we can now dene
a processing scheme that computes the resulting sequence map for the
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E(v2):
L(v2):
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L(v6):
...&
...µv1(D,Q, Label‘a′) ...&
...µv1 ,v2(D,Q) ...&
...µv2(D,Q, Label‘a′) ...&
...µv2 ,v3(D,Q) ...µv2 ,v4(D,Q) ...&
...µv4(D,Q, Label‘c′)
...µv1 ,v5(D,Q) ...&
...&
...µv5(D,Q, Label‘c′)
...µv5(D,Q,Arity=1)
...&
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Figure 65. Operator tree for query from Figure 64
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entire expression incrementally, outputs potential answers as soon as there
is an extension to a full answer, and discards potential answers as soon as
there can be no more extension to a full answer.
Outline of the
iterator
processing
scheme
¿e fundamental observation for this scheme is that all unary operators
are already implemented in an iterator fashion, see Section 12, i.e., as a
single pass over the input sequence using, for each binding in the sequence,
only conditions on that binding itself (and not on any other binding) to
determine its inclusion or exclusion from the result.
For ...& and ...µv,v′(D,Q), this is not so easy to see from the Algorithms
in Section 12. In the following, we focus on these two operators to detail
the incremental processing scheme. First, we annotate each join with the
intersection of the variables of the sequencemaps computed by its children.
For all variable nodes in Figure 65, this yields a single variable, viz. the
one shown as label in Figure 65. For the semi-joins (which only connect
unary operators), this yields also a single variable (viz. the variable their
parent is annotated with). For child joins, i.e., joins with one
...µv,v′(D,Q)
and, possibly, one variable node, this yields the two variables v,v′ (note
that the multi-way joins in Figure 65 are realized as a sequence of binary
joins) such that v = parent(v′).
¿e rst change is that an operator no longer computes the entire result
sequence map at once, but that each operator provides an interface with
three functions next, out, and close. ¿is extends the iterator interface used,
e.g., in [114] for relational operators with out and modies the semantics
for next: We can call next on each operator with or without a pair (variable,
binding).
Unary initialization, if called without such a pair, compute the next
binding in their result sequence and return that binding (or false if there
are no more bindings), remembering the point in the result sequence
reached by the computation as well as the computed partial sequence of
bindings; if called with such a binding pair they return the binding, if it is
included in the result sequence and the variable is consistent. ¿ey also
advance the computation of that result sequence up to the point where the
binding is computed, if necessary (i.e., if the binding has not already been
computed). Otherwise they return false.
A join remembers the all bindings returned by its rst operand as well
as the last pair nextwas called with. If next is called on a join and the passed
pair is the same as in the last call, it calls the right operand’s next with the
last remembered pair returned by the rst operand. If that call returns false
or the passed pair is dierent from the last call, it calls the le operand’s
nextwith the passed pair, if there is any, and returns false if that call returns
false. Otherwise, it remembers the new pair returned and calls next on the
right operand with that pair. If that returns false, we loop and call next on
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the le operand again etc. As soon as the right operand’s next returns a
pair, that pair is returned.
For binary initialization operators for v,v′, we return for a call with next
(1) if a pair (v′′,n) is passed with v′′ = v, and n is in the partial sequence of
bindings for v already computed, we return the next binding for v′ related
to n (i.e., covered by an interval pointer associated with n) together with
v′, if there is none return false. Otherwise, we expand the partial sequence
of bindings for v until we nd n or the rst binding n′ with n > n′ wrt. the
order associated to the relation between v and v′. If we nd n, return the
rst binding for v′ related to n, if there is any, together with v′. Otherwise
return false. (2) if no pair is passed, we take the rst binding n for v where
not all related bindings for v′ have been generated (and return false if
there is no such binding). For that binding, we compute the next binding
for v′ and return that binding. Note, that the binary initialization stores the
partial binding sequences for v and v′ as well as all interval pointers from
bindings in the partial binding sequence for v to bindings of v′ for which
not all covered bindings have been returned by next. For each such binding
n in the partial binding sequence of v, we also store a single pointer into
the sequence of bindings for v′ indicating the last returned binding for v′
that is related to n.
¿e second function close removes from all operators the current state,
i.e., resets the iterations (as for the iterator approach on relational operators
discussed in [114]).
¿e nal function of the iterator interface, out, each operand calls out on
its child operators. In addition, if an operator is a variable node, it outputs
the current binding for the variable it is labeled with together with any
intervals associated with it.
¿e query is embedded in an outer loop, that calls next on the rst
operand of the query (for queries with size > 1 always a join). If the call
returns true, it calls out on that join and continues the loop. Otherwise it
terminates.
Processing
Figure 65
Consider again the operator tree fromFigure 65: First next is called on the
top-level join. ¿e join calls its rst operand (
...µv1(D,Q, Label‘a′) without
parameter.
...µv1(D,Q, Label‘a′) returns the rst node in the document with
label ‘a′. With that binding for v1 the top-level join calls the “child join”.
¿at join calls rst
...µv1 ,v2(D,Q) with the binding pair and then with the
result the variable join node for v2, . . . Two observations are crucial here:
Except for the le most, all initialization operators are always called with a
binding pair. Partial sequence maps are stored in initialization operators
(joins only retain the last successful binding from the second operand).
E.g.,
...µv2 ,v3(D,Q) builds a sequence map consisting of bindings for v2 in
the associated order of the relation between v1 and v2, and bindings for v3
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in the associated order of the relation between v2 and v3. Only bindings
for v2 are “restricted” by binding pairs passed in next, not bindings for v3.
¿is avoids dropping intermittent bindings for v3 and thus allows to keep
the interval pointers as given by the interval representation discussed in
Section 12.2. Each of these sequence maps is bound byO(n × i) where n
is the number of nodes in D and i the maximum size of an interval per
binding. For join operators that are also variable nodes, we also store a
sequence map over the bindings of the variable the node is labeled with.
¿ese sequence map are bound byO(n) since we do not retain intervals
and can, at no additional cost, be ordered in the associated order of the
incoming edge of the variable the join is labeled with.
12.9.1 optimal space bounds for tree data
Tighter space
limits for tree
data
In contrast to the operators discussed in Section 12, here we compute
sequence maps incrementally. For tree data, we can prot from another
regularity to further decrease the space complexity: Recall, that tree data
corresponds to relations with image disjointness property and, if we also
allow closure axis, with image containment property. For a relation with
image disjointness property, the number of parents of a node is bound
by 1. In other words, as soon as we have found a single parent for a node,
there can be no further nodes related to it among the bindings for the
parent variable. For a relation R with image containment, the number of
parents is limited by the depth of the forest represented by the relation
whose closure is R (by ¿eorem 11.4 there is such a forest-shaped base
relation for each R). Consider, e.g., XPath closure relations descendant,
following, or following-sibling. For descendant the base relation is child and as
such the number of parents under descendant is limited by the depth of the
queried XML tree. For following, the base relation is the relation associating
with each element the next element in document order. For that relation,
the number of ancestors is limited only by the size of the XML tree. For
following-sibling it is the relation that associates with each node the next
element in document order that has the same parent. ¿us, the number of
ancestors is limited by the degree of the XML tree.
How can we exploit this observation in the iterator algorithm sketched
above? ¿e aim is to reduce the size of the partial sequence maps and the
stores in join operators by deleting nodes as soon as they can no longer
contribute to any further match under the assumption that all relations
carry image containment or image disjointness property. We know, that as
soon as a binding is related to 1, resp. d (depth of base relation), dierent
bindings of its parent, it can not contribute to any further and, thus no
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longer needs to be stored. However, for image containment the related
bindings may scattered over the entire binding sequence for the parent
variable and thus a binding added at the beginning of the processing (i.e.,
related to the rst binding of the parent variable) may be amenable to be
removed only at the very end (if the last binding of the parent variable is
also related to it).
From individual
relations to
consistent
orders
¿us, we impose a further property to hold for the relations used in a
query, that guarantees us that all parent bindings related to a given child
binding are “clustered” together. It also ensures, that there are no parent
bindings n that are related to child bindings prior to child bindings related
to parent bindings prior to n:
Denition 12.14 (Order-compatible query). LetDbe a relational structure
and Q a query on D. ¿en Q is called order-compatible if, for each pair(v,v′) of parent-child variables in Q with rel(v) = R and rel(v′) = R′,
it holds that n <R n′ implies that, for all nodes c ∈ R′(n), c′ ∈ R′(n′),
c, c′ ∈ R′(n) ∩ R′(n′) or c ≤R′ c′.
Intuitively, the two orders associated with the parent and the child
variable are compatible in the sense that if a given child binding is either
related to a binding of the parent or neither it or any child bindings a er
the given one are related to a binding of the parent.
¿e class of order-compatible queries is interesting because of the fol-
lowing result:
¿eorem 12.22. For a tree query Q containing only a single, forest-shaped
base relation R and its closure relation C there are orders for R and C such
thatQ is order-compatible and the images of all nodes under R andC form
a single continuous interval under the respective orders.
Proof. In the following, we consider only tree based relations for simplic-
ity. However, for forest we simply add some x order on the connected
components of the forest to the denitions.
Order the children of each node in R in some order and call the ordered
tree induced by R and this order T. Choose as order for R the breadth-
rst le -to-right preorder traversal <b of T. Choose as order for C the
depth-rst le -to-right preorder traversal <d of T.
¿en, if n <b n′, either n ancestor of n′ (<b is preorder) and R′(n′) ⊂
R′(n) or there is an ancestor a of n and an ancestor a′ of n′ such that a is
a preceding sibling of a′ (and both are children of lca(a,a′)). ¿en, also
a <c a′ (since the depth-rst traversal is le -to-right) and all descendants
of a come before all descendants of a′ in <c. In particular any c ∈ C(n) is
a descendant of a, any c′ ∈ C(n′) a descendant of a′ and thus c <c c′. 
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¿is yields, e.g., that tree queries containing only child and descendant.
Corollary 12.3. Tree queries containing only child and descendant are order-
compatible (for some orders on child and descendant, resp.).
Pruning for the
iterator scheme
Under these assumptions (tree or forest data, order-compatible query
wrt. the associated orders of the involved relations), we can now adapt
the algorithm: (1) As soon as we nd no more child bindings for a parent,
that parent is dropped from the sequence map of a binary initialization
operator, since the data is tree shaped and thus each parent has a single
interval pointer. (2) Each child binding is dropped as soon as the rst
parent binding is encountered, that does not relate to it, since no further
parent binding can related to that child binding. (3)When next is called
for a binary initialization operator, we alternate between the two binding
sequences: We nd the rst binding for the parent together with its rst
related binding for the child. ¿e next call to next returns not the next
binding for the child variable related to current parent binding (as in the
original algorithm), but the next parent binding related to the current
child binding. If there is no such binding le , we delete the child binding
and continue with the rst binding of the parent variable that has yet more
related bindings for the child variable (and delete all parents before that
parent binding).We let the binary initialization operator report the deleted
bindings (as pairs of variable and the largest deleted bindings) as a further
result of next to its parent (join) operator. (4) For unary initialization
operators, we only store the last binding. (5) In a join operator, we delete
all binding up to and including the delete bindings returned by a next and
propagate them upwards, unless they are for the variable the join is labeled
with. If the le operand of the join operator is no binary initialization
operator, that join operator only stores the last binding.
¿eorem 12.23. For order-compatible queries on tree or forest data, the
above algorithm runs inO(q ⋅ n+ o) time andO(q ⋅ d + o) space where o
is the size of the output, q is the size of the query, n the size of the data, and
d the depth of the tree or forest.
Proof. ¿emodications of the algorithmdonot aect correctness. For the
binary initialization operators this follows from the forest shape of the data
and the order-compatibility of the query. For the join operators without
le binary initialization operator, there is either always an ancestor join
operator that memoizes the bindings (e.g., for the “child join” operators
in Figure 65) or it is the top-level join. For unary initialization operators,
we can observe that same fact. ¿e reason this holds is that the query
is connected and tree-shaped. ¿us for each variable except for the root
variable there is a binary initialization operator (and a corresponding
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join) that “generates” bindings for the variable from bindings of the parent
variable.
¿e time complexity is the same as for the sequence-at-a-time operators
from Section 12. Note that we operate on tree or forest data and thus the
number of intervals per binding is at most 1.
It retains the complexity of the set-at-a-time algorithm by memoizing
already computed bindings in variable join nodes and initialization op-
erators, as described above. ¿e deletion of bindings does not aect the
complexity (it adds an additive factor of n to the complexity).
However, by alternating between parent and child nodes we can ensure
that all the partial binding sequences in the sequence maps of the binary
initialization operators contain at most d bindings for the parent variable
and at most 1 binding for the child variable.
¿e memoization structures in the join operators remove bindings at
the same time as their sub-ordinate binary initialization operators. ¿us,
they are also bound by d. 
Corollary 12.4. Queries containing only XPath’s child and descendant rela-
tion are evaluated by the above algorithm inO(q⋅n+o) time andO(q⋅d+o)
space where o is the size of the output, q is the size of the query, n the size
of the data, and d the depth of the tree or forest.
¿e last results are optimal wrt. data complexity as they coincide with
the Ω(d + o) lower bound for the data complexity of such queries shown
in [190].
However, it is an open question, whether order-compatible queries are
the largest class of queries that can be evaluated with this complexity.
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In the previous chapters, we have highlighted how CIQCAG handles tree
queries or tree cores of arbitrary queries: It employs a novel data structure,
the sequence map, and its operations to exploit interval properties and
representations of the underlying data and thus provide highly scalable
(linear time and space) evaluation of tree queries for tree and many graph
data sets.
Moving beyond tree queries, we turn in this chapter to arbitrary (graph-
shaped) queries as dened in Chapter 6. ¿is is complemented by a trans-
lation from CIQLog as introduced there to the CIQCAG algebra.¿e journey is
split in two steps: rst we illustrate how non-recursive, single-rule CIQLog
expressions are realized in CIQCAG: a tree core is expressed using the se-
quence map operators discussed in the previous chapter and remaining
CIQLog features (non-tree query parts and construction) are plugged on-top
of that using standard relational algebra. Second, glance at full CIQLog by dis-
cussing options for adding recursion to the CIQCAG algebra. ¿e latter part
is merely an outlook, with the current prototype choosing, merely for ease
of implementation, a naïve forward chaining operator with inationary
semantics.
13.1 GRAPH QUER IES AND MAP EXPANSION
Using the sequence map operators discussed in the previous chapters,
we can express arbitrary tree queries. With the extract operator, , the
sequence map algebra already provides a bridge from results of the tree
query evaluation (represented succinctly in a sequence map) to standard
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relations. ¿us, we can employ standard relational operators to express
any part of a query that is not part of a given tree core of the query. We
employ in the following three operators in addition to those of the textbook
relational algebra of, e.g., [2]. All three are common extensions provided
in many practical SQL databases.
(1) We add a assignment operator that allows for sharing of query parts
(in particular of the underlying tree query) on the level of the algebra.¿is
is a common extension (cf. [2], o en in conjunction) with iteration and
sequencing/composition, see Section 13.4. It does not aect the expressive-
ness (or complexity) of the algebra. We use syntax and semantics as in
[2].
(2) We add a value invention operator ιnew∶⟨v1 ,...,vk⟩(R) that extends the
relation R with a new attribute new which contains a new value for each
unique group over the grouping attributes v1, . . . ,vk. It is a slight variation
of the new operator in [2] or languages with value invention such as ILog.
In practical SQL databases it can be realized, e.g., using the numbering
operator described next.
(3) We add a numbering operator νorder∶⟨order′ ,o,v1 ,...,vk⟩(R) that extends
the relation R with a new attribute order such that given a sort order on
integers and values for v1, . . . ,vk the values of order consecutively number
the groups in R over the grouping attributes v1, . . . ,vk. ¿e additional
values order’ and oset o serve to implement the nested order terms as
described in Chapter 6. In practical databases, the numbering operator is
provided in form of DENSE_RANK in SQL:1999 [159] or ordered relations as
used in Monet [39], see also [117].
Numeric aggregation and aggregation terms are treated as usual, cf.
[102], and omitted for space reasons in the following.
Before we turn to the detailed translation function from CIQLog to CIQCAG
that demonstrates the use of these operators for evaluating non-tree parts
of a query, let us reconsider some of the CIQLog queries from Part III and
their CIQCAG equivalents.
13.2 TRANSLAT ION BY EXAMPLE
We start with a very simple example from Section 8.2, where we consider
the translation of XPath. ¿e CIQLog rule shown below expresses a (tree-
shaped) query and the selection of a single variable (here v3) into the
answer relation:
1 ans(v3) ←Ð root(v1) ∧ child+(v1,v2) ∧ L(v2,paper) ∧
child(v2,v3) ∧ L(v3,author)
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In CIQCAG, the entire body can be realized using sequence map operators
from Chapter 12 as it is tree shaped. Here and in the following we use
sequence map operators that may introduce inconsistencies. ¿erefore,
we have to add propagation operators before extracting the results (via )
from the sequence map. We can, as well, employ only consistent operators
in which case we can omit the propagation.
ans := piv3(bindings)
bindings := v3(...ϖv2(...ϖv3((...µv1(D,Q, root) ...&☇ ...µv1 ,v2(D,Q)
...&☇ ...µv2(D,Q, ‘paper’)) ...Y☇ ...µv2 ,v3(D,Q)
...&☇ ...µv3(D,Q, ‘author’))))
As in the following example, we separate the evaluation of the body in
a relation called bindings. ¿is allows us to reference the result multiple
times.
Turning to a more complex example from Section 7.4 (Xcerpt transla-
tion), we consider a fairly complex head in the following CIQLog rule:
root(id1) ∧ L(id1, authors) ∧ child(id1, id2(v3)) ∧ deep-copy(v3, id2(v3))
2 ←Ð root(v1) ∧ L(v1, conference) ∧ child+(v1, v2) ∧ L(v2, paper) ∧ child
(v2, v3) ∧ L(v3, author).
Again the body is essentially tree shaped and can thus be realized using
only sequence map operators:
bindings := v3(...ϖv2(...ϖv3((...µv1(D,Q, root) ...&☇ ...µv1(D,Q, ‘conference’)
...&☇ ...µv1 ,v2(D,Q) ...&☇ ...µv2(D,Q, ‘paper’)) ...Y☇ ...µv2 ,v3(D,Q)
...&☇ ...µv3(D,Q, ‘author’))))
Suppose we add another relation child(v1, v3) to the query. Either that
new relation or the existing connection between v1 and v3 can not be part
of the tree core of the query and thus must be realized using standard
relational expressions. ¿e main change is that we need to extract also v1
from the sequence map using  (and thus slightly rearrange the sequence
map expression to maintain bindings for v1). Outside of the sequence map
expression standard relational algebra is used to perform the additional
join:
bindings := piv3(ρ1→v1 ,2→v3(path1,1) & v1 ,v3(...ϖv1(...ϖv2(...ϖv3(...ϖv2(
...µv1(D,Q, root) ...&☇ ...µv1(D,Q, ‘conference’)
...&☇ ...µv1 ,v2(D,Q) ...&☇ ...µv2(D,Q, ‘paper’) ...&☇ ...µv2 ,v3(D,Q)
...&☇ ...µv3(D,Q, ‘author’)))))))
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Translating the head is a bit more involved. ¿e reason lies, on the one
hand, with the order and node invention, but even more with the deep-copy
construct. First, recall (from Section 7.4) that the head
root(id1) ∧ L(id1, authors) ∧ child(id1, id2(v3)) ∧ deep-copy(v3,
id2(v3))
is actually an abbreviation for
1 root(id1) ∧ L(id1, authors) ∧ (id1,
id3(v3)) ∧ (id2(v3), id3(v3)) ∧
3 pos(id3(v3),id4(v3)) ∧ deep-copy(v3, id2(v3))
It is also worth pointing out that, as discussed in Chapter 6, we do not
construct all CIQLog relations but only those that can not be derived from
others, i.e., the extensional relations source, ,pos, root,L,O.
When translating a head, we rst introduce a new relation for each
unique value invention or order invention term. ¿e relation extends the
binding tuples constructed by the expression corresponding to the CIQLog
body with appropriate new values or order numbers. Here we have four
such relations (we choose to name the last one dierently to highlight that
it contains order numbers):
id1 := ιnew1∶⟨⟩(bindings)
id2 := ιnew2∶⟨v3⟩(bindings)
id3 := ιnew3∶⟨v3⟩(bindings)
order3 := ιorder∶⟨v3⟩(bindings)
Second, for each deep-copywe have to determine the reachable nodes and
edges between those and for each such node and edge create corresponding
new nodes or edges:
reachable-nodesv3 := piv3(bindings) & ρ1→v3 ,2→old(path∗)
reachable-edgesv3 := piv3 ,oldEdg(reachable-nodesv3& ρ1→old,2→oldEdg( ))∩ piv3 ,oldEdg(reachable-nodesv3& ρ1→old,2→oldEdg( ))
copied-nodesv3 := ιnew∶⟨v3 ,old⟩(reachable-nodesv3)
copied-edgesv3 := ιnewEdg∶⟨v3 ,oldEdg⟩(reachable-edgesv3)
Notice, howwe record both the grouping value v3 and the original nodes
or edges. ¿is allows us to copy the correct properties by adding the new
nodes (edges) to all relations that also contained the old nodes (edges):
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root-copy := pinew(ρ1→old(root) & copied-nodesv3)
source-copy := pinew,newEdg(ρ1→old,2→oldEdg( ) & copied-nodesv3& copied-edgesv3
. . .
We do this for all base relations but show only the rst few. ¿e remaining
base relations are treated analogously.
¿e nal result of the CIQLog rule are then new assignments for the
base relations that are constructed by a union of the relations just created
and whatever is specied directly in the rule head. Here, e.g., we create
additional entries in root, L, , , and pos as these occur in the rule
head.
root := pinew(id1) ∪ root-copy
L := pinew1(id1) × {⟨‘authors’⟩} ∪ label-copy
:= pinew1,new3(id1 & id3) ∪ source-copy
:= pinew2,new3(id2 & id3) ∪ sink-copy
pos := pinew3,order(id3 & order3) ∪ position-copy
O := ordered-copy
13.3 CIQLOG TRANSLAT ION
Formally, we specify the translation function below. ¿e rst step of the
translation is to determine a spanning tree over the body of the CIQLog
query. To allow for ecient computation of the spanning tree, we assume
a highly simplied cost function that assigns weights directly to unary and
binary relations in the query regardless of their position relative to other
relations. Such a cost function can only be a very rough approximation
of the actual cost, but allows us to use any of the ecient spanning tree
algorithms, cf. [6].
If we use cost functions where the cost of operators depends on their rel-
ative position, these algorithms can no longer be applied and the problem
of determining an optimal spanning tree becomes NP-complete (like other
constrained spanning tree problems, e.g., the Optimum Communication
Spanning Tree problem).
Finding an ecient heuristic that yields nearly optimal spanning trees
under such cost functions remains an open problem.
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13.3.1 translation function
Given a conjunction of CIQLog literals, we assume that we can compute a
tree core tree-core for that conjunction and denote the variables in tree-coreVT, all other variables VG.
First, we transform each CIQLog rule into the form
1 head ←Ð b1 ∨ b2 ∨ . . .∨ bk
where each bi is a conjunction of the form tree-core(bi)∧ . . .. ¿e body of
such rules is translated by the translation function tbody given in Table 67.
function CIQLog expression CIQCAG expression
tbody⟨rel(var1, var2)⟩ = ρ1→var1 ,2→var2(rel)
tbody⟨rel(var)⟩ = ρ1→var(rel)
tbody⟨expr1 ∨ expr2⟩ = piVG(tbody⟨expr1⟩) ∪ piVG(tbody⟨expr2⟩)
tbody⟨tree-core ∧ expr⟩ = VE1 (...ϖv1(. . . ...ϖvk(...ϖvk(. . .(...ϖv1(S)) . . .)) . . .)) & piVE2 (tbody⟨expr⟩)
whereVE1 = Vars(tree-core) ∩ (Vars(expr) ∪ VG)VE2 = Vars(expr) ∩ (Vars(tree-core) ∪ VG)
S = ttree⟨tree-core⟩
v1, . . . ,vk variables of S in topological order induced by the edge cover of S
tbody⟨expr1 ∧ expr2⟩ = piVE1 (tbody⟨expr1⟩) & piVE2 (tbody⟨expr2⟩)
whereVE1 = Vars(expr1) ∩ (Vars(expr2) ∪ VG)VE2 = Vars(expr2) ∩ (Vars(expr1) ∪ VG)
tbody⟨expr1 ∧ ¬(expr2)⟩ = tbody⟨expr1⟩ ∖ tbody⟨expr1 ∧ expr2⟩
Table 67. Translating CIQLog rule bodies
Most notably, for the translation of the tree core(s) a second translation
function ttree detailed in Table 69 is used. It employs sequence map opera-
tors where tbody uses standard relational operators. It also uses a helper
function lcaQ(V) with V set of variables which returns the set of all least
common ancestors of any pair of variables from V in the query Q.
Finally, the head of a CIQLog rule is translated by thead as illustrated in the
above example: (1) for each node and order invention term a corresponding
relation using a invention or numbering operator to invent the new values
is introduced (2) for each deep-copy all reachable nodes and edges between
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function CIQLog expression CIQCAG expression
ttree⟨rel(var1, var2)⟩ = ...µvar1 ,var2(D,Q)
ttree⟨rel(var)⟩ = ...µvar(D,Q, rel)
ttree⟨rel1(var) ∨ rel2(var)⟩ = ttree⟨rel1(var)⟩ ...∪ ttree⟨rel2(var)⟩
ttree⟨rel1(var1, var2) ∨ rel2(var1, var2)⟩ = ttree⟨rel1(var1, var2)⟩ ...∪ ttree⟨rel2(var1, var2)⟩
ttree⟨expr1 ∧ expr2⟩ = ...piVE1 (ttree⟨expr1⟩) θ ...piVE2 (ttree⟨expr2⟩)
whereVE1 = V ′E1 ∪ lcaQ(V ′E1) with V ′E1 = Vars(expr1) ∩ (Vars(expr2) ∪ VG)VE2 = V ′E2 ∪ lcaQ(V ′E2) with V ′E2 = Vars(expr2) ∩ (Vars(expr1) ∪ VG)
θ=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
...
Y☇ if VE1 ⊂ VE2
...
X☇ if VE2 ⊂ VE1
...&☇ otherwise
Table 69. Translating CIQLog tree cores
them are copied and the properties of the original nodes transferred. (3) for
each other atom in the head, we add a corresponding expression to the
union representing the atom’s base relation.
¿eorem 13.1. ¿e result of the above translation from CIQLog to CIQCAG is
a CIQCAG expression that implements the semantics of the CIQLog rule and is
linear in the size of the CIQLog rule.
Proof. For the most part the algebraic semantics of CIQLog in Table 5 is
closely reected in the translation function. For the translation of the tree
core, see Chapter 12 for proofs that the sequence map operators have the
same eect on the induced relation of the sequence map as the standard
relational operators.
For the translation of the head, the crucial issues are, once again, the
handling of order and node invention. ¿e corresponding operators are
specically aligned with the semantics of order and node invention as
discussed in Chapter 6.
It is easy to recognize that the resulting expression is linear, if one realizes
that we use assignment expressions to avoid repeating sub-expressions
that occur in multiple places (e.g., the bindings relation that occurs in
each node invention relation and thus, if naïvely repeated each time results
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in a quadratic size for the resulting expression. Note, that the translation
of deep-equal introduces a rather large, but constant number of CIQCAG
expressions. 
13.4 I TERAT ION AND RECURS ION
Following Abiteboul [2], we complete the CIQCAG algebra (so as to support
full CIQLog) by an iteration operator while. For simplicity, we assume an
inationary semantics for the assignment operator in a while. To translate
a general CIQLog program (with inationary semantics), we enclose the rela-
tion assignments generated by the above rule in while loops that terminate
if there are no more changes. Obviously, termination is not guaranteed
in contrast to datalog as recursion over value invention terms (cascading
value invention) may create an unbounded, possibly innite number of
new values.
Combining the CIQCAG algebra with alternative semantics for recursion
is a topic of ongoing investigations and remains, for this work, an open
question.
13.5 CONCLUS ION
¿e translation from CIQLog to CIQCAG concludes our journey that starts in
Chapter 5 where we ask how to formalize Web queries. With CIQLog we
have a convenient, logical foundation ofWeb query languages as diverse as
XQuery, Xcerpt, XPath, and SPARQL (see Part III) that is complemented
by an ecient, scalable query algebra, CIQCAG, that realizes tree queries even
on many graphs in linear time and space, surpassing previous approaches
signicantly. In this chapter, we conclude the consideration of CIQCAG by
(very briey) outlining how to realize non-tree parts of a query as well as
construction in standard relational algebra with value and order invention
operators (provided by most practical SQL database systems).
To complete the picture, we turn in the remaining chapter to the imple-
mentation of CIQCAG and evaluate the discussed approach experimentally.
Part V
PRACT ICE . THE C IQCAG
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14.1 INTRODUCT ION
In Part IV we introduce the CIQCAG algebra and discuss its properties. In
this chapter, we experimentally verify these properties, most notably the
following three properties: (1) Tree queries can be evaluated by the CIQCAG
algebra in linear time and space on both tree data and continuous-image
graphs (cigs), i.e., graphs with some order on the nodes such that the
children of each node form a continuous interval. (2) Graph queries can
be evaluated in two phases, rst some spanning tree of the query, then
the remaining non-tree relations. Only answer nodes and nodes with non-
tree edges are considered also in the graph phase. ¿us, only these nodes
contribute to the exponent of the complexityO(nqg) where n is the size
of the data and qg the number of answer nodes and nodes with non-tree
edges. (3) Furthermore, we introduce the sequence map data structure
and argue that even for many non-cig graphs it provides a more ecient
(interval) representation than standard relational algebra. It is an open
issue how to eciently nd the optimal order of the nodes of a graph to
obtain a minimal interval representation. However, in practical graphs we
observe o en a strong hierarchical component with few non-hierarchical
outliers. In such cases the order obtained for the hierarchical component
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forms a good starting point as basis for compact interval representation of
the whole graph.
We start with a brief discussion of the CIQCAG prototype and then present
a number of experiments that investigate the above properties. ¿e exper-
iments fully support the theoretical results from previous chapters and
demonstrate that, even with the currently rather basic prototype, query
evaluation with CIQCAG performs exceptionally well for practical queries
and data with response times for 15-20 variable queries on 25-50 MB data
sets well below 1 sec.
14.2 CIQCAG PROTOTYPE
¿e CIQCAG prototype is still under development. A preliminary version
has been used to perform the tests described below. ¿e current version is
a rather preliminary version. It only implements the core elements of the
CIQCAG approach, as depicted in Figure 66.
(1) ¿e translation of large parts of the Web query languages XPath,
XQuery, Xcerpt, and SPARQL, as described in Part III, into CIQLog
queries forms the rst part of the prototype. It consider mostly the
composition-free or non-recursive fragment of these languages and
are, consciously, limited to the language core described in Part III.
¿e result are CIQLog queries.
(2) ¿e CIQCAG compiler translates CIQLog queries to CIQCAG expressions.
¿e current implementation is rather basic and computes an arbi-
trary spanning tree to separate tree core from non-tree relations
(unless the query is already tree shaped). ¿e result of the algebra
compiler are CIQCAG expressions.
(3) ¿e tree query processor is based on a straightforward implementa-
tion of the sequence map and its operators as described in Chap-
ters 11 and 12. Currently only the sequence map operators generated
by the algebra compiler are supported. ¿is excludes, e.g., union,
dierence, and rename.¿ough the algebra compiler can generate ei-
ther the consistent or the inconsistent variants of the sequence map
operators, the tree query processor currently only implements the
latter. Recall from Section 12.1, that allowing inconsistent sequence
maps as result of an operator yields, in many cases, more ecient
(and simpler) realizations of the various operators. ¿e price is the
need for additional propagation operators, see Section 12.5.3 that
remove any inconsistencies before extracting the correct answers
14.2 ciqcag prototype 375
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from the sequence map. ¿e tree query processor can be used sep-
arately from the graph query processor (if the entire query is tree
shaped).
(4) ¿e graph query processor implements the full CIQCAG algebra. For
sequence map operations it calls the tree query processor. Non-tree
relations, node, and order invention are implemented directly in
the graph query processor. Both the graph and the tree processor
currently have only very crude data access layers: both expect rela-
tions in interval representation as input without attempting to nd
more optimal representations. ¿is is considered to be performed
by a separate data access or indexing component that pre-computes
optimal (or at least almost optimal) interval representations of given
data and stores the data in that representation. However, the current
prototype does not include such a component, but leaves that task
to the user.
It is worth pointing out that the CIQLog translation and the CIQCAG com-
piler are independent components with well-dened interfaces (CIQLog
queries and CIQCAG expressions, resp.). In fact, in the current prototype
they are not even implemented in the same programming language: ¿e
core processors are implemented in C++, whereas the translation and
compiler are a combination of ANTLR1 and Java. ¿e current prototype is
based on the one used in [52].
14.3 EXPER IMENTAL EVALUAT ION
setup. ¿e experimental evaluation is based on both synthetic and on
real data. ¿e data is assumed in interval representation with the relations
discussed in Chapter II. All tests show the processing time without data
parsing. ¿e tests have been executed on an AMD Athlon 2400XP CPU
with 1GB main memory. ¿e implementation currently uses only a single
core. Each measurement is averaged over 500 runs. For the tests, we have
used queries manually written in CIQCAG rather than the output of the
compiler. However, the queries are close to what the compiler generates
for basic XPath, Xcerpt, and XQuery queries. We have not yet studied the
eect of the frequent label joins in the SPARQL translation.
Synthetic data is used to conrm the complexity of the presented algo-
rithms. ¿e real data scenarios stem from the University of Washington
1 http://www.antlr.org/
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Figure 67. Eect of Sequence Map Operators (over query size) (data synthetic, uniform,
deeply nested; bindings for query variables overlap considerably)
XMLData repository2, and demonstrate the competitiveness of the algo-
rithms.
14.3.1 effect of sequence map
First, we consider the eect of using specialized operators for the evaluation
of tree queries. For that, we compare the evaluation time of the same
query, once realized with standard relational operators and evaluated in
the graph query processor, once realized with sequence map operations
and evaluated in the tree query processor. As expected, time (see Figure 67)
and space (not shown) usage of the evaluation are roughly linear in the
number of variables for the second case, but exponential for the rst case.
¿is validates the practical soundness of using an algebra with specialized
tree query operators.
For the experiment we use uniform, deeply nested XML data and a
fairly unselective query composed of successive descendant-or-self (path∗)
with a single answer variable. ¿e latter suppresses the inuence of answer
variables on the result as discussed in the following. It is worth pointing out
that, in and by itself, this is not a surprising result as similar observations
for acyclic or tree queries [110] that can, e.g., be realized with a semi-join
operator [146] are well-established. However, here we consider a rather
rich algebra of sequence map operators, including forms of union and
dierence. Furthermore, the interval representation allows for linear space
representations even of n-ary queries where the semi-join algebra and
2 http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/xmldatasets/
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Figure 68. Eect of Tree vs. Non-Tree Variables (data and query as before)
similar approaches require at least quadratic space.
14.3.2 effect of non-tree edges
In contrast to the previous experiment, increasing the number of answer
variables or variables with incident non-tree edges considerably aects the
evaluation time. Figure 68 compares the eect of increasing the two types
of variables, those occurring also in non-tree relations or in the answer
with those occurring only in tree relations and not in the answer. ¿e
latter have, as in the previous experiment, little eect on the processing
time. ¿e former, however, signicantly increase query processing time,
thus emphasizing the complexity result for graph queries from Chapter 13:O(nqg ⋅ n ⋅ qt), where qg is the number of variables in the answer or in
non-tree relations and qt the number of variables that occur only in tree
relations but not in the answer.
Again the experiment uses synthetic queries and data.¿e data is rather
small and the selectivity, as in the previous case, is not signicantly aected
by the number of variables. ¿us, this is certainly an extreme setting for
studying the eect of non-tree variables. In most practical cases, it can,
e.g., be expected that not all bindings of one answer variable are related to
those of all bindings of another as in this case.
14.3.3 effect of data shape
For the nal two experiments, we use real-life XML datasets from the
above mentioned repository. In the rst experiment, we illustrate the eect
of the data shape on the query evaluation time. To compare tree, cig, and
graph data we start with the tree-shaped Nasa dataset from above. To that
data, we add non-tree edges in such a way that the result is still cig data.
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¿e number of added edges is such that each node has on average between
2 and 3 parents, i.e., the resulting data contains about 2.5 times the number
of edges as the original tree data. Finally, we add to the resulting data set
arbitrary additional non-tree edges, but also delete some edges to obtain
the graph data set. We delete edges to create non-continuous intervals.¿e
resulting data has about 3 times the number of edges as the original tree
data. ¿e interval representation of the graph data is over the same order
on the nodes as for the cig data set (and thus not necessarily optimal).
It requires multiple intervals to represent the images of most nodes, on
average about 3 intervals per node. Finally, the used query is tree-shaped,
contains about 15 variables, and matches with about 5 of the data.
Under this setup, Figure 69 shows that, indeed, the performance of tree
query evaluation is nearly the same on cig data as on tree data. Further-
more, it is clearly linear and is very competitive, even though the current
prototype is only a very basic implementation. For graph data, as expected,
the query evaluation time increases faster, but is still rather acceptable
with about 1 sec for a 10 MB fragment of the Nasa dataset.
14.3.4 effect of query shape.
¿e nal experiment considers, again, the eect of the query shape, but
now on a real-life data set, viz. the MONDIAL3 database of geographical
information andwith realistic queries.¿e data is tree shaped. In particular,
the graph query contains only a small (about 20) amount of non-tree
variables. ¿e queries are otherwise fairly involved compared to the above
examples but are also far more selective than the queries of the other
experiments. ¿e results in Figure 70 again emphasize the linear time
3 http://www.dbis.informatik.uni-goettingen.de/Mondial/
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processing for tree queries and show that practical graph queries can o en
also be evaluated eciently by the proposed approach.
14.4 OUTLOOK : PR INC IPLES OF THE C IQCAG PROCES -
SOR
¿e current CIQCAG prototype is fairly basic, but will be further towards a
exible, distributed evaluation engine for Web query languages. ¿e basic
architecture and principles for that next-generation CIQCAG processor are
described in [50]. In the following, we briey summarize the most impor-
tant points of that architecture to highlight the planned future development
of the CIQCAG processor:
“execute anywhere”—unified query execution environ-
ment. CIQLog and the CIQCAG algebra provides a unied execution en-
vironment for Web queries written in a multitude of query languages
(as demonstrated in Part III. In this respect, CIQCAG can be considered
a similar foundation for Web query languages as multi-language virtual
or abstract machines for standard programming languages. ¿e most
common examples of multi-language virtual machines is the Common
Language Infrastructure [134] used prominently for executing C♯, but also
the Java Virtual Machine is increasingly used as target for a wide variety
of languages.
In the case of Web queries, a unied execution environment brings
a number of unique advantages: (1)¿e distributed execution of queries
and query programs requires that the language implementations are highly
interoperable down to the level of answer representation and execution
strategies. A high degree of interoperability allows, e.g., the distribution
of partial queries among query nodes (see below). ¿e CIQCAG algebra is
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an a suitable mechanism to ensure implementation interoperability as its
operations are fairly ne granular and well-specied allowing the control-
ling query node ne granular control over the query execution at other
(“slave”) nodes. (2) A rigid denition of the operational semantics as pro-
vided by an the CIQCAG algebra allows not only a better understanding
and communication of the evaluation algorithms, it also makes query ex-
ecution more predictable, i.e., once compiled a query should behave in a
predictable behavior on all implementations.¿is is an increasingly impor-
tant property as it eases query authoring and allows better error handling
for distributed query evaluation. (3) Finally, a unied query execution
environment makes the transmission and distribution of compiled queries
and even parts of compiled queries among query nodes feasible, enabling
easy adaptation to changes in the network of available query nodes, see
below.
“compile once”—separation of compilation and execu-
tion.
Currently, the CIQCAG processor targets the in-memory processing of que-
ries against XML, RDF, or other Web data that may be local and persistent
(e.g., an XML database or local XML documents), but just as well may have
to be accessed remotely (e.g., a remote XML document) or may be volatile
(e.g., in case of SOAP messages or Web Service access). In other words, it
is assumed that most of the queried data is not under (central) control of
a query execution environment like in a traditional database setting, but
rather that the queried data is o en distributed or volatile. ¿is, naturally,
limits the application of traditional indexing and predictive optimization
techniques, that rely on local management of data and statistic knowledge
about that managed data.
Nevertheless algebraic optimization techniques (that rely solely on knowl-
edge about the query and possibly the schema of the data, but not on
knowledge about the actual instance of data to be queried) and ad-hoc
indices that are created during execution time still have their place under
this circumstances.
In particular, such a setting allows for a clean separation of compilation
and execution: ¿e high-level Web queries in XQuery, XPath, Xcerpt, or
SPARQL are translated into CIQCAG expressions separately from its execu-
tion.¿e translation may be separated by time (at another time) and space
(at another query node) from the actual execution of the query. ¿is is
essential to enable the distribution of pre-compiled, globally optimized
CIQCAG expressions evaluating (parts of) queries over distributed query
nodes.
Extensive static optimization.¿is separation alsomakesmore extensive
382 prototype and experimental evaluation
static optimization feasible than traditionally applied in an in-memory
setting (e.g., in XSLT processors such as Saxon4 or Xalan5).
“compile, classify, execute”—unified evaluation algo-
rithm. Aside of traditional tasks such as dead (or tautological) branch
elimination, detection of unsatisable queries, operator order optimization
and selection between dierent realizations for the same high-level query
constructs, the CIQCAG compiler has another essential task: the classication
of each query in the query program by its features, e.g., whether a query is
a path, tree, or graph query (cf. [170, 52]) or which parts of the data are
relevant for the query evaluation.
“distribute any part”—partial query evaluation. Once
compilation and execution are separate, the possibility exists that one query
node compiles the high-level Web queries to CIQCAG code using knowledge
about the query and possibly the schema of the data to optimize (globally)
the query plan expressed in the CIQCAG code. ¿e result of this translation
can then be distributed among several query nodes, e.g., if these nodes
have more ecient means to access the resources involved in the query.
Indeed, once at the level of CIQCAG code it is not only possible to dis-
tribute, say, entire CIQLog rules or sets of CIQLog rules, but even parts of
rules (e.g., query conjuncts) or even smaller units. Figure 71 illustrates
such a distributed query processing scenario using Xcerpt as high-level
language (though any other language, and with some care, also a mixture
of languages is possible): Applications use one of the control APIs (obtain-
ing, e.g., entire XML documents or separate variable bindings) to execute
a query at a given Xcerpt node. ¿is implementation of Xcerpt transforms
the query into CIQCAG code and hands this code over to its own CIQCAG
engine. Depending on additional information about the data accessed in
the query, this CIQCAG node might decide to evaluate only some parts of
the query locally (e.g., those operating exclusively on local data and those
joining data from dierent sources) and send all the remaining query parts
to other CIQCAG nodes that are likely to have more ecient access to the
relevant data.
In contrast to distribution on the level of a high-level query language
such as Xcerpt, distribution on the level of CIQCAG has twomain advantages:
the distributed query parts can be of ner granularity and the “controlling”
node can have, by means of code transformation and hint sections, better
4 http://www.saxonica.com/
5 http://xml.apache.org/xalan-j/
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control of the “slave” nodes.
Notice, that CIQCAG enables such query distribution, but does not by itself
provide the necessary infrastructure (e.g., for registration andmanagement
of query nodes). It is assumed that this infrastructure is provided by outside
means.
14.5 CONCLUS ION
¿ough the current prototype is only a fairly preliminary implementation
of the CIQCAG algebra, the above experiments already clearly demonstrate
the viability of the approach. Employing interval representations of rela-
tions and specialized sequence map operators for tree query evaluation,
the CIQCAG prototype achieves:
(1) Linear time and space evaluation for tree queries on tree and cig
data. In fact, the experiments show that there is no signicant dier-
ence in evaluation time between tree and cig data. In other words,
non-tree edges come for free w.r.t. query evaluation as long as the
resulting graph still carries the cig property.
(2) Even for arbitrary graph data interval representations yield an ef-
cient basis for evaluation since they provide, except for extreme
cases, compact representations of related nodes at little extra cost.
(3) ¿eseparate processing of tree core for graph queries yields formany
practical graph queries a signicant improvement, in particular as
most graph queries have only limited non-tree edges.
(4) Allmajor complexity results from the previous chapters are validated
by the above experimental evaluation.
It is expected that work on the prototype will continue in the future.
In particular, a full implementation of the CIQCAG algebra, more extensive
experimental evaluations, and the realization of the architecture described
in the previous chapter are topics for future work.
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In three parts, this thesis illustrates perspectives to overcome the increas-
ing fragmentation of the Web in HTML, XML, RDF, OWL, etc. islands.
¿e fundamental results are:
(1) A versatile query language—that can access data in many Web for-
mats and in many shapes—is viable as demonstrated by Xcerpt 2.0
in Chapter 3. Furthermore, it does not need to sacrice ease of use
for each of the formats as illustrated along the GRDDL use case in
Chapter 4.
(2) ¿ough the fragmentation of theWeb has also introduced a plethora
of query languages, each specialized to one data format, a uniform,
purely logical semantics for such widely varying languages as XPath,
XQuery, SPARQL, and Xcerpt is provided in Part II and III. For
this purpose, we introduce CIQLog as a slightly modied variant of
datalog¬new, i.e., datalog extended with negation and value invention.
We show that all the above languages can be faithfully translated
into CIQLog.
As a side eect, we obtain the rst, to the best of our knowledge,
purely logical semantics of XQuery and SPARQL and illustrate com-
monalities and dierences between these languages. Furthermore,
the uniform semantics allows us to expect that, in many cases, inte-
gration of queries in these dierent languages is possible.
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(3) ¿e uniform semantics for Web query languages provides by CIQLog
is complemented in Part IV by the CIQCAG algebra used for imple-
menting CIQLog queries. CIQCAG is the rst algebra for Web queries
that scales with query and data shape: For tree queries it provides
linear time and space evaluation (cf. Section 11.4 and Chapter 12) on
tree data and thus the same complexity as the best known approaches
for that setting. Furthermore, it extends the same complexity also to
a far larger, novel class of graphs, called continuous-image graphs
(Sections 10.2 and 11.3) that can still be processed with linear time
and space. In this respect the move from trees to continuous-image
graphs comes for free w.r.t. query evaluation time. But also on arbi-
trary graph data, the CIQCAG algebra can provide signicant speed-up
(as experimentally veried in Chapter 14) compared with prior ap-
proaches, in particular if the graph is removed from a tree or cig
only by a few edges.
For graph queries, CIQCAG evaluates a tree core of the query rst
(with, for tree and cig data, linear or, for arbitrary graphs, at worst
quadratic time and space complexity). Only those parts of the query
with relations not covered by the tree core are then processed using
standard relational operators, thus reducing the complexity of query
evaluation to size of those non-tree parts of a query (see Chapter 13).
Combinedwith the exceptionally ecient evaluation for tree queries
discussed above, this yields an overall highly competitive engine for
evaluating Web queries.
With the results on continuous-image graphs, the CIQCAG algebra extends
the limits of previously known approaches with linear time and space
query evaluation considerably into the realm of graph-shaped data. ¿is
not only makes versatile query languages and multi-language engines
for Web queries more feasible, it also gives an indication how some of
the techniques developed for XML and similar, mostly tree-shaped, data
formats can be extended or adapted for use with less restricted, graph-
shaped data such as RDF.
15.1 PERSPECT IVES AND FURTHER WORK
Obviously, this work provides only a rst few attempts at addressing the
increasing fragmentation of theWeb into islands of diverging data formats.
In the following, we briey highlight a few venues for further work.
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15.1.1 continuous-image graphs
As mentioned in Chapter 10, there are a number of questions that have
arisen in our investigation of continuous-image graphs as a class of data
where tree queries can be evaluated in linear time and space:
(1) ¿ough we have illustrated the use of cigs by a number of examples,
a principled investigation of the frequency of cigs in practical data
sets is certainly desirable. In general, studies on the precise char-
acteristics of Web or Semantic Web data are few and far between.
Issues such as the average and maximum degree of concepts in
Ontologies or their overall organization (e.g., around hierarchical
components) can signicantly aect the performance of querying
and reasoning with such data, yet are o en ignored. ¿is work il-
lustrates that a more precise characterisation of Web data (beyond
tree- vs. graph-shaped) can be helpful in addressing some of the
scalability concerns raised in the context of the Semantic Web.
In particular, further investigating the amount and signicance of
non-tree (or non-cig) edges would allow a better understanding
when interval representations of arbitrary graphs are useful to speed
up query evaluation.
(2) In this work, the nodes in the image of each node of a cig are
required to form a single continuous interval. For many graphs, no
order on the nodesmay exists such that there is a single such interval,
but only orders such that there are k such intervals where k is some
small integer. Such graphs are then still amenable to linear time
and space evaluation with sequence maps. However as indicated in
Section 11.3.3, it is an open question whether there is a polynomial
decision algorithm for the k-image interval property. ¿ough the
test for “circular ones” points towards such an algorithm for k = 2,
there does not seem to be such an obvious extension of the decision
algorithm for k = 1 to cases with k > 2.
(3) In Section 10.3.2, we briey discuss that the sequence map can also
handle diamond-free DAG queries while retaining the same data
complexity. ¿e query complexity only remains the same, for ob-
vious reasons, if we measure the size of a query as the number of
edges (i.e., atoms in a CIQLog expression) rather than the number of
nodes (i.e., variables in a CIQLog expression). However, a detailed con-
sideration of diamond-free DAG queries remains open, yet might
yield interesting results as there is some evidence [170, 167] that such
queries occur frequently, at least in the XPath context.
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(4) Similarly, we have limited ourselves in this work to tree queries
though there are larger classes of queries with polynomial query
evaluation time, viz. queries with bounded hypertree width [109]. As
discussed in Section 10.4.2, it is not obvious whether and how the
notion of cigs can be combined with such queries. A straightfor-
ward adaptation by extending the cig property to guarantee one
order for all relations in a hypertree node seems considerably more
restrictive than the basic notion of a cig graph. Whether there are
more promising ways to adapt the sequence map data structure
and the notion of cigs for queries with bounded hypertree width
remains an open question.
15.1.2 iterator implementation of the sequence map
¿e sequence map is the means in CIQCAG to provide linear time and space
evaluation of tree queries on tree and cig data. In Section 12.9, we discuss
how an iterator implementation of the sequence map operators allows the
skipping and pruning of intermediary results at the earliest possible time
if certain additional restrictions are placed on the relations in the query.
In particular, we obtain thusO(d ⋅ q) instead ofO(n ⋅ q) space bounds
for order-compatible queries such as XPath queries containing only child
and descendant.
Order-compatible queries enjoy the above improved complexity as they
allow us to isolate possible images of a node in a sub-structure of the data
sub-linear w.r.t. to the data size n. However, it is an open question whether
this class of queries precisely captures all queries where such an isolation
is possible.
15.1.3 interval representation of arbitrary graphs
¿e sequence map uses interval representations of relations to achieve
linear time and space complexity for tree and cig data when evaluating
tree queries. Furthermore, the use of interval representations is useful also
for arbitrary graphs (as experimentally veried in Section 14).
However, whether there is a polynomial algorithm for nding the op-
timal interval order or whether the problem is (as we suspect) indeed
NP-complete remains an open question.
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15.1.4 beyond intervals: ciqcag for graph queries
¿e core idea of the CIQCAG algebra is to use the ecient processing of tree
queries provided by the sequence map operators and use it to evaluate as
much of a given query as possible, before turning to standard relational
operators.
In Chapter 13, we use, however, an arbitrary spanning tree to separate
the tree core from the rest of the query. Better strategies for this separation
will be investigated in future work, in particular how optimal tree cores can
be approximated eciently in presence of realistic (global) cost functions.
For now, nding an ecient heuristic that yields nearly optimal spanning
trees under such cost functions remains an open problem.
¿e non-tree part of the CIQCAG algebra is currently fairly basic and is a
topic of ongoing investigation. In the context of Semantic Web queries, a
particularly relevant topic is the integration of ecient recursion operators,
as surveyed recently in [60].
15.1.5 supporting full xpath, xquery, sparql, and xcerpt
¿ough we show how to translate large fragments of XQuery, SPARQL,
XPath, and Xcerpt into CIQLog and argue that most of the remaining fea-
tures can be addressed in CIQLog, full translations require additional work.
Considering the promising results from Chapter 14, we believe that, in
particular for emerging languages such as SPARQL, CIQCAG-based imple-
mentations can considerably outperform existing implementations.
However, to that end both the translation and the current CIQCAG proto-
type require further work. Of particular interest is also the recent desire
to access XML data from SPARQL by means of XPath, a scenario that
provides an ideal match for the capabilities of CIQCAG.
15.1.6 versatile data access in the web: a virtual machine
for web queries
With CIQCAG we have proposed an evaluation for an entire set ofWeb query
languages that is nevertheless capable of evaluating each of these languages
with as good a complexity as any previous approach designed specically
for one of these languages.
¿us, we have now the ability to provide a formal basis for the inter-
change of queries and even (intermediary) result interchange regardless
of the surface language either user or data provider prefers. Currently
providers dictate the interface language for accessing “their” data: Web
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service APIs or “access points” with either proprietary query languages or
SPARQL, XPath, or XQuery. Anyone who wants to access that data has to
adapt to the provider.
With CIQLog and CIQCAG, not only is the interface language becoming
less important, we can also consider them as rst steps towards a common
virtual machine for Web queries, similar to the CLI [134] for conventional
programming languages.
Naturally, many issues such as security and policies for data access,
distribution, etc. are yet to be solved before we can achieve a uniform
access layer for Web data.
15.1.7 versatile queries for beginners
Finally, though Xcerpt 2.0 has turned out to be a great exemplar for the
vision of versatile Web query languages, its use requires, just as in the case
of XQuery or even SPARQL, considerable expertise. In an ideal work, a
versatile query language should allow the author to formulate his query
intent easily and without knowledge about the format the data is stored in.
To that end we are currently investigating:
(1) Visual interfaces and languages for versatile Web queries based on
prior work on visXcerpt [23, 25].
(2) Drastically simplied query languages in a Semantic Wiki setting
(which, to some extent, can be seen as theWeb in a really small box)
where the author can query the structure of data in the same way,
whether it is stored in XML documents or RDFmetadata.¿is work
is inspired by and partially founded by the “Knowledge in a Wiki”
(KIWI)1 project.
(3) Conceptual query languages are getting increased attention for sim-
ilar reasons in the Semantic Web context. With CIQLog and CIQCAG
we provide an ideal foundation for realizing such languages where
the user can specify the query intent conceptually and the language
processor transforms that query intent in specic queries on data
in any Web format.
1 http://www.kiwi-project.eu/
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